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ABSTRACT
This thesis has three main objectives:
(a) The first objective is to present an exposition of the 
existing knowledge in the field of formex configuration 
processing. This material forms the contents of Chapter 
two.
(b) The second objective is to provide a critical 
exposition of the available information on 
prefabricated space structure systems. This material is 
presented in Chapter four.
(c) The third objective is to introduce a number of new 
transformations that allow certain important space 
structure configurations to be generated with 
convenience. These transformations are referred to as 
"diamatic retronorms” and "scalloped retronorms". 
Descriptions of these transformations are given in 
Chapter three. The material of this Chapter is the 
original work of the author and is believed to 
represent a major contribution in the field of formex 
configuration processing.
The final Chapter includes the conclusions of the work as 
well as suggestions for future research.
It is regretted that the material in Chapters two and three 
are rather difficult to follow for a reader who is 
unfamiliar with the formex techniques. The author is 
conscious of this problem but the alternative would have 
been to considerably lengthen the material by adding 
further explanations and examples. This was unacceptable 
since it would have made an already bulky thesis even 
bulkier. In view of this, it is hoped that the reader would 
bear with the author in going through the material of 
Chapters two and three.
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Chapter 1
Space Structures and 
Configuration Processing
1. 1 INTRODÜCTION
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the 
historical background of computer technology and the 
problems of design and construction of space structures.
1 .2  A BRIEF REVIEW OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
The rapid rise in the availability of computing hardware 
has tended to outstrip our ability to make best use of 
them. We can only make use of the power of hardware through 
suitable software and there is a continual struggle for the 
software to catch up with the development of the hardware. 
A large amount of software development has been aimed at 
solving problems in the field of civil and structural 
engineering. Examples of this type of program being finite 
element packages, which allow the behaviour of complex 
structural systems to be examined in detail.
Before the advent of the computer, when faced with the 
problem of designing a structure, engineers analysed the 
problem by constructing simple mathematical models of the 
structure. Where these simple mathematical models proved 
inadequate a physical model could be built and tested. This 
approach to design was dictated by the analytical 
techniques and computational means available.
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The early I960's saw the gradual move of computer systems 
from being exclusively housed in the governmental research 
organisations to their more widespread use in the 
universities and the industry. This period also saw 
extensive use of the first symbolic programming language 
(FORTRAN 1954) which opened up the field of programming. 
Such a compiled language used an English like command 
structure that people found easier to cope with than the 
strings of numbers of machine code. Machine code programs 
took much longer to write and required people with very 
special qualities to exploit it fully. The advent of the 
compiler gave rise to increase of the pool of people 
available to program the machines.
The race was then on to create suitable application 
programs for use by practitioners in various fields. In the 
civil engineering area, one of the first attempts to 
provide a friendly application program came in the mid 
1960's with the evolution of a comprehensive structural 
analysis package called STRESS (STRuctural Engineer System 
Solver). This was developed at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in the USA.
In the years that followed many packages dealing with 
different application areas were evolved. There are now 
many structural analysis packages that are used extensively 
throughout the academic world and the industry. A typical 
modern structural analysis package allows linear or 
nonlinear analysis of complex structural systems to be 
performed effectively. Such a package also includes 
facilities for data generation (preprocessing) and 
graphical representation of analytical results 
(postprocessing) . However, whereas most modern packages are 
quite sophisticated when it comes to postprocessing, they 
are rather lacking in preprocessing power for large complex 
structures such as space structures.
11
Modem packages do contain facilities that allow data 
generation for simple space structures such as 
straightforward double layer grids but they do not allow an 
easy way of data generation for structures such as those 
shown in Figs 1.1 to 1.10.
1 .3  TBGE FORMEX APPROACH
To overcome the problem of data generation for complex 
space structures, formex algebra has been developed by
H.Nooshin, at the Space Structures Research Centre of the 
University of Surrey. The ideas of formex algebra may be 
used for all types of configuration processing problems.
The term "configuration" is used to mean an "arrangement of 
objects". The elements of a structure, for instance, 
constitute a configuration and so do the parts that form an 
electrical network. The most common usage of the term 
configuration is in reference to a geometric composition 
consisting of points and/or lines and/or surfaces. Such a 
geometric composition may itself be the subject of study or 
it may be representing another arrangement of objects.
Configurations may be described using numerical models. In 
particular, when digital computers are involved, the 
internal machine representation of a configuration must be 
in terms of a numerical model. The term "configuration 
processing" is used to mean "creation and manipulation of 
numerical models representing configurations".
The basic ideas from which formex algebra has emerged were 
evolved in the early seventies. These embryonic concepts 
were published in 1975. Experience in using the early ideas 
resulted in a substantial revision which was written in 
1979 and subsequently published in 1981. The first textbook 
on formex algebra appeared in 1984.
12
Fig 1.1
Fig 1.3
Fig 1.2
Fig 1.4
Fig 1.6
Fig 1.5
Fig 1.7 Fig 1.8
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1*9 Fig 1.10
There is an interactive programming language called 
"Formian" which provides a convenient medium for 
configuration processing using formex algebra, A 
description of the elements of Formian was first published 
in 1991.
Formex algebra has proved to be a suitable medium for 
communication between people as well as a medium for 
communication between people and computers. The concepts of 
formex algebra can be taught, learnt, discussed and 
recorded using the well-defined terminology and notation of 
formex algebra evolved during the last two decades.
The next Chapter contains a detailed account on how the 
concepts of formex algebra can be used for the creation and 
representation of structural forms. The use of the concepts 
of formex algebra and its programming language Formian have 
been illustrated with a number of examples.
1 .4  EPILANGÜAGES
The idea of an "epilanguage" is described in a récent book 
on Formian which was published in September 1993. An 
epilanguage is an extended version of a high level language 
such as FORTRAN or C. Such a language allows a Formian user
14
to augment Formian with new procedures and functions he/she 
requires. Epilanguages open up many exciting new horizons 
and provide a powerful means of implementing innovative 
ideas. An epilanguage which is based on "C” is extensively 
used in this thesis.
1. 5 A COMPUTER AIDED SPACE STRUCTURE SYSTEM
The author is a member of staff in a firm of Civil- 
structural-constructional Engineers in Japan (PENTA-OCEAN). 
The firm intends to create a new section for design and 
construction of space structures and as an initial step in 
fulfilling this objective the author has been sent to the 
Space Structures Research Centre of the University of 
Surrey to be trained in the field of space structures. The 
author's ultimate goal for the future is to create a 
computer aided space structure design and manufacturing 
system. The system is envisaged to perform the following 
functions:
(1) to help in the initial conception of the structural 
forms,
(2) to prepare data for the analysis,
(3) to perform analysis,
(4) to help in the optimisation and the design processes 
and
(5) to produce the necessary information for the 
manufacturing of the component parts of the structures.
Formex algebra and Formian will be major aids in achieving 
the objectives of the system throughout the above five 
steps. The first two steps involve configuration processing 
and can be handled through the use of Formian.
As far as the analysis is concerned, one can use a suitable 
package such as ADINA or LUSAS. Design optimisation 
requires experience and knowledge in the particular field. 
For the optimisation process, the idea of a "Formian
15
scheme” is useful. The details of this idea is discussed in 
Section 2.2.10.
A special software tool is required for transforming the 
data generated by Formian into an acceptable form by an 
analysis program. A software tool of this kind can be 
conveniently created using an epilanguage.
The manufacturing process will inevitably involve 
numerically controlled machines. This step will require the 
preparation of large amounts of manufacturing data that 
consist of information about the geometric particulars of 
the components in addition to various standard 
specifications. The standard specifications can be stored 
in a "catalogue”. A catalogue is a kind of data base that 
is associated with the concept of the epilanguages.
It is also important to study the existing prefabricated 
space structure systems and learn about the particulars of 
the systems and their problems. A number of prefabricated 
space structure systems are discussed in Chapter four in 
this thesis.
16
1 .6  INDUSTRIALISATION OF SPACE STRUCTURES
Space structures are used for sport stadia, exhibition 
halls, swimming pools, shopping malls, industrial buildings 
and so on. They allow large areas to be covered without 
many internal supports.
The best early example of a spaceframe is the Crystal 
Palace which was built for the Great Exhibition of 1851 in 
Hyde Park in London and was designed by Joseph Paxton, Fig 
1.11. Its iron frame was prefabricated in sections and its 
glass panels, set into wooden sashbars, were of standard 4- 
ft lengths.
Another well known example of the successful use of barrel 
vaults is the hangar, built in 1935, in Cecchignola, near 
Rome. The vast area of 102.5m x 36.9m is supported by only 
six buttresses, as shown in Fig 1,12. This barrel vault 
system was designed by the Italian designer Pier Luigi 
Nervi. Several large span barrel vaults of this form were 
built by Nervi, using precast, prefabricated modular 
reinforced concrete units. These units were interconnected- 
on site through welding of the protruding steel reinforcing 
bars at the nodal points and then a reinforced concrete 
slab was cast on the top layer, becoming an integral part 
of the cylindrical barrel vault structure.
The new techniques for space structures, involving the use 
of iron, that had originated in Britain as a by-product of 
the industrial revolution, spread later in the 19th century 
to the other industrialised countries. Specially, the Paris 
Exhibition of 1889 included two great structures. One was 
the Machine Hall which was about 110m wide and had 45m 
internal height and the other was Eiffel's tower which was 
some 3 00m tall.
17
Fig 1.11 Crystal Palace for the Great Exhibition of 1851 in Hyde Park, London, UK
Fig 1.12 A view of Nervi's hangar
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The first recorded and documented attempts to develop 
multilayer prefabricated grids were made by Alexander 
Graham Bell, who is the famous inventor of the telephone. 
In 1907, Graham Bell built several experimental multilayer 
grid structures consisting of identical prefabricated 
tetrahedral units whose members had the same length, as 
shown in Fig 1.13. All units with identical nodes were 
jointed together by simple connectors. His report refers to 
the "extraordinary" strength of such prefabricated space 
grids. He seems to be the first engineer to show how to 
make simpler, lighter and stronger structures consisting of 
mass-produced elements. He also drew attention to the cost 
economies possible through industrialisation and 
préfabrication.
The impact of industrialisation on prefabricated space 
structures has proved to be most significant. It allows 
economical standardisation of the component parts and in 
the hands of a creative architect it offers ample 
flexibility and leads to imaginative designs.
The first commercially successful space structure system 
was the MERO system developed by Max Mengeringhausen which 
was put onto the market in 1942. The success of the MERO 
system has induced the invention of a large number of 
systems. The notable successful systems are Unistrut, Space 
Deck, Triodetic, Unibat, Unitruss and NS truss.
Some of the prefabricated space structure systems are shown 
in Fig 1.14. Further details about these and certain other 
systems will be discussed in Chapter four on "Space 
Structure Systems".
Here, some examples of space structures built using 
prefabricated space structure systems are introduced. The 
first example is the roof of the stadium at Split in (the 
present day) Croatia for the 1979 Mediterranean Games,
19
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Fig 1.13 Multilayer grid built by Graham Bell in 1907
Z o o
MERO system
Unitruss system
Unistrut system
Nodus system
Triodetic system
Space Deck system Harley system
Fig 1.14 Various prefabricated space structure systems
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using the MERO system. Fig 1.15. Two wide span double layer 
barrel vaults are designed to cantilever 45m over the 
spectator areas and are supported only along the perimeter. 
Each vault has a span of almost 215m. The spaceframe is 
based on a 3m x 3m module with a structural depth of 2.3m. 
Transparent acrylic vaulted units are used as cladding.
The Olympic Game Sports Palace shown in Fig 1.16 was built 
in Mexico City in 1968, designed by Felix Candela, 
Castaneda, Peyri, and Oscar DeBuen. This dome has a clear 
span of 134m. Its shape is a spherical shell created by a 
giant two-way grid of steel trusses forming arches. The 
square area between the arches are filled with a triangular 
grid of aluminium tubes in the form of single layer 
hyperbolic paraboloidal units. There are altogether 484 
hyperbolic paraboloidal units, each with four axes of 
symmetry. These aluminium units were designed for uniform 
dead loading of intensity 122 kg/m^ and a total of 48352 
tubular elements were used. They are connected together 
using Triodetic joints.
The Moka sports centre shown in Fig 1.17, built in 1976, is 
an example of diamond domes, developed by Dr F.Matsushita, 
Tomoe Corporation, Japan. This dome, having a clear span of 
74m, consists of eight braced barrel vaults and is 
supported at eight points only.
The famous United State pavilion at the 1967 Montreal 
Exhibition is an impressive example of a geodesic dome 
built in tubular steel as a double layer structure. Fig
1.18. It was designed by Buckminster Fuller, Sadao Inc. and 
Geometries Inc. This is a three-quarter sphere, 76m in 
diameter, and contains some 6000 connectors and 24000 
tubular members.
21
Fig 1.15 Bird's eye view of the Split stadium
Fig 1.16 External view of the Olympic Game Sports Palace dome in Mexico City
22
Fig 1.17 Moka City Sports Centre, Japan
m m
# k
Fig 1.18 US pavilion for Expo '67, Montreal, Canada
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These space structures consist of a large number of members 
and joints with various lengths, sizes and types. 
Consequently, as mentioned before, one of the main problems 
involved in their design is the large amount of data 
necessary for the computer analysis.
Regarding the fabrication of spaceframe components, the 
accuracy is an important and necessary aspect. Recently, 
high precision numerical controlled machines have been used 
to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of marking, 
drilling, cutting and other manufacturing processes. 
However, numerically controlled machines required an 
extensive amount of data which is not easy to generate 
unless one is equipped with suitable software tools. 
Formian is the tool which is proposed to be used for the 
structural data handling as well as the means of providing 
data for numerically controlled machines.
24
Chapter 2
FormeX Algebra and Formian
2 .1  FORMEX ALGEBRA
2 .1 .1  INTRODUCTION
The concepts of formex algebra are normally used in 
conjunction with suitable computer software. In particular, 
there is a programming language called Formian which may be 
used for the preparation of engineering data in many 
disciplines. The data may be generated in terms of 
parameters and this feature is particularly useful in 
optimisation processes. In addition, the generated data may 
be stored in the form of a rule and thus complete 
information about a structural system may be represented in 
a few lines of formulation. This allows data to be modified 
easily and provides a convenient means of keeping the 
information for future reference.
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2 . 1 . 2  FÜIWAMENTALS OF FORMEX ALGEBRA
A "formex” is a mathematical entity that consists of an 
arrangement of numbers. The plural of formex is "formices". 
Formex algebra consists of a set of formices and a number 
of rules to manipulate them. In this section, the basic 
concepts of formex algebra are discussed.
FORMICES
There are a number of different types of formices. The 
simplest type of a formex is referred to as a "uniple" 
which consists of a single number. For example,
3and 8,19
are two uniples.
Next in the hierarchy are formices that are referred to as 
"reglets". A reglet is a sequence of one or more uniples. 
For example,
[1, 3, 5][2.1, 5.6]and [9, 0.14, 73, 1.7] 
are three reglets.
In the above example, the number of uniples that 
constitutes each reglet is different. This number of 
uniples is referred to as the "grade" of the reglet, e.g. 
the grades of the above reglets are three, two and four, 
respectively.
The general form of a reglet is
26
[Ul, U2, Un]
where each one of the entities Ul, U2, . .., Un is a uniple, 
and n is the grade of the reglet.
The next class of formices are referred to as "maniples". 
A maniple is a set of one or more reglets of the same 
grade. The number of these reglets is referred to as the 
"plexitude" of the maniple.
The general form of a maniple is
[U11,U12,... ,Uln; U12,U22,... ,U2n; ... ; Uml,Um2,... ,Umn]
where the reglets are separated by semicolons.
In general, a formex may be written in the form
{Ml, M2, ..., Mr}
where the entities Ml, M2, ..., Mr are maniples of the same 
grade. The number of these maniples is referred to as the 
"order" of the formex.
Any one of maniples Ml, M2, ..., Mr is referred to as a
"cantle" of the formex. Also, any reglet that is contained 
in the formex is referred to as a "signet" of the formex.
Among the set of all formices there is the empty formex 
that has no cantle and is denoted by {}.
A formex may be illustrated as in Fig 2.1, considering the 
relationships between uniples, signets and cantles. The 
three indicated directions in Fig 2.1 relate to the grade, 
plexitude and order as shown. In this figure, a sphere unit 
illustrates a uniple and a set of chained cubes in the 
first direction illustrates a signet. A cantle consists of
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a number of uniples. This number is obtained by multiplying 
the grade and the plexitude. A cantle consists of a number 
of signets. This number is the plexitude of the cantle. All 
the cantles in a formex must be of the same grade but they 
may be of different plexitudes.
plexitude
order ' ^
uniple U
signet U1,U2,.
cantle formex
..,Mr}
Fig 2.1
Consider the formex which is indicated by thick lines in 
Fig 2.1. The shape of this formex in the figure shows the 
relationships between the formex and its components. This 
formex is of the third grade because every signet of it 
consists of three uniples.
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This formex is of the third order because it contains three 
cantles. Therefore, this formex is of the third grade and 
the third order. The first cantle is of the third plexitude 
because it consists of three signets. Also, the second and 
third cantles consist of four and two signets, 
respectively. Therefore, they are of the fourth and second 
plexitudes, respectively.
Consider the particular situation when a formex consists of 
one uniple, that is, it is of the first grade, order and 
plexitude. In this case, the formex consists of a simple 
number. In this case, one may omit the enclosing square 
brackets and curly brackets.
Consider the formex
{[l,l;2,23,[3,3],[4,4;5,5;6,6],[7,7;8,8]}
In this formex, the cantle
[3,3]
is in the second position and the cantle 
[7,7/8,8]
is in the fourth position. The serial position number of a 
cantle in a formex is referred to as the "orderate" of that 
cantle.
Consider the formex shown in Fig 2.2. It may be observed 
that the formex consists of cantles of the same plexitude. 
This type of formex is defined as being "homogeneous". A 
formex that is not homogeneous is said to "nonhomogeneous". 
For example, formices
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and {[1,2,3;4,5,6],[7,8,9;10,11,12],[13,14,15;16,17,18]}{[22,44;66,88;77,99],[11,33 ;55,77;44,55]} 
are homogeneous.
plexitude
grade
order \r
plexitude
----►
J.i
•( V»2 2
order i f
Fig 2.2 Fig 2.3
A homogeneous formex of the first plexitude is referred to
as an "ingot" (See Fig 2.3). For example,
{[1,2], [4,5], [7,8]}
is an ingot of the third order and the second grade and
{1,2,3,4,5}
is an ingot of the fifth order and first garde.
EQUALITY OF FORMICES
Two formices are required to satisfy the following
conditions in order to be "equal".
1) The formices must be of the same constitution, i.e.
(a) they must be of the same order and grade and
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(b) every cantle in one must be of the same plexitude as 
the corresponding cantle in the other.
2) Every uniple in one must be equal to the corresponding 
uniple in the other.
If two formices satisfy the above conditions, then the 
relationship between them may be represented by the 
conventional equality symbol. For example,
{[i,j;k,m],[n,p3} = {[2,8;4,6],[1,3]}
implies that i=2, j=8, k=4, m=6, n=l and p=3.
VARIANTS OF A FORMEX 
Consider the formices
El = {[1,2;3,4],[5,6;7,8;9,10]}
E2 = {[3,4;l,2],[5,6;9,10;7,8]}
E3 = {[1,2;3,4],[9,10;5,6;7,8]}
and
E4 = {[3,4;l,2],[7,8;9,10;5,6]}
One may notice that every cantle in each one of the above 
formices may be obtained from the corresponding cantle of 
any other by a rearrangement of the positions of its 
signets. These formices are said to be "variants" of one 
another. Two equal formices are considered to be variants 
of each other.
Compare the formex
E5 = {[5,6;7,8;9,10],[1,2;3,4]}
to the above formex El. These formices are not variants of 
each other although each formex consists of the same 
cantles. Because the order in which the cantles are given 
is not the same for El and E5.
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Then, consider the formex
E6 = {[1,2;3,4],[5,6;7,8;9,10],[5,6;9,10;7,8],[11,12]}
The second and third cantles consist of the same signets. 
These cantles are said to be variants of each other.
A formex that contains cantles which are variants of one 
another is said to be "prolate".
SEQUATIONS OF A FORMEX 
Consider the formices
El = {[2,3],[4,5],[6,7;8,9]>
E2 = {[4,5],[6,7;8,9],[2,3]>
and
E3 = {[6,7;8,9],[4,5],[2,3]}
One may notice that each one of the above formices may be 
obtained from any other by a rearrangement of the positions 
of its cantles. These formices are said to be "sequations" 
of one another. Two equal formices are considered to be 
sequations of each other.
COMPOSITION OF FORMICES
Consider two formices FI and F2. If these formices are of 
the same grade, then they can be composed and if the result 
of the "composition" is represented by a formex F, then one 
may express the relationship between F, FI and F2 as
F = FI # F2
The symbol # in the present context is referred to as the
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"duplus symbol", F is a formex consisting of all the 
cantles of FI, appearing in the same order as in FI, 
followed by all the cantles of F2, appearing in the same 
order as in F2
For example, if
FI = {[1,2;3,4],[5,6]}
and
F2 = {[7,8],[9,10;ll,12],[13,14]}
then
F1#F2 = {[1,2;3,4],[5,6],[7,8],[9,10,•11,12],[13,14]}
and
F2#F1 = {[7,8],[9,10;ll,12],[13,14],[l,2;3,4],[5,6]}
Formex composition has the following basic properties:
(1) E # F # F # E
(2) E # (F # G) = (E # F) # G
(3) F # { } = { } #  F = F
(4) The formices E # F and F # E are sequations of each 
other.
LIBRA NOTATION
A formex may contain integer variables, such as i, j and k. 
For instance,
{[i,3],[j+l,i],[i+j,k;j,2]}
is a formex which is given in terms of integer variables.
Consider the formex
[i,6-i]
and let this be denoted by Ei. El will then be [1,5], E2
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will be [2,4], ...etc. Now consider the serial composition 
El # E2 # E3 # E4 # E5 
whose value will be
{[1,5],[2,4],[3,3],[4,2],[5,1]}
The above composition may be represented by
5 5[—  El or---[--- [i,6-i]1=1 1=1
The symbol [--- is referred to as the "libra symbol" and
5C-7i=l
is referred to as a "libra operator". The integer variable 
i is referred to as a "libra variable".
In general, if Fi is a formex that contains an integer 
variable i that varies from m to n, then the following 
construct may be used;
n[--- Fii=m
This is referred to as a "libra composition" and the 
notation is referred to as the "libra notation".
An alternative notation for this is
lib(i=m,n)|Fi
where the term lib(i=m,n) signifies the libra operator and 
implies that the integer variable i varies from m to n. The
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symbol | is referred to as the "rallus symbol" and is read 
as "of" or "rallus".
Depending on the values of m and n, the libra composition 
may be defined as follows:
(1) For m<n, lib(i=m,n)
(2) For m=n, lib(i=m,n)
(3) For m>n, lib(i=m,n)
Fi = Fm # Fm+1 # ... # Fn-1 # Fn 
Fi = Fm
Fi = Fm # Fm-1 # ... # Fn+1 # Fn
Consider the formex 
F = [i+l,j]
This formex is given in terms of two integer variables.
Now consider the serial composition when the integer 
variables i and j vary. First of all, consider the serial 
composition regarding j and let it vary from 1 to 3.
[i+1,1] # [i+1,2] # [i+1,3]
The above composition may be represented by
or
lib(j=l,3)}F
lib(j=l,3)j[i+1,j]
Now let i vary from 6 to 4 in the above formex. That is, if 
i=6 then
lib(j=l,3)j[7, j] 
and if i=5 then
lib(j=l,3)I[6,j] 
and if i=4
lib(j=l,3)1[5,j]
Next consider the serial composition of the above formices 
as follows:
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lib(j=l,3)I[7,j] # lib(j=l,3) i[6,j] # lib(j=l,3) j[5,j] 
The above composition may be represented by 
lib(i=6,4)|lib(j=l,3)|F
or
lib(i=6,4)|lib(j=l,3)I[i+l,j]
The value will be
{[7,1],[7,2],[7,3],[6,1],[6,2],[6,3],[5,1],[5,2],[5,3]}
This libra composition is referred to as being "nested" and 
is said to be a "nested libra composition". In this case, 
it has two libra operators, so it is referred to as a 2- 
nested libra composition.
In general, a formex may be represented by a number of 
libra compositions, as follows:
lib(il=ml,nl)|Iib(i2=m2,n2) j |lib(ir=mr,nr)}F
In obtaining the value of a libra composition, the left 
most libra composition is evaluated first and then the 
operation proceeds from left to right.
2 .1 .3  FORMEX GRAPHICS
A graphical representation of a formex is referred to as a 
formex plot. Geometrical elements, such as points, lines, 
curves and surfaces, may be represented by a formex.
There are some rules for producing a formex plot. One may 
represent a formex plot from a given formex and may write 
a formex relative to a given configuration through the 
interrelating rules between formices and geometric
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configurations. In this section, these interrelations are 
discussed from various aspects.
FORMEX PLOTS
Consider the formex
E = {[l,2;3,3],[3,3,*3,5],[5,l;3,3]}
whose plot is shown in Fig 2.4 relative to a two 
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The interrelation 
between a typical signet [U1,U2] and this coordinate system 
is given as follows:
X = Ul y = U2
Fig 2.4
In this figure, the little circles and the straight lines 
joining these circles with arrows are components of the 
graphical representation of the formex E. The little 
circles represent the signets of E and each cantle is 
represented by a straight line together with the little
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circles at the end points of the line. The arrowhead 
signifies the order of appearance of the signets in a 
cantle and the label of each line signifies the orderate of 
the cantle. This graphical representation of E is referred 
to as a "plot" of E and is denoted by "E'".
In general, a plot of a signet is referred to as a "tenon" 
and a plot of a cantle is referred to as a "frond". Also 
the centre of each little circle is referred to as a 
"pivot".
The location of every pivot is defined by "coordinate 
equations" with respect to a coordinate system. For 
instance, consider a polar coordinate system in relation to 
the above formex E, and consider the following equations:
r = Uls = (U2+1) tt/6
If E is plotted using these equations then the result is 
shown in Fig 2.5.
Fig 2.5
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One may draw a tenon in different ways and styles. For 
example, it can have the shape of a triangle or a snow 
flake and so on. There are infinitely many ways in which 
one may draw a tenon. Similarly, a frond may be drawn in an 
infinite number of ways. The style for drawing the fronds 
in Fig 2.4 and Fig 2.5 is just one choice. The choice of a 
drawing style for a tenon or a frond is referred to as a 
"retrocord",
Consider the following formex F of the second grade for 
plotting with respect to one, two or three dimensional 
Cartesian coordinate systems.
F = {[1,1;2,3],[2,3;4,2]}
One may easily plot the formex F with respect to a two 
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, in a manner 
similar to Fig 2.4. These coordinate equations are given as 
follows:
X = Ul y = U2
where Ul and U2 are the uniples of a typical signet of the 
formex F. This plot is shown in Fig 2.6.
Fig 2.7
Fig 2.6
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Fig 2.8
Now consider the coordinate specifications for a one and 
three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, e.g. if the 
coordinate equation for the one dimensional coordinate 
system is given as follows:
X = U1+U2-1
then a plot of F is shown in Fig 2.7. Also, if the 
coordinate equations for the three directional coordinate 
system are given as follows:
X = Ul y “ U2if U1>U2 then z=4 if UKU2 then z=2
then a plot of F is shown in Fig 2.8.
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RETRONORMS
The coordinate equations discussed previously have the role 
of relating the signets of the formices with the pivots of 
the plot. Such a set of rules is said to be a "retronorm". 
One may usually use the following three types of 
retronorms:
(1) a "formal retronorm" that is defined through 
mathematical formulae and/or descriptive statements in a 
natural language,
(2) a "graphical retronorm" that is defined in terms of a 
graphical construction, and
(3) a "tabular retronorm" that is defined in terms of a 
table of values.
Now consider the formex
E {[l,2;l,3],[1,2;2,3],[3,l;l,2]}
One may produce a plot of E with respect to a two 
directional Cartesian coordinate system. Fig 2.9 shows the 
plot of E using a formal retronorm, where the pivots are 
obtained using the following coordinate equations
Xy U1^23*U2-1
10 -
Fig 2.9
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The symbols  ^and * in the above formulae are operators of 
numeric operations. The symbol indicates the exponential 
operation and the first equation indicates that x is equal 
to the value of Ul to the power of 2. The symbol * is the 
multiplication operator.
U2
10
(D
10 15
X
Ul
Fig 2.10
U2
V ..............
J .......
Ul
Fig 2.11
Consider the case that the formex E is represented using a 
"graphical retronorm". Fig 2.10 is an example of a 
graphical retronorm that makes use of the above formal
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retronorm. Each one of the grid points is referred to as a 
"normat point”. Also, the uniples relating to a normat 
point are referred to as the "normat coordinates" of the 
point. The term "normat" may be used instead of "graphical 
retronorm". The plot of E is shown in Fig 2.11 using the 
normat of Fig 2.10.
Table 2.1
U2Ul 1 2 3 4
1 X —0. 5 -1.0 -0.5 —0. 5Y — 1.0 0.0 1.5 3.0
2 X 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.5y -0.5 1.0 2 . 5 4.0
3 X 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.0y -1.0 0.5 1.5 3.5
4 X 4.0 3.5 3.5 4.0y —2 • 0 -1.0 0.5 2.0
U2A © itf.../I-©-., /r,.-' : '-4, X ?t---
Fig 2.12
Next consider a tabular retronorm. This type of the 
retronorm is defined by a table. For example, Table 2.1 
defines the plane Cartesian coordinates relating to a
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signet [U1,U2] for values of Ul and U2 ranging from 1 to 4. 
Needless to say, the signets outside the above range are 
not specified. The retronorm for this example may be 
represented in Fig 2.12.
PLOTTING STYLES
Consider the plot of a formex that is given below
E = {[l,l;2,2],[2,4;4,3;2,2],[1,3],[5,l;4,3]}
First of all, the positions of the pivots involving the 
formex E are specified by a retronorm. In the next step, 
the aspects of E can be drawn by using a set of retrocords 
in accordance with the tenons and frond.
In formex algebra, one can use three different plotting 
styles that are referred to as the "radix", "natural" and 
"Zygmunt" plotting styles.
An aspect of the radix plotting style is specified by a 
retrocord which is referred to as a "radix retrocord" and 
a plot that is obtained using the radix plotting style is 
referred to as a "radix plot" or "R-plot". In an analogous 
manner, the terms "natural retrocord" and "natural plot" 
are used in connection with the natural plotting style and 
the terms "Zygmunt retrocord" and "Zygmunt plot" are used 
in connection with the Zygmunt plotting style. The terms 
"N-plot" and "Z-plot" are used to mean natural plot and 
Zygmunt plot, respectively.
Table 2.2 shows the comparison between the radix retrocords 
and the natural retrocords. The retrocords with respect to 
the N-plot described in Table 2.2 are referred to as the 
"principal" retrocords, since further details for a plot 
are specified by other retrocords that one needs.
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Table 2.2
Plotting part R-plot N-plot
tenon
A tenon is plotted as a little circle. A tenon has no special symbol, except when the tenon represents a cantle in which case it is drawn as a little solid circle.
frond
For a cantle of plexitude higher then one, the frond is obtained by using a straight line. Specially for a cantle of plexitude higher than two, the pivots of first and last signets are connected.
The same as for the R-plot
arrow An arrow is used to indicate the order of appearance of the signets in a cantle.
Not used
label
[optional]Label indicates the order of appearance of the cantle in the formex.
Not used
For example, consider the plot of the given formex E. If 
one uses the coordinate equations
dl = Ul 
d2 = U2
then the R-plot and the N-plot of the formex E relative to 
a two dimensional Cartesian coordinate system are as shown 
in Figs 2.13 and 2.14, respectively.
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Ul
Fig 2.13 R-plot of E
Ul
Fig 2.14 N-plot of E
Consider the plot of a multi-layer configuration, e.g. the 
plan view of a double layer grid is represented in Fig 2.15 
with respect to the natural plotting style. The structure 
consists of two parallel layers of elements that are 
interconnected by web elements. One may confuse not only 
the difference between each element but also the 
relationships between the elements and the layers.
Suppose that one changes the line types, as shown in Fig 
2.16. In this figure, the full lines signify the elements 
of the top layer, the broken lines signify the bottom layer 
and the dotted lines signify the web elements. It may be 
seen that one may easily visualise this structure through 
Fig 2.16.
Next, suppose that one uses the different symbols for the 
joints in each layer, as shown in Fig 2.17. In this figure, 
the little hollow circles indicate the top joints and the 
little solid circles indicate the bottom joints. Also, one 
may combine the techniques of Figs 2.16 and 2.17. The 
resulting plan view is drawn in the manner shown in Fig 
2.18.
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Each one of the plan views shown in Figs 2.16, 2.17 and
2.18 is referred to as a "Zygmunt plan” or a "Z-plan”. In 
general, the plotting style shown in Fig 2.16 is referred 
to as a Z-plot. The details of Zygmunt retrocords are 
similar to those of the natural retrocords in Table 2.2.
In order to have a perspective view of the structure, one 
may use the techniques shown in Figs 2.19 and 2.20. These 
views are referred to as "Zygmunt views" or "Z-views".
RETROBASES AND PROBASES
A "retrobasis" is a set of rules for plotting a given 
formex and consists of two different types of rules. These 
are the rules involving the positions of the pivots and the 
shapes of tenons and fronds, i.e. a retrobasis is a 
combination of a retronorm and a set of retrocords.
In contract, a "probasis" is a set of rules for 
representing a given geometric configuration by a formex. 
A probasis also consists of two different types of rules. 
Firstly, there are the rules that provide information about 
the correspondence between the elements of the 
configuration and the signets and cantles of the formex. A 
rule of this type is referred to as a "procord". Secondly, 
there are rules that provide information about the value of 
the uniples in the formex. A set of this type of rules is 
referred to as a "pronorm".
In a similar manner to a retronorm, a pronorm is usually 
defined using one of three possible ways. The three types 
of pronorms are referred to as "formal", "graphical" and 
"tabular" pronorms. A formal pronorm may be defined using 
mathematical formulae and/or descriptive statements. In 
general, a formal pronorm is defined by one or more "uniple 
equations" like a coordinate equation in a formal
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retronorm. A graphical pronorm may be defined in terms of 
a graphical construction. Finally, a tabular pronorm may be 
defined through a table.
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 2.21. Suppose that 
the pronorm is specified as shown in Fig 2.21 and that the 
procords are specified as follows:
(1) Every one of the 30 line segments is to be represented 
by a 2-plex cantle.
(2) The cantles may appear in any order.
(3) Each end point of a line segment should be represented 
by a signet.
(4) The signets in the cantles may appear in any order.
U2
®
Fig 2.21
Depending on these three items of information, one may 
write a formex that requests the configuration shown in Fig 
2.21:
F = FI # F2 # F3 # F4
where
FI = lib(i=l,4)1lib(j=l,3){[i,j;i+l,j] 
F2 = lib(i=l,5)llib(j=l,2)I[i,j;i,j+1]
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and
F4 = lib(i=l,4)I[i+l,2;i,3]
7 
6 ■■ 
5 - 
4 -■ 
3 -- 
2 ■ 
1 - XH--- 1-- 1-- ^8 9 10
Fig 2.22
Now consider Fig 2.22 together with the indicated pronorm. 
Depending on the graphically represented pronorm of Fig 
2.22, one may write down the uniple equations, as follows:
U1 = (x+l)/2
and
U2 = (3*y+4)/8
where U1 and U2 are the uniples of a typical signet.
If two formex plots are produced using the same retrobasis 
then they are said to be "homobasic”, otherwise they are 
said to be "nonhomobasic". Also, if two formices are 
obtained through the same probasis then they are said to be 
"homobasic", otherwise they are said to be "nonhomobasic".
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STANDARD RETRONORMS
There are six categories of retronorms involving generally 
used coordinate systems. Each of these retronorms is shown 
in Table 2.3 in terms of the uniples of a typical signet
[Ul, U2, ..., Un]
The six categories of retronorms are referred to as 
"unifect", "bifect", "trifect", "polar", "cylindrical" and 
"spherical" retronorms.
The set of retronorms that has special conditions is 
classified as standard retronorms. There are three families 
of standard retronorms. The three groups are referred to as 
"basiant", "pariant" and "metriant" retronorms. All 
standard retronorms are described in Table 2.4 with the 
coordinate equations.
Each one of the entities bl, b2 and b3 that is used in 
coordinate equations of the basiant and metriant retronorms 
is a coefficient which is referred as a "basifactor", The 
basifactors are divided into two types referred to as 
"linear" and "angular" basifactors. A linear basifactor 
correlates with linear coordinates x, y, z and r and is 
given in terms of a unit of length. An angular basifactor 
correlates with angular coordinates s and t and is given in 
terms of a unit of angle.
For example. Fig 2.23 shows the basibifect retronorm that 
is specified by the following coordinate equations:
X = 4.5*U1
and
y = 3*U2
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For the basipolar retronorm, one may define the retronorm 
in terms of the value N that satisfies the following 
equation;
N*b2 = 271
where b2 is the same entity as shown in Table 2.4. The 
retronorm is said to be "N-sect".
Similarly, for the basicylindrical retronorm and 
basispherical retronorm, one may represent each state of 
these retronorms. In this case, the retronorm is said to be 
"N-M-sect". The values of N and M are the numbers 
satisfying the following equations:
N*b2 = 271 and M*b3 = 271
where b2 and b3 are the same entities as shown in Table 
2.4.
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Table 2.3
Name of 
retronorm
Defined coordinate 
system
Forms of coordinate 
equations
unifect
retronorm
one dimensional 
Cartesian coordinate 
system
x=f(U1,U2,...,Un)
bifect
retronorm
two dimensional 
Cartesian coordinate 
system
x=fl(Ul,U2,...,Un) 
y==f2(Ul,U2, . . . ,Un)
trifect
retronorm
three dimensional 
Cartesian coordinate 
system
x=fl(Ul,U2,...,Un) 
y=f2(Ul,U2,...,Un) 
z=f3(U1,U2,...,Un)
polar
retronorm
polar coordinate 
system
r=fl(Ul,U2,...,Un) 
s=f2(U1,U2,...,Un)
cylindrical
retronorm
cylindrical 
coordinate system
r=fl(Ul,U2,...,Un) 
s=f2(Ul,U2,...,Un) 
z=f3(Ul,U2,...,Un)
spherical
retronorm
spherical coordinate 
system
r=fl(Ul,U2,...,Un) 
s=f2(U1,U2,...,Un) 
t=f3(Ul,U2,...,Un)
For example, investigate the basipolar retronorm as shown 
in Fig 2.24. The unit angle of this retronorm is 40 (tt/9) , 
so the value of N is 18. Therefore, this retronorm is 
referred to as an 18-sect retronorm.
Investigate the basispherical retronorm as shown in Fig 
2.25. The angular basifactors b2 and b3 of this retronorm 
are tt/6 and tt/IG, respectively. Therefore, this retronorm 
is referred to as a 12-20-sect retronorm.
This specifying method in terms of angular basifactors is 
referred to as the "sectional notation".
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Next, investigate the coordinate equations with respect to 
the pariant retronorm, as shown in Table 2.4. One may 
notice that priant retronorms are special cases of basiant 
retronorms. Each pariant retronorm corresponds to a basiant 
retronorm in which every liner basifactor is equal to 1.0.
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Table 2.4
retro­
norm
basiant pariant metriant
unifect basiunifect
x=bl*Ul
pariunifect
X==U1
metriunifect 
x=bl*met(ml)|U1
bifect
basibifect
x=bl*Ul
y=b2*U2
paribifect
X=U1
y=U2
metribifect 
x=bl*met(ml)}Ul 
y=b2*met(m2)|U2
trifect
basitrifect
x=bl*Ul
y=b2*U2
z=b3*U3
paritrifect
x=Ul
y=U2
z=U3
metritrifect 
x=bl*met(ml)}U1 
y=b2*met(m2)}U2 
z=b3*met(m3){U3
polar
basipolar
r=bl*Ul
s=b2*U2
paripolar 
r—Ul 
s=b2*U2
metripolar 
r=bl*met(ml)|Ul 
s=b2*met(m2)|U2
cylin­
drical
basicylin­
drical
r=bl*Ul
s=b2*U2
z=b3*U3
paricylin-
drical
r=Ul
s=b2*U2
z=U3
metr icy1idr ical 
r=bl*met(ml)}Ul 
s-b2*met(m2)|U2 
z=b3*met(m3){U3
spher­
ical
basispheri­
cal
r=bl*Ul
s=b2*U2
t=b3*U3
parispheri-
cal
r=Ul
s=b2*U2
t=b3*U3
metrispherical 
r=bl*met(ml)j Ul 
s-b2*met(m2)|U2 
t=b3*met(m3)|U3
In special cases, the term "intrinsic" signifies 
"pariunifect", "paribifect" or "paritrifect". Namely, the 
term intrinsic retronorm is used to refer to one of these 
retronorms. Also, if the grade of the formex is the same as 
the dimension of the coordinate system with respect to an 
intrinsic plot, then the intrinsic plot may be referred to 
as a "pertrinsic plot".
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Investigate the coordinate equations with respect to the 
metriant retronorm, as shown in Table 2.4. One may notice 
that these retronorms are defined by coordinate equations 
which involve the "metril function". The term "met" is the 
abbreviated symbol of the metril function.
The metril function is based on the concept of geometric 
progression and is defined as follows:
If m=l or if U=0 then met(m)|U = U 
If and U>0 then met(m)}U = (1-m^U)/(1-m)
If ms^ l and U<0 then met(m) |U = (m^-U-l)/(l-m)
where, U is a uniple of a signet, and m is a nonzero 
positive coefficient and is referred to as a "metrifactor". 
One may give the values of metrifactors in proportion to 
each one of dimensions of each metriant retronorm.
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2 . 1 .4  TRANSEX.ECTION FUNCTIONS
There are three families of transflection functions that 
are called "cardinal", "tendial" and "provial" functions.
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION FOR DISCUSSION
There are some basic rules for discussion of formex 
functions.
(1) For formices E and G, the construct
indicates that G is expressed in terms of E. The symbol 0 
signifies a function. If the above function has an 
"inverse" then this inverse is denoted by $^-i and the 
relation between E and G is represented as follows:
E = 0^-l|G
(2) A composite form in which the function 0 repeats r 
times is denoted by 0 r^, thus:
0|0|E is written as 0^2}E 
0 I 0 I 0 1 0 IE is written as 0^4}E
0^-1}0^-1}E is written as 0^-2|E
and
0A_i I 0A_i I 0/._i j E is written as 0^-3 |E
(3) A composite form in which the function consists of 0^m
followed by 0^n is equivalent to 0^(m+n), e.g.
0"'3 I 0""2 I E = 0^5 Î E
and
0 I 0 -^4 IE = 0^ -3 IE
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(4) Any function 
function”, thus;
E = $^0|E
to the power of zero is an "identity
2 .1 .5  CARDINAL FUNCTIONS
There are eight cardinal functions that are referred to as 
translation, rindie, reflection, lambda, vertition, 
rosette, projection and dilatation functions.
TRANSLATION FUNCTIONS
Consider the two formex plots E' and F' as shown in Fig 
2.2 6 with respect to a two directional normat. The formex 
of plot E' may be written as:
E = {[2,l;l,2],[2,1;3,4]}
Also, the formex of plot F' may be written as:
F = {[6,l;5,2],[6,l;7,4]}
U2
Ul
Fig 2.26
One may notice that F' is obtained by translating E' in the
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first direction by four units. Therefore, formex F is 
obtained from formex E by adding four to the first uniple 
of every signet of E.
The relationship between the above formices E and F is 
represented using a "translation function":
G = tran(l,4)|E
where the term "tran" is an abbreviation for translation, 
and the values 1 and 4 are referred to as "canonic 
parameter". Also, the formex E in the above equation is 
said to be the "argument" of the function. The general form 
of a translation function is written as follows:
tran(h,q)
where, the canonic parameters h and q indicate the 
direction of translation and the amount of translation, 
respectively. The parameter h can only be a nonzero 
positive integer but the value of the parameter q can be 
any real number. Any translation of the empty formex is 
considered to be the empty formex itself.
For example, if
El = {[l,l;l,3],[l,l;3,2]}
and
E2 = tran(2,3)|E1 
E3 = tran(l,4.6)IE2
then the values of the above formices E2 and E3 are
E2 = {[1,4;1,6],[1,4;3,5]}
E3 = {[5.6,4;5.6,6],[5.6,4;7.6,5]}
Paribifect N-plots of El to E3 are shown in Fig 2.27.
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Fig 2.27
Now, consider the formex
E - lib(i=0,2)Ilib(j=0,3)Itran(l,1.5*i)Itran(2,2*j)I F
where the argument F is
F = {[l,l;2,l],[l,l;2,2],[l,2;2,2]}
A paribifect N-plot of E is shown in Fig 2.28. Here 
translation functions are used in a nested libra 
composition and the canonic parameters of the translation 
functions involve libra variables. Fig 2.29 shows the N- 
plot of the above formex E with respect to a 2 4-sect 
paripolar retronorm.
Translation functions have the following basic properties:
(1) Translation function are commutative. That is,
tran(hi,ql)}tran(h2,q2)|E = tran(h2,q2)|tran(hl,ql)|E
(2) The inverse of a translation function tran(h,q) is 
equivalent to the translation function tran(h,-q). That is,
tran(h,q)'"-I j E = tran(h,-q)|E
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(3) If a construct involves a sequence of translation
functions involving the same direction, then the sequence 
of translation functions is represented by one translation 
function in which the amount of translation is the sum of 
the individual translations. That is,
tran(h,qm) j |tran(h,q2) jtran(h,ql){E
= tran(h,ql+q2+ +qm) |E
Furthermore, it follows that
tran(h,q)| |tran(h,q)|tran(h,q)|E
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= tran(h,q)j E 
= tran(h,nq)}E
KINDLE FUNCTIONS 
Consider the formex
F = lib(i=0,10)Itran(l,0.5*1)IE 
where the argument E is 
E = [l,l;2,3;3,l]
A paribifect N-plot of F is shown in Fig 2.30. The above 
formex construct F involves the libra function that has one 
libra parameter i. Both the direction of translation and 
the pace of translation are independent of the libra 
parameter i.
U2 A 
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Fig 2.30
In this case one may write the above formex F as follows:
F = rin(l,ll,0.5)|E
The above construct uses a "rindle function”. The general 
form of a rindle function is
rin(h,s,p)
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The canonic parameter h indicates the direction of 
translation and must be a nonzero positive integer. The
canonic parameter s, which is referred to as "spread",
indicates the number of replications and must be an integer 
of more than 1. The canonic parameter p, which is referred 
to as "pace", indicates the amount of translation at each 
step and can be any real number.
On the other hand, the above formex F may be represented 
using nothing more than a libra composition, as follows:
F = lib(i~0,10)}EE
where the argument EE is
EE = [l+0.5*i,l; 2+0.5*i,3; 3+0.5*i,l]
The above formex formulation using the libra composition is 
referred to as a "primitive formulation". In this case, the 
argument has a complicated form. Therefore, it may be seen 
that translation functions and rindle functions constitute 
convenient constructs for formulation.
REFLECTION FUNCTIONS 
Consider two formices
E = {[l,l;2,2],[2,3;2,2],[3,2;2,2]}
and
F = {[6,l;5,2],[5,3;5,2],[4,2;5,2]}
Paribifect R-plots of E and F are shown in Fig 2.31, where 
the plots of E and F are denoted by E' and F', 
respectively. It may be seen that the plot E' (or F') is a 
mirror image of the plot F'' (or E') with respect to a plane 
at Ul=3.5.
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Fig 2.31 
There is a function denoted by 
ref(h,q)
and referred to as a "reflection function". The canonic 
parameter h indicates the direction of reflection and must 
be a nonzero positive integer. The canonic parameter q 
indicates the position of the plane of reflection in the h 
direction and can be any real number, e.g. the above formex 
F is written as follows:
F = ref(1,3.5)|E
Consider the formices
EE = {[l,l;2,2],[1,4;2,2]}
FF = {[5,l;4,2],[5,4;4,2]}
and
GG = {[7,l;6,2],[7,4;6,2]}
Paribifect R-plots of EE, FF and GG are shown in Fig 2.32, 
where the plots of EE, FF and GG are denoted by EE' FF' and 
GG', respectively.
Now, consider the relationship between the formices GG and 
FF. The formex GG may be represented not only using
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translation of FF but also using reflection functions. That 
is.
or
GG = tran(l,2)|FF
GG = ref(1,4)|ref(1,3)|FF
U2
GG'
Ul
Fig 2.32
Therefore, the translation function in the first equation 
can be expressed by a combination of two reflection 
functions, as shown in the second equation.
In general, if
G = tran(h,q)|F
then one may write
G = ref(h,(t+q/2))Îref(h,t)ÎF
Any reflection of the empty formex is considered to be the 
empty formex itself. Reflection functions have the 
following basic properties;
(1) Reflection functions in a combination involving 
different directions are commutative. That is,
ref(hl,ql)|ref(h2,q2)|E = ref(h2,q2)|ref(hl,ql)|E
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where hi ^ h2.
(2) A reflection function is the inverse of itself. That 
is,
ref(h,q)^-1iE = ref(h,q)|E
(3) Any even power of a reflection function is an identity 
function and any odd power of a reflection function is 
equivalent to itself. That is.
If n is even then ref(h,q)^n|E = E
If n is odd then ref(h,q)^n{E = ref(h,q)|E
LAMBDA FUNCTIONS
Consider the formex
F = lib(i=0,l)|ref(l,2)"i}E
where
E = {[1,2;2,1],[1,2;2,3]}
A paribifect N-plot of F is shown in Fig 2.33. The above 
formex F represents the argument E itself and the
reflection of E. In this case, one may write the above
formex F in a more convenient way as follows:
F = lam(l,2)|E
where
lam(l,2)
is referred to as a "lambda function". The definitions of 
the canonic parameters of lambda functions are the same as 
for the reflection functions.
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Fig 2.34
The source of the name of lambda function originates from 
the shape of the plot of Fig 2.34 which is of the form of 
the uppercase Greek letter "lambda". The configuration of 
Fig 2.34 is a paribifect plot of the formex:
lam(l,2)I[l,l;2,3]
In general, the construct
lib(i=0,l)jref(h,q)^i!E
may be written as:
lam(h,q)|E
VERTITION FUNCTIONS
Consider the formices
E = {[3,l;3,2],[3,3;3,2],[l,2;3,2]}
and
F = {[6,4;5,4],[4,4;5,4],[5,2;5,4]}
Paribifect N-plots of E and F are shown in Fig 2.35. It may 
be seen that F' is obtained by rotating E' through tt/2 in 
an anticlockwise direction about the point Ul=3 and U2=4.
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In this case, one can write the relationship between the 
formices E and F, as follows:
F = ver(1,2,3,4)|E
where ver(l,2,3,4) is referred to as a "vertition 
function". The general form of a vertition function is 
denoted by
ver(hl,h2,ql,q2)
The canonic parameters hi and h2, hi ^ h2, indicate the 
plane of rotation and must be two nonzero positive 
integers. The canonic parameters ql and q2 indicate the 
coordinates of the centre of rotation with respect to the 
directions hi and h2, and can be any two real numbers.
ul
Fig 2.35
Any vertition of the empty formex is considered to be the 
empty formex itself.
Vertition functions have the following basic properties:
(1) Vertition functions are not commutative.
(2) The inverse of a vertition function is equivalent to 
the result of itself to the third power. That is.
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ver (hl,h2 ,ql,q2)'"-11 E = ver (hl,h2 ,ql,q2) ^ 3 | E
(3) The result of a vertition function to the power of 4n 
is equivalent to the identify function. That is,
ver(hl,h2,ql,q2)^4n|E = E
where n is any integer.
(4) The square of a vertition function is equivalent to the 
composition of two reflection functions. That is,
ver(hl,h2,ql,q2)"2}E = ref(hi,ql) jref(h2,q2)|E
ROSETTE FUNCTIONS
Consider the formex
F = lib(i=0,3)|ver(l,2,3,3)"i|E
where
E = {[l,l;3,3],[l,l;4,2]}
U2
Ul
Fig 2.36 
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A paribifect N-plot of F is shown in Fig 2.36. The above 
formex F is obtained using a libra function that has one 
libra parameter i. The construct implies composition of 
results of four vertition functions that have the same 
canonic parameters. In this case, one may write the above 
formex F as follows:
F = ros(l,2,3,3)|E
The above construct uses a "rosette function". The general 
form of a rosette function is
ros(hl,h2,ql,q2)
The definition of the canonic parameters are the same as 
for the vertition functions.
PROJECTION FUNCTIONS
Consider the relationships among paribifect R-plots El' to 
E4' shown in Fig 2.37. It may be seen that the plot E2' is 
obtained by projection of the plot El' on the plane Ul=6 
and the plot E3' is obtained by projection of the plot El' 
on the plane U2=5. In this case, one may write the formices 
E2 and E3 as follows:
E2 - proj(1,6) I El
and
E3 = proj(2,5)I El
where
El = {[1,3;2,1],[3,2;2,1]}
The values of E2 and E3 are
E2 = {[6,3;6,1],[6,2;6,1]}
and
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E3 = {[1,5;2,5],[3,5;2,5]}
The above constructs use "projection functions". The 
general form of a projection function is
proj(h,q)
The canonic parameter h indicates the direction of 
projection and must be a nonzero positive integer. The 
canonic parameter q indicates the position of the plane of 
projection and can be any real number.
Now, consider the formex E4 
E4 = proj(2,5)|E2 
whose value will be
{[6,5;6,5],[6,5;6,5]}
The above formex E4 is 
plotted as E4' in Fig 2.37.
E4
E2
1 »
Ul —>►
Fig 2.37
Any projection of the empty formex is considered to be the 
empty formex itself.
Projection functions have the following basic properties:
(1) A projection function has no inverse.
(2) Projection functions in a combination involving 
different directions are commutative. That is,
proj(hl,ql)}proj(h2,q2)jE = proj(h2,q2)|proj(hi,ql)|E
where hi h2.
(3) A construct that consists of two or more projection
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functions concerning the same direction results in the last 
projection function. That is,
proj(h,qk) j Iproj(h,q2) }proj(h,ql)j E = proj(h,qk) |E
This property implies that if p is a nonzero positive 
integer, then
proj(h,q)"p|E = proj(h,q)|E
DILATATION FUNCTIONS
Let E be the formex
E {[l,l;2,3],[l,l;3,2]}
Consider the relationships among the plot E' and the plots 
FI', F2' and F3' in Fig 2.38 with respect to a paribifect 
retronorm. It may be seen that the plots FI', F2' and F3' 
are obtained by enlarging or shortening the plot E' . The 
formices FI, F2 and F3 are represented as;
U2
■■7 F3
•6
■ -5
■■4
- 2
Ul
Fig 2.38
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FI = {[3,l;6,3],[3,l;9,2]}
F2 = [[-0.5,1;-!,3],[-0.5,1;-!.5,2]}
and
F3 = {[1,2.5;2,7.5],[1,2.5;3,5]}
One can write the above formex FI as:
FI = dil(l,3)IE
where
dil(l,3)
is referred to as a "dilatation function". The general form 
of a dilatation function is
dil(h,q)
The canonic parameter h indicates the direction of 
dilatation and must be a nonzero positive integer. The 
canonic parameter q indicates the factor of dilatation in 
the h direction and can be any real number. In a similar 
manner, the formices F2 and F3 can be represented using 
dilatation functions as follows:
F2 = dil(l,-0.5)|E
and
F3 = dil(2,2.5)|E
Any dilatation of the empty formex is considered to be the 
empty formex itself.
Dilatation functions have the following basic properties:
(1) Dilatation functions in a combination involving 
different directions are commutative. That is,
dil(hl,ql)|dil(h2,q2)|E = dil(h2,q2)|dil(hl,ql)}E 
where hi h2.
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(2) A dilatation function has an inverse when the canonic 
parameter q is a nonzero real number. That is,
dil(h,q)"-l|E = dil(h,l/q)|E
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2 . 1 .6  TENDIAL FUNCTIONS
Consider the following combination of cardinal functions: 
F = tran(2,1)Itran(l,3)IE
where
E = [l,3;2,l;3,2]
Paribifect N-plots of E and F are shown in Fig 2.39. The 
above combination implies translation in the first 
direction by 3 units followed by translation in the second 
direction by 1 unit. In this case, one can write the formex 
F in a convenient way as:
F = tranid(3,1) | E
The function
tranid(3,1)
is referred to as a "translation tendid function". This is 
a member of the family of "tendid functions". The suffix 
"id" implies actions in directions one and two, in the 
order 1, 2.
ui
Fig 2.39
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In a similar manner, the other tendid functions are 
obtained by adding the suffix "id" as shown in Table 2.6. 
Tendid functions are not defined for vertition and rosette 
functions.
The family of tendid functions belongs to a larger group of 
functions that are referred to as "tendial functions". This 
group includes another four families of functions that are 
referred to as "tendis functions", "tendit functions", 
"tendix functions" and "tendic functions". All tendial 
functions are obtained by adding one of the suffixes which 
are "id", "is", "it", "ix" and "ic".
Tendic functions are extended forms of cardinal functions 
that allow multiple actions of the functions in different 
directions, as described in Table 2.5. There are no tendic 
function corresponding to vertition and rosette functions. 
On the other hand, the family of tendic functions includes 
a member, namely, "gena tendic function", that has no 
cardinal counterpart.
A gena tendic function always operates along two 
directions. However, any other tendic function operates 
along any number of directions.
Each of the suffixes "is", "it" and "ix" has a particular 
significance. Namely, the suffix "is" implies combined 
action involving directions one and three, as shown in 
Table 2.7. The suffix "it" implies actions involving 
directions two and three, as shown in Table 2.8. Finally 
the suffix "ix" implies actions in directions one, two and 
three, as shown in Table 2.9. The gena tendic function has 
no corresponding member in the tendix family since the 
action of the gena tendic function is confined to two 
directions.
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Table 2.5 Tendic Functions
Function Construct Definition (k >= 1)
translationtendic tranic(dl,d2,..,dk, ql,q2,..,qk) tran(dk,qk)|. tran(d2,q2) tran(dl,ql)
rindletendic rinic(dl,d2,..,dk, sl,s2,..,sk, pl,p2,..,pk)
rin(dk,sk,pk)rin(d2,s2,p2)|rin(dl,sl,pl)
reflectiontendic refic(dl,d2,..,dk, ______ ql,q2,..,qk) ref(dk,qk)|..|ref(d2,q2)j ref(dl,ql)
lambdatendic lamic(dl,d2,..,dk, ql,q2,..,qk) lam(dk,qk)|,lam(dl,ql)'lam(d2,q2)|
projectiontendic projic(dl,d2,..,dk,qltq2 f »•fqk) proj(dk,qk)|..jproj(d2,q2)|proj(dl,ql)
dilatationtendic dilic(dl,d2,..,dk, ql,q2,..,qk) dil(dk,qk)|dil(dl,ql)|dil(d2,q2)I
gena tendic
genic(dl,d2,nl,n2, pl,p2,b,t)
dl, d2, nl and n2 are positive integer expressions b is a numeric expression t is an integer expression
Parameters dl,d2,nl,n2,pl and p2 are as for the rindle tendic function rinic(dl,d2,nl,n2,pi,p2). Value of b gives the movement in the dl direction for every step in the d2 direction (bias). Value of t gives the change in nl for every step in the d2 direction (taper).
Example;G=GENIC(1,2,3,3,2, 1.5,1.5,-1)|EwhereE={[1,1;2,1.5],[l/l;2,l]}
1 2 3 4 6 6
The term "gena function" is used to refer to a gena tendic, 
gena tendid, gena tendis or gena tendit function. The value 
of a gena function designator is an integer formex provided
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that all the canonic parameters of the function are integer 
expressions and the argument is an integer formex 
expression. The value of a gena function designator that 
does not satisfy the above conditions is a floatal formex.
Table 2.6 Tendid Functions
Function Construct Definition
translationtendid tranid(ql,q2) tranic(l,2,ql,q2)
rindletendid rinid(sl,s2,pl,p2) rinic(I,2,sl,s2,pl,p2)
reflectiontendid refid(ql,q2) refic(l,2,ql,q2)
lambdatendid lamid(ql,q2) lamic(l,2,ql,q2)
projectiontendid projid(ql,q2) projic(l,2,ql,q2)
dilatationtendid dilid(ql,q2) dilic(l,2,ql,q2)
gena tendid genid(nl,n2,pl,p2,b,t) genic(l,2,nl,n2, pl,p2,b,t)
Table 2.7 Tendis Functions
Function Construct Definition
translationtendis tranis(ql,q3) tranic(1,3,ql,q3)
rindletendis rinis(sl,s3,pl,p3) rinic(l,3,sl,s3,pl,p3)
reflectiontendis refis(ql,q3) refic(l,3,ql,q3)
lambdatendis lamis(ql,q3) lamic(l,3,ql,q3)
projectiontendis projis(ql,q3) projic(l,3,ql,q3)
dilatationtendis dilis(ql,q3) dilic(l,3,ql,q3)
gena tendis genis(nl,n3,pl,p3,b,t) genic(1,3,nl,n3, pl,p3,b,t)
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Table 2.8 Tendit Functions
Function Construct Definition
translationtendit tranit(q2,q3) tranic(2,3,q2,q3)
rindletendit rinit(s2,s3,q2,q3) rinic(2,3,s2,s3,p2,p3)
reflectiontendit refit(q2,q3) refic(2,3,q2,q3)
lambdatendit lamit(q2,q3) lamic(2,3,q2,q3)
projectiontendit projit(q2,q3) projic(2,3,q2,q3)
dilatationtendit dilit(q2,q3) dilic(2,3,q2,q3)
gena tendit genit(n2,n3,p2,p3,b,t) génie(2,3,n2,n3, p2,p3,b,t)
Table 2.9 Tendix Functions
Function Construct Definition
translationtendix tranit(ql,q2,q3) tranic(1,2,3,ql,q2,ql)
rindletendix rinit(si,s2,s3,ql,q2,q3) rinic(1,2,3,si,s2,s3, ql,q2,q3)
reflectiontendix refit(ql,q2,q3) refic(I,2,3,ql,q2,q3)
lambdatendix lamit(ql,q2,q3) lamic(1,2,3,ql,q2,q3)
projectiontendix projit(ql,q2,q3) projic(l,2,3,ql,q2,q3)
dilatationtendix dilit(ql,q2,q3) dilic(1,2,3,ql,q2,q3)
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2 . 1 . 7  PROVIAL FUNCTIONS
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 2.40. This 
configuration consists of five triangles with regular pace 
involving the direction from A to B. Therefore, one may 
consider that, in this configuration, the plot F' is 
obtained by five times replication of the left-most 
triangle towards the vector AB in the plane defined by the 
cardinal directions one and two.
The left-most triangle may be written using the formex as 
follows :
E = [l,l;l,3;3,2]
In this case, the formex F is obtained as:
F = rinad(l,l,2,2,5)|E
The function
rinad(l,l,2,2,5)
F'
 ^-/E' 
1 - ■ \ A Ul
Fig 2.40
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is referred to as a "rindle proviad function". This is a 
member of the family of "proviad functions". The suffix 
"ad" implies that the action involves directions one and 
two. The canonic parameters from first to fourth give the 
coordinates of the end points of the vector AB. Namely, the 
numbers 1,1 indicate the coordinates of the starting point 
of the vector and the next numbers 2,2 indicate the 
coordinates of the end point of it. The last canonic 
parameter indicates the number of replications.
The family of proviad functions belongs to a larger group 
of functions that are referred to as "provial functions". 
This group includes another three families of functions 
that are referred to as "provias", "proviat" and "proviax" 
functions. All provial functions are obtained by adding one 
of the suffixes "ad", "as", "at" and "ax". Each family of 
provial functions consists of eight functions.
The suffix "as" implies action involving directions one and 
three. The suffix "at" implies action involving directions 
two and three. The suffix "ax" implies action involving 
directions one, two and three.
Table 2.10 shows the 
constructs of proviad
functions and their
descriptions. The 
direction vector of
proviad functions, which 
is defined by the 
canonic parameters Al, 
A2, El and B2, is 
illustrated in Fig 2.41. 
The constructs of 
provias and proviat
U2
directionvectorB2
A2
Ul
Al 1^ B1
Fig 2.41
functions are shown in Tables 2.11 and 2.12, respectively
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Table 2.10 Proviad Functions
Function
Description The formex variable E used as argument in the examples below is given byE={[l,l;2,1.5],[l,l;2,l]}
tranad(Al,A2,B1,B2
(translationproviad)
Al, A2, Bl, B2 and q are numeric expressions.
The vector AB defines the direction of translation and the value q specifies the amount of translation. The absence of q signifies translation by the length of AB.
A U2Examples : Gl=tranad(l,1,2.2.5)|E G2=tranad(l,1,4.1.5)|E
;G1’ :.
M32 ' ;
E'
Ul
rinad(Al,A2,Bl,B2, n~[,p]~)
(rindle proviad)
Al, A2, Bl, B2 and p are numeric expressions, n is a positive integer expression.
The vector AB defines the direction of replication, the value n specifies the number of replications (spread) and the value p specifies the amount of translation at each step (pace). The absence of q signifies that the pace is equal to the length of AB.Example:G=rinad(l,l,2.5,1.5,4)
refad(Al,A2,Bl,B2)
(reflectionproviad)
lamad(Al,A2,Bl,B2)
(lambda proviad)
Al, A2, Bl, B2 arenumericexpressions.
The vector AB defines the direction of reflection and the plane of reflection is perpendicular to AB at the point B.
Examples: Gl=refad(2,0,3.5.1)|E G2=lamad(2,0,3.5.1)|E
G1
1 2 3 4 5
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Table 2.10 (continued)
verad(Cl,C2 ~[,a]^)
(vertition proviad)
Cl, C2 and a arenumericexpressions.
The point C defines the centre of rotation in the plane U1-U2. The value CK in degrees specifies the amount of rotation. The sense of rotation is such that when the value of a is positive then the rotation of Ul-axis about the origin makes the positive side of the Ul-axis to move towards the positive side of U2-axis. The absence of a implies that 0=90°.
Examples : Gl=verad(l.5,2) IEG2-verad(2.5,2, 135)IE
A U2
GT
G2‘
U1
rosad(Cl,C2~[,n,a]~)
(rosette proviad)
Cl, C2 and a are numericexpressions, n is a positive integer expression.
The point C defines the centre of rotation in the plane U1-U2. The value n specifies the number of replications (spread) and the value a in degrees specifies the amount of rotation at each step (pace). The sense of rotation is as defined for vertition proviad function. The absence of n and a implies that n=4 and a=90®.
Example: G=rosad(3,1.5,6,-45)}E
l\ U2
1 2 43 5
proj ad(Al,A2,Bl,B2 )
(projectionproviad)
Al, A2, Bl, B2 arenumericexpressions.
The vector AB defines the direction of projection and the plane of projection is perpendicular to AB at the point B.
Example:G=proj ad(3,0,4,2)|E
l\ U2
3--
3 41 2 5
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Table 2.10 continued
dilad(Al,A2,Bl,B2,f)
(dilatationproviad)
Al, A2, Bl, B2 and f are numeric expressions.
The vector AB defines the direction of dilatation and the value f specifies the factor of dilatation.
Example;G=dilad(0.5,0,2,0.5,3)|E
A U2
U1
Table 2.11 Provias Functions
Function Construct
translation provias tranas(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3~[,q]~)
rindle provias rinas(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3,s~[,p]~)
reflection provias refas(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3)
lambda provias lamas(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3)
vertition provias veras(A1,A2,A3~[,a]~)
rosette provias rosas(Al,A2,A3~[,r,a]-)
projection provias proj as(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3)
dilatation provias dilas(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3,t)
Table 2.12 Proviat Functions
Function Construct
translation proviat tranat(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3~[,q]~)
rindle proviat rinat(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3,s~[,p]~)
reflection proviat refat(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3)
lambda proviat lamat(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3)
vertition proviat verat(Al,A2,A3 ~[,a]~)
rosette proviat rosat(Al,A2,A3~[,r,a]~)
projection proviat proj at(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3)
dilatation proviat dilat(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3,t)
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In a manner similar to the proviad functions, the proviax 
functions can be described. Fig 2.42 shows the 3- 
dimensional direction vector AB involving directions one, 
two and three. The constructs and descriptions of proviax 
functions are shown in Table 2.13.
Table 2.13 Proviax Functions
Function name andConstruct Description
translation proviax tranax(Al,A2,A3,Bl, B2,B3~[,g]~)
(the same as for translation proviad function)
rindle proviax rinax(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3,s~[,p]~)
(the same as for rindle proviad function)
reflection proviax refax(Al,A2,A3,B1,B2,B3)
(the same as for reflection proviad function)
lambda proviax lamax(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3)
(the same as for lambda proviad function)
vertition proviax
verax(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3~[,a]~)
The vector AB defines the axis of rotation. The sense of rotation is such that when the value of a is positive then the rotation causes a right-handed screw to move from A toward B. The value a in degrees specifies the amount of rotation (absence of a implies G=90°).
rosette proviax
rosax(Al,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3~[,n,a]~)
The vector AB defines the axis of rotation. The sense of rotation is as defined for vertition proviax function. The value r specifies the number of replications (spread) and the value a in degrees specifies the amount of rotation at each step (pace) (absence of r and a implies that r=4 and a=90°).
projection proviax proj ax(Al,A2,A3,Bl, B2,B3)
(the same as for projection proviad function)
dilatation proviax dilax(Al,A2,A3,B1,B2,B3,f)
(the same as for dilatation proviad function)
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directionvector
B3
A3 U2
Al
Bl
Ul
A2 B2
Fig 2.42
Consider the two formex plots G' and H' with the direction 
vector as shown in Fig 2.43 with respect to a paritrifect 
normat. The formex of plot G' may be written as follows:
G = [2,0,0;0,0,2;0,2,1]
direction 
vector 4 ..
"... (2,6,8)
0,0,2)
:+ U2
Fig 2.43
One may notice that H' is obtained by translating G' in the 
direction of the vector by the length of the vector. The 
relationship between the formices G and H is represented 
using "translation proviax function":
H = tranax(0,0,2,2,6,8)\G
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The canonic parameters 0,0,2 indicate the coordinates of 
the starting point of the direction vector and the next 
parameters 2, 6, 8 indicate the coordinates of the end
point.
2 .1 .8  INTROFLECnON FUNCTIONS
There are three basic classes of introflection functions. 
They are referred to as pexum, rendition and relection 
functions. Formices may be curtailed in various way through 
these functions.
PEXUM FUNCTION
Consider the configuration in Fig 2.44 together with the 
normat shown. This configuration may be represented by two 
statements using a formex formulation as follows:
A = {[2,2;2,l],[2,l;3,2]}
B = rinid(5,3,l,2)|ros(l,2,2,2)lA
U2 I
0 -  
?
Ul
Fig 2.44
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A paribifect R-plot of formex B is shown in Fig 2.45. 
Comparison between Figs 2.44 and 2.45 shows that the formex 
B includes doubly represented elements in the first 
direction as shown in Fig 2.45. In fact, the elements are 
unnecessary when one considers a structure such as Fig 
2.44.
U2 A
Fig 2.45
In order to provide a description of the interconnection 
pattern, one must prune the superfluous elements in the 
case of the above example. To deal with this problem, one 
may use a convenient function. This function is denoted by 
"pex" and is referred to as the "pexum function". The 
resulting formex is referred to as the pexum of the formex. 
Pexum is a Latin word meaning "combed" and is used in the 
sense of "combed out" in formex algebra. That is, the pexum 
function is defined as follows:
Consider a formex E and let every cantle C of E that 
satisfies the following condition be deleted from E: 
There are one or more cantles in E that are variants of 
C and whose orderates are less than that of C.
A formex representing the configuration of Fig 2.44 without
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involving any superfluous elements may be given by
pexj B
A paribifect R-plot of pex|B is shown in Fig 2.46.
U2 A
Ul
Fig 2.46
A formex formulation such as the above example that 
involves superfluous cantles is referred to as a 
"superpansive formulation". In contrast, a formex 
formulation that does not involve any superfluous cantles 
is referred to as a "perpansive formulation".
The pexum of the empty formex is considered to be the empty 
formex itself. The pexum function has the following basic 
properties:
(1) The pexum function has no inverse.
(2) If the formex E is nonprolate then the pexum of it is 
the formex E itself. That is,
pex}E = E
(3) If k is a nonzero positive integer then
pex^kj E = pex{E
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RENDITION FUNCTIONS
There are six functions in a family which are referred to 
as "rendition functions". Each of six rendition functions 
has a particular rule for curtailing a formex. They are 
referred to as "luxum", "coluxum", "nexum", "conexum", 
"pactum" and "copactum" functions.
The summary of these functions is shown in Table 2,14. The 
canonic parameter of every rendition function must be a 
formex and the argument of a rendition function is a formex 
expression. The grade of the canonic parameter of a 
rendition function must be the same as that of its 
argument.
Table 2.14 Rendition Functions
Function Construct Description
luxum lux(D) The result of lux(D)[G is obtained by removing every cantle of G that includes one or more signets that are in D (see Fig 2.49).
coluxum col(D) The result of col(D)|G is obtained by removing every cantle of G that is in lux(D)|G (see Fig 2.50).
nexum nex(D)
The result of nex(D)|G is obtained by removing every cantle of G that includes one or more signets that are not in D (see Fig 2.51),
conexum con(D) The result of con(D)|G is obtained by removing every cantle of G that is in nex(D)|G (see Fig 2.52).
pactum pac(D) The result of pac(D)|G is obtained by removing every cantle of G that is not in D (see Fig 2.53).
copactum cop(D) The result of cop(D)|G is obtained by removing every cantle of G that is in D (see Fig 2.54).
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The terms luxum, nexum and pactum are Latin words and imply 
"disconnected parts", "connected parts" and "coincident 
parts", respectively. The prefix "co" is used to imply the 
"complement of".
Graphic examples are used to illustrate the application of 
the rendition functions. This approach helps to clarify the 
descriptions of Table 2.14.
Consider the plots G' and D' shown in Figs 2.47 and 2.48 
and imagine them in a superimposed position. The assignment 
statements creating the formices G and D are written down 
as follows:
G=pex|(F1#F2)
where
and
Fl=rinid(3,3,2,2)|ros(1,2,2,2)j{[2,2;2,1],[2,1;3,2]} 
F2=ros(l,2,4,4)|rin(l,6,l)|[1,1;2,1]
D=ros(l,2,4,4) I {[3,3;4,4], [3,3;4,3],..
[3,3;3,4],[4,4;4,3]}
U2 0.
© ■  
0 -  
©• 
©  
©
G'
©  © @ ® ® ® ®
 ^  Ul
Fig 2.47 Plot of G
Ü2 0 .
A © •©
D
©® © 
 ^  Ul
Fig 2.48 Plot of D
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Fig 2.49 Plot of lux(D)|G Fig 2.50 Plot of col(D)|G
Fig 2.51 Plot of nex(D) Fig 2.52 Plot of con(D)jG
Fig 2.53 Plot of pac(D)|G Fig 2.54 Plot of cop(D)|G
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The first four rendition functions, that is, luxum, 
coluxum, nexum and conexum, bring about curtailment using 
a list of signets given by the canonic parameter. On the 
other hand, the last two rendition functions, that is, 
pactum and copactum functions, bring about curtailment 
using a list of cantles given by the canonic parameter.
U2 0 .
A 0 .
©■ © @ ©  
 Ul
Ü2 0 .
A ©
© © © ©
 ^  Ul
(a) N-plot of DD (b) R-plot of DD
Fig 2.55
Fig 2.56(a) N-plot of pac(DD)I G Fig 2.56(b) N-plot of cop(DD) j G
Consider the formex
DD = pexlros(l,2,4,4)}lam(l,4)I[4,4;3,3;4,3]
whose plot is shown in Fig 2.55 and let this formex be the 
canonic parameter of lux(DD)|G, col(DD)|G, nex(DD){G and 
con(DD)jG. The plots of these formices are the same as 
those shown in Figs 2.49 to 2.52. The plots of pac(DD) \G
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and cop(DD)jG are shown in Figs 2.56(a) and 2.56(b), where 
the plot in Fig 2.56(a) is empty. Note that the plots of 
Figs 2.56(a) and 2.56(b) are different from those in Figs 
2.53 and 2.54.
Incidentally, if the formex
DDD = rinid(3,3,l,l) I [3,3]
is the canonic parameter of the first four rendition 
functions, then the resulting plots are the same as when 
the formex DD is the canonic parameter.
The rendition functions have the following properties:
(1) A rendition function has no inverse.
(2) If the canonic parameter of a rendition function is the 
empty formex, then
and
lux({}) E = E
COl({}) E = {}
nex({}) E = {}
con({}) E = E
pac({}) E = {}
cop({}) E = E
(3) If the argument of a rendition function is equivalent 
with its canonic parameter, then
and
lux(E) E ~ {}
col(E) E = E
nex(E) E = E
con(E) E = {}
pac(E) E = E
cop(E) E = {}
(4) When E and F are two formices of the same grade, then
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and
lux(F) E # col(F) E
col(F) E # lux(F) E
nex(F) E # con(F) E
con(F) E # nex(F) E
pac(F) E # cop(F) E
cop(F) E # pac(F) E
are sequations of E.
(5) If E and F are any formices of the same grade, then
and
lux(F) col (F) E =
col(F) lux (F) E =
nex(F) con (F) E =
con(F) nex (F) E =
pac(F) cop (F) E —
cop(F) pac (F) E =
(6) If k is a nonzero positive integer, then a rendition 
function to the power of k is equivalent to the single 
function. For instance,
lux(F)^k|E = lux(F)|E
RELECTION FUNCTIONS 
Consider the formex
E={[1,3;4,4],[1,1;2,2],[2,4?4,2],[3,0;2,1],[3,2;5,4]}
and a certain condition which is denoted by P. Let P be 
specified as follows:
P is true provided that the second uniple of the first 
signet minus the first uniple of this signet is equal 
to the second uniple of the second signet minus the 
first uniple of this signet and otherwise P is false.
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Examine the cantles of E, proceeding in the natural other. 
Let a formex F be obtained from E by deleting every cantle 
for which the condition P is false.
The result of above operation is
F = {[l,l;2,2],[3,2;5,4]}
One can write this relation between the formices E and F as 
follows ;
F == rel (P) { E
The function
rel(P)
is referred to as a "relection function". The canonic 
parameter P is referred to as a "perdicant".
In general, a perdicant is defined as a Boolean function 
which involves one or more formices. In formex algebra, one 
can write perdicants in a very convenient way for some 
cases. The details of the notation for this are discussed 
in the next Section.
Any relection of the empty formex is considered to be the 
empty formex itself.
A relection function has the following basic properties:
(1) A relection function has no inverse.
(2) If k is a nonzero positive integer, then
rel(P)"k|E = rel(P)|E
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BREVIC NOTATION
Consider two maniples Ma and Mb which may or may not be of 
the same grade and of the same plexitude. One can express 
perdicants using these maniples. Table 2.15 shows the 
shorthand notation that is referred to as the "brevic 
notation".
Table 2.15 Brevic Notation
Symbol Meaning
EU Every uniple of Ma
AU Any uniple of Ma
EU(j) j-th uniple of every signet of Ma
AU(j) j-th uniple of any signet of Ma
U(i,j) j-th uniple of i-th signet of Ma
EW Every uniple of Mb
AW Any uniple of Mb
EW(j) j-th uniple of every signet of Mb
AW(j) j-th uniple of any signet of Mb
W(i,j) j-th uniple of i-th signet of Mb
In the following cases, some simplifications are allowed:
(1) If j is an integer variable consisting of a single 
letter or if j is a single digit integer number, then the 
symbols EU(j), EW(j), AU(j) and AW(j) may be written as 
EU], EWj, AUj and AW], respectively, e.g. EU(5), AU(2) and 
AW(s) may be written as EU5, AU2 and AWs. But EW(18) and 
AU(m+l) cannot be simplified.
(2) If i and j are single letter integer variables or 
single digit integer number, then U(i,j) and W(i,j) may be 
written as Uij and Wij, respectively, e.g. U(n,3) and 
W(p,q) may be written as Un3 and Wpq. However, U(2,kl) and 
W(r-1,6) cannot be simplified.
(3) In case of maniples of the first plexitude, U(l,j) and
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W(l,j) may be written as U(j) and W(j), respectively.
Furthermore, if j is a single letter integer variable or a 
single digit number, then U(j) and W(j) may be written as 
Uj and Wj, respectively.
(4) In case of maniples of the first grade, U(i,l) and 
W(i,l) may be written as U(i) and W(i), respectively.
Furthermore, if i is a single letter integer variable or a 
single digit number, then U(i) and W(i) may be written as 
Ui and Wi, respectively.
(5) In case of maniples of the first plexitude and grade, 
U(l,l) and W(l,l) may be written as U and W, respectively.
Consider the example of the perdicant written on page 91.
The perdicant of this example may be written down as
follows:
(U(l,2)-U(l,l) ) = (U(2,2)-U(2,1))
Therefore, the relation between the formices E and F is 
written as:
F = rel( (U(l,2)-U(l,l)) = (U(2,2)-U(2,1)) )}E
2 . 1 .9  NODE NUMBERING
A structural system can be analysed by using a computer. 
However, the structural analysis needs complete information 
about the structure. The description of the structural 
system includes the interconnection pattern, geometric 
particulars, material properties, external loads and 
support conditions.
In general, the interconnection pattern is specified in 
terms of the node numbers consisting of natural sequential 
numbers. Node numbering data can be obtained from a formex 
that represents the interconnection pattern of a structure.
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This data can be made compatible for use in conjunction 
with existing structural analysis programs, as explained in 
the sequel.
CONCEPT OF A CATENA 
Consider the formex
E = rinid(2,2,2,2)llam(l,2)}{[1,2;2,1],[1,2;2,3]} 
and the ingot
T = rinid(5,5,l,l)}[1,1]
which is of the same grade as E. Paribifect R-plots of E 
and T are shown in Figs 2.57(a) and 2.57(b).
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Fig 2.57(a) Fig 2.57(b)
Imagine the plots of E and T in a superimposed form. It may 
be seen that every pivot of the plot E' coincides with a 
pivot in the plot T'. That is to say, for every chosen 
signet S of E, there is one signet in T that is equal to S. 
In this case, the ingot T is said to be a "catena" of E.
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Consider another catena
TTT = pexITT
where
TT = rinid(2,2,2,2) iros(l,2,2,2)1[1,2]
Paribifect R-plots of TT and TTT are shown in Figs 2.58(a) 
and 2.58(b), In a similar manner to the above example, 
imagine the plots of E and TTT in a superimposed position. 
One may notice that every signet of TTT is contained in the 
formex E and the ingot TTT is nonprolate. In this case, the 
catena TTT is said to be an "exclusive catena" of E.
A catena that does not satisfy the conditions for being an 
exclusive catena of a formex is said to be an "inclusive 
catena" of it. For example, T whose plot is shown in Fig 
2.57(b) is an inclusive catena of the formex E. Also TT is 
an inclusive catena of the formex E because TT is prolate.
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Fig 2.58(a) Fig 2.58(b)
Every non-empty ingot is considered to be an inclusive 
catena of the empty formex but the only exclusive catena of 
the empty formex is the empty formex itself.
1 0 0
Every prolate ingot is an inclusive catena of itself and 
every nonprolate ingot is an exclusive catena of itself.
DICTUM AND REDICTUM FUNCTIONS
Consider the formex
E = lamid(3,3)|D
where
D = {[l,l;3,l],[l,l;l,3],[3,l;l,3]}
Also, consider the ingot
N = rinid(3,3,2,2)|[1,1]
Paribifect R-plots of E and N are shown in Figs 2.59 and 
2.60. It may be seen that N is an inclusive catena of E.
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Let a formex G be obtained from E by replacing every signet 
S of E by the orderate, with respect to N, of the first 
occurrence of S in N.
1 0 1
The ingot N is shown below with the orderate of each cantle 
written under it
{[1,1],[3,1],[5,1],[1,3],[3,3],[5,3],[1,5],[3,5],[5,5]} 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
The resulting formex G of the above operation is of the 
first grade and is given as:
G = {[l;2],[l;4],[2;4],[3;2],[3;6],[2;6],[7;8],[7;4], [8;4],[9;8],[9;6],[8;6]}
This formex consists of 12 cantles and provides a 
description of the interconnection pattern in terms of the 
node numbering scheme of Fig 2.61.
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The above operation can be represented in terms of a 
function. That is, the relation between E and G is written 
as follows;
G = dic(N)}E
The function
dic(N)
1 0 2
is referred to as a "dictum function". The canonic 
parameter N is referred to as a "numerant" and must be a 
catena of the argument.
The dictum of the empty formex with respect to any ingot is 
the empty formex itself. That is, for any ingot N,
dic(N)!{}={}
A dictum function has an inverse. If
G = dic(N)lE
then
E = dic(N)^-l|G
The above relation between E and G can be represented by 
using a function. That is,
E = red(N)|G
The function
red(N)
is referred to as a "redictum function".
A redictum function is the inverse of a dictum function. 
However, the argument G must satisfy the following 
conditions:
(1) G must be a formex of the first garde.
(2) Every uniple of G must be a nonzero positive integer.
(3) Every uniple of G must be less than or equal to the 
order of the numerant N.
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SEVIATION FUNCTION
Consider the formex of the first grade
F = {[5;24],[33;7],[14;8;31],[l;12],29,[6,2]}
Examine the differences between all possible pairs of 
uniples in every cantle of F. Let Si be the greatest of 
these differences for the i-th cantle. In the next step, 
compare all the 5's for the cantles of F and let A be the 
greatest of these S's,
The S's for the cantles of the above formex F from the 
first to the last cantle are 19, 26, 23, 11, 0 and 4, 
respectively. The largest of these differences is 26 and 
therefore,
A = 26
One can write this relation between the formex E and A as 
follows:
The function
sev
is referred to as the "seviation function". The argument F 
must consist of uniples which are nonzero positive 
integers. The seviation function has no inverse.
The seviation of the empty formex is considered to be zero. 
That is.
sevI{} = 0
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NOVATION FUNCTIONS 
Consider two formices
E = {[l,3;5,7],[9,ll;13,15],[l,3],[9,ll;5,7]}
and
F = {[5,7;2,4],[1,3;6,8],[13,15;13,15],[6,8;4,6],[7,19;l,3]}
Modify the formex E by using formex F in the following 
manner. Every signet of E is replaced by the second signet 
of the i-th cantle of F when the signet of E is equal to 
the first signet of this cantle, proceeding in the natural 
order covering all the cantles of F.
The steps of this operation are presented below:
(1) First, modification of E with respect to the first 
cantle of F gives rise to
El = {[l,3;2,4],[9,ll;13,15],[l,3],[9,ll;2,4]}
(2) Modification of El with respect to the second cantle of 
F results in
E2 = {[6,8;2,4],[9,11;13,15],[6,8],[9,11;2,4]}
(3) Modification of E2 with respect to the third cantle of 
F results in
E3 = {[6,8;2,4],[9,ll;13,15],[6,8],[9,ll;2,4]}
This operation implies the replacement of a signet [13,15] 
by itself.
(4) Modification of E3 with respect to the fourth cantle of 
F results in
E4 = {[4,6;2,4],[9,ll;13,15],[4,6],[9,ll;2,4]}
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Note that the replacement of the second and fourth cantles 
of F by [1,3;4,6] will give rise to the same result.
(5) The last cantle of F does not produce any change, since 
the first signet of this cantle is not contained in E4.
Let the resulting formex be denoted by G. The result of the 
above operation is
G = {[4,6;2,4],[9,ll;13,15],[4,6],[9,ll;2,4]}
One can write the relation between the formices E and G as 
follows :
G = nov(F)Î E
The function
nov(F)
is referred to as a "novation function". The canonic 
parameter of a novation function must be a 2-plex formex of 
the same garde as E.
A novation function has no inverse.
The novation of the empty formex with respect to any 2-plex 
formex is considered to be the empty formex itself. Also, 
the novation of any formex E with respect to the empty 
formex is considered to be the formex E itself. That is,
nov(F)}{} = {}
and
nov({})|E = E
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2.1. 10 FORMEX COLLATION
CONCEPT OF RAPPORTANCE 
Consider the following formices
El = [3,8,5,9]
E2 = {[1,2;3,4],[5,6;7,8]}
and
E3 = {[2,3,4;5,6,7],[8,9,10]}
Consider a perdicant P that may be evaluated with respect 
to a pair of these formices as follows:
P is true provided that the product of all the uniples 
of the first signet of the first cantle of the left 
element is equal to or greater than that of the right 
element of the pair.
Examine a pair of these formices with respect to P. The 
values to be compared for El to E3 are 24, 2 and 24,
respectively. The results of the comparison involving El to 
E3 are as follows:
(a) P is true in the order El, E2 and is false in the order 
E2, El.
(b) P is false in the order E2, E3 and is true in the order 
E3, E2.
(c) P is true both in the order El, E3 and E3, El.
Table 2.16
Case Value of P with respect to E and F in the order E, F
Value of P with respect to E and F in the order F, E
1 True False
2 False True
3 True True
4 False False
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In general, if one considers two formices E and F and a 
perdicant P, then four possibilities arise and these are 
shown in Table 2.16.
The relations between two formices are defined as follows:
(1) In the first case,
E is said to be of a "higher rapportance" than F with 
respect to P or F is said to be "more rapportant" than 
F with respect to P.
(2) In the second case,
E is said to be of a "lower rapportance" than F with 
respect to P or E is said to be "less rapportant" than 
F with respect to P.
Table 2.17
SymbolicRepresentation Meaning
E[>P]F E is more rapportant than F with respect to P.
E[<P]F E is less rapportant than F with respect to P.
E[=P]F E and F are of the same rapportance with respect to P.
E[>P]F E is of a rapportance higher than or equal to F with respect to P.
E[<P]F E is of a rapportance lower than or equal to F with respect to P.
E[fP]F E is not more rapportant than F with respect to P.
E[fP]F E is not less rapportant than F with respect to P.
E[eP]F E and F are not of the same rapportance with respect to P.
E[%P]F E is not of a rapportance higher than or equal to F with respect to P.
E[2P]F E is not of a rapportance lower than or equal to F with respect to P.
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(3) In the third or fourth case,
E and F are said to be of the "same rapportance" with 
respect to P or E and F are said to be "equally 
rapportant" with respect to P.
Various relationships between E and F with respect to P may 
be symbolically represented as shown in Table 2.17.
PROCESS OF RAPPORTATION
Consider a sequence of uniples
4, 8, 7, 3, 1, 6
Modify the sequence by rearrangement of their positions, so 
as to accord with a perdicant P. The perdicant P is given 
in brevic notation as:
U < W
In order to achieve the modification of the sequence, two 
phrases are defined below:
(1) Let the phrase "(i,j) forward sériation" be used to 
refer to the following procedure:
For k=i, i+1, i+2, ..., j-1
the kth and (k+l)th elements of S are compared and if 
the latter is more rapportant than the former with 
respect to P then these elements are interchanged.
(2) Let the phrase "(j,i) backward sériation" be used to 
refer to the following procedure:
For k=j, j-1, j-2, ..., i+1
the kth and (k-l)th elements of S are compared and if 
the latter is less rapportant than the former with 
respect to P then these elements are interchanged.
The term "sériation" can be used to refer to either a 
forward sériation or a backward sériation.
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(a) 4 8 7 3 1 6 a (1,6) forward sériation
(b) 4 7 3 1 6 8 a (5,1) backward sériation
(c) 1 4 7 3 6 8 a (2,5) forward sériation
(d) 1 4 3 6 7 8 a (4,2) backward sériation
(e) 1 3 4 6 7 8 the end of rapportation
Fig 2.62
To modify the given sequence with respect to P, first of 
all, one begins by applying a (1,6) forward sériation which 
involves all the elements of the sequence. The progress of 
this step is illustrated by an arrow that points from left 
to right in Fig 2.62(a). The resulting sequence is
4, 7, 3, 1, 6, 8
In the next step, a (5,1) backward sériation is applied. 
This sériation involves elements 1 to 5 of the sequence. 
The progress of this step is illustrated by an arrow that 
points from right to left in Fig 2.62(b). The resulting 
sequence is
1, 4, 7, 3, 6, 8
The next sériation to be applied is a (2,5) forward 
sériation which involves the elements 2 to 5 of the above 
sequence as shown in Fig 2.62(c). The resulting sequence is
1, 4, 3, 6, 7, 8
In the next step, a (4,2) backward sériation is applied.
1 1 0
This sériation involves the elements 2 to 4 of the above 
sequence, as indicated in Fig 2.62(d). The resulting 
sequence is
1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8
The above sequence satisfies the perdicant P and then this 
condition implies the end of modifying the given sequence.
The above process is referred to as the process of 
"rapportation". In general, the process of rapportation is 
defined as follows:
For k=l,2,...,n of the sequence S
a (k,n-k+l) forward sériation is carried out and this 
is followed by an (n-k,k) backward sériation.
The process is brought to an end either when the total 
number of completed sériations is equal to n-1 or when a 
sériation does not involve any interchange of elements.
As a further example, consider the following formices
E - {[l,l;2,2],[3,3;4,4]}
F = [5,5;6,6]
and
G = {[7,7,7;8,8,8],[9,9,9]}
Also, consider a perdicant Q with respect to a pair (Ma and 
Mb) of these formices as follows:
Q is true provided that the first uniple of the second 
signet of the first cantle of Ma is less than that of 
Mb and Q is false otherwise.
The perdicant Q can be written using the following brevic 
notation:
U21 < W21
1 1 1
Consider the following sequence consisting of the above 
formices
F, G, E
Use the process of rapportation for the above sequence with 
respect to Q. In the first step, a (1,3) forward sériation 
is applied. The resulting sequence is
F, E, G
Finally, a (2,1) backward sériation is applied. The result 
is
E, F, G
In general, if S is a sequence of formices which is to be 
rapported with respect to a perdicant P, then the only 
condition that the elements of S should satisfy is that P 
must be applicable to every pair of elements of S.
With respect to a sequence of formices S, a perdicant P is 
said to be "transitive" provided that if S is transformed 
into a sequence R by the process of rapportation with 
respect to P and if Ri is the ith element of R and Rj is 
the jth element of R, with i being less than j, then for 
all i's and j's
Ri[>P]Rj
If the above condition is not satisfied then the perdicant 
P is said to be "nontransitive" with respect to S.
For example, consider the following reglets 
A = [-2,1]
B = [1,1]and C = [0,-2]
1 1 2
Consider a perdicant P with respect to a pair of these 
reglets as follows:
P is true provided that the sum of the uniples of Ma 
is less than the first uniple of Mb to the power of 2. 
Using the brevic notation, the perdicant P can be 
represented as follows:
U1+U2 < W1^2
Consider the following sequence of the above reglets 
B, A, C
Use the process of rapportation for the above sequence with 
respect to P. In the first step, a (1,3) forward sériation 
is applied. Compare the reglets B and A, where in the order 
B, A
U1+U2 = 2 
W1^2 = 4 
and in the order A, B 
U1+U2 = -1 
W1^2 = 1
Therefore, these reglets are not interchanged because 
B[=P]A. Compare the reglets A and C, where in the order 
A, C
U1+U2 = -1 
W1^2 = 0 
and in the order C, A 
U1+U2 = -2 
W1^2 = 4
Therefore, these reglets are not interchanged because 
C[=P]A. The resulting sequence is
B, A, C
and the process of rapportation is ended, since the above
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sequence is satisfied with the perdicant P.
Now, compare the first reglet B and the third reglet C, in 
the order B, C. It will be found that
U1+U2 = 2 
W1^2 = 0
The comparison in the order C, B will give
U1+U2 = -2 
W1^2 = 1
The relationship between these reglets is B[%P]C. 
Therefore, this perdicant P is nontransitive with respect 
to the given reglets.
RAPPORTED SEQUATIONFUNCTIONS
Consider the formex
E = pexI F
where
F = ros(l,2,3,2){rinid(2,2,l,-l)}..{[l,2?2,l]#ros(l,2,1.5,1.5)j[1,1;2,1]}
A paribifect R-plot of E is shown in Fig 2.63. The labels 
in Fig 2.63 indicate the order of appearance of the cantles 
of E which has 56 cantles.
Consider the rearrangement of the cantles in the order 
shown in Fig 2.63. The required order of arrangement can be 
obtained using the process of rapportation with respect to 
a perdicant. A suitable perdicant P is given in brevic 
notation as follows:
U11+U21 < W11+W21 or(U11+U21=W11+W21 and U12+U22<W12+W22)
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The resulting formex G is obtained by subjecting the 
cantles of E to the process of rapportation with respect to 
P. The paribifect R-plot of G is as shown in Fig 2.64.
The relation between E and G can be represented by a 
function. That is,
G = ras(P)IE
The function
ras(P)
is referred to as a "rapported sequation function". In 
fact, the formices E and G are sequations of each other. 
The canonic parameter must be a perdicant that is 
applicable to E.
A rapported sequation function has no inverse. In addition, 
any rapported sequation of the empty formex is considered 
to be the empty formex itself. That is,
ras(P)!{}={}
Also, if E is a formex of the first order, that is, if E is 
a maniple, then any rapported sequation of E is the formex 
E itself. That is,
ras(P){E = E
where
E = [U11,U12,...,Uln;U21,U22,...,U2n;...
...;Uml,Um2,...,Umn]
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RAPPORTED VARIANT FUNCTIONS 
Consider a formex 
E=pex î F
where
F=Fo#ver(1,2,4,3)|Fo
Fo=rinid(3,2,2,2) |ros(l,2,2,2) ', { [1,2 ; 2 ,2 ] , [ 1,2 ; 2 ,1] > 
A paribifect R-plot of E is shown in Fig 2.65.
Let it be required to modify the signets of the cantles of 
E such that the senses of elements comply with the pattern 
shown in Fig 2.66. One can use the process of rapportation 
to modify the signets of the cantles of E. A suitable 
perdicant P is given in brevic notation as 
Ul < W1 and U2 < W2 
The resulting formex G is obtained by subjecting the 
signets of every cantle of E to the process of rapportation 
with respect to P. Fig 2.66 shows a paribifect R-plot of G.
The relation between E and G can be represented by a 
function. That is,
G = rav(P)IE
The function
rav(P)
is referred to as a "rapported variant function". In fact, 
the formices E and G are variants of each other. The 
canonic parameter must be a perdicant that is applicable to 
the argument.
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A rapported variant function has no inverse. Any rapported 
variant of the empty formex is considered to be the empty 
formex itself. That is,
rav(P)!{}={}
Also, if E is a 1-plex formex then any rapported variant of 
E is E itself.
2 .1 .1 1  FURTHER FORMEX FUNCTIONS
TECTRIX FUNCTIONS 
Consider a formex
E = lux([3,3]) IF
where
F = rinid(5,5,l,l)|[1,1]
U2
A o o o o o 
@ 0 0 0 0 0  
(3 ) 0 0  0 0
Ul
Fig 2.67
A paribifect R-plot of E is shown in Fig 2.67. The formex 
E is given as
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E = {[1,1],[2,1],[3,1],[4,1],[5,!],[!,2],[2,2],[3,2],[4,2],[5,2],[1,3],[2,3],[4,3],[5,3],[1,4],[2,4],[3,4], [4,4],[5,4],[1,5],[2,5],[3,5], [4,5], [5,5]}
Consider cantles of the second plexitude which may be
obtained from E by combining two signets of E, where the
order of occurrence of the signets in a cantle is as they 
appear in E. A signet in E that is once used for the first 
signet of a cantle must not be the second signet of a 
cantle subsequently.
The cantles that satisfy PI, given below, constitute a 
formex G1 and the cantles that satisfy P2, given below, 
constitute a formex G2. The perdicants PI and P2 are
specified using the brevic notation as follows:
PI is U21-U11 = 1 and U12 = U22
and
P2 is Ull = U21 and U22-U12 = 1
Paribifect R-plots of the formices G1 and G2 are shown in
Figs 2.68 and 2.69. The formices G1 and G2 are given as
Gl={[l,l;2,l],[2,l;3,l],[3,l;4,l],[4,l;5,l],[1,2;2,2], [2,2;3,2], [3,2;4,2],[4,2;5,2],[1,3;2,3],[4,3;5,3], [1,4;2,4],[2,4;3,4],[3,4;4,4],[4,4;5,4],[1,5;2,5], [2,5;3,5],[3,5;4,5],[4,5;5,5]}
and
G2={[l,l;l,2],[2,l;2,2],[3,1;3,2],[4,l;4,2],[5,l;5,2], [l,2;l,3],[2,2;2,3],[4,2;4,3],[5,2;5,3],[l,3;l,4], [2, 3 ;2,4], [4,3,-4,4],[5,3,• 5,4],[1,4;1,5],[2,4;2,5], [3,4;3,5],[4,4;4,5],[5,4;5,5]}
The relations between E and G1 and between E and G2 can be 
written by a function, respectively, as
G1 = tec(2,Pl)|E
and
G2 = tec(2,P2)|E
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The function
tec(2,Pl)
is referred to as a "tectrix function". In general, a 
tectrix function is denoted by
tec(m,P)
The first canonic parameter m indicates the plexitude of 
the resulting formex. The second canonic parameter P is a 
perdicant that is applicable to E. Although, in this 
example, the argument E is 1-plex and of the second grade, 
in general the argument may be of any plexitude and of any 
grade.
A tectrix function has no inverse. Any tectrix of the empty 
formex is considered to be the empty formex itself. That 
is,
tec(m,P)I{} = {}
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Also, if the total number of signets in a formex E is less 
than m, then tectrix of the formex E is considered to be 
the empty formex.
VINCULUM FUNCTIONS
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 2.70. A formex H 
whose paribifect R-plot is as shown in Fig 2.70 may be 
written using a tectrix function as follows:
H = tec(2,P){E
where
E = rinid(7,4,l,2)I[1,1] # rinid(3,3,2,2)|[2,2]
and where the perdicant P in brevic notation is given by
(Ull = Ü21 and U22-U21 = 1) or
(U21-U11 = 1 and U12 = U22)
U2
A
Ul
Fig 2.70
The above predicant P implies the condition with respect to 
which E is transformed into H. From a geometric point of 
view, the condition may be considered to signify the 
distance between the plots of the signets of H. One can
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write the perdicant P in a more convenient way based on 
this knowledge.
In general, the perdicant P is given by 
B1 < M < B2
where B1 and B2 are any real numbers and are referred to as 
"lower bound" and "upper boiind", respectively, and M in the 
brevic notation is given by
nM =  |(E(U2i-Uli)"2)"0.5 i=l
In the above equation, n indicates the grade of the 
argument. M is referred to as the "metrum" of a cantle of 
the argument.
The relation between E and H can be represented by a 
function. That is,
H = vin(rl,r2)]E
The function
vin(rl,r2)
is referred to as a "vinculum function". The canonic 
parameters rl and r2 indicate the lower and upper bounds B1 
and B2, respectively, and can be any real numbers. If rl>r2 
then rl indicates the upper bound B2 and r2 indicates the 
lower bound Bl.
The formex H shown in Fig 2.70 can be written as 
H = vin(l,l)|E
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In the above equation, if rl=l and r2=l,5 then the 
resulting formex is
HI = vin(l,1.5) }E
A paribifect R-plot of HI is shown in Fig 2.71.
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A vinculum function has no inverse. Any vinculum of the 
empty formex is considered to be the empty formex itself. 
That is,
vin(rl,r2)|{} = {}
Also, if E is a regret, then the vinculum of the formex E 
is considered to be the empty formex. That is,
vin(rl,r2)|E = {}
where
E = [U1,U2,...,Un]
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PANSION FUNCTIONS
Consider the formex
E = {[l,l;2,2],[3,3],[4,4;5,5;6,6]}
The above formex E is of the second grade. Now, consider 
transforming every signet of E into a signet of the third 
grade.
Let the additional uniple be a constant value Q for every 
signet of E. It may be found that, in this example, there 
are three possibilities for the position of the additional 
uniple. The resulting formices are given by,
G1 = {[Q,l,l;Q,2,2],[Q,3,3],[Q,4,4;Q,5,5;Q,6,6]}
G2 = {[1,Q,1;2,Q,2],[3,Q,3],[4,Q,4;5,Q,5;6,Q,6]}
and
G3 = {[1,1,Q;2,2,Q],[3,3,Q],[4,4,Q;5,5,Q;6,6,Q]}
These, respectively, can be represented by
G1 = pan(l,Q) j E 
G2 = pan(2,Q)IE
and
G3 = pan(3,Q)IE 
The function 
pan(l,Q)
is referred to as a "pension function". In general, the 
function is denoted by
pan(h,Q)
The canonic parameter h indicates the serial position
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number of the additional uniple Q and must be a positive 
integer such that l<h<n+l, where n indicates the grade of 
the argument. The second parameter Q can be any number.
A pension function has an inverse. That is, if
G = pan(h,q)}E
then
E = pan(h,q) '"-I j G
Any pension of the empty formex is the empty formex itself. 
That is,
pan(h,q) j{} = {}
DEPANSION FUNCTIONS
Consider the formex
E = {[1,2,3;4,5,6],[7,8,9],[8,7,6;5,4,3;2,1,0]}
The above formex is of the third grade. Now, consider 
transforming every signet of E into a signet of the second 
grade.
It may be seen that the operation can be achieved by 
deleting one of the three uniples and that there are three 
positions of uniples to be deleted.
The resulting formices are given by,
G1 = {[2,3;5,6],[8,9],[7,6;4,3;1,0]}
G2 = {{1,3;4,6],[7,9],[8,6;5,3;2,0]}
and
G3 = {[1,2;4,5],[7,8],[8,7;5,4;2,1]}
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These, respectively, can be represented by
G1 = dep(l)|E 
G2 = dep(2)|E
and
G3 = dep(3)|E 
The function 
dep(l)IE
is referred to as a "depansion function". In general, the 
function is denoted by
dep(h)
The canonic parameter h indicates the serial position 
number of the uniples to be deleted and must be a positive 
integer such that l<h<n, where n implies the grade of the 
argument.
A depansion function has no inverse. However, the concept 
of depansion function is the converse of that of a pansion 
function. That is,
pan(h,g)^-l}E = dep(h))E
Any depansion of the empty formex is the empty formex 
itself. That is,
dep(h)!{} = {}
Also, if E in
G = dep(l)|E
is a formex of the first grade, then G is considered to be
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the empty formex. That is, 
dep(l)|E = {}
MEDULLA AND RAPPORTED MEDULLA FUNCTIONS
Consider the formex
E = ros(l,2,2,2)|{[l,l;2,2],[l,l;3,l]}
A paribifect R-plot of E is shown in Fig 2.72. The above 
formex E consists of 8 cantles and is given as
E={[l,l;2,2],[1,1;3,1],[3,l;2,2],[3,1;3,3],[3,3;2,2], [3,3;l,3],[1,3;2,2],[l,3;l,l]}
U2
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Fig 2.72
Now, consider an ingot T that is constructed from all the 
signets of E, which appear in the same order as in E. The 
ingot T is given as
T={[1,1],[2,2],[1,1],[3,1],[3,1],[2,2],[3,1], [3,3],[3,3],[2,2],[3,3],[1,3],[1,3],[2,2],[1,3],[1,1]}
An ingot G is obtained from T as:
G = pex|T
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where
G = {[1,1],[2,2],[3,1],[3,3],[1,3]}
The above operation can be represented by a function. That 
is, the relation between E and G is written as:
G — med j E
The function
med
is referred to as the "medulla function".
The medulla function has no inverse. The medulla of the 
empty formex is considered to be the empty formex itself. 
That is,
med Î{} = {}
Now, consider a composite function consisting of a 
rapported sequation and the medulla functions as follows;
G = ras(P)}med|E
One can write the above formex formulation in a more 
convenient way as:
G = ram(P)|E
The function
ram(P)
is referred to as a "rapported medulla function". The 
canonic parameter P must be a perdicant that is applicable 
to E.
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A rapported medulla function has no inverse. Any rapported 
medulla of the empty formex is considered to be the empty 
formex itself. That is,
ram(P)|{} = {}
For example, consider the formex
F = lux(G)|E
where
and
E = pex{Eo
Eo = rinid(3,3,2,2) j ros (1,2,2,2) 1 { [ 1,1;2,2], [1,1 ; 3,1] } 
G = ros(l,2,4,4)|[2,4]
A paribifect R-plot of F is shown in Fig 2.73. Let a 
perdicant P, in brevic notation, be given by
U1<W1
and let
T1 =
and
T2 = ram(P)j F
The formices T1 and T2 are given as
Tl-{[1,1],[2,2],[3,1],[3,3],[1,3],[5,1],[5,3],[6,2], [7,1],[7,3],[3,5],[1,5],[4,4],[5,5],[7,5],[2,6], [3,7],[1,7],[5,7],[6,6],[7,7]}
and
T2-{[1,1],[1,3],[1,5],[1,7],[2,2],[2,6],[3,1],[3,3],[3.5],[3,7],[4,4],[5,1],[5,3],[5,5],[5,7],[6,2],[6.6],[7,1],[7,3],[7,5],[7,7]}
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It may be seen that the formices T1 and T2 are sequations 
of each other. Therefore, paribifect R-plots of T1 and T2 
are the same, as shown in Fig 2.74. Needless to say, the 
formices T1 and T2 are exclusive catenas of F.
To illustrate the practical application of rapported 
medulla functions, consider the configuration of Fig 2.73. 
The interconnection pattern of this configuration is 
obtained with respect to the formices T1 and T2 as follows:
and
HI = dic(Tl)|F
H2 = dic(T2) j F
The above formices HI and H2 describe the interconnection
pattern of Fig 2.73 in terms of the numbering schemes shown
in Figs 2.75 and 2.76, respectively. It may be seen that 
the node numbering of Fig 2.75 depends on the ordering of
the signets in Tl, on the other hand, the node numbers of
Fig 2.76 are compatible with the ordering of the signets in 
T2.
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In general, for any formex E, both results of a medulla and 
a rapported medulla functions are exclusive catenas of E.
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SEDILATE PERDICANTS
Consider the formex
F = pex} lux ([6,4]) I (El # E2 # E3)
where
El = rinid(5,3,2,2)|ros(l,2,2,2) Î[1,1,2;3,1,2] 
E2 = rinid(4,2,2,2)|ros(l,2,3,3)1[2,2,l;4,2,l]
and
E3 = rinid(5,3,2,2)|ros(l,2,2,2)I[1,1,2;2,2,1]
The above formex F describes the interconnection pattern of 
the double layer grid a Z-plan of which is shown in Fig
2.77.
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Now, consider the interconnection pattern of Fig 2.77 in 
terms of the indicated joint numbering system shown in Fig
2.78. One can write the formex as follows:
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HI = dic(Gl)}F
where
G1 - ram(P)|F
and the perdicant P, in brevic notation, may be given by
(UKWl) or (U1=W1 and U2<W2)
The above perdicant P may be written in a more convenient 
way. That is,
sed(l,2)
where "sed" stands for the term "sedilate" and where this 
perdicant is referred to as a "sedilate perdicant".
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The general form of a sedilate perdicant is
Uiowi 
or (Ui=Wi and Ujowj) 
or (Ui=Wi and Uj=Wj and UkoWk)
or (Ui=Wi and Uj=Wj and Uk=Wk and ... Uq=Wq
and UroWr)
where the symbol <> is used to denote the symbol < or > and
the entities i, j, k, ... q and r are a nonzero positive
integers and where it is understood that the maniples being 
compared, that is, Ma and Mb, are maniples of the first
plexitude or the first grade. The shorthand form
corresponding to the above general sedilate perdicant is
sed(±i, ±j, ±k, ... ±q, ±r)
where the symbol ± is used to denote plus or minus, and 
where, a plus sign corresponds to the symbol < and a minus 
sign corresponds to the symbol >.
For example, the perdicant
(U2>W2) or (U2=W2 and UKUl)
is represented by
sed(-2,1)
and the perdicant
(U3>W3) or (U3=W3 and UKWl) or
(U3=W3 and U1=W1 and U2<W2)
is represented by
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sed(-3,1,2)
The interconnection pattern of Fig 2.77 involving the above 
perdicants may be given by
H2 = dic(G2) I F
and
H3 = dic(G3){F
where
G2 = ram(sed(~2,1))I F
and
G3 = ram(sed(“3,1,2)) iF
The resulting node numbering systems with respect to the 
formices H2 and H3 are shown in Figs 2.79 and 2.80, 
respectively.
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2 .2  FORMIAN 
2. 2. 1 INTRODUCTION
Formian is a programming language which is based on formex 
algebra. Therefore, if one is familiar with the concepts of 
formex algebra, then Formian will be seen to be close to 
formex algebra.
Formian is a vital tool in data generation and graphics 
applications in many areas. It may be used to supply input 
data for other software components so as to analyse a 
structure with ease and elegance.
The data generation can start from the small component 
parts of the structure. In the process of data generation, 
a number of operators and functions are used for 
propagation and curtailment of the parts.
2 . 2 . 2  PRIMITIVE CONSTITUENTS
Characters are the main building blocks of the syntactic 
constructs of Formian. There are various forms of character 
sequences. These are used to represent mathematical 
entities, define computational procedures and effect data 
management.
TYPE OF CHARACTERS
There are four types of characters in Formian given below:
(i) A DIGIT
A digit is any one of the ten decimal digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
(ii) A LETTER
A letter is any one of the fifty two uppercase and 
lowercase letters of the English alphabet.
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(iii) A SYMBOL
A symbol is any distinctive printable mark that can be 
represented by the computing system and is not a digit or 
a letter, e.g. the following characters 
+/ -, *, // (, }, #, 1 and @ 
are all symbols.
(iv) A LAYOUT CHARACTER
A space character or a newline character is referred to as 
a layout character.
KEYWORDS
Any one of the following eighteen sequences of letters is 
referred to as a "keyword".
BRING CLEAR CREATE DRAW ERASE
FORWARD GET GIVE KEEP PRINT
RECALL RENAME SHOW STOP SUBMIT
TAKE USE VIEW
Various effects of keywords are discussed in the later 
sections. A keyword may be given in upper or lower case 
letters. Thus, TAKE, take. Take and TakE are considered to 
be identical.
IDENTIFIERS
An identifier is a sequence that consists of letters and 
digits whose first character must be a letter. One can use 
both upper and lower case letters as a character of 
identifiers. An identifier may not have the same sequence 
as a keyword and more than eight characters. Examples of 
identifiers are
Dome ab s3 69 xOYl
Identifiers are used for names of entities such as
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variables and functions. No distinction is made between 
upper and lower case letters in an identifier. That is, the 
following identifiers
h25t H25T h25T H25t
are considered to be identical.
USE OF LAYOUT CHARACTERS
In general, space characters may freely appear in Formian 
constructs without any syntactic implication. On the other 
hand, the use of newline characters is rather restricted. 
The reason is that a newline character is used not only for 
the typographical effect but also as a signal for the 
initiation of execution of certain program units.
There are a number of special considerations relating to 
the use of layout characters. One such consideration 
involves compound symbols, keywords and identifiers. That 
is, a compound symbol, a keyword or an identifier may not 
contain intervening layout characters.
COMMENTS
A comment is a construct of the form 
(*)C(*)
where the compound symbol (*) is referred to as the "floret 
symbol" and where C is a sequence of zero or more 
characters that does not contain a floret symbol. Any 
number of new line characters can be included in the 
sequence between the floret symbols.
A comment may appear in the Formian program at any position 
where a space character is allowed to appear. Comments
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provide information about the details of the programming 
steps in schemes and supplements which are discussed in due 
course.
2 . 2 .3  CONSTANTS
A constant is an explicit representation of an abstract 
entity and is shown as a sequence of characters. The 
abstract entity that is represented by a constant is 
referred to as the "value" of the constant. There are six 
types of constants in Formian. These represent integer 
constants, floatal constants, integer formex constants, 
floatal formex constants, string constants and plenix 
constants.
INTEGER CONSTANTS
An integer constant is a sequence of one or more digits 
which may be preceded by a plus or minus sign. An integer 
constant must not contain intervening layout characters or 
comments. For example, 12345, +67 and -89 are acceptable 
integer constants but 12,345, +67.0 and -89. are not. The 
value of an integer constant is the decimal number that it 
represents.
FLOATAL CONSTANTS
A floatal constant is represented using one of the 
following forms:
(i) an integer constant followed by a decimal point 
followed by a sequence of one or more digits, where if the 
only digit before the decimal point is a zero then this 
zero may be omitted, e.g. 10.5, -2.09, .33, -111.0, +.012
and -.101,
(ii) a floatal constant of the first form followed by the 
letter E or e followed by an integer constant, e.g. 3.7E10, 
+90.142E-3 and -142.6e+2,
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(iii) an integer constant followed by the letter E or e 
followed by an integer constant, e.g. lE+2, 9e4 and -64E-2.
A floatal constant must not include intervening layout 
characters or comments. The value of a floatal constant is 
the numerical value that results from the interpretation of 
the constant as a decimal real number. The floatal 
constants 2.5, 0.25E-1, 250E-2 and 0.000025E5 have the same 
value, since a floatal constant denoted by mEn is regarded 
as representing mxio^n. The representation of the value of 
a floatal constant in a computer is in floating point form 
which provides an approximation to the actual value.
Finally, the term "numerical constant" is used for an 
integer constant or a floatal constant.
FORMEX CONSTANTS
A formex constant is a sequence of characters that is a 
valid formex denotation and consists of numeric constants, 
commas, semicolons, square brackets and curly brackets. For 
example,
{[l,2;-3,-4],[5.0,6.1],[-7.5,-0.8;9.4,3],[4.6,8]} 
is a formex constant.
There are two types of formex constants that are referred 
to as an "integer formex constant" and a "floatal formex 
constant". All the numeric constants in an integer formex 
constant are integer constants and the latter contains one 
or more floatal constants. The above formex constant, for 
instance, is a floatal formex constant. An example of an 
integer formex constant is given by
{[1,2;3,4],[5,6;7,8],[9,8;7,6]}
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STRING CONSTANTS
A simple string constant is of the following form
'[a sequence of zero or more characters]'
where the compound symbol '[ is referred to as the "opening 
string bracket", the compound symbol ]' is referred to as 
the "closing string bracket". The term "string bracket" is 
used to refer to an opening or a closing string bracket.
If one or more pairs of opening and closing string brackets 
are placed in a simple string constant, then the string is 
said to be a "nested string constant". The term "string 
constant" is used to refer to a simple or a nested string 
constant.
For example,
'[pansy hyacinth carnation tulip iris daffodil]' 
is a simple string constant whose value is
pansy hyacinth carnation tulip iris daffodil
and
'[pansy hyacinth carnation '[tulip iris]' daffodil]'
is a nested string constant whose value is
pansy hyacinth carnation '[tulip iris]' daffodil
Layout characters in a string constant maintain their 
normal typographical significance. When the sequence of 
character in a string constant is a null character, the 
string constant is denoted by ' [ ] ' and is referred to as 
the "empty string constant".
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Consider the following string constant
'[work '[like]' a charm]'
This consists of 21 characters. Thus, it is said to be of 
"order" 21. Note that the layout characters should also be 
taken into account.
A "primion constant" is a numeric constant, a formex 
constant or a string constant.
PLENIX CONSTANTS
A "plenix constant" is of the form
~{P1,P2, ... ,Pn}~
where n>=0 and where the entities P1,P2, ... ,Pn are
constants. Each one of the entities is referred to as a 
"principal panel" of the plenix constant. The compound 
symbol ~{ is referred to as the "opening plenix bracket", 
the compound symbol is referred to as the "closing
plenix bracket" and the term "plenix bracket" is used to 
refer to an opening or a closing plenix bracket.
Consider the following plenix constant
~{3, [l,l;0,0;2,0], 25.8, '[sky]', 12}-
The above plenix constant has 5 principal panels. Thus, 
this plenix constant is said to be of "order" 5. In this 
case, the first and fifth principal panels are integer 
constants, the second principal panel is an integer formex 
constant, the third principal panel is a floatal constant 
and the fourth principal panel is a string constant.
Consider the following plenix constant
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~{4, 7, ~{2, [1,1,0;0,0,1], ~{5, 9}~}~, 1}~
This plenix constant is of the fourth order. The first, 
second and fourth principal panels are integer constants. 
The third is a plenix constant itself. This principal panel 
is of third order with its third principal panel being a 
plenix constant of the second order. The principal panels 
of the third principal panel of the above example are 
referred to as "subsidiary panels" of the given plenix 
constant. That is.
2[l,l;0,0;0,l]59and ~{5, 9}~
are subsidiary panels of the plenix constant.
The term "panel" is used to refer to a principal panel or 
a subsidiary panel of a plenix constant. The plenix 
constant that has no panels is denoted by the compound 
symbol -{}- and is referred to as the "empty plenix 
constant".
A panel of a plenix constant is said to be a "primion 
panel" provided that it is a primion constant and is said 
to be a "nonprimion panel" otherwise, e.g. consider the 
plenix constant
-{ABC, 15, -{4, {}, '[Books]', -{}-, [2,2,0]}-}-
The primion panels are
ABC154{}'[Books]'and [2 ,2,0]
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Nonprimion panels are
-{4, {}, '[Books]', [2,2,0]}-and
~{}~
2 . 2 .4  ASSIGNMENT STATOMENTS AND VARIABLES
Assignment statements are the vehicles through which values 
are assigned to identifiers, A variable is an identifier 
which has been assigned a value. There are six types of 
variables. They are referred to as "integer variables", 
"floatal variables", "integer formex variables", "floatal 
formex variables", "string variables" and "plenix 
variables".
For example, consider the following equations
A = 1234 B = 5.67E-2ELMl = {[l,l;3,l],[l,l;2,2]}and MODEL = -{10, '[Double layer grid]', TOP, 5, -0.1}-
Each left-hand side in these equations denotes the 
variables using an identifier and each right-hand side is 
the expression of the value for a variable. The general 
form of an assignment statement is
identifier = expression
where the symbol = is referred to as the "assignment 
symbol".
The term "numeric variable" is used to refer to an integer 
variable or a floatal variable. Also, the term "formex 
variable" is used to refer to an integer formex variable or 
a floatal formex variable.
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The term "primion variable" is used to refer to a numeric 
variable, a formex variable or a string variable.
2 . 2 .5  FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTION DESIGNATORS
Formian has two different kinds of functions, namely, 
"standard functions" and "supplementary functions". The 
standard functions are available to all users. The 
supplementary functions can be defined by the users as 
their own functions.
There are a number of standard functions in Formian. Three 
families of standard functions, which are referred to as 
"numeric functions", "conversion functions" and "formex 
functions", are discussed in this section.
There are twelve standard numeric functions and these are 
described in Table 2.18, e.g. consider a value of cosine of 
X as follows;
COS X
where X is the numeric variable representing an angle. The 
above expression is referred to as a "numeric function
designator" and X is referred to as its argument.
There are three conversion functions and these are 
described in Table 2.19. The effect of conversion functions 
is to convert floatal values into integer values and vice 
versa. Each argument of these functions may be a numeric 
expression or a formex expression. Any conversion of the
empty formex {} is considered to be the empty formex
itself. That is.
and
RIC|{} = {} TICl{> = {>
FLOC|{} = {}
All the standard formex functions are already discussed in 
Section 2.1.
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Table 2.18 Numeric Functions
Function Value of Function Designator with Argument X Being a Numeric Expression
Type of Value
SIGN
The value of SIGN|X is the integer number 1, 0 or -1 depending on the value of X being positive, zero or negative, respectively. For example, the value of SIGN|(-7.4), is -1.
Integer
ABS(absolutevalue)
The value of ABS j X is the absolute value of X. For example, the value of ABS|6.8E“1 and ABS}(-4) are 0.68 and -4, respectively.
Type of ABS|X is the same as that of X.
SQRT (square root)
The value of SQRT|X is the positive square root of the value of X (The value of X must be positive). For example, the value of SQRT}6.25 is 2.5.
Floatal
SIN The value of SIN|X is the sine of the value of X, regarded as an angle in degrees. For example, the value of SIN 190 is 1.0.
Floatal
COS The value of COS}X is the cosine of the value of X, regarded as an angle in degrees. For example, the value of COS 160 is 0.5.
Floatal
TAN The value of TAN}X is the tangent of the value of X, regarded as an angle in degrees. For example, the value of TAN[45 is 1.0.
Floatal
ASIN(arcsine) The value of ASINjX is the angle in degrees (in the range -90° to 90°) whose sine is equal to the value of X (The value of X must be in the range -1 to 1). For example, the value of ASIN|(-0.5) is -30.0.
Floatal
ACCS(arccosine)
The value of ACOS|X is the angle in degrees (in the range 0° to 180°) whose cosine is equal to the value of X (The value of X must be in the range -1 to 1). For example, the value of ACOS[0.5 is 60.0.
Floatal
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Table 2.18 continued
ATAN(arctangent)
The value of ATAN|X is the angle in degrees (in the range -90° to 90°) whose tangent is equal to the value of X. For example, the value of ATAN{(-1.0) is -45.0.
Floatal
LN(naturallogarithm)
The value of LN|X is the natural logarithm of the value of X (The value of X must be positive). For example, the value of LN|1 is 0.0.
Floatal
EXP (exponen­tial)
The value of EXPjX is e'^ a where e is the base of the natural logarithm and a is the value of X. For example, the value of EXP|0 is 1.0.
Floatal
RAN (random- number)
The value of RANjX is a random number N such that -(ABSjX) =< N =< ABSjX If the value of X is zero then N will be zero.
Floatal
Table 2.19 Conversion Functions
Function Value of Function Designator with Argument X Being a Numeric Expression
Type of Value
RIG (rounded integer conver­sion)
The value of RIC j X is the integer number nearest to the value of X, where if the number of X has a fractional part of exactly one half, then the nearest integer with the greater absolute value is chosen. For example, the value of RIC}5.21, RIC|1.24E1, RIC|(-3.5) and RIC10.5 are 5, 12, -4 and 1, respectively.
Integer
TIC(truncatedintegerconver­sion)
The value of TIC|X is the integer number obtained by truncating the fractional part of the value of X. For example, the value of TIC}5.21, TIC|1.24E1, TIC}(-3.5) and TIC}0.85 are 5, 12, -3 and 0, respectively.
Integer
FLOC(floatalconversion)
The value of FLOC}X is the value of X in the floating point form. Floatal
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2. 2. 6 OPERATIONS, EXPRESSIONS AND PERDICANTS
An "operation" is a rule for production of a value from one 
or more "operands". An operation is represented by a symbol 
that is referred to as an "operator".
Formian has a number of operations. Six of these are for 
numeric operands and are referred to as "numeric 
operations". There is one operation that involves formex 
operands. This operation is referred to as "formex 
composition". Formian includes some relational and logical 
operations. These are associated with the concept of 
perdicants.
NUMERIC OPERATIONS AND EXPRESSIONS
Numeric operations are described in Table 2.20. The first 
five of these are "binary", that is, they have two 
operands. The last operation is "unary", that is, it has a 
single operand. The operands of all the operations must be 
numeric expressions. A numeric expression is a 
mathematically meaningful combination of numeric constants, 
numeric variables, numeric function designators, numeric 
operators and parentheses, e.g. the following numeric 
expressions are valid:
-1.33/AB*D3.1415^2.0and (COSjRl + SIN}R2)/L
where AB, D, Rl, R2 and L are assumed to be numeric 
variables.
A numeric expression is said to be an "integer expression" 
when its value is integer and is said to be a "floatal 
expression" when its value is floatal.
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Table 2.20 Numeric Operations
Operation Operator NumberofOperands
Type of Resulting Value
addition +(plus) 2 If both operands have integer values then the operation yields an integer value, otherwise the operation yields a floatal value.
subtrac­tion - (minus) 2
multipli­cation * (sidus) 2
division /(solidus) 2 Operation yields a floatal value.
exponen­tiation (tantus) 2
signprefixion + (plus) or- (minus)
1 Operation yields a value of the same type as that of the operand.
FORMEX OPERATION AND EXPRESSIONS
The operator of formex composition is the symbol # which is 
referred to as the duplus symbol. Two or more formices of 
the same grade can be composed and the result is obtained 
by their concatenation.
A "formex expression" is written as a combination of formex 
variables, formex function designators, duplus symbols, 
parentheses and formex formations. A formex formation is a 
construct which is similar to a formex constant and in 
which every uniple is a numeric expression, e.g. if k, m 
and n are numeric variables, then
and [1+k, 10,*k, n-2*m]{[0,0,k;l,m,n+TIc!(k/2)],[1,l,k-l;2,m+l,n]}
are formex formations. A formex constant is a simple form 
of a formex formation.
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If a formex expression results in a value which is a formex 
of type integer, then it is said to be an "integer formex 
expression". Also, a formex expression is said to be a 
"floatal formex expression" if it has a floatal value.
STRING EXPRESSIONS
A "string expression" is a string constant or a string 
variable or a supplementary string function designator. The 
term "primion expression" is used to refer to a numeric 
expression or a formex expression or a string expression.
PLENIX EXPRESSIONS
A "plenix expression" is a plenix constant or a plenix 
variable or a supplementary plenix function designator or 
a plenix formation. A plenix formation is a construct which 
is similar to a plenix constant and in which every panel is 
an expression, that is, a primion expression or a plenix 
expression. If k and m, for instance, are numeric variables 
then
[Elite]',[k-1,10],LAM(1,5)|[k,m],~{m,0,'[ABC]'}-}-
is a plenix formation. A plenix constant is a simple form 
of a plenix formation.
PERDICANTS
Some formex functions such as relection and rapported 
sequation functions contain "perdicants" for their canonic 
parameters as discussed in Section 2.1.
A perdicant can be signified using the brevic notation and 
brevic relations. Brevic notation consists of a number of 
shorthand forms that are called brevants as described in 
Table 2.21. A brevant involves a uniple of a maniple which
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is either a cantle or a signet of a formex and which is 
denoted by Ma or Mb.
Table 2.21 Brevants
Brevants Description
U(I,J) j-th uniple of the i-th signet of Ma
U(N) n-th uniple of Ma (applicable only when Ma is a regret or when Ma is of the first grade)
U Ma (applicable only when Ma is a uniple)
W(I,J) j-th uniple of the i-th signet of Mb
W(N) n-th uniple of Mb (applicable only when Mb is a regret or when Mb is of the first grade)
W Mb (applicable only when Ma is a uniple)
Note:1) I, J and N are integer expressions.2) i, j and n are the values of I, J and N, respectively,
A brevic relation is of the form
B R B
where B is either a "brevic clause" or a numeric expression 
and where R is a "relational operator", as described in 
Table 2.22. A brevic clause includes one or more brevants, 
e.g. if Ma is written as 
[7,4;6,9;2,3]then U(2,2)*1.6-U(l,l)/2 
is a brevic clause whose value is 10.9. Also, for the same
Ma,
and U(1,2)<=U(3,1)U(2,1)=U(3,2)*2
are brevic relations. The values are FALSE and TRUE, 
respectively.
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Table 2.22 Relational Operators
Operator Description
> greater than
>= or => greater than or equal to
= equal to
! = not equal to
<s= or =< less than or equal to
< less than
The general form of a perdicant is referred to as a "brevic 
condition" which is an evaluable combination of brevic 
relations, logical operations and parentheses. Formian has 
two logical operations whose operators are the compound 
symbols "&&" and " | |", which are the "AND operator" and "OR 
operator", respectively.
A "monadic perdicant" implies that the brevants refer to a 
single maniple denoted by Ma. A "dyadic perdicant" involves 
the comparison of two maniples denoted by Ma and Mb. 
Details of the process of rapportation are discussed in 
Section 2.1.
PRECEDENCE ORDER
Operators are not allowed to follow one another in any 
position in an expression. Examples of invalid expressions 
are
32.4*+5and i"-l/2
where i is assumed to be a numeric variable. The above 
examples are valid when they are changed to:
32.4*(+5)and i^(-l)/2 or i"(-l/2)
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The order of performance of processes for evaluation of an 
expression is determined by the nature of process and by 
the manner which is compatible with the precedence order of 
Table 2.23. Moreover, if one cannot define the execution 
order for some operations, then these operations are 
performed from left to right. Thus, the expressions
and 4/COS I (-J)^2+10RINj(1,5,2)|ROS(l,2,3.5,1.5)1F#TRAN(2,4)#H 
are evaluated as though they were
and (4/(((cos;(-J))"2))+10)((RINj(1,5,2)|ROS(l,2,3.5,1.5)|F)#TRAN(2,4))#H
Table 2.23 Precedence Order
Process Precedence
evaluation of function designator(*) Highest Precedence
(executed first)
I
Decreasing Degree of Precedence
U
1Lowest Precedence (executed last)
exponentiation
multiplication and division
addition and subtraction sign prefixion
formex composition
relational operation
AND operation
OR operation
(*) For a sequence of function designators, the evaluation is carried out from right to left. Thus, RIC|COS|SQRT|56 is evaluated as RlCj(COSj(SQRT|56)).
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2 . 2 .7  INFORMATION TRANSFER STATEMENTS
A computing system for Formian is assumed to have a 
terminal, a working memory, a repository and some input- 
output channels. Formian has a number of syntactic 
constructs that are used for information transfer between 
various storage and input-output media.
The "terminal" is required to operate such transfer of 
information, to input Formian instructions and to have an 
associated graphics output medium. The "Formian 
interpreter" is a program that executes Formian 
instructions.
The "working memory" is a medium on a temporary basis for 
storage of values of variables. At the commencement of a 
Formian session, the working memory is empty. Furthermore, 
the "repository" is a medium for storage of information on 
a permanent basis.
There are eleven "information transfer statements". These 
are described in the sequel.
KEEP STATEMENTS
A "KEEP statement" brings about the storage of items such 
as formices and strings permanently. The general construct 
of a KEEP statement is written as
KEEP VI, V2, ..., Vn
where KEEP is a keyword and VI, V2, ..., Vn are variables 
that are called "KEEP-items". The effect of this statement 
is to store the values of KEEP-items in the repository and 
to be associated with the identifiers VI, V2, .... Vn. That 
is, it results in the creation of a "covariable".
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TAKE STATEMENTS
A "TAKE statement" gives rise to the retrieval of stored 
items in order to refer to or change their values. The 
general construct of a TAKE statement is written as
TAKE Cl, C2, ..., Cn
where TAKE is a keyword and Cl, C2, . .., Cn are covariables 
that are called "TAKE-items".
If for instance GTR is a covariable, that is, if it has 
been associated with a value in the repository by a 
previous KEEP statement, then the TAKE statement
TAKE GTR
is valid. The effect of this statement is to place a copy 
of the value of GTR in the working memory and to associate 
the value with the identifier GTR. This creates a variable 
GTR and does not affect the covariable GTR.
SUBMIT STATEMENTS
This statement involves data structures each of which is 
called a plenix (plural plenices). The general construct of 
a SUBMIT statement is written as
SUBMIT P
where SUBMIT is a keyword and P is a plenix expression. The 
role of a SUBMIT statement is to submit information to 
programs outside Formian.
In general, P is referred to as a "submission plenix". This 
plenix must have a form according to input data for the 
analysis program. The form of a submission plenix is
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referred to as a "submission plenix template" or simply as 
a "template". Formian has one or more standard templates 
and also supplementary templates that are specially 
tailored.
A particular example of the submission plenix is as 
follows:
~{codet panel, node panel, element panel,support panel, load panel}-
This plenix consists of five principal panels. Each panel 
will be discussed later in the sequel.
In order to explain the above panels, consider the 
structural analysis example, which relates to the double 
layer grid whose plan view is shown in Fig 2.81. The grid 
is supported at four bottom layer nodes indicated by little 
circles. A solid circle signifies that the node is 
constrained in x, y and z directions and a hollow circle 
signifies that the node has a single constraint in the z 
direction. The dimensions of the grid, the global 
coordinate system x-y-z and the normat U1-U2-U3 are shown 
in Fig 2.81.
In this example, one loading case is considered. This 
consists of three types of the vertical downward point 
loads; (1) the loads of magnitude 3*W/8 are applied at the 
eight top layer corner nodes, (2) the loads of magnitude 
W/2 are applied at the four nodes along the edges, (3) the 
loads of magnitude W are applied at the interior top layer 
nodes.
The elements of the grid are of three different cross- 
sectional types. Namely, 4A/3 for all the top layer 
elements, 4A/5 for all the bottom layer elements and A for 
all the web elements. The modulus of elasticity is assumed 
to be E.
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Fig 2.81 Plan view of the structural analysis example
A set of data for the analysis of this structure may be 
generated through the formulation shown below:
TOP=RINID(3,3,2,2)|R0SAD(1,1)|[0,1,1;1,0,1]#..ROSAD(3,3) }RIN(1,2,2) } [1,0,1; 3,0,1] BOT=PEXiRINID(2,2,2,2)|ROSAD(2,2)|[1,1,0;3,1,0] WEB=RINID(3,3,2,2)|R0SAD(1,1)|[1,0,1;1,1,0](*) --  Support Conditions --  (*)S1=[1,1,0]S2=LUX(S1)|ROSAD(3,3)jSI (*) ——— Load Case—1 ——— (*)Ll=ROSAD(3,3)|{[1,0,1],[0,1,1]}L2=ROSAD(3,3)|[3,0,1]L3=ROSAD(3,3)|{[2,1,1],[3,2,1],[4,1,1]}(*) --  Node Numbering ---  (*)N=RAM(SED(1,2))jWEBSUBMIT [STRADl] ' ,7,2,1,2, ' [GRIDl]'}-, .~{N,N}~, ..~{TOP,BOT,WEB,[4/3;4/5;l]}~, ..~{S1,S2,[1,1,1;0,0,1]}~, ..-{L1,L2,L3,[0,0,-3/8;0,0,-1/2/0,0,-1]}-}-
Hereafter, the above formulation is called ”FMT1”. FMTl 
consists of a sequence of assignment statements, some 
comments and a SUBMIT statement. The assignment statements 
create the formex variables for the structural system, its 
loading condition and the interconnection pattern. The 
SUBMIT statement consists of five principal panels as
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mentioned before.
(a) Codet Panel
The first panel is the "codet panel", whose form is given 
as
-{template codet, destination codet, structure codet, 
method codet, operation codet, album codet}-
The term "codet" is used to refer to an item of information 
that indicates the processing manner of the submission 
plenix.
(a-1) Template Codet
The "template codet" is a string expression whose value is 
the title of the template. In the example, the template of 
the submission plenix is STRADl, which implies STRuctural 
Analysis Data 1.
(a-2) Destination Codet
The "destination codet" is an integer expression whose 
value specifies the program to which the data is to be 
submitted. The number 7 in the example is assumed to 
designate the analysis program.
(a-3) Structure Codet
The third panel of the codet panel is the "structure 
panel". This is an integer expression whose value specifies 
the type of the structure to be analysed. The number 2 in 
the example indicates that the structure is a pin-jointed 
space structure. The following list shows the 
identification number regarding some common structures:
No. Type of structures1 pin-jointed plane structure2 pin-jointed space structure3 rigidly jointed plane structure4 grillage5 rigidly jointed space structure
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(a-4) Method Codet
The "method codet", the fourth panel of the codet panel, is 
an integer expression whose value specifies the type of 
analysis to be performed. The number 1 in the example 
indicates linear analysis.
(a-5) Operation Codet
The "operation codet" specifies the manner of treatment of 
the results after analysis. This is an integer expression 
whose value is either 1 or 2. The value 1 implies that no 
result is required to be sent back by the destination 
program. The value 2 implies that subsequent to the 
submission of data, the destination program is expected to 
send back the results of the analysis for postprocessing by 
Formian. The value of the operation codet in the example is 
given as 2.
(a-6) Album Codet
The last panel of the codet panel is the "album codet" 
which is a string expression. This panel is required to 
receive the data that may be sent back by the destination 
program, provided that the value of the operation codet is 
1, and otherwise this panel is optional. An album is 
defined by an identifier which is referred to as the 
"title" of the album.
(b) Node Panel
The second panel of the submission plenix is the "node 
panel", which consists of two formex expressions. The value 
of the first expression is the "numerant", which is an 
ingot and specifies the node numbering pattern for the 
grid. The value of the second expression is an ingot that 
lists the global x-y-z coordinates of all the nodes in the 
same order as in the numerant. Fig 2.82 shows the node 
numbering pattern of the example which is represented by N.
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Fig 2.82 Node numbering pattern
(c) Element Panel
The general form of the "element panel" is as follows
{E1,E2, ...,Em, [qll, ql2, ..., qln;q21,q22, ...,q2n; ...;qml,qm2, ...,qmn]}~
where each one of the panels El, E2, .. , Em is a formex 
expression whose value represents the elements of the 
structure that are of a particular type and where qll, ql2,
...., qmn are numeric expressions whose values specify the 
cross-sectional and material properties of the elements.
Consider the element panel of the example FMTl, that is,
-{TOP, EOT, WEB, [4/3;4/5;l]}-
The first three panels are formex variables which represent 
the elements of the grid shown in Fig 2.81. The last panel 
which is referred to as the "element quantic panel" 
indicates all the information about the cross-sectional and 
material properties of the elements. Normally, the element 
quantic panel is given with the modulus of elasticity and
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area, as follows;
[4*E*A/3; 4*E*A/5; E*A]
After due consideration, the quantic panel in the FMTl is 
used assuming that E=A=1.
The form of the element quantic panel is given by a formex 
formulation consisting of a simple array. However, the 
intended usage of this panel is for nonformex purposes. 
Thus, the formex entity such as the array may be referred 
to as a "paraformex formulation". The prefix "para" may be 
added to the names of various formex entities to indicate 
nonformex purposes.
(d) Support Panel
The fourth panel of the submission plenix is referred to as 
the "support panel". In the example FMTl, this panel is 
given as
-{SI, 82, [l,l,l;0,0,l]}-
where, the formex variables 81 and 82 represent the support 
nodes of types one and two, respectively. The last panel is 
referred to as the "support quantic panel" which specifies 
the constraint patterns. The presence and absence of 
constraint are defined by the integer values 1 and 0, 
respectively. Each row of the array consists of three 
entities because a node in a pin-jointed space structure 
has three degrees of freedom.
The general form of the support panel is
-{81,82, ...,8m, [qll,ql2, ..., qln;q21,q22, ...,q2n; ...; qml,qm2, ...,qmn]}-
Where each one of the panels 81, 82, ..., 8m is a formex
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expression whose value represents all the support nodes 
regarding the same constraint pattern and where qll, ql2,
..., qmn are integer expressions whose values are either 1 
or 0.
(e) Load Panel
The last panel of the submission plenix is referred to as 
the "load panel". The panel in the example FMTl is given as
-{LI, L2, L3, [0,0,-3/8; 0,0,-1/2; 0,0,-l]}-
Here, the formex variables LI, L2 and L3 represent the 
loaded nodes corresponding to the three loading types. The 
last part of the load panel is referred to as the "load 
quantic panel" whose form is a paraformex formulation. This 
panel should have been given by
[0,0,-W*3/8; 0,0,-W/2; 0,0,-W]
However, in the case of the linear analysis, the analytical 
results are directly proportional to the applied loads. 
Based on this fact, "W" may be considered as a factor for 
the analytical results and thus the substituting value of 
W is 1.
The general form of the load panel in STRADl template is
-{PI, P2, ..., Pr}~
Where each one of the panels is a plenix formation 
containing all the information about a load case and is of 
the form
-{L1,L2, ...,Lm, [qll,ql2, ...,qln;q21,q22, .,.,q2n; ...;qml,qm2, ...,qmn]}-
Each one of the formex variables LI, L2, ..., Lm represents
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all the nodes with the same applied loads and the entities 
qll, ql2, ...,qmn given by numeric expressions represent
load components.
When analysing a structure for only one load case, the load 
panel can be simply written omitting the enclosing plenix 
bracket as
PI
The formulation FMTl may be given more simply in the 
following alternative form:
TOP=RINID(3,3,2,2)jROSAD(l,l)|[0,1,1;1,0,1]#..ROSAD(3,3)|RIN(1,2,2)|[1,0,1;3,0,1] BOT=PEX}RINID(2,2,2,2) |ROSAD(2,2) | [1,1,0 ; 3,1,0] WEB=RINID(3,3,2,2) ',R0SAD(1,1) [ [1,0,1; 1,1,0] ELP=-{TOP,BOT,WEB,[4/3;4/5;l]}-(*) --  Support Conditions ---  (*)S1=[1,1,0]S2=LUX(S1)|ROSAD(3,3)|S1 SUP=~{S1,S2,[1,1,1;0,0,1]}-(*)   Load Case—1 ——  (*)L1=R0SAD(3,3)|{[1,0,1],[0,1,1]}L2=ROSAD(3,3)|[3,0,1]L3=ROSAD(3,3)}{[2,1,1],[3,2,1],[4,1,1]} L0P=-{L1,L2,L3,[0,0,-3/8 ; 0,0,-1/2;0,0,-1]}-(*)   Node Numbering ---  (*)N=RAM(SED(1,2)){WEB NOP=-{N,N}-COP=-{'[STRADl]',7,2,1,2,'[GRIDl]'}- SUBMIT -{COP, NOP, ELP, SUP, LOP}-
In the above example, every panel of the submission plenix 
is a plenix variable that is specified by an assignment 
statement.
DRAW STATEMENTS
The general construct of a "DRAW statement" is given as 
DRAW T1,T2, ...,Tn
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where DRAW is a keyword and where each one of the terms Tl, 
T2, ..., Tn is called a "DRAW-item" and implies an effect
in relation to graphic output. The statement produces 
graphical representations involving these effects one after 
the other in a given order.
There are seven different types of DRAW-items, as described 
in Table 2.24.
Table 2.24 Graphical effects
DRAW-item T Description
a formex expression A view of a plot of the value of T will be outputted on the medium indicated by the current graphical output channel.
a string expression The value of T will be outputted as text on the medium associated with the current graphical output channel.
>(trude symbol) The effect depends on the type of the output device. Thus, (a) on a graphic screen, the effect is to clear the screen, (b) on a sheet issuing device, the effect is to issue a sheet, and (c) on a device with a paper roll, the effect is to shift the output area along the roll.
LIN(N)|E (lineation function designator)
Selected parts of data or analytical results will be outputted on the associated medium.
AXIS(axis function designator)
A form of axes will be outputted on the associated medium.
PAL(palettefunctiondesignator)
The available range of colours, half­tones and hatchings together with their identification numbers will be outputted on the associated medium.
a plenixexpression(DRAW-plenix)
The formices involved in a DRAW-plenix will be graphically represented on the associated medium, treating them as a single whole.
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(a) Lineation Functions
A "lineation function" is of the form 
LIN(N)
where LIN stands for lineation and where the canonic 
parameter N is an integer expression whose value specifies 
the type of information to be outputted. The types of 
information are listed below:
N=1 indicates node numbers,
N=2 indicates element types and numbers,
N=3 indicates constraints,
N=4 indicates loads,
N=5 indicates nodal displacements,
N=6 indicates element forces,
N=7 indicates element stresses and 
N=8 indicates reactions.
A "lineation function designator" is of the form
LIN(N)]E
where E is a formex expression whose value should be 
relative to the normat in terms of which the formex
formulation for the analysis is carried out.
A graphical output which is produced through a lineation
function is referred to as a "lineation".
(b) Concept o f a Folio
When producing a lineation, it is necessary to specify a 
number of details such as the fount and the caption of the 
lineation. Such specifications are made through folios. A 
"folio" is a collection of specifications for production of 
a particular graphical output. Each album has an associated 
set of folios which are referred to as the "folios of the 
album". These are stored as a plenix, which is referred to
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as the "folio plenix" of the album. The set also includes 
a "common folio" that contains standard specifications. The 
folios of an album are given some initial default settings 
at the beginning by the system.
A folio may be accessed for examination or modification 
through a BRING statement by entering
BRING <N>
where N is an integer expression whose value is greater 
than or equal to zero and <N> is referred to as a "folio 
denoter". When N=0 then <N> implies the common folio and 
otherwise <N> indicates the folio with respect to the Nth 
type of graphical output, as described previously.
(c) Axis Function
The "axis function" is a standard function and its effect 
is to give rise to graphical output of axes. The form of 
the axis function is
AXIS
and this is also the form of the "axis function 
designator". The axes are specified through the axis chart. 
The "axis chart" provides a collection of specifications 
for the details to be outputted. An initial axis chart with 
a number of default settings is automatically created in 
the working memory and is referred to as the "default axis 
chart". The examination and/or modification of the axis 
chart may be achieved through the BRING statement of the 
form
BRING <+>
where the compound symbol <+> signifies the axis chart and 
is referred to as the "axis chart denoter".
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(d) Palette Function
The "palette function" is a standard function that causes 
the output of the available range of colours, half-tones 
and hatchings together with their identification numbers 
for a graphical output medium. The construct
PAL
is both the "palette function" and the "palette function 
designator".
SHOW  STA TEMENTS
A "SHOW statement" is a construct of the form
SHOW T1,T2, ...,Tn
where SHOW is a keyword and where the terms Tl,T2, ...,Tn
are as described for the "Draw Statements". The effects of 
a SHOW statement are the same as those of a DRAW statement 
except that the graphical output of a SHOW statement will 
always appear on the associated graphical region of the 
terminal.
FORWARD STATEMENT
The "FORWARD statement" is given as 
FORWARD
where FORWARD is a keyword. Its effect is identical to that 
of a DRAW statement of the form
DRAW >
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CLEAR STATEMENT
The "CLEAR statement" is of the form 
CLEAR
where CLEAR is a keyword. Its effect is identical to that 
of a SHOW statement of the form
SHOW >
PRINT STATEMENT
A "PRINT statement" is a construct of the form
PRINT T1,T2, ...,Tn
where PRINT is a keyword and where each one of the terms 
T1,T2, ...,Tn implies an effect relative to textual output. 
These effects are caused one after another in the given 
order.
There are three different types of PRINT-items, as 
described below, where T implies a PRINT-item:
(a) T may be an expression. The effect is to print out the 
value of T on the medium associated with the current 
printing channel.
(b) T may be the trude symbol > and this will produce a 
pagethrow (newpage).
(c) T may be a listing function designator, which is a 
construct of the form
LIS(N)}E
as described in the sequel.
(a) Listing Functions
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A "listing function", which is a standard function, 
provides a mechanism for textual output of data or 
analytical results. The form of a "listing function 
designator" is
LIS(N)|E
where LIS stands for listing and where the canonic 
parameter N is an integer expression whose value indicates 
the type of information to be outputted as mentioned in the 
section for the lineation. The argument E is a formex 
expression whose value should be relative to the normat in 
terms of which the formex formulation for the analysis has 
been carried out.
The term "output function" is used to refer to a lineation, 
axis, palette or listing function. The folios for textual 
output are modified through BRING statements.
GIVE STATEMENTS
A "GIVE statement" is a construct of the form
GIVE T1,T2, ...,Tn
where GIVE is a keyword and where each one of the terms 
T1,T2, ...,Tn implies an effect as described for a PRINT
statement. The difference between a PRINT and a GIVE 
statement is that the output for the GIVE statement will 
always appear on the terminal screen.
GET STATEMENTS
A "GET statement" is either a construct of the form
GET For GET F(E)
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where GET is a keyword, F is an identifier and E is a 
formex expression.
A formex may be graphically inputted using a GET statement. 
The input is received through the current graphical input 
channel such as a mouse, a graphics tablet, etc.
VIEW STATEMENTS
A "VIEW statement" is a construct of the form 
VIEW E
where VIEW is a keyword and where E is a formex expression. 
The effect of the statement is to display a view of a plot 
of the value of E on the associated graphics medium. The 
current particulars in terms of retronorms, retrocords and 
view USE-items will also be displayed. They may then be 
altered using a mouse or keyboard interactively.
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2 . 2 . 8  ORGANISATIONAL STATEMENTS
There are a number of organisational statements in Formian. 
These statements are explained in this section.
USE STATEMENTS
A "USE statement" is a construct of the form
USE T1,T2, ...,Tn
where USE is a keyword and where each one of the terms 
T1,T2, ...,Tn is referred to as a "USE-item".
Formian has many different forms of USE-items with various 
effects. Some of these are described in the sequel.
(1) Channel USE-item
A "channel USE-item" is of the form 
CH(N)
where CH stands for channel and N is an integer expression 
whose value specifies current input-output channels.
At the beginning of a Formian session, the system 
automatically assigns current channels for printing and 
graphical input-output. These channels are referred to as 
the "default channels". The input-output channels for a 
particular system are listed in Table 2.25, where the 
channel numbers are channel identifications and where 
channels in bold imply the default ones.
(2) Tolerance USE-item
A "tolerance USE-item" affects the evaluation of some 
function designators involving comparison of numerical 
values.
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The form of tolerance USE-item is 
TOL(N)
where TOL stands for tolerance and N is a numeric 
expression whose value is a positive number. Tolerance is 
specified through the following statement
USE TOL(2.5E-3)
The execution of the above statement causes the current 
value of tolerance to become 0.0025. The default setting 
for the tolerance USE-item is 
TOL(O)
Table 2.25 A channel Chart
ChannelNumber Description of Channel Type of Channel
1 Dot Matrix Printer PrintingChannel2 Laser Printer
3 Daisy Wheel Printer
4 Mouse GraphicalInputChannel
5 Graphics Tablet
6 Light Pen
7 Graphics VDU
GraphicalOutputChannel
8 Laser Plotter
9 Pen Plotter
10 Thermal Plotter
(3) Album USE-item
An "album USE-item" is used for making an album current 
This USE-item is a construct of the form
<A>
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where A is the title of the album. The above construct is 
referred to as the "album denoter".
(4) Ampersand USE-items
The effects of the ampersand USE-items are to revert to the 
default settings of the USE-items. There are two types of 
ampersand USE-items, namely, simple ampersand USE-items and 
group ampersand USE-items.
A "simple ampersand USE-item" consists of the symbol & 
followed by the imprint of a USE-item, e.g. &CH and &TOL. 
The album USE-item does not have an associated simple 
ampersand USE-item.
There are four "group ampersand USE-items". The effects of 
these USE-items are described in Table 2.26. For instance, 
the USE statement
USE &,TOL(0.02)
will cause all the default USE-item settings to become 
current and then it will make the current tolerance equal 
to 0.02.
Table 2.26 Group Ampersand USE-items
USE-item Effect
& All the default USE-item settings are made current. The album that is made current will be the one that has been created most recently.
&RC The retrocordic default settings are made current.
&RN The retronormic default setting is made current.
&V The view default settings are made current.
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BRING STATEMENTS
A "BRING statement" is a construct of the form 
BRING T
where BRING is a keyword and where the BRING-item T is a 
string variable such as a scheme and a supplement. The 
execution of the statement
BRING T
will cause an assignment statement to be displayed on the 
screen of the terminal. This current statement can be
edited. A BRING statement may also be used in relation to
folios and axis function as described previously.
RECALL STATEMENT
The "RECALL statement" is of the form 
RECALL
where RECALL is a keyword. The effect of the RECALL
statement is to recall previously entered statements. The 
selected statement from the list of statements may be
modified and executed.
From the commencement of a Formian session, all the 
statements that are entered through the terminal are 
automatically saved in the working memory. The list of all 
the previously entered statements is referred to as the 
"statement roll".
CREATE STATEMENTS
A "CREATE statement" is a construct of the form
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CREATE T(SI,S2, ...,Sn)
where CREATE is a keyword and where T is an identifier. 
Each one of the entities 81,82, ...,8n is a supplement
variable, which represents a supplementary retronorm or 
supplementary function or supplementary template.
The execution of a CREATE statement will create a 
"supplemented Formian interpreter" (or simply a 
"supplemented interpreter"), which incorporates the 
specified supplements. On the other hand, the basic version 
of Formian is referred to as the "standard Formian 
interpreter". The identifier T is referred to as the 
"title" of the supplemented interpreter. The title 
"Formian" is reserved for the standard Formian interpreter.
RENAME STATEMENTS
A "RENAME statement" is a construct of the form
RENAME T1,T2, ...,Tn
where RENAME is a keyword and where each one of the terms 
T1,T2, ...,Tn specifies an object to be renamed and is
referred to as a RENAME-item. The effect of the statement 
is to rename the objects one after the other in the given 
order.
If T is any one of the RENAME-items then T can be of four 
different forms, as described below:
(1) T may be of the form
V;R
where V is a variable and R is an identifier. This will 
result in V to be renamed R.
(2) T may be of the form
(C) :R
where C is a covariable and R is an identifier and where
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the construct (C) is referred to as a "covariable denoter". 
This will result in the covariable C to be renamed R.
(3) T may be of the form
[F] :R
where F is the title of a supplemented Formian interpreter 
and where R is any identifier. The construct [F] is 
referred to as an "interpreter denoter". This will result 
in the supplemented interpreter F to be renamed R.
(4) T may be of the form
<A>:R
where <A> is an album denoter and where R is an identifier. 
This will result in the album A to be renamed R.
ERASE STATEMENTS
An "ERASE statement" is a construct of the form
ERASE T1,T2, ...,Tn
where ERASE is a keyword and where the ERASE-items T1,T2, 
...,Tn specify objects to be erased. This will cause the 
objects to be erased one after another in the given order.
If T is any one of the ERASE-items then it can be of four 
different forms, as described below:
(1) T may be a variable. This will result in the value of 
T being erased from the working memory and T losing its 
significance as a variable.
(2) T may be a covariable denoter, namely, a construct of 
the form (C) . This will result in the value of C being 
erased from the repository and C losing its significance as 
a covariable.
(3) T may be an interpreter denoter, that is, a construct 
of the form [F] . This will result in the supplemented 
interpreter being erased from the repository and F losing 
its significance as a title of a supplemented interpreter.
(4) T may be an album denoter. That is, a construct of the
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form <A>. This will lead to album A being erased from the 
repository and A losing its significance as an album title.
STOP STATEMENT
The "STOP statement" is of the form
STOP
where STOP is a keyword. The effect of the statement is to 
terminate the Formian session and return the user to the 
operating system of the computer.
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2 . 2 .9  FORMIAN GRAPHICS
The objective of this section is to introduce the concepts 
and constructs through which images of formex plots may be 
produced on graphical output media.
VIEW USE-ITEMS
Consider a formex plot that consists of eight line segments 
forming a square based pyramid as shown in Fig 2.83. A 
three-dimensional plot is, of course, an abstraction and 
cannot be actually realised other than by, perhaps, a 
physical wire-model. One can, however, produce two- 
dimensional views of this plot in the manner described in 
the sequel.
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The plot which is to be viewed is referred to as the 
"object" and the space in which the plot is imagined to be 
situated is referred to as the "object space". The 
Cartesian coordinate system that is shown in Fig 2.83 is 
referred to as the "global coordinate system" and the 
object is assumed to have been defined relative to this 
coordinate system.
(1) VIEW POINT AND VIEW CENTRE
The point from which the object is viewed is referred to as 
the "view point". The point which is directly viewed is
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referred to as the "view centre" and the line that passes 
through the view point and the view centre is referred to 
as the "view line", Fig 2.84.
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The view point may be specified by a USE-item of the form 
VP(X,Y,Z)
where VP stands for view point and where X,Y and Z are 
numeric expressions whose values are the coordinates of the 
view point relative to the global coordinate system.
The view centre may be specified by a USE-item of the form
VC(X,Y,Z)
where VC stands for view centre and where X, Y and Z are 
numeric expressions whose values are the coordinates of the 
view centre relative to the global coordinate system.
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The view line must be a well defined line and therefore the 
view point and the view centre may not be coincident.
(2) TRACE OF A N  OBJECT
The object space is assumed to contain a plane that is 
normal to the view line at the view centre. This plane is 
referred to as the "trace plane". Fig 2.84. Another plane 
that is identified in the object space is the "brow plane". 
This is the plane that contains the view point and is 
parallel to the trace plane.
It is assumed that a family of lines exists each of which 
passes through the view point and a point of the object. 
These lines are referred to as "view rays". The collection 
of all the points at which the view rays intersect the 
trace plane creates an image of the object. This image is 
referred to as the "trace" of the object, Fig 2.84.
(3) PARALLEL AND PERSPECTIVE VIEWS
The trace in Fig 2.84 is produced using a type of 
projection that is referred to as "perspective projection". 
However, there is an alternative type of projection that is 
referred to as "parallel projection". In the case of 
parallel projection, it is assumed that the object is 
viewed through an infinitely large eye whose mid-point is 
at the view point and that all the view rays are parallel 
to the view line. Fig 2.85. A perspective projection 
results in an image which is a "perspective view" of the 
object and a parallel projection results in an image which 
is a "parallel view" of the object.
The required type of view may be specified by a USE-item of 
the form
VT(N)
where VT stands for view type and where N is an integer
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expression whose value is 1 or 2, specifying parallel view 
of perspective view, respectively.
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(4) PICTURE OF A N  OBJECT
The trace is situated in the object space and cannot be 
seen by the user. To produce a visible effect, an image of 
the trace is created on the output medium of a device such 
as a VDU or a plotter. This image is referred to as the 
"picture" of the object. The plane in which the picture 
lies is referred to as the "picture plane" and the 
coordinate system of the output device is referred to as 
the "device coordinate system". Fig 2.86.
(5) VIEW FRAME
One may specify a rectangular frame in the picture plane, 
restricting the region for graphic production to the area 
enclosed by the frame. This frame is referred to as the 
"view frame" and may be specified by a USE-item of the form
VF(P1,Q1,P2,Q2)
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where VF stands for view frame and where PI, Ql, P2 and Q2 
are numeric expressions whose values are pi, ql, p2 and q2, 
respectively. These values are the coordinates of corners 
A1 and A2 of the view frame relative to the device 
coordinate system, as shown in Fig 2.86.
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In an actual production of a picture, the view frame and 
the device coordinate system are not shown. To signify this 
fact, the view frame and the device coordinate system in 
Fig 2.86 are drawn in dotted lines and this convention of 
using dotted lines for entities that are not graphically 
produced is used henceforth.
(6) VIEW RISE AND VIEW HELM
To produce the picture of an object from its trace, it is 
necessary to have information about the required 
orientation of the picture, the required position of the 
picture and the required size of the picture.
The required orientation of the picture is determined using 
a vector that is referred to as the "view rise". The view 
rise is defined in the object space and the orientation of 
the picture is chosen such that the image of the view rise
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in the picture plane is parallel to the q-axis, as shown in 
Fig 2.87. The view rise may be specified by a USE-item of 
the form
VR(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2)
where VR stands for view rise and where XI, Y1 and Z1 are 
numeric expressions whose values are the coordinates of the 
starting point of the view rise and X2, Y2 and Z2 are 
numeric expressions whose values are the coordinates of the 
arrowhead end of the view rise relative to the global 
coordinate system.
viewcentre view f rameimage of view riseviewriseviewpoint picture
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Fig 2.87
The choice of the view rise must be such that its image in 
the picture plane is a well defined vector. For this 
condition to be satisfied, it is necessary that (1) the 
view rise has a nonzero length, (2) in the case of parallel 
projection, the view rise is not parallel to the view line 
and (3) in the case of perspective projection, the view 
rise is not coincident with the view line and it does not 
lie in the brow plane.
In cases when the starting point of the view rise is 
coincident with the view centre, it will be possible to 
specify the view point, the view centre and the view rise
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together at the same time. This is achieved through the 
concept of "view helm". This is visualised as a broken 
vector consisting of the view rise and a line segment 
connecting the view point and the view centre, as shown in 
Fig 2.88. The view helm may be specified by a USE-item of 
the form
VH(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3)
where VH stands for view helm and where XI, Yl, Zl, X2, Y2, 
Z2, X3, Y3 and Z3 are numeric expressions whose values are 
the coordinates, relative to the global coordinate system, 
of the view point, the view centre and the arrowhead end of 
the view rise, respectively.
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(7) VIEW BASE AND VIEW NAVE
The position and the size of the picture may be controlled 
using three different approaches. Firstly, one may specify 
a point in the object space, referred to as the "view 
base", and a point in the picture plane, referred to as the 
"view nave", such that the image of the view base in the 
picture plane will coincide with the view nave, as shown in 
Fig 2.89.
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The view base may be specified by a USE-item of the form 
VB(X,Y,Z)
where VB stands for view base and where X,Y and Z are 
numeric expressions whose values are the coordinates of the 
view base relative to the global coordinate system.
There is a restriction on the choice of the view base. 
Namely, in the case of perspective projection, the view 
base may not be in the brow plane since this will result in 
the image of the view base to be indeterminate.
The view nave may be specified by a USE-item of the form 
VN(P,Q)
where VN stands for view nave and where P and Q are numeric 
expressions whose values are the coordinates of the view 
nave relative to the device coordinate system.
(8) VIEW SCALE AND VIEW GAUGE
The above method of positioning the picture is used in
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conjunction with the concept of "view scale" or "view 
gauge" for controlling the size of the picture.
The view scale may be specified by a USE-item of the form
VS(R)
where VS stands for view scale and where R is a numeric 
expression whose value r controls the size of the picture. 
To elaborate, it is imagined that there is a circle in the 
trace plane called the "unit circle". Fig 2.90. The centre 
of the unit circle is at the view centre and its radius is 
one unit length. This unit length is taken to be the same 
as that used for measurement along the axes of the global 
coordinate system. The scaling of the trace for production 
of the picture is chosen such that the radius of the image 
of the unit circle in the picture plane is r millimetres. 
Fig 2.90.
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Fig 2.90
The view gauge is a line segment in the object space that 
is specified through a USE-item of the form
VG(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,R)
where VG stands for view gauge and where XI, Yl, Zl, X2, Y2
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and Z2 are numeric expressions whose values are the 
coordinates of the end points of the view gauge relative to 
the global coordinate system. Fig 2.91. The term R is a 
numeric expression whose value r controls the size of the 
picture. To elaborate, the scaling of the trace for 
production of the picture is chosen such that the length of 
the image of the view gauge in the picture plane is r 
millimetres. Fig 2.91.
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Fig 2.91
The choice of the view gauge must be such that its image in 
the picture plane is a well defined line segment. To 
satisfy this condition, restrictions similar to those 
described for the view rise are to be imposed.
(9) NAVE MODE, RANGE MODE AND ZONE MODE
The mode of controlling the position and the size of the 
picture through the concepts of view nave, view base and 
view scale (or view gauge) is referred to as the "nave 
mode".
The second method of controlling the size and the position 
of the picture is referred to as the "range mode". This 
method allows automatic positioning and scaling of the 
picture. To elaborate, let the object and the view rise be 
as shown in Fig 2.92. Consider a rectangle in the trace 
plane where the sides of the rectangle are dither parallel
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or normal to the image of the view rise in the trace plane 
and where the whole of the trace is inside the rectangle 
with the sides of the rectangle touching the trace. This 
rectangle is referred to as the "trace range". The range 
mode operates by choosing the position and the size of the 
picture such that the image of the trace range in the 
picture plane fits the view frame, as shown in Figs 2.92 
and 2.93.
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The third method of controlling the size and the position 
of the picture is referred to as the "zone mode". This 
method involves the definition of a box shaped region in 
the object space which is referred to as the "view zone".
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The sides of the view zone are parallel to the global 
coordinate axes, as shown in Fig 2.94.
centreviewzone viewframeimage of view zoneviewpoint object picturetraceglobalcoordinatesystem viewrise trace image of_^  view rise , pictureplane
Fig 2.94
The zone mode operates by choosing the position and the 
size of the picture such that the image of the view zone in 
the picture plane fits the view frame. In this mode, only 
those parts of the object that are inside the view zone 
will be considered for production of the picture. Fig 2.94.
The zone mode is useful in two ways. Firstly, the view zone
may be specified such that it contains only a part of the 
object and therefore one can achieve zooming effect. An 
example of this is given in Section 9.1.12. Secondly, the 
zone mode may be employed in situations when two or more 
pictures are to be superimposed. In this case, the zone 
mode allows automatic scaling while preserving the relative 
positions of the pictures.
The view zone may be specified by a USE-item which is
either of the form
VZ(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2)
or of the form
VZ(E)
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where VZ stands for view zone. The first form of the USE- 
item specifies the view zone "directly" and the second form 
of the USE-item specifies the view zone "indirectly".
In the direct specification of the view zone, the entities 
XI, Yl, Zl, X2, Y2 and Z2 are numeric expressions whose 
values are the coordinates of two diagonally opposite 
vertices of the view zone relative to the global coordinate 
system.
In the indirect specification of the view zone, the term E 
is a formex expression the plot of whose value in the 
object space is denoted by P. In this form of 
specification, the USE-item causes the view zone to be 
chosen such that P is completely contained in the view zone 
and that every side of the view zone touches P at one or 
more points.
The plot P is considered solely for the purpose of the 
specification of the view zone and will not give rise to 
any picture.
The mode of picture control may be specified by a USE-item 
of the form
VM(N)
where VM stands for "view mode" and where N is an integer 
expression whose value is 1, 2 or 3, specifying nave mode, 
range mode or zone mode, respectively.
(10) VIEW FIELD
In viewing a scene in the real world, one would only be 
able to see those parts of the scene that fall within the 
field of vision. This situation is simulated by assuming 
that the view point is the vertex of a conical volume which 
is referred to as the "view field". The view line is the
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axis of the view field and the angle between the lines of 
intersection of the view field and a plane that contains 
the view line is referred to as the "view angle". Fig 2.95. 
The view angle is chosen to be 180 degrees for parallel 
projection and 175 degrees for perspective projection. The 
effect of the view field is that only those parts of the 
object that are inside the view field are considered for 
picture creation.
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(11) DEFAULT SETTINGS FOR VIEW USE-ITEMS
In total there are twelve USE-items used for specifications 
related to viewing, as described above. These are referred 
to as "view USE-items". With the exception of the view 
gauge, every one of the view USE-items has a default 
setting that represents the most commonly used setting for 
that USE-item. Each default setting becomes effective at 
the beginning of a Formian session and remains current 
unless it is changed through USE statements. A list of 
default settings for the view USE-items is shown in Table 
2.27.
It may be noticed that Table 2.27 does not include a 
default setting for the view helm. The reason is that the
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view helm is a compound USE-item and its default setting is 
the combination of the default settings for the view point, 
view centre and view rise.
The default method of determining the size of the picture 
is the nave mode through the concept of view scale. Thus, 
unless a view gauge is specified by a USE statement, 
picture creation will be in terms of view scale and this is 
the reason for the view gauge not having a default setting.
Table 2.27 Default Settings for View USE-items
USE-item Default Setting
view base VB(0,0,0)
view centre VC(0,0,0)
view frame VF(10,10,600,300)
view mode VM(1)
view nave VN(10,10)
view point VP(0,0,10000)
view rise VR(0,0,0,0,1,0)
view scale VS(IO)
view type VT(1)
view zone VZ(0,0,0,10,10,10)
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EXAMPLES
Suppose that the following sequence of statements is 
entered at the beginning of a Formian session
A=RINID(8,8,2,2)|R0SAD(2,2)j..
{[l,l,l;3,l,l],[l,l,l;2,2,2]} 
B=A#RINID(7,7,2,2)}R0SAD(3,3)|[2,2,2;4,2,2] 
C=RINID(2,2,6,6)|[6,6,2]
D=LUX(C)jPEX|B 
DRAW D
The first three assignment statements create a formex 
variable D which represents a double layer grid. The DRAW 
statement causes the graphical effects shown in Fig 2.96. 
The coordinate axes shown in the figure have been added for 
convenience only and are not drawn through the DRAW 
statement in the formulation.
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Fig 2.96
The view specifications that give rise to the plan view of 
the plot D in Fig 2.96 are provided by the default settings 
of the view USE-items, as given in Table 2.27.
To obtain a perspective view of the plot D, one may enter
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the following statements
USEVM(2), VT(2), VP(10,-5,30), VC(10,10,2),..
VR(10,10,2,10,10,3)
DRAW D
The view will be a front view of the spaceframe from the 
top, as shown in Fig 2,97.
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The above USE statement may alternatively be given as
USE VM(2), VT(2), VH(10,-5,30,10,10,2,10,10,3)
where the view point, view centre and view rise are 
specified through the concept of view helm.
At this point, the statements
USE VP(-10,-2,40)
DRAW D
will give rise to the configuration shown in Fig 2.98. The 
specifications for Fig 2.98 are the same as those for Fig 
2.97 except for the view point.
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Fig 2.98
Subsequently, the statement
USE &V, VM(3), VZ(0,0,0,13.3,9.5,3)
restores all the view default settings and then changes the 
view mode to the zone mode and sets the view zone as shown. 
The statement
DRAW D
will then produce the configuration shown in Fig 2.99. This 
configuration is the plan view of the part of the plot of 
D that is inside the view zone.
Fig 2.99
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RETRONORMIC USE-ITEMS
Two categories of retronorms are employed in Formian. 
Firstly, there are 12 "standard retronorms" that are 
discussed in Section 2.1,3. These retronorms are 
incorporated into the Formian interpreter and can be 
activated by standard USE-items, e.g. to obtain the view of 
Fig 2.100, one may enter
USE &V, BT(1,0.6,1)
DRAW D
where the USE-item BT(1,0.6,1) specifies a basitrifect 
retronorm with bl=l, b2==0.6 and b3=l.
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The second category of retronorms are referred to as 
"supplementary retronorms". These are defined by program 
segments that are incorporated into the Formian 
interpreter, as described in Section 2.2.8 and 2.2.10, e.g. 
the configuration shown in Fig 2.101 is a view of plot D 
obtained through a supplementary retronorm that uses 
hyperbolic paraboloidal surface for the top and the bottom 
layers of the grid. The mapping has been achieved through 
a supplementary retronorm.
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Fig 2.101
The standard retronorms are described in Table 2.28. The 
USE-items that activate the standard retronorms are given 
in the last column of this table. The entities bl, b2, b3, 
ml, m2 and m3 in Table 2.28 are numeric expressions with 
bl, b2 and b3 being referred to as ”basifactors” and ml, m2 
and m3 being referred to as "metrifactors”.
To illustrate the applications of the standard retronorms, 
consider the statements
E=RINID(10,6,2,2)|R0SAD(1,2))[0,1;1,2]#..
RINID(10,7,2,2)I[0,1;2,1]
USE VM(2), BB(1,1)
DRAW E
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Fig 2.102
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The first statement creates a formex variable E and the 
second statement activates the range mode and the 
basibifect retronorm with bl=b2=l (see Table 2.28). The 
DRAW statement gives rise to the configuration shown in Fig 
2.102.
Now, the statements
USE MB(1,1,1.08,1.1)
DRAW E
will give rise to the configuration shown in Fig 2.103.
Fig 2.103
The metril function is available as a standard function for 
general use in Formian in the capacity of a numeric 
function. Suppose for example that it is required to 
produce a configuration which has a pattern similar to that 
of Fig 2.103 with the same rates of accelerated scaling in 
each direction and with the overall dimensions of the 
configuration being 40 units of length in the first 
direction and 25 units of length in the second direction. 
The required configuration may be produced by the 
statements
USE MB(40/MET(1.08)120,25/(MET(1.1)|13-1),1.08,1.1) 
DRAW E
2 0 0
Table 2.28 Standard Retronorms
Name of Retronorm Retronorm CoordinateSystem USE-item
basiunifect x=bl*Ul x(01) BU(bl)
metriunifect x=bl*MET(ml) |ül unifect MU(bl,ml)
basibifect x=bl*uiy=b2*U2 y(U2)
x(Ul)
BB(bl,b2)
metribifect x=bl*MET(ml) |U1 y=b2*MET(m2) |Ü2 bifect
MB(bl,b2, ml,m2)
basitrifect x=bl*üly=b2*ü2z=b3*U3
z{U3)
y(U2)
BT(bl,b2,b3)
metritrifect x=bl*MET(ml)y~b2*MET(m2)z=b3*MET(m3)
U1U2U3
yx(ui)
trifect
MT(bl,b2, b3,ml,m2, m3)
basipolar r=bl*Uls=b2*U2 iS(U2)
polar
BP(bl,b2)
metripolar r=bl*MET(ml) |U1 s=b2*MET(m2) |U2 MP(bl,b2, ml,m2)
basi-cylindrical r=bl*Uls=b2*U2z=b3*U3
z(U3)/
r(Uiy^ V  
cylindrical
BC(bl,b2,b3)
metri-cylindrical r=bl*MET(ml)s=b2*MET(m2)z=b3*MET(m3)
U1U2U3
MC(bl,b2,b3,ml,m2,m3)
basi-spherical r=bl*Uls=b2*U2t=b3*ü3
t(L
S
BS(bl,b2,b3)
metri-spherical r=bl*MET(ml)s=b2*MET(m2)t=b3*MET(m3)
U1U2U3 pherical
MS(bl,b2,b3,ml,m2,m3)
2 0 1
Next, consider the statements 
F==PAN(1,3) |LAM(1,0) |E
USE BS(1,360/(20*2),3),VH(10,10,20,0,0,0,0,0,1)
The first statement creates a formex variable F that is of 
third grade and the second statement activates the 
basispherical retronorm with bl=l, b2=9 and b3=3. The view 
point, view centre and view rise are also specified in the 
second statement using view helm. Fig 2.104 shows the plot 
of F.
Fig 2.104
To illustrate the effects of the basispherical retronorm, 
consider the above formex variable F. Three basispherical 
retronorms were used and then the corresponding plots are 
shown in Figs 2.105, 2.106 and 2.107. The basifactors used 
for the basispherical retronorms are bl=2, b2=9 degrees and 
b3=l, 6 and 13 degrees, respectively. By changing b3, that 
is the vertical angular increment the plot may be varied 
from an almost flat circular plate when b3=l to a complete 
spherical dome when b3=12.
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basifactors: bl=2, b2=9 and b3=l
Fig 2.105
basifactors; bl=2, b2=9 and b3=6
Fig 2.106
basifactors: bl=2, b2=9 and b3=13
Fig 2.107
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RETRONOKMIC FUNCTIONS
The effect of a retronorm which is activated through a USE- 
item is to transform the signets of a formex into 
coordinates of nodal points for the production of a plot of 
a formex. However, this operation does not affect the 
formex itself in any way. Take the example of formex 
variable F whose plot is shown in Fig 2.104. This plot is 
obtained using a basispherical retronorm activated by the 
USE-item
BS(1,9,3)
However, the production of this plot does not alter the 
value of F. In fact, as shown Figs 2.105 to 2.107, the same 
formex variable F plotted relative to a different retronorm 
can give rise to an entirely different geometric form and 
its original value will again remain unchanged.
Now, suppose that it is actually required to create a 
formex variable that represents the dome of Fig 2.104 
relative to the x-y-z global coordinate system. Such a 
formex variable may be created by a statement of the form
DF=BS(1,9,3)|F
Here, a basispherical USE-item appears in the capacity of 
a function. The effect is that each signet of DF will 
contain the x, y and z coordinates of a nodal point of the 
dome of Fig 2,104.
The construct
BS(1,9,3)
in the above statement is referred to as a "basispherical 
retronormic function" and the construct
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B S (1,9,3) I F
is referred to as a "basispherical retronormic function 
designator".
Every standard or supplementary retronormic USE-item may 
appear in the capacity of a function and the term 
"retronormic function" is used to refer to such a function.
RETROCORDIC USE-ITEMS
Another useful feature of Formian is the possibility of 
specifying properties such as colour of lines and typeface 
of textual material on graphical output, A choice of a 
feature of this kind is referred to as a "retrocord". 
Formian has a number of standard retrocords that can be put 
into effect through USE-items.
(a) LINE WIDTH USE-ITEM
Line width for picture creation is controlled by the "line 
width USE-item" which is a construct of the form
LW(r)
where LW stands for line width. The value of r specifies 
the line width in millimetres. The default setting for the 
line width USE-item is LW(0.3).
(b) LINE DEFINITION USE-ITEM
The "line definition USE-item" is a construct of the form 
LD(s,D)
where LD stands for line definition and s is an integer 
expression whose value is greater than or equal to 1 and 
where D is a paraformex expression. The role of the line 
definition USE-item is to define "line style". There are
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three "standard line styles" that are numbered 1 to 3, as 
shown in Fig 2.108. In addition, the user can create 
"complementary line styles" through the line definition 
USE-item.
Line style 1 
Line style 2 
Line style 3
Line style 7 
Line style 8
Fig 2.108
The specification of a line style is given by the value of 
the paraformex expression D. This value is expected to be 
a reglet of the form
[dl,d2, ..,dn]
where n>~l. The complementary line style is defined by the 
sequence of numbers
dl,d2, ..,dn,dl,d2, ..,dn,dl,d2,
where each number is regarded as indicating a length in 
millimetres. For instance, the USE-items
and
LD(7,[6,-1.5,0.5,-1.5])
LD(8,[6,-1.5,0.5,-1.5,0.5,-1.5])
will define the line styles 7 and 8 shown in Fig 2.108.
(c) U N E  STYLE USE-ITEM
Line styles for creation of graphic effects on the picture
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plane are specified by the "line style USE-item" of the 
form
LS(s)
where LS stands for line style and s is an integer 
expression whose value is greater than or equal to 1. The 
standard line styles range from 1 to 3 as shown in Fig
2.108. Other line styles may be specified through line 
definition USE-item. The default setting for the line style 
USE-item is LS(1).
(d) FROND STYLE USE-ITEM
The graphical representation of a cantle of a formex is 
referred to as a "frond". The shape of a frond is 
determined by the "frond style USE-item" which is a 
construct of the form
FS(n)
where FS stands for frond style and n is an integer 
expression whose value is from 1 to 3. The default setting 
for the frond style USE-item is FS(1).
If a frond represents a cantle with s signets and if the 
points representing these signets in the picture plane are 
PI, P2, . .. , Pr, Ps then different values of n have the
following implications:
(n~l) The frond consists of the line segments 
P1-P2,P2-P3, ..,Pr-Ps,Ps-Pl 
(n=2) The frond consists of the line segments 
P1-P2,P2-P3, ..,Pr-Ps 
(n=3) The shape of the frond is the same as for n=l. In 
addition, any area that is enclosed between the line 
segments of the frond is infilled. The colours of the 
infill and the boundary line segments are determined by the 
colour USE-item, subject to the limitations of the output
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device.
(e) TEXT FOUNT USE-ITEM
The fount of textual material on graphical output is 
determined by the "text fount USE-item" which is a 
construct of the form
TF(n,h,w)
where TF stands for text fount. The value of n is a nonzero 
positive integer that specifies the typeface of the 
characters and the values of h and w are nonzero positive 
numbers that specify the height and width of a character in 
millimetres, respectively. The default setting for the text 
fount USE-item for a Formian installation is chosen to suit 
the installation's environment.
T
devicecoordinate systemq
picture plane
Fig 2.109
(f) TEXT GUIDE USE-ITEM
The position and orientation of text in the picture plane 
is determined by the "text guide USE-item" which is a 
construct of the form
TG(p,q,t)
where TG stands for text guide. The values of p and q 
specify the position of the bottom left corner of the first
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character of the text in the picture plane relative to the 
device coordinate system. The value of t, in degrees, 
determines the orientation of the text as shown in Fig
2.109. The default setting for the text guide USE-item is 
TG(10,10,0).
(g) COLOUR USE-ITEM
Colour effects may be specified by the "colour USE-item" 
which is a construct of the form
C(m,n)
where C stands for colour and where m and n are integer 
expressions. The value of m may be from 1 to 4, specifying:
m=l line 
m=2 text 
m=3 infill 
m=4 background
The value of n is a nonzero positive integer specifying a 
colour. In addition to colour, when m=3 or m==4, the value 
of n may specify various styles of half-tones and 
hatchings. The colour USE-item has four default settings 
relating to the four values of m. These are chosen to suit 
individual Formian installations.
Colour and line width cannot be changed when pen plotters 
are used because the choice of the colour and width of the 
line will be determined by the pen used in the plotter. 
Therefore, colour and line width USE-items are not 
applicable to pen plotter.
(h) PEN USE-ITEM
Pen selection for a pen plotter is made by a USE-item of 
the form
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PEN(n)
where the value of n is a nonzero positive integer that 
identifies one of the pens of the pen plotter. The default 
setting for the pen USE-item is PEN(l).
(i) DRAW-PLENICES
A "DRAW-plenix" is a plenix expression whose value is of 
the form
~{P1,P2, .. ,Pn}~
where n>=l and where each one of the principal panels PI, 
P2, .. , Pn is either a formex or a string. All the
formices that are involved in a DRAW-plenix must be of the 
same grade and every string in a DRAW-plenix must be a list 
of one or more retrocordic USE-items. If for example E, F, 
G and H are formex variables whose values are of the second 
grade and if RC is a string variable whose value is the 
string
LW(0.75),C(1,3)
then
-{E#F,'[LW(0.4)]',G,TRAN(1,2)|E,RC,H,'[LS(3),LW(0.6),C(1,7)]',REF(2,3)|G}~
is a valid DRAW-plenix. The effects of the above DRAW- 
plenix are expressible in terms of the sequence of 
statements
DRAW E#F USE LW(0.4)DRAW G,TRAN(1,2)|E USE LW(0.75),C(1,3)DRAW HUSE LS(3),LW(0,6),C(1,7) DRAW REF(2,3)|G
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The differences between the DRAW-plenix and the above 
sequence of statements are:
(1) The combination of the formices that are involved in a 
DRAW-plenix are considered for graphic representation as a 
single entity with regard to viewing and retrocordic 
particulars. In the case of the above example, as far as 
viewing and retronormic particulars are concerned, it would 
be as though the formex to be graphically represented is
E#F#G#(TRAN{ (1,2) 1E)#H#(REF(2,3) |G)
However, for retrocordic attributes, the formices that are 
involved in a DRAW-plenix are considered separately,
(2) The scope of USE-items in a DRAW-plenix is limited to 
the scope of the DRAW-plenix, i.e. when the processing of 
a DRAW-plenix ends then the settings of all the retrocordic 
USE-items revert to the settings that were current just 
before the start of the processing of the DRAW-plenix. This 
also applies to complementary line styles that may have 
been introduced through one or more line definition USE- 
items in a DRAW-plenix.
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2 .2 .1 0  SCHEMES AlW SUPPLEMENTS
There are two types of syntactic constructs that consist of 
program segments and are referred to as "schemes" and 
"supplements".
SCHEMES
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 2.110, which 
represents a double layer grid, consisting of inverted 
square pyramidal units and bottom chord members. A formex 
formulation for the grid may be given as
T1=PEX|RINID(9,6,2,2) |ROSAD(2,2) | [1,2,2 ; 2,1,2] 
T2=RINID(2,5,18,2)1[1,2,2;1,4,2]#..
RINID(8,2,2,12) | [2,1,2 ;4,1,2] 
W=RINID(9,6,2,2) {ROSAD(2,2) } [1,2,2 ;2,2,1] 
B=PEX}RINID(8,5,2,2) }ROSAD(3,3) | [2,2,1; 4,2,1]
1 3  5 7^ ^  x,Ul
module unit
Fig 2.110
Now, suppose that it is required to carry out a series of 
analysis with different grid size and grid densities 
without changing the general interconnection pattern. One 
possibility is to write a formulation for each individual 
case, however, a better idea is to write a general 
formulation that relates to all cases. Such a formulation
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is referred to as a "generic formulation". Assuming that 
there are M modular units in the first direction and N 
modular units in the second direction, a generic 
formulation may be written as
Tl=PEXlRINID(M,N,2,2) |ROSAD(2,2) | [1,2,2 ; 2,1,2] 
T2=RINID(2,N-1,M*2,2)|[1,2,2;1,4,2]#.,
RINID(M-1,2,2,N*2) | [2,1,2 ; 4,1,2] 
W=RINID(M,N,2,2) |ROSAD(2,2) | [1,2,2 ;2,2,1] 
B=PEXjRINID(M-l,N-l,2,2)|ROSAD(3,3)j[2,2,1;4,2,1]
A convenient way of employing this formulation in Formian 
is to include it in an assignment statement of the form
GRIDX='[:M,N:
T1=PEX|RINID(M,N,2,2) |R0SAD(2,2) } [1,2,2 ; 2,1,2] 
T2=RINID(2,N-1,M*2,2) }[1,2,2 ;1,4,2]#..
RINID(M“1,2,2,N*2)|[2,1,2;4,1,2] 
W=RINID(M,N,2,2)jROSAD(2,2)|[1,2,2;2,2,1] 
B=PEX|RINID(M-1,N-1,2,2) }ROSAD(3,3) j [2,2,1;4,2,1] ]'
The effect of this statement is to create a string variable 
GRIDX whose value is the generic formulation, preceded by 
a list of parameters enclosed in colons. What lies between 
the string brackets in the above statement is an example of 
a construct which is referred to as a "scheme",
A scheme consists of a heading followed by a body. The 
"heading of a scheme" consists of a list of identifiers 
that are separated by commas and are enclosed in colons. 
These are referred to as "nominal parameters". The "body of 
a scheme" consists of a sequence of one or more Formian 
statements that may incorporate the identifiers listed in 
the heading.
A string variable whose value is a scheme is referred to as 
a "scheme variable". Also, an assignment statement through
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which a scheme variable is created is referred to as a 
"scheme statement".
The body of the scheme in the above example may be executed 
through a statement of the form
GRIDX(9,6)
which is referred to as an "induction statement". The 
expressions enclosed in parentheses are referred to as 
"induction parameters". The statement causes the body of 
the scheme to be executed with M assuming the value of 9 
and N assuming the value of 6, as through the body was 
preceded by the assignment statements
M=9; N=6
The result of the execution of the scheme is the double 
layer grid shown in Fig 2.110.
In using the KEEP statement in relation to a scheme, it is 
important to distinguish between saving the scheme itself 
and saving the value of the variables created by the 
scheme. Thus, the statement
KEEP GRIDX
will create a string covariable GRIDX whose value is the 
scheme given above but the statement
KEEP T1,T2,W,B
will create formex variables whose values are the same as 
those of the variables Tl, T2, W and B created through the 
induction statement
GRIDX(9,6)
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The description of the grid can also be given in terms of 
the actual nodal coordinates instead of normat coordinates. 
If [U1,U2,U3] is a typical signet of formices representing 
the grid, then the coordinates of the corresponding node in 
the grid are given by
X=(D1/(2*M+1))*U1 
y=(D2/(2*N+1))*U2 
z=(D3/l)*U3
where Dl, D2 and D3 are the span length in the x direction, 
the span length in the y direction and the depth of the 
grid, respectively. An extended scheme may now be 
introduced through the scheme statement
GRIDZ='[:M,N,D1,D2,D3;
T1=PEX|RINID(M,N,2,2) |ROSAD(2,2) | [1,2,2 ; 2,1,2] 
T2=RINID(2,N-1,M*2,2) ! [1,2,2 ;1,4,2]#..
RINID(M-1,2,2,N*2) | [2,1,2 ; 4,1,2] 
W=RINID(M,N,2,2) |ROSAD(2,2) } [1,2,2 ; 2,2,1] 
B=PEX|RINID(M-1,N-1,2,2) |R0SAD(3,3) | [2 , 2,1;4,2,1] 
G=BT(D1/(2*M+1),D2/(2*N+1),D3)\(T1#T2#W#B) ]'
Subsequently, the induction statements
and
GRIDZ(15,5,20,10,1.5)
GRIDZ(6,12,15,15,2)
will produce the plots shown in Figs 2.111 and 2.112, 
respectively.
A scheme allows a sequence of statements to be turned into 
a program unit that can be put forward for execution in a 
convenient manner. At the same time, a scheme provides a 
suitable vehicle for generic formulation of problems and 
allows complex configurations to be described in a concise
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Fig 2.112
and elegant manner. Also, a scheme may be saved, retrieved 
and modified repeatedly and may be used as a means of 
recording information for future reference.
SUPPLEMETS
A "supplement" is a program segment that defines a 
supplementary retronorm or a supplementary function or a 
supplementary template. A supplement consists of a sequence 
of characters whose constitution is described in Section 
2.4 for the "Epilanguages".
The processing of a supplement involves the following 
procedure:
Firstly, the supplement is enclosed in string brackets and
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is placed on the right hand side of an assignment 
statement. Such an assignment statement is referred to as 
a "supplement statement" and the resulting string variable 
is referred to as a "supplement variable". The following 
assignment statement for instance is a supplement statement 
and the string variable (FOLD) is a supplement variable
FOLD = '[:1,1,I9P(=)~{(2)NUM}~,@I( = )FMX,@D(=)FMX; subroutine FOLDif(GRD}@I.It.3) QUIT 'invalid FOLD argument' A=3.14159265*@P(2)/360 A1=@P(1)*sqrt(2)A2=Al*sin(A)A3=Al*cos(A)@@D=BT(A2,A2,A3)|@1 end] '
To give a feel for the look of a supplement, the above 
supplement is shown at this point. All the details of the 
constitution of a supplement are discussed in Section 
2.2.4. The above supplement defines a supplementary 
retronorm for determination of nodal coordinates of a 
foldable structure.
A supplemented Formian interpreter that incorporates the 
FOLD retronorm may be created by the statement
CREATE FORMA(FOLD)
where FORMA is the title of the supplemented interpreter. 
In this case, FOLD may be employed as a supplementary USE- 
item or a supplementary retronormic function.
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2 .3  EPILANGÜAGES
2 .3 .1  INTRODUCTION
An "epilanguage" is a programming language for writing 
Formian supplements. An epilanguage consists of a "base 
language" combined with a collection of syntactic 
constructs that is referred to as the "Epinome".
The base language of an epilanguage is normally a well 
established high level programming language like FORTRAN, 
Pascal or C. The name of an epilanguage is obtained by 
adding the prefix "Epi" to the name of its base language. 
Thus, the names of the epilanguages corresponding to the 
base languages listed above will be Epifortran, Epipascal 
and Epic.
Formian has three kinds of supplements. These are referred 
to as retronorm, function and template supplements. A 
"retronorm supplement" is used to create a supplementary 
retronorm. A "function supplement" is used to create a 
supplementary function. A "template supplement" is used to 
create a supplementary submission plenix template.
The syntactic constructs that constitute the Epinome are 
tagmas, dimension functions, type phrases, inset 
statements, type displays, QUIT statements and epinomic USE 
statements. These syntactic constructs are referred to as 
"epinomic constructs" and are described in the sequel.
2 . 3 .2  TAGMAS
A "tagma" is
either: a construct of the form 
@L
where L is one of the letters
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or:
A, C, D, I, P, S or W 
which may be optionally preceded by one of the 
sequences of letters INT, FLT or STR 
a construct of the form 
@L(il,i2, .. ,in)
where n>=l and where il,i2, .. , in are epibase integer
expressions, as described in Section 2.3.5. The characters 
forming the construct @L may not contain intervening layout 
characters or comments. Each one of the entities il,i2, .., 
in is referred to as a "subscript".
Tagmas of the first form are referred to as "stem tagmas" 
and tagmas of the second form, that is, the ones with 
subscripts, are referred to as "branch tagmas", e.g.
@A@D(3,i-l) @INTP @FLTS(5,2) 0W(7,1,j*2)and 0STRI(6)
are examples of tagmas. The first and the third tagmas in 
the above examples are stem tagmas and the remaining ones 
are branch tagmas.
A tagma is classified as a variable and represents an 
entity. This entity is referred to as the "value" of the 
tagma. The values of the stem tagmas @A, 0C, @D, @1, @P, @S 
and @W are described below:
@A represents the "album" which is to be created through a 
template supplement. An album is in the form of a plenix, 
as described in Section 2.3.15.
@C represents the "catalogue". This is a collection of 
factual information which is kept by the system in the form
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of a plenix. The catalogue may contain such items of 
information about the properties of steel sections, 
properties of commonly used materials, conversion factors 
for different measurement system, . . , etc. Not every 
Formian installation necessarily has a catalogue.
0D represents the "dependent variable" whose value is to be 
created through a retronorm supplement or a function 
supplement. The value of 0D may be a primion or a plenix.
01 represents the "independent variable" whose value is 
made available to a retronorm supplement or a function 
supplement. The value of 01 may be a primion or a plenix.
0P represents the canonic "parameters" whose values are 
made available to a retronorm supplement or a function 
supplement. The value of 0P may be a primion or a plenix, 
as discussed in Section 2.3.8.
0S represents the "submission plenix" whose value is made 
available to a template supplement.
0W denotes the "workpad" which is used for storage of 
intermediate results in a supplement, as discussed in 
Section 2.3.12. The value of 0W may be a primion or a 
plenix.
A branch tagma represents a part of the entity represented 
by its stem tagma, as described below:
(1) If 0L is a stem tagma representing a plenix, then the 
nth panel of the ... of the jth panel of the ith panel of 
the plenix is represented by
0L(i,j, .. ,n)
(2) If 0L or 0L(i,j, ..,n) represents a string then
0L(r)or 0L(i,j, ..,n,r)
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represents the rth character of the string.
(3) If @L or @L(i,j, ..,n) represents a formex then 
@L(p)or @L(i,j, ..,n,p) 
represents the pth cantle of the formex and 
0L(p,q)or @L(i,j, ..,n,p,q) 
represents the qth signet of the pth cantle of the formex 
and
@L(p,q,r)or 0L(i,j, ..,n,p,q,r) 
represents the rth uniple of the qth signet of the pth 
cantle of the formex.
If for example the stem tagma @S represents
'[project]'~{[-l,l;-3,3;-5,5],{6,4,2},{},[8,-8]}~}~
then the branch tagmas @S(1), @8(2), @8(1,2), @8(2,3),
@8(1,1) and @8(2,2), respectively, represent the panels
~{9,'[project]',7}~~{[-l,l;-3,3;-5,5],{6,4,2},{},[8,-8]}- '[project]'{}9and {6,4,2}
Also, the branch tagmas @8(1,2,5), @8(2,2,2), @8(2,1),
@8(2,1,1), @8(2,1,1,3) and @8(2,1,1,2,1), respectively,
represent
and
[-l,l;-3,3;-5,5][-l,l;-3,3;-5,5][-5,5]
-3
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Note that the tagmas @S(2,1) and @S(2,1,1) represent the 
same object. This may be explained as follows;
The tagma @S(2,1) represents the first panel of the second 
panel of the value of @S which is a formex of the first 
order. The tagma @S(2,1,1) represents the first cantle of 
the value of @8(2,1), but since @8(2,1) represents a formex 
of the first order, the whole of the formex is the same as 
its first cantle.
Similarly, the tagmas @8(2,4), @8(2,4,1) and @8(2,4,1,1)
represent the same formex
[8 ,-8]
The reason is that;
(1) @8(2,4) represents the 4th panel of the 2nd panel of 
the value of @8 which is a formex of the first order and 
plexitude, that is, [8,-8].
(2) @8(2,4,1) represents the first cantle of the value of 
@8(2,4) which is [8,-8].
(3) @8(2,4,1,1) represents the first signet of the first 
cantle of the value of @8(2,4) which is again [8,-8].
Also, the tagmas @8(2,2,1), @8(2,2,1,1) and @8(2,2,1,1,1) 
represent the same object which is the integer number 6. 
Furthermore, since the third panel of the first panel of 
the value of @8, that is, 7 may be regarded as a formex 
then this panel may be represented by @8(1,3), @8(1,3,1), 
@8(1,3,1,1) and @8(1,3,1,1,1).
The optional sequences of letters INT, FLT and 8TR that may 
precede the letters A, C, D, I, P, 8 and W in a tagma are 
referred to as "type indicators". The role of a type 
indicator is to declare the type of the value of a tagma 
where INT stands for "integer", FLT stands for "floatal" 
and 8TR stands for "string". The applications of type 
indicators are discussed in section 2.3.11.
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Two forms of tagmas, namely, stem and branch tagmas were 
discussed above. From a different point of view, tagmas may 
again be divided into two kinds. Tagmas of the first kind 
represent values that are passed to the supplements. A 
tagma of this kind is referred to as a "prenate tagma", The 
stem tagmas @C, @1, @P and @S and all the tagmas that are 
derived from these are prenate tagmas. Tagmas of the second 
kind represent values that are created within the 
supplements, A tagma of this kind is referred to as a 
"postnate tagma". The stem tagmas @A, @D and @W and all the 
tagmas that are derived from these are postnate tagmas.
A prenate tagma may only appear in positions where it 
provides value but it may not appear in positions where its 
value can be altered. In contrast, a postnate tagma may 
appear in both "value giving" and "value receiving" 
situations, for example, the assignment statement
@D(3,2) = @D(3,2) + @1(3,2) - 5
can be a valid operation but the assignment statement
@1(3,2) = @1(3,2) - 5
is not acceptable since it implies a change in the value of 
the prenate tagma @1(3,2).
2 . 3 . 3  DIMENSION FUNCTIONS
There are three "dimension functions" that are referred to 
as order, plexitude and grade functions. These functions 
are described below.
ORDER FUNCTION
The "order function" is the identifier
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ORD
The argument of an order function must be a tagma 
representing a formex, a string or a plenix and if T is 
such a tagma then the value of the function designator
ORDlT
is an integer number which is the order of the object 
represented by T,
If for example the plenix
V, {[3,4;4,3],[6,5]},41,
represents the canonic parameters of a supplementary 
function, then the values of
ORD1@P ORDl@P(2)ORD|@P(4)ORDl@P(4,4)ORD|@P(4,3)and ORDl@P(4,1)
are 4, 2, 5, 0, 3 and 1, respectively.
Note that the last designator may have been written as
or 0RD|@P(4,1,1) ORDl@P(4,1,1,1)
The reason is that the tagmas @P(4,1), @P(4,1,1) and
@P(4,1,1,1) represent the same entity, namely, the reglet 
[8.7,1.2].
Also, note that the designators
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and ORD|©P(3) ORDl@P(4,2)
are valid since the entities represented by @P(3) and 
0P(4,2) are numbers which may be regarded as formices of 
the first order. The values of both of the above 
designators are, therefore, equal to one. The values of
and
0RD|@P(2,1)ORD{@P(2,2)ORD|©P(2,l,l)
ORD|0P(2,1,2,2)
are also equal to one since each of the tagmas in the above 
designators represents a component part of a formex and 
each of these components may be regarded as a formex of the 
first order,
PLEXITUDE FUNCTION
The "plexitude function” is the identifier
PLX
The argument of a plexitude function must be a tagma 
representing a nonempty homogeneous formex and if T is such 
a tagma then the value of the function designator
is an integer number which is the plexitude of the formex 
represented by T.
Referring, for instance, to the plenix which is given as an 
example for the order function, the values of
and PLXI0P(2,1) PLX(2,2)
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are 2 and 1, respectively,
Note that
PLX|@P(2)
is invalid since the entity represented by @P(2) is not a 
homogeneous formex. Also, note that
PLX{@P(4,4)
is invalid since @P(4,4) represents the empty formex.
On the other hand, the designators
and PLX|0P(1)PLXi@P(4,5)
are valid with their values being equal to one, since the 
tagmas @P(1) and @P(4,5) represent numbers which may be 
regarded as formices of the first order and plexitude. The 
values of
and PLX|@P(2,1,1) PLXl@P(2,1,1,2)
are also equal to one, since @P(2,1,1) represents a reglet 
and @P(2,1,1,2) represents a uniple and these may be 
regarded as formices of the first order and plexitude.
GRADE FUNCTION
The "grade function" is the identifier
GRD
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The argument of a grade function must be a tagma 
representing a nonempty formex and if T is such a tagma 
then the value of the function designator
GRD It
is an integer number which is the grade of the formex 
represented by T.
Referring, for instance, to the plenix which is given as an 
example for the order function, the values of
and
GRDl@P(2)GRD|@P(2,1)GRD|0P(2,2,1,1)
GRD|0P(3)
are 2, 2, 1 and 1, respectively. The values of the last two 
designators are equal to one since @P(2,2,1,1) and @P(3) 
represent numbers and a number may be regarded as a formex 
of the first order, plexitude and grade.
Note that
GRD|@P(4,4)GRD|@P(4,3)and GRD|@P(4)
are invalid since @P(4,4) represents the empty formex and 
@P(4,3) and @P(4) represent nonformex entities.
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2 . 3 . 4  TYPE CODES AND TYPE PHRASES
A "type code" is an identifier that represents a type of 
value as shown following:
Type Code
INTFLTNÜMINTFMXFLTFMXFMXINTHOMFLTHOMHOMINTINGFLTINGINGINTBIL
FLTBILBILINTMANFLTMANMANINTREGFLTREGREGSTRPMNPNX
Meaning
integer floatal numeric integer formex floatal formex formexinteger homogeneous formexfloatal homogeneous formexhomogeneous formex integer ingot floatal ingot ingotinteger billet (The term "billet" isused to refer to an ingot of the firstgrade.)floatal billet billetinteger maniple floatal maniple maniple integer reglet floatal reglet reglet string primion plenix
A "type phrase" is a construct of the form
or T (=) C T (!=) C
where T is a tagma and C is a type code. The compound 
symbol (=) is read as "is" and the compound symbol (!=) is 
read as "is not".
A type phrase is classified as a Boolean expression and has 
a value which is either TRUE or FALSE.
If for example the plenix
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{-{9, '[project]', 7}~,~{[-l,l;-3,3;-5,5], {6,4,2}, {}, [8,-8]}~}~
is the value of the stem tagma @S in a template supplement, 
then
and
0S(2,1) (=) FMX0S(2,3) (1=) PNX@S(1,2) (=) STR@S(1,1) (1=) INT0S(2,2,2) (=) PNX
0S(2,3) (!=) FMX
are type phrases. The value of a type phrase of the form 
T(=)C is TRUE provided that the value of the tagma T is of 
the type indicated by the type code C. The value of a type 
phrase of the form T(!=)C is TRUE provided that the value 
of the tagma T is not of the type indicated by the type 
code C. In the above examples, for instance, the values of 
the first three type phrases are TRUE and the values of the 
last three type phrases are FALSE. Also, the values of the 
type phrases
and 0S (==) PNX 0S(1,3) (=) PMN
are TRUE and the values of the type phrases
and 0S(1) (=) PMN0S(2) (!=) PNX
are FALSE.
2. 3. 5 EPIBASE EXPRESSIONS
In an epilanguage, interaction between the epinome and the 
base language is achieved through the epinomic constructs 
in conjunction with the following rules:
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(1) If a base numeric or string variable can appear in a 
"value giving" capacity at a point of a base construct, 
then a tagma of the same type can also appear at that 
point.
(2) If a base numeric or string variable can appear in a 
"value receiving" capacity at a point of a base construct, 
then a postnate tagma of the same type can also appear at 
that point.
(3) If a base integer function designator can appear at a 
point of a base construct, then a dimension function 
designator can also appear at that point.
(4) If a base Boolean expression can appear at a point of 
a base construct, then a type phrase can also appear at 
that point.
The adjective "base" as used above implies "belonging to 
the base language". Also, the adjective "epinomic" is used 
to imply "belonging to the epinome". In contrast, the 
adjective "epibase" will be used to refer to a base 
construct that may contain tagmas and/or dimension function 
designators and/or type phrases. In particular, the term 
"epibase expression" is used to refer to a base expression 
that may contain tagma and/or dimension function 
designators and/or type phrases.
An epibase expression that has an integer value is referred 
to as an "epibase integer expression", an epibase 
expression that has a floatal value is referred to as an 
"epibase floatal expression", an epibase expression that 
has a string value is referred to as an "epibase string 
expression" and an epibase expression that has a Boolean 
value is referred to as an "epibase Boolean expression". 
The adjective "epibase" may also be used analogously for 
other possible kinds of expression such as "epibase complex
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expression" in the context of Epifortran.
The term "floatal" as used in the above paragraph should be 
regarded as synonymous with the term "real" as used in 
FORTRAN and the term "float" as used in C. Also, the term 
"Boolean" should be regarded as synonymous with the term 
"logical" as used in some high level programming languages.
2 . 3 . 6  INSET STATEMENTS
An "INSET STATEMENT" is an assignment statement of the form
docket = inset expression
A "docket" is the symbol 0 followed by a postnate tagma, 
where the symbol 0 and the following postnate tagma may not 
have any intervening layout characters or comments. An 
"inset expression" is an expression subject to the 
following provisions;
(1) With the exception of libra indices, every variable 
that appears in an inset expression must either be a tagma 
or a base variable.
(2) An inset expression may include dimension function 
designators.
(3) A libra index in an inset expression is an identifier 
or a postnate tagma that assumes the integer values 
assigned to it through the libra mechanism. When the libra 
index is an identifier then it is treated as a "local 
variable" within the scope of the libra function (that is, 
within the expression that constitutes the argument of the 
libra function) . Thus, if there is a base variable with the 
same identifier as the libra index, then this base variable 
will be unavailable within the scope of the libra function 
and any occurrence of the identifier within this scope will
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be regarded as the libra index, e.g.
and
@@A(6) = LIB(i=l,0RD|@S(4)-l)|PAN(2,i) ÎDIC(@S(2,1))|0S(4,i) @0W(3,2) = COS|0P(1)*SIN|0P(2)"3
00D = ~{~{0P(2),5.6}~, RIN(3,0P(1),2) I 011-
are inset statements.
The effect of an inset statement is to assign the value of 
its inset expression to the postnate tagma of its docket.
If an inset statement extends over more than one line then 
the conventions of the base language regarding the 
indication of continuation should be observed. Also, the 
indication of the end of an inset statement should conform 
with the style of the base language in this regard, e.g. in 
Epic, there will be no need for any special provision for 
an inset statement that is longer than a single line but 
each inset statement must be terminated by a semicolon.
2 . 3 .7  TYPEPLENICES
A "type plenix" is a construct that has the same form as a 
nonempty plenix constant and contains an arrangement of 
type codes, e.g.
-{INT,INT,-{FMX,FLTHOM,INTBIL}-}-
is a type plenix. Any type code other than the primion and 
the plenix type codes (that is, PMN and PNX) may appear in 
a type plenix.
Every panel of a type plenix may be optionally preceded by 
a counter. A "counter" is a construct of the form
(N)
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where N is an unsigned integer constant that may be 
optionally followed by a plus sign, e.g.
-{-{INT,(3)FLT,(0+)FMX}-,(!+)-{(2+)HOM,BIL}-}-
is a type plenix that contains counters.
A construct like
(3)FLT
implies a list of three FLT's, that is,
FLT,FLT,FLT 
A construct like 
(0+)FMX
implies zero or more FMX's and a construct like 
(!+)-{(2+)H0M,BIL}- 
implies one or more of the panel 
~{(2+)H0M,BIL}- 
The plus sign in a counter is read as "or more".
2 . 3 . 8  TYPE DISPLAYS
A "type display" is a construct of the form 
S (=) T
where S is a stem tagma other than @C and where T is either 
a type plenix or a type code other than PMN and PNX. The 
compound symbol (=) is read as "is", e.g.
and 01 (=) INT0P (=) -{(1+)NUM,STR}-
are type displays.
Any tagma that appears in a supplement must have a 
corresponding type display in the heading of the 
supplement. The exception is for catalogue tagmas that do 
not require type specification.
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When the execution of a supplement commences, the actual 
constitution and value of a prenate stem tagma will be 
compared with the specifications in the corresponding type 
display and any incompatibility will be treated as an 
error. Also, the specifications provided by the type 
display for a postnate stem tagma will be used to set up a 
suitable framework for creation of its value.
Type displays provide a convenient means for ensuring the 
appropriateness of the values and constitutions of prenate 
tagmas. However, not all the necessary conformity 
requirements regarding the dimensions of various parts of 
the prenate tagmas can always be checked through type 
displays. Therefore, it would often be necessary to include 
some additional conformity checks within the body of the 
supplements. Such checks are normally accomplished using 
dimension functions and type phrases.
To increase the effectiveness of the type displays, it is 
advisable to be as specific as possible in giving the 
types, e.g. if it is known that @P consists of two or more 
integers then it is better to give the type display as
@P (=) ~{(2+)INT}- 
rather than
@P (=) ~{(2+)NUM}~
For a function or retronorm supplement, there are some 
special considerations regarding the stem tagma @P and 
these are discussed below;
(1) If the function or retronorm has more than one canonic 
parameters then the values of these parameters are passed 
to the supplement as the principal panels of a plenix with 
@P representing this plenix. Thus, if the general form of 
a function is
G(il, i2, -{FI, F2}-, F3, i3)
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where il, i2 and i3 are integer entities and FI, F2 and F3 
are formex entities, then the type display for @P should be 
given as
@P (=) -{(2)INT, -{(2)FMX-}, FMX, INT}-
(2) If the function or retronorm has a variable number of 
canonic parameters then the type display for @P should be 
in terms of a plenix. Thus, the type displays
and @P (=) -{(0+)INT}-@P (=) -{(2)INT, (0+)-{STR, (1+)H0M}-}-
are acceptable. Note that the first of the above type 
displays includes the possibility of the function or 
retronorm having no canonic parameters.
(3) If the function or retronorm has no canonic parameters 
in all situations then there should not be any type display 
for 0P in the supplement.
This section is ended by a comment regarding the use of the 
compound symbol (=). This symbol has been employed for two 
different purposes. Firstly, it is used as a "Boolean 
operator" in type phrases. Secondly, it is used as a 
"separator" in type displays. This dual usage will not 
create any ambiguity since the sense in which the symbol is 
used will always be clear from the context.
2 . 3 . 9  QUrr STATEMENTS
A "QUIT statement" is a construct of the form 
QUIT S
where QUIT is a keyword which should be followed by one or 
more space characters and where S is a base string 
expression, e.g.
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QUIT "Value of parameter is out of range."
is a valid QUIT statement in Epic.
The execution of the QUIT statement 
QUIT S
will have the following effects: Firstly, the value of S
will be displayed on the terminal as an error massage and 
then the current operations are abandoned and the system 
will revert to the reception mode.
2 .3 .1 0  CO NSTm m ON OF SUPPLEMENTS
A "supplement" consists of a heading followed by a body. 
The "heading" of a supplement is a construct of the form
: supplement code, language code, T1,T2, .. ,Tn:
Where, n>=l and each of the entities T1,T2, .. ,Tn is a
type display and where "supplement code" is an integer that 
specifies the type of the supplement and "language code" is 
an integer that specifies the epilanguage used in the 
supplement.
The supplement code is 1, 2 or 3 specifying retronorm
supplement, function supplement or template supplement, 
correspondingly. The language code is 1, 2, 3 specifying 
Epifortran, Epipascal or Epic, correspondingly.
The "body" of a supplement is a valid program in the 
epilanguage specified by the language code.
The whole of a supplement is enclosed in string brackets 
and the resulting string constant is placed on the right- 
hand side of an assignment statement. An assignment 
statement of this kind is referred to as a "supplement 
statement" and the string variable created through a
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supplement statement is referred to as a "supplement 
variable".
A supplement variable that represents a supplementary 
retronorm or a supplementary function will act as the 
imprint of the retronorm or function. There is no 
difference between the manner in which retronorm and 
function supplements are written. The difference is in the 
effects of these two kinds of supplements. Namely, 
subsequent to the creation of a supplementary retronorm 
(through a CREATE statement), the retronorm may be employed 
in the capacity of either a retronormic function or a 
retronormic USE-item. In contrast, a supplementary function 
may only be used in the capacity of a function.
A supplement variable that represents a template supplement 
will act as the "title" of the template. Subsequent to the
creation of a supplementary template through a CREATE
statement, reference to the template is made using its 
title.
The scope and the value of a tagma in the body of a 
supplement is not affected by any kinds of "block
structure" in the base language. In the case of Epifortran, 
for instance, it would be as though all the tagmas are 
declared as "common variables".
A supplement may contain comments. These comments must be 
in accordance with the rules governing comments in the base 
language.
The above discussion regarding the constitution of a 
supplement is of a general nature applying to all
epilanguages. However, there may be some requirements or 
restrictions that only apply to particular epilanguages or 
specific implementations of them, e.g. in the case of 
Epifortran it is required that the terminal statement of a
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DO-loop is always a CONTINUE statement. The use of a 
CONTINUE statement as the terminal statement of a DO-loop 
is good FORTRAN programming practice in all situations but 
this, in the case of Epifortran, is a compulsory 
requirement.
2 ,3 .11  DETERMINATE AM) BSTOETERMINATE TAGMAS
When dealing with a tagma that represents a number or a 
string in a supplement, in some cases it is necessary for 
the type of the value of the tagma to be known at the time 
of the compilation of the supplement. The type of the value 
of the tagma may either be deduced from a type display or 
be given explicitly by a type indicator, as described in 
Section 2.3.2.
Let the type displays in a supplement be given as:
0P(=)~{(4)INT,FLTFMX,(2)NUM,STR,(1+)INT,FLT}-, 01(=)FLTFMX, 0D(=)INTFMX
Let the assignment statement
0D(2,4,7) = 01(3,8,4) + 0P(i)
appear at a point in the body of the supplement. This 
statement involves a problem and cannot be compiled. To 
elaborate, in compiling an assignment statement of the 
above form in any epilanguage it will be necessary to know 
the types of the values of all the three tagmas at the 
compilation time. In the present example, the value of the 
variable i will not be known at the compilation time and 
therefore it will not be possible to pinpoint the panel of 
0P to which the tagma 0P(i) refers. Consequently, the type 
of the value of 0P(i) cannot be deduced from the type 
display for 0P. A tagma such as 0P(i) in the above 
assignment statement is referred to as an "indeterminate
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tagma". In contrast, the tagmas @D(2,4,7) and @I(3,8,4) are 
"determinate" since the types of their values can be 
determined at the compilation time. Namely, @D is declared 
as an integer formex in the type displays and since 
0D ( 2,4,7 ) represents a uniple of @D then its value is an 
integer number. Also, 01 is declared as a floatal formex 
and therefore the value of 01(3,8,4) is a floatal number.
In general, a tagma that has a numeric or string value is 
said to be "determinate" if the type of its value can be 
determined without any ambiguity at the compilation stage 
and is said to be "indeterminate" otherwise.
To overcome the problem of indeterminacy of 0P(i) in the 
above assignment statement, one can include a type 
indicator in the tagma, as described in Section 2.3.2. 
Thus, the assignment statement may be given as
or 0D(2,4,7) = 01(3,8,4) + 0INTP(i) 00(2,4,7) = 01(3,8,4) + 0FLTP(i)
as appropriate. A tagma that includes a type indicator is 
always determinate.
Now, suppose that an assignment statement in the body of 
the supplement under consideration is given as
0D(j,k,m) = 0I(j+l,k*2,m-3) + 0P(6)
Here, the tagmas 0D(j,k,m) and 0I(j+T,k*2,m-3) are again 
determinate and this is in spite of the fact that their 
subscripts involve the variables j, k and m whose values 
will not be known at the compilation time. The reason for 
determinacy of 0D(j,k,m) and 0I(j+l,k*2,m-3) is the same as 
described previously for 00(2,4,7) and 01(3,8,4). In the 
above assignment statement, there is again a problem with 
the third tagma. The problem here is caused by the fact
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that the type of the 6th panel of @P is declared as a 
number which includes the possibility of being both integer 
and floatal types. Therefore, the tagma @P(6) is 
indeterminate and the type of its value cannot be 
determined at the compilation time. In this situation, it 
will be necessary to include a type indicator in the tagma 
and give it as @INTP(6) or @FLTP(6), as appropriate.
Now, let the assignment statement
0D(2,4,7) = 01(3,8,4) + 0P(9) - 0P(1O)
appear at a point of the body of the supplement under
consideration. Here, the tagma 0P(9) is determinate since 
the type of the value of the 9th panel of 0P is declared as 
an integer number in the type displays. However, the tagma 
0P(1O) in the above assignment statement is indeterminate. 
This is due to the fact that the total number of integer 
entities that are represented by (1+)INT in the type
display for 0P will not be known at the compilation time.
Therefore, the last tagma in the above assignment statement 
must be given as 0INTP(1O) or 0FLTP(1O), as appropriate.
Finally, let the assignment statement
00(2,4,7) = 01(3,8,4) + 0P(5,2,i+l,j)
appear at a point of the body of the supplement under
consideration. This statement can be compiled without any 
problem since 0P(5,2,i+l,j) is a determinate tagma with a 
floatal value. Namely, 0P(5,2,i+1,j) represents a uniple of 
the 5th panel of 0P which is declared as a floatal formex 
in the type displays.
Incidentally, there is no objection to inclusion of a type 
indicator in a tagma when the type of the value of the 
tagma is deducible from a type display. Thus, the above
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assignment statement may be given as
@INTD(2,4,7) = @FLTI(3,8,4) + 0FLTP(5,2,i+1,j)
However, there must not be any conflict between a type 
indicator and a type display. Thus
@FLTD(2,4,7) = @INT(3,8,4) + 0INTP(5,2,i+1,j)
is not acceptable.
Determinacy and indeterminacy of tagmas were discussed 
above in terms of a number of examples. The ideas may now
be generalised as follows:
Except for the situations described under (a), (b) and (c) 
below, any tagma that appears in the body of a supplement 
in a value giving or value receiving situation involving 
numeric or string values must always be determinate. Thus,
the tagma must include a type indicator unless the type of
its value is deducible from a type display (in which case 
the presence of the type indicator becomes optional).
The concept of determinacy or indeterminacy is only 
applicable in relation to tagmas that have numeric or 
string values. Therefore, when dealing with tagmas that 
represent plenices or non-uniple formices, one is not 
concerned with the question of determinacy or 
indeterminacy. Furthermore, there are three situations when 
determinacy or indeterminacy of tagmas is of no concern 
even when they have numeric or string values. These 
situations are described below:
(a) A tagma that appears as the argument of a dimension 
function usually represents a plenix or a non-uniple formex 
in which case the question of determinacy or indeterminacy 
does not arise. However, even when the argument of a
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dimension function is a tagma that has a numeric or string 
value, the tagma may be determinate or indeterminate 
without any particular implications.
(b) A tagma that appears as the left element of a type 
phrase may have values of many different forms, as 
described in Section 2.3,4. When such a tagma represents a 
value which is not a number or a string then the question 
of determinacy or indeterminacy does not arise. However, 
even when the left element of a type phrase is a tagma that 
has a numeric or string value, the tagma may be determinate 
or indeterminate without any particular implications.
(c) A tagma that appears as a dependent or independent 
variable of a formex or plenix function in an inset 
statement has, normally, a non-numeric value in which case 
the question of determinacy or indeterminacy does not 
arise. However, even when such a tagma represents a number, 
the tagma may be determinate or indeterminate without any 
particular implications.
2 .3 .12  WORKPAD
It is often required to have a means for storage of 
intermediate results in a supplement. The workpad provides 
a convenient way of achieving this purpose, "Workpad" is 
the name of a stem tagma which is denoted by @W and may 
represent a numeric entity, a string, a formex or a plenix. 
The workpad may be created by including a type display of 
suitable constitution for @W in the heading of the 
supplement. The stem tagma @W and/or its branch tagmas may 
then be used for storage of intermediate results. The value 
of 0W will be discarded at the conclusion of the execution 
of the supplement.
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2 .3 .1 3  INITIALISATION OF VALUES
At the outset of the execution of a supplement any postnate 
tagma that has a type display will be initialised. This 
initialisation is carried out in accordance with the 
following conventions:
(a) Any item which is declared as INT is assigned an 
integer zero.
(b) Any item which is declared as FLT or NUM is assigned a 
floatal zero.
(c) Any item which is declared as STR is assigned an empty 
string
(d) Any item which is declared as a variety of formex is 
assigned an empty formex. This applies to all type codes 
that refer to formices, namely, INTFMX, FLTFMX, FMX, 
INTHOM, FLTHOM, ... , FLTREG and REG.
In carrying out the initialisation process, when a panel of 
a type plenix is preceded by a counter such as (n+) then 
the number of panels initialised will be n, e.g. suppose 
that the heading of a supplement contains the type displays
0P(=)~{(2+)FLT,STR,(3)INT}-, @I(=)FMX, @D(=)FMX, @W(=)-{(3)STR,FLTREG,(2+)INT}-
Here, the initial value for @D will become the empty formex 
and that for @W will become
0,0}-
Note that the question of initialisation does not arise in 
relation to @P and @I since these are prenate tagmas.
If at any time during the execution of a supplement, a 
panel of a plenix or a uniple of a formex is assigned a 
value leaving one or more unassigned panels or uniples
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before it then these unassigned panels or uniples will be 
assigned values in accordance with the conventions (a) to
(d) described above. In the case of a formex, after 
"filling” of the "empty positions" that are before the 
assigned uniple, if the assigned uniple is not the last 
uniple of a cantle then the filling is continued to 
"complete" the cantle.
For example, suppose that the heading of a supplement 
contains the type displays
@D(=)INTFMX, 0W(=)~{(3+)NUM,STR}-
As a result of initialisation, 0D will acquire the value {} 
and 0W will acquire the value
-{0.0, 0.0, 0,0, '[]'}-
The effect of a subsequent assignment statement
0INTW(6) = 7 6
will be to change the value of 0W to
-{0,0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 76, '[]'}-
Here, the value of the 6th panel of 0W has become the 
integer number 76 and the two unassigned panels before it 
(that is, 4th and 5th panels) have acquired the standard 
initialisation value for the type code NUM, that is floatal 
zero.
Now, let the initial value of 0D be changed by the inset 
statement
00D = {[4,2;6,4],[3,l;5,3]}
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and let this inset statement be followed by the assignment 
statement
00(5,2,1) = 7
As a result, the value of 00 will become
{[4,2;6,4], [3,l;5,3], [0,0], [0,0], [0,0;7,0]}
Here, the unassigned 3rd and 4 th cant les are taken to be of 
the first plexitude with integer zero uniples. At this 
point, the assignment statement
00(4,3,1) = 85
will change the value of 00 to
{[4,2;6,4], [3,l;5,3], [0,0],[0,0/0,0;85,0], [0,0;7,0]}
In Formian, formex values are stored using two different 
formats. The first format is for homogeneous formices and 
the second format is for nonhomogeneous formices. These two 
different storage formats are also used in Epilanguages 
where anyone of the type codes INTHOM, FLTHOM, HOM, INTING, 
FLTING, ING, INTBIL, FLTBIL, BIL, INTMAN, FLTMAN, MAN, 
INTREG, FLTREG and REG will cause the adoption of the 
homogeneous storage format. To demonstrate the implications 
of this, the above example is reconsidered with a different 
supplement heading.
Let the heading of a supplement contain the type display 
00(=)INTHOM
This, as usual, will result in 0O acquiring the initial 
value of {}. Let this initial value be changed by the inset 
statement
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@0D = {[4,2;6,4], [3,1;5,3]}
and let the inset statement be followed by the assignment 
statement
@D(5,2,1) = 7
As a result, the value of @D will become
{[4,2;6,4], [3,l;5,3], [0,0;0,0],[0,0;0,0], [0,0;7,0]}
Note the difference between the procedure for filling empty 
positions in this example as compared with the previous 
one. To wit, in the present example the homogeneousness of 
the formex has been preserved. This is, of course, due to 
the fact that the type display for @D in the present 
example is given as INTHOM rather than INTFMX as in the 
previous example.
At this point, the assignment statement 
@D(4,3,1) = 85
will be regarded as an error because it requires the 4th 
cantle to be of the 3rd plexitude which violates the 
homogeneousness of the formex.
When assigning a formex value to a tagma in a supplement, 
it is essential that the grade of the formex is fixed at 
the beginning. This grade cannot then be changed other than 
through an inset statement by assigning a new value to the 
tagma.
If a tagma is assigned a formex value through an inset 
statement then the grade is fixed without any problem. For 
example, in the inset statement
0@D(3) = TRAN(3,2)|0I
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the grade of the value of @D(3) will be the same as that of 
the value of 01.
Now, suppose that 0D and 01 are declared as formices in the 
type displays in a supplement and let the first reference 
to 0D in the body of the supplement be the assignment 
statement
0D(i,j,k) = 0I(i,j,k) + 0P(k)
In this case, it is not possible to determine the required 
grade of the value of 0D from the information given in the 
assignment statement. In such a situation, the current 
value of the "grade USE-item" will be taken as the grade of 
the formex to be created. The grade USE-item is described 
in Section 2.3.14.
A similar mechanism is used for giving information about 
the plexitude of a homogeneous formex. To elaborate, if the 
type code for a tagma is given as INTHOM, FLTHOM, HOM, 
INTMAN, FLTMAN or MAN and if the first assignment of value 
to the tagma after the initialisation is not through an 
inst statement, then at the time of the first assignment of 
value to a uniple of the tagma, the current value of the 
"plexitude USE-item" will be taken as the plexitude of the 
homogeneous formex to be created. The plexitude USE-item is 
described in the next section.
2 .3 .1 4  EPINOMIC UÎSE STATEMENTS
An "epinomic USE statement" is a construct that is 
identical to the USE statement. However, there are only 
three USE-items that can be employed with an epinomic USE 
statement. These are the tolerance, grade and plexitude 
USE-items.
The "tolerance USE-item" in an epinomic use statement is a
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construct of the form
TOL(N)
where TOL is an identifier and where N is an epibase 
numeric expression. The role of a tolerance USE-item is to 
specify the value of tolerance. The value of tolerance in 
a supplement will only affect the operations related to the 
inset statements in that supplement. The default setting of 
the tolerance USE-item is T0L(lE-5).
The "grade USE-item" is a construct of the form
GRD(T)
where GRD is an identifier and T is an epibase integer 
expression. The role of the grade USE-item is to specify 
the grade of formices to be created, as discussed in 
Section 2.3.13. The default setting for the grade USE-item 
is GRD(3).
The "plexitude USE-item" is a construct of the form 
PLX(T)
where PLX is an identifier and T is an epibase integer 
expression. The role of the plexitude USE-item is to 
specify the plexitude of homogeneous formices to be 
created, as discussed in Section 2.3.13. The default 
setting for the plexitude USE-item is PLX(2).
The identifiers GRD and PLX which are employed for USE- 
items discussed above are, of course, the same as those 
used for dimension functions in Section 2.3.3. This double 
usage will not create any problem since the sense in which 
the identifiers are used will always be clear from the 
context.
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2 .3 .1 5  ALBUMS AND PROTOTYPES
Submission of information to programs outside Formian is 
achieved through SUBMIT statements. There are cases when it 
is required to produce graphical and/or textual
representations of the submitted information in the Formian 
environment. Also, sometimes the program that has received 
the submitted information is required to send back the 
resulting output to Formian for postprocessing. In such 
cases, records of the submitted information are kept in the 
repository. Such a collection of information that relates 
to a particular submission is referred to as an "album" 
where every album has an identifying "title".
Every album has an associated set of "folios". The 
particulars of these folios are placed by the system in a 
plenix and linked to the album at the time of the creation 
of the album . This plenix is referred to as the "folio 
plenix" of the album.
The construction of an album is in the form of a plenix. 
This constitution must be compatible with a predetermined 
album pattern. A predetermined album pattern is referred to 
as an "album prototype" or simply a "prototype". Each 
prototype relates to a particular kind of problem and a 
typical Formian installation will have one or more 
prototypes covering the fields of applications relevant to 
the installation. Every prototype has a number of 
associated formats for graphical and/or textual output 
controlled by folios. Each prototype has an "identification 
number" and a prototype whose identification number is n is 
referred to as the "nth prototype".
An example of a prototype relating to the field of 
structural analysis is given in the sequel. This prototype 
is for skeletal structures under static loads and its 
identification number is 1 (thus, it is referred to as the
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first prototype). This is the prototype in terms of which 
postprocessing is discussed in Section 2.2.7.
The first prototype may be represented by a plenix of the 
form
~{GIN,NOL,NOG,ELL,ELP,SUL,SUP,LOL,LOP,RES}~
where the last panel (that is, RES) will be present only if 
analytical results are sent back from the program which has 
been used for the analysis.
The first panel of the above plenix which is denoted by GIN 
(standing for General INformation) is an integer billet of 
the form
{PN, DC, SC, OC}
where:
PN (standing for Prototype Number) is the identification 
number of the prototype and should be given as 1.
DC (standing for Destination Codet) is an integer
specifying the program for which the information in the
album is prepared. DC is the same as the destination codet. 
SC (standing for Structure Codet) is an integer number 
specifying the type of the structure codet, as described in 
Section 2.2.7.
OC (standing for Operation Codet) is the integer number 1
or 2, where 1 implies that the album does not include
analytical results and 2 implies that the album does 
include analytical results. OC is the same as the operation 
codet described in Section 2.2.7.
The remaining panels of the plenix representing the first 
prototype are described below:
NOL (standing for NOde List) is a numeric ingot of the form
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{[U1,U2, ],[U1,U2, ... ], ... }
where [U1,U2, ... ] is a signet representing a node of the 
structure and where the order in which the signets are 
given indicates the order in which the nodes are required 
to be numbered for the purposes of structural analysis. NOL 
is, in fact, the "numerant" of the structure. The order of 
NOL is the total number of the nodes in the structure.
NOG (standing for NOde Coordinates) is a numeric ingot of 
the form
or {[x,y,z],[x,y,z], ... } 
where x,y and z are the global coordinates of a node of the 
structure. NOG is of the same order as NOL and the rth 
cantle of the NOG contains the coordinates of the node 
represented by the rth cantle of NOL.
ELL (standing for ELement List) is an integer ingot of the 
form
{[ifj/k],[i,j,k], ... }
where i and j are the numbers of the nodes of an element 
and where k is an integer specifying the type of the
element, as explained in the next paragraph. The order of
ELL is equal to the total number elements in the structure.
ELP (standing for ELement Particulars) is a numeric ingot 
of the form
{[pi/P2 r • • rpS] , [pl,p2, .. ,ps], ... }
where pl,p2, .. ,ps are properties for an element type
(such as modulus of elasticity of the material, cross- 
sectional area, ...) and where s is the number of element
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properties. The order of ELP is equal to the number of 
different types of elements and the kth cantle of ELP 
specifies the properties of the kth type of element.
SUL (standing for support List) is an integer ingot of the 
form
{[i,k], [i,k], }
where i is the number of a support node and k is an integer 
specifying the type of constraint pattern at the node, as 
explained in the next paragraph. The order of SUL is equal 
to the total number of support nodes.
SUP (standing for support Particulars) is an integer ingot 
of the form
{[cl,c2, ,cn], [cl,c2, ,cn], }
where each one of the entities cl,c2, .. ,cn is either 0 or 
1 and where n is equal to the number of degrees of freedom 
at an unconstrained node of the structure. Each cantle of 
SUP specifies the constraint pattern for a support type, 
with 1 implying a constrained degree of freedom and 0 
implying an unconstrained degree of freedom. The order in 
which cl,c2, .. ,cn relate to the degrees of freedom is
determined by considering the translational degrees of 
freedom in the x, y and z directions followed by the 
rotational degrees of freedom about x, y and z directions, 
with any degree of freedom which is not relevant for the 
type of structure being omitted. The order of SUP is equal 
to the number of support types, with the constraint 
pattern.
LOL (standing for Loaded node Lists) is a plenix of the 
form
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~{P1,P2, ... ,Pr}~
where r>=l and where each one of the panels P1,P2, .. ,Pr
is an integer ingot listing the loaded nodes for a load 
case. Each one of the panels P1,P2, .. ,Pr is of the form
{[i,k], [i,k], }
where i is the number of a loaded node and k is an integer 
specifying the type of the loading at the node, as 
described in the next paragraph. The order of each one of 
the panels P1,P2, .. ,Pr is equal to the total number of
the loaded nodes for the respective load case.
LOP (standing for LOad Particulars) is a numeric ingot of 
the form
{[wl,w2. ,wn], [wl,w2, ,wn], }
where wl,w2, .. ,wn are load components for a load type and 
where n is equal to the number of degrees of freedom at an 
unconstrained node of the structure. The order in which 
these components are given is determined by considering the 
components of force in the x, y and z directions followed 
by the components of moment about the x, y and z 
directions, with only the components along or about the 
relevant degrees of freedom for the type of structure being 
included. The order of LOP is equal to the total number of 
load types in all the load cases and the kth cantle of LOP 
specifies the components of the kth load type.
RES (standing for RESults) is a plenix of the form
~{P1,P2, ... ,Pr}~
where r>=l and where each one of the panels P1,P2, .. ,Pr 
is a plenix containing analytical results for a load case.
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RES will only be present if the analytical results are sent 
back to Formian for postprocessing.
Each one of the plenices P1,P2, ,. ,Pr is of the form 
-{F,D,R}~
where F, D and R are numeric ingots containing the element 
forces (moments), nodal displacements (rotations) and 
reactions, respectively.
F is of the form
{[fl,f2, ,fn], [fl,f2. ,fn] }
where fl,f2, .. ,fn are the components of internal force 
(moment) for an element. The value of n depends on the type 
of structure and is equal to 1 for a pin jointed structure. 
The order of F is the same as that of ELL. Also, the order 
in which the elements are considered in F corresponds to 
that in ELL.
D is of the form
{[dl,d2, ,dn], [dl,d2. ,dn], }
where dl,d2, ..,dn are the components of displacement 
(rotation) for a node and where n is equal to the number of 
degrees of freedom at an unconstrained node of the 
structure. The order of D is the same as that of NOL. Also, 
the order in which the nodes are considered in D 
corresponds to that in NOL.
R is of the form
{[rl,r2. ,rn], [rl,r2. ,rn],
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where rl,r2, .. ,rn are the components of reaction at a 
support node and where n is equal to the number of degrees 
of freedom at an unconstrained node of the structure. The 
order of R is the same as that of SUL. Also, the order in 
which the support nodes are considered in R corresponds to 
that in SUL.
2 .3 .1 6  EXAMPLES
The applications of Epifortran and Epic are illustrated in 
this section through simple examples. The first example 
involves a supplement in Epifortran that can be used to 
create the basispherical retronorm. The basispherical 
retronorm is, of course, a standard retronorm and need not 
be recreated as a supplementary retronorm. However, this 
retronorm provides a convenient medium for illustration of 
"epiprogramming" and as such is used here. The example is 
given in terms of a supplement statement, as follows:
BS = '[:l,l,@D(=)FLTFMX,@I(=)FMX,@P(=)~{(3)NUM}~: SUBROUTINE BS F=3.14159265/180.0 if(ORD}ei.EQ.O) RETURN C ******** IN THE CASE OF NONEMPTY FORMEX ********* 
if(GRDl0I.LT.3) QUIT 'INVALID GRADE'USE GRD(GRD{@I)DO 100 1=1, ORDjei 
USE PLX(PLX|@I(I))DO 100 J=1,PLX|@1(1)R=@I(I,J,1)*@P(1)S=@I(I,J,2)*@P(2)*F T=@I(I,J,3)*@P(3)*F @D(I,J,1)=R*SIN(T)*COS(S)@D(I,J,2)=R*SIN(T)*SIN(S)@D(I,J,3)=R*C0S(T)DO 100 K=4,GRDi@I
@D(I,J,K)=@I(I,J,K)100 CONTINUE RETURN END] '
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The second example is an Epic version of the first example, 
as follows:
BS = '[:l,3,@D(=)FLTFMX,@I(=)FMX,@P(=)~{(3)NUM}~:#include "stdio.h"^include "math.h"#define f 3.14159265/180.0 BS(){ int i,j,k; float r; 
double t,s; if(ORD|@I==0) return;/* in the case of nonempty formex */ if(GRD|@I<3) QUIT "invalid grade";USE GRD(GRD|@I);for(i=l;i<=ORD}@I;i++){
USE PLX(PLXj @I(i)); for(j=l;j<=PLX|@I(i);j++){ r=@I(i,j,l)*@P(l); 
s=@I(i,j,2)*@P(2)*f; t=@I(i,i,3)*@P(3)*f;@D(i,j,l)=r*sin(t)*cos(s);@D(i,j,2)=r*sin(t)*sin(s);@D(i,j,3)=r*cos(t); for (k==4 ;k<=GRD | @I ;k++)
@D(i;j,k)=@I(i,j,k);}}
The third example involves a supplement in Epifortran that 
can be used to create the GENIC function. Again, the GENIC 
function is a standard function and need not be recorded as 
a supplementary function. However, the definition of the 
GENIC function provides a suitable basis for an example of 
a function supplement. The example is given in terms of a 
supplement statement as follows;
GENIC = '[:2,1,@D(=)FMX,@I(=)FMX,
@P(=)~{(4)INT,(3)NUM,INT}~:SUBROUTINE GENIC INTEGER D1,D2,T IF(ORDj@I.EQ.O) RETURN
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c ******** IN THE CASE OF NONEMPTY FORMEX ********
IF(GRDl@I.LT.@P(1)).OR.GRDI@I.LT.@P(2))+ QUIT 'INVALID GRADE'D1=@P(1)D2=@P(2)N1=@P(3)N2==@P(4)T=@P(8)IF(@P(5)(=)INT.AND.@P(6)(=)INT.AND.@P(7)(=)INT.AND. 
+ @I(=)INTFMX) THEN C ******** IN THE CASE OF INTEGER FORMEX ******** IP1=@INTP(5)IP2=@INTP(6)IB=@INTP(7)@@D=LIB(I=1,N2)|RIN(D1,N1+T*(I-1),IP1)| TRANIC(D1,D2,IB*(I-1),IP2*(I-1))+ELSE
* * * * * * * *
i@I
IN THE CASE OF FLOATAL FORMEX ******** 
P1=@FLTP(5)P2=@FLTP(6)B=@FLTP(7)@@D=LIB(I=1,N2)}RIN(D1,N1+T*(I-1),P1)j TRANIC(D1,D2,B*(I-1),P2*(I-1))END IF RETURN 
END] '
1@I
The final example is an Epic version of the previous 
example, as follows;
GENIC = '[;2,3,@D(=)FMX,@I(=)FMX,@P(=)~{(4)INT,(3)NUM,INT}~ #include "stdio.h"GENIC0 { int dl,d2,nl,n2,t,ipl,ip2,ib; float pl,p2,b; 
if(ORDI@I==0)return;/* in the case of nonempty formex */ if (GRD|@K@P(1) II GRD|@K@P(2))QUIT "invalid grade"; dl=@P(l); d2=@P(2); nl=@P(3); n2=@P(4); t =@P(8);
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if(@P(5)(=)int && @P(6)(=)int &&@P(7)(=)int && @I(=)INTFMX){/* in the case of integer formex */ ipl=@INTP(5); ip2=@INTP(6); ib =@INTP(7);@@D=LIB(i=l,n2)|RIN(dl,nl+t*(i-l),ipl)| 
TRANIC(dl,d2,ib*(i-l),ip2*(i-l))|@I;}else{/* in the case of floatal formex */ pl=@FLTP(5); p2=@FLTP(6); b =@FLTP(7);
@@D=LIB(i=l,n2)|RIN(dl,nl+t*(i-1),pl) j TRANIC(dl,d2,b*(i-l),p2*(i-l)) j@I;
}]'
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2. 4 APPLICATIONS OF EPBLANGÜAGES
This section shows two applications of epilanguages. One is 
a supplementary function with a new idea for processing a 
configuration and the other is a supplementary retronorm 
for creating a hyperbolic paraboloidal surface. Their 
program segments are written using Epic.
2 .4 .1  GLISSADE FUNCTIONS
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 2.113 together with 
a normat. This configuration is referred to as G-A. A 
formex formulation for the configuration may be given as
A=R0ASD(1,1)1{[0,0;1,0],[0,0;0,1],[0,1;1,0]}
Fig 2.113
The value of formex A is
A={[0,0;1,0],[0,0;0,1],[0,l;l,0],[2,0;2,1],[2,0;l,0], [1,0;2,1],[2,2;l,2],[2,2;2,1],[2,l;l,2],[0,2;0,1], [0,2;l,2],[1,2;0,1]>
Now, consider the configurations shown in Figs 2.114 and
2.115. These configurations are referred to as G-B and G-C, 
respectively. Comparing the configurations of G-B and G-C 
to that of Fig 2.113, it may be seen that the patterns of 
G-B and G-C are similar to that of G-A.
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U2
Fig 2.114 3*- U1
Fig 2.115
Next consider Fig 2.116, which is obtained by superimposing 
configurations of G-A and G-B. The full line indicates G-A 
and the dashed line indicates G-B. Paying attention to the 
normat lines, G-B looks like a frame after shear 
deformation of G-A in a horizontal direction.
U2A
ui
G-B
Fig 2.116
To describe the relation between G-A and G-B, consider a 
point Pa and the corresponding point Pb, as shown in Fig
2.116. The coordinates of Pa and Pb are represented by
Pa=[al,a2]
Pb=[bl,b2]
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The horizontal difference between Pa and Pb is denoted by 
Dh and the shearing angle between G-A and G-B is given by 
s degrees then
Therefore, the relations between the above coordinates are 
written as
b2—a2
One can write the above transformation of Pa into Pb using 
a function designator as follows;
Pb=GLIS(2,l,30) I Pa 
where the construct
GLIS(2,1,30)
is referred to as the "glissade function". GLIS stands for 
glissade. The general form of a glissade function is
GLIS(dl,d2,s)
The canonic parameters dl and d2 define the plane of a 
glissade. A value for dl or d2 must be 1, 2 or 3, which 
respectively signifies the x, y or z direction of the 
global coordinate system. The "glissade direction" is 
defined by the value of d2. To explain the "sense of 
glissade", consider point PI in the dl-d2 plane and the 
effect of GLIS(dl,d2,s) at point PI, as shown in Fig 2.117. 
Point PI moves to point P2 parallel to the d2 axis. This 
implies that the dl coordinate of PI does not change. When 
the dl coordinate of PI has a positive value, PI moves 
towards the positive side of the d2 direction. On the other
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hand, when the dl coordinate of PI has a negative value, PI 
moves towards the negative side of the d2 direction. The 
distance between PI and P2 is in proportion to the absolute 
value of the dl coordinate. The angle s shown in Fig 2.117 
is given as the last canonic parameter. When s is positive 
its sense is anticlockwise and when s is negative then its 
sense is clockwise.
d2 P2=GLIS(dl,d2,s)|Pl
P2
PI
P2
Fig 2.117
Formex variables representing the configurations of G-B and 
G-C may be given using the glissade functions as
B=GLIS(2,1,30)jA 
C=GLIS(l,2,-20) I A
A glissade function has an inverse except when the glissade 
angle is equal to 90 or -90 degrees. That is,
GLIS(dl,d2,s) "-1|E = GLIS (dl, d2,-s) E
As an example, consider the pyramidal configuration shown 
in Fig 2.118. This pyramid consists of four identical 
triangular surfaces, each of which has a triangular 
subdivision.
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Fig 2.118
Now consider one of the surfaces together with the global 
coordinate system, as shown in Fig 2.119. In the cross- 
sections that are cut by the x-z and y-z axes, each bottom 
acute angle is 30 degrees.
2,U3
Milites»iir
x,ui
y,U2
Fig 2.119
Fig 2.120 shows the plan view of the pyramidal 
configuration together with the global coordinate system. 
Here, if one ignores the z coordinates of the 
configuration, a formex formulation for a quarter of the 
pyramidal configuration may be written as
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E=GENID(7,7,1,1,0,-1) |{[0,0;1,0],[0,0 ; 0,1],[0,1;1,0]}
y,U2
.•*6J I.*■ .*■ ^X"X'4I S. 0: ,‘‘I
■ • # «
2y x,Ul
z and U3 are upward.
Fig 2.120
The z coordinates are created by the pans ion function so 
that a glissade function acts in the z direction, by 
writing
F=PAN(3,0) |E
Next consider the transformation of formex variable F into 
a formex that represents a quarter of the pyramidal 
configuration. This transformation may be represented using 
glissade functions as follows;
G=TRAN(3,7*TAN|30)1GLIS(2,3,-30)|GLIS(1,3,-30)|F
where the translation function is used along the z 
direction for transforming the formex into the positive 
area. A formex variable representing the whole of the 
pyramidal configuration shown in Fig 2.118 is given as
H=PEX}ROSAD(0,0)}G
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Pexuia function is used for removing the superfluous 
members.
The above procedure for creating a pyramidal configuration 
can be represented as a scheme with parameters. If the 
number of subdivisions in one side of a pyramid is denoted 
by N and if the angle between the bottom square and the 
hypotenuse is denoted by S, then a scheme may be written as 
follows ;
PYRAMID='[:N,S:
E-GENID(N,N,1,1,0,-1)1{[0,0;1,0],[0,0;0,1],[0,1;1,0]} 
F=PAN(3,0)}E
G=TRAN(3,N*TAN|S) jGLIS(2,3,-S)1GLIS(1,3,-S)|F 
H=PEX|ROSAD(0,0)|G]'
The execution of the induction statement
PYRAMID(10/SQRTl2,45)
creates formex variable H that represents the pyramidal 
configuration shown in Fig 2.121.
Fig 2.121
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2 .4 .2  HP FUNCTIONS
Consider a hyperbolic paraboloidal surface which is square 
in plan with the length of one side of the square being b, 
as shown in Fig 2.122.
z=h2
z=hl
saddle point ■b (upward)
z=hl z=h2
z is upward
Fig 2.122
The equation of the surface in the x'-y'-z' coordinate 
system, with the origin being at the saddle point, is given 
by
z'=^-y!lcl c2
where cl and c2 are constants. One may write
X
y! =
and
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where (hl+h2)/2 is the z-coordinate of saddle point. The 
equation of the surface in the x-y-z coordinate system 
becomes
. hl+h2 (x-y)^ _ (x+y-b) ' 2  ^ 2 cl 2c2
Substitution of the coordinates of the boundary points 
[0,0,hi] and [b,0,h2] gives
hi
h2
hl+h2 , (0-0)2 (0+0-b)^2 cl 2c2
^  (b-c)2 (b+0-b)2
2 2 cl 2c2
hl+h2
2
hl+h2
2c2
hl+h2 . jb2 cl
That is.
cl = c2 = h2-hl
or
or
z = (ixy-2bx-2by*b^)
Next consider the angle of the hyperbolic paraboloidal 
surface, denoted by t (degrees), as shown in Fig 2.123. 
Suppose that a typical point PI whose coordinates are 
[xl,yl,zl] rotates to the corresponding point P2 whose 
coordinates are [x2,y2,z2]. The relations between PI and P2 
are written as
x2=xl+yl*C0S|t 
y2=yl*SIN|t 
z2=zl
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zO+hl
zO+hl-
z0+h2
z0+h2
z is upward
Fig 2.123
If a typical point PO belonging to an original 
configuration is represented by [xO,yO,zO] and the
corresponding point is given by PI, then the coordinates of 
PI are written as
xl=xO
yl=yO
ZJ = + (^o-yo -^^\h2 -hi )2 2&: 2b^
Substitution of the coordinates of Pi into the equations 
relative to PI and P2 gives
x2=xO+yO*COS j t 
y2=yO*SIN|t
Z2 = ^u2-hl )2 2&2 2b^
The above rule for transformation of [xO,yO,zO] into 
[X2,y2,z2] is referred to as the "hyperbolic paraboloidal 
function". It can be written by the construct
HP(hl,h2,b,t)
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where HP stands for hyperbolic paraboloid and the canonic 
parameters hi, h2, b and t are graphically explained in Fig 
2.124.
hi
y hi
h2
h2
0
Fig 2.124
A formex variable that represents the hyperbolic 
paraboloidal configuration shown in Fig 2.124 may be given 
as
H1=HP(3.5,0.5,5,60)|E
where
E=PAN(3,0.5) I (RINID(5,6,1,1) j [0,0 ;1,0]#..
RINID(6,5,1,1)}[0,0;0,1]#RINID(5,5,1,1) j[0,1;1,0])
The values of hi and h2 are the differences between the 
2=0.5 plane on the corners.
EXAMPLES
Consider the dome configuration shown in Fig 2.125. This 
dome consists of six identical hyperbolic paraboloidal 
sectors, where each side is subdivided into eight parts.
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Fig 2.125
z is upward
Fig 2.126
Now consider one of the sectors relative to the plan view 
with the global coordinate system, as shown in Fig 2.126. 
A formex formulation for the hyperbolic paraboloidal sector 
may be written as
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A=RINID(8,9,1,1) I[0,0;1,0]#RINID(9,8,1,1) 1 [0,0 ; 0 , 1 ] .
RINID(8,8,1,1)I[0,l;l,0]
B=HP(3,-3,8,60)}PAN(3,3)|A
In the above formulation the first assignment statement 
creates the pattern of the sector related to the x-y plane. 
The second assignment statement spreads formex variable A 
into the three dimensional space using the pansion function 
with all the z coordinate three and transforms it into the 
hyperbolic paraboloidal surface using the parameters hl=3, 
h2=-3, b=8 and t=60 (degrees).
The whole of the dome configuration is given by
C=PEXjROSAD(0,0,6,60)|B
In this example, the value of b is the same as the side 
length of the sector. A generalised generic formulation for 
the above example is given by the following scheme:
HPDOME='[:L:
A=RINID(8,9,1,1) I[0,0;l,0]#RINID(9,8,l,l) | [0,0;0,1]#..
RINID(8,8,1,1)I[0,1;1,0]
B=HP(3,~3,L,60)jPAN(3,3)jA 
C=PEXjROSAD(0,0,6,60)|B
For example.
and HPD0ME(6)HPD0ME(12)
will create the dome configurations shown in Figs 2.127 and 
2.128. When the parameter b is less than the side length of 
the sector, the outer corner is higher than the crown. On 
the other hand, when the parameter b is larger than the 
side length of the sector, the outer corner is lower than 
the crown.
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(a) elevation
(b) perspective view
Fig 2.127
(a) elevation
(b) perspective view 
Fig 2.128
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Chapter 3
Diamatic and 
Scalloped Retronorms
3 .1  INTRODUCTION
A formex formulation for a configuration may be transformed 
into geometric coordinates using a retronorm. At the 
moment, twelve standard retronorms are available in 
Formian, as described in Table 2.28. Some architects and 
engineers, however, need a more extensive vocabulary of 
shapes and forms. In such a case, they will create a 
supplementary retronorm to solve the problem.
This study deals with the implementation of two 
supplementary retronorms, which are referred to as the 
"diamatic retronorm" and the "scalloped retronorm".
The idea of the diamatic retronorm relates to a sector of 
a parallel lamella dome. Its formulation is based on the 
spherical retronorm. A generated sector is arranged to form 
a dome or a partial dome using a standard function, such as 
a rosette function or a lambda function. The patterns of a 
sector can be modified without difficulty.
There are three types of scalloped retronorms that are 
called scalloped spherical retronorm, scalloped cylindrical 
retronorm and scalloped diamatic retronorm. Each one of 
these retronorms has two scalloping modes.
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3 .2  DIAMATIC BETRONORM
3 . 2 .1  A SECTOR OF A DOME
Consider the dome shown in Fig 3.1. The dome consists of 
six identical sectors whose boundary edges are two straight 
lines (in plan) from the centre to the circumference. Each 
sector is comprised of a number of triangular panel 
elements or is triangulated by a number of bars.
sector
Perspective view Plan view
Fig 3.1
Let the dome be plotted together with a spherical retronorm 
as shown in Fig 3.2. One of the sectors is drawn using 
thick full lines and the other sectors of the dome are 
drawn using dotted lines. The dome configuration can be 
produced by rotational replication around the central axis. 
Therefore, if one can generate the sector shown in Fig 3.2, 
then the dome configuration can also be generated.
The relationship between spherical and the Cartesian 
coordinate systems are defined as shown in Fig 3.2. Thus, 
a third grade formex may represent the dome configuration 
shown in Fig 3.1 with respect to the spherical retronorm.
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3 .2 .2  NEED FOR A NEW RETRONORM
In order to generate the above dome configuration using a 
spherical retronorm, firstly consider the formex that 
represents the sector shown in Fig 3.2. The sector may be 
obtained from transforming a triangulated configuration 
into a spherical coordinate system. Consider the following 
statement
B1=BS(1,5,10) |A1
where the formex variable Al, which represents a 
triangulated configuration, is given below
A1=GENIT(1,6,2,1,~1,1) |{[10,0,0 ;10,-1,1],..
[10,0,0;10,1,1],[10,-l,l;10,l,l]}
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Here, the basifactors of the spherical retronorm are 
specified as follows:
(1) The first (linear) basif actor is determined by the 
relationship between the value of the radius and the value 
of the first uniples of the formex. In this case, the 
radius 10(=1*10) is specified arbitrarily.
(2) The second (angular) basifactor is obtained from the 
relationship between (i) the angle of the sector in terms 
of the plan view and (ii) the number of members at the end 
of the sector. The angle of the sector is 60 degrees 
because the dome consists of six identical sectors. The 
members in the second direction may be laid at 10 degrees 
steps, since the outside horizontal rings of the sector 
consist of six members. Each of the members has the length 
of two units in the 2nd direction. Therefore, one unit in 
the 2nd direction is specified in 5 degree paces.
(3) The last (angular) basif actor can be specified 
arbitrarily. In this case, each unit is given 10 degrees in 
the third direction.
Fig 3.3
Fig 3.3 shows the plot of the formex B1 with respect to the
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Cartesian coordinate system. The sector shown in Fig 3.3 is 
different from that of Fig 3.2. In addition, one may try to 
get the dome configuration using the sector shown in Fig 
3.3. The following statement may bring about the dome 
conf iguration
C1=ROSAD(0,0,6,60) | B1
sector
Perspective view Plan view
Fig 3.4
Fig 3.4 illustrates the plot of Cl. This configuration is 
completely different to that of Fig 3.1, since the boundary 
edges of the sector of Fig 3,4 do not fit those of 
neighbouring sectors.
One may suppose that there is a mistake about the choice of 
the value of the basifactor of the spherical retronorm. 
That is, the gaps between the sectors are caused by the 
inappropriate angular basifactor regarding the 2nd 
direction. Also, one may expect that a well-judged value 
for the angular basifactor will give a good result using a 
spherical retronorm. So consider the following statement;
B2=BS(1,30,10)|A1
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where the second basifactor is determined by the 
relationship between the angle and the top horizontal ring 
member in the sector. In this case the value of the 
basifactor is obtained from dividing the sector's angle 60 
degrees by 2 units.
Fig 3.5
Fig 3.5 shows the plot of B2 which one tried to generate. 
This configuration is absolutely different from the sector 
shown in Fig 3.2.
From these two trials, one may find out that a spherical 
retronorm may not be appropriate to generate a sector as 
shown in Fig 3.2, although the configuration is assumed to 
be drawn on the surface of the sphere. Consequently, a new 
retronorm is necessary for creating such configurations as 
Fig 3.1.
3 . 2 . 3  REQUIRED RETRONORM
Considering the two unsuccessful examples using spherical 
retronorms, one may realise that, in order to generate the
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sector shown in Fig 3.2, each horizontal arc which is 
comprised of ring members must have the identical angle to 
the centre axis. Thus, if the angle of a sector is a 
degrees, then horizontal ring members should be arranged 
along the arc from 0 to a degrees. When a degrees is 
assumed one unit with respect to the 2nd direction, the 
sector may be illustrated as in Fig 3.6 together with a 
spherical coordinate system.
The following features can be seen from Fig 3.6, paying 
attention to the meridians through the sector:
(a) As far as the first horizontal ring member is 
concerned, it is laid within the angle of the sector.
(b) At the circumference of the sector, six horizontal ring 
members are along the arc and each of them is arranged to 
contain an angle which is one sixth of the sector.
(c) The number of horizontal ring members corresponds to 
the value of t, namely, U3, However, each ring is laid 
within the angle of the sector.
x,r,Ul
1/3  h1/2 2/3 5/6
Fig 3.6
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Consider the coordinate equations which represent the 
coordinate system shown in Fig 3.6. Also, consider a formex 
of the third grade which represents the configuration shown 
in Fig 3.6 and let a typical signet of the value of the 
formex be represented by
[U1,U2,U3]
The equations regarding the Ist(r) and 3rd(t) directions 
are the same as those for the spherical retronorm. The 
equation for the 2nd direction is obtained from the 
relationships described in the previous paragraph. The 
values of U2 may be mapped with respect to the 2nd 
direction of spherical normat as shown in Fig 3.7.
U3,t
x,r,Ul ^  U2,s
Fig 3.7
It may be seen that, along the meridian, the values of U2 
are not the same. As far as the relations between U2 and U3 
are concerned, as shown in Fig 3.6, the meridianal lines
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represent the equivalent lines in terms of the ratios of U2 
to U3.
The above description may be represented by the formulation 
based on the spherical normat as follows:
r=bl*Ul
S=b2*U2/ABS|U3
s=0
t=b3*U3
if U3*0 
if U3=0
where bl, b2 and b3 are basif actors specifying the unit 
value for r, s and t, respectively, and where ABS stands 
for absolute value. In this case, the angular basifactor b2 
specifies the angle of the sector, which hereafter is 
referred to as the "extent”.
The above equations are referred to as "diamatic coordinate 
equations". The reason why U3 in the second equation must 
be given as an absolute value is that the sign of the 
direction s must be defined by the sign of U2 and b2, 
irrespective of whether the sign of U3 is plus or minus.
3 .2 .4  BASIDIAMÂTIC RETRONORM
Consider the formulation that transforms diamatic 
coordinates into Cartesian coordinates. Since diamatic 
coordinates are obtained from a modification of spherical 
coordinates, one may realise that the formulation is 
obtained using the same relations for transformation. The 
relations between Cartesian and spherical coordinate 
systems are given as
x=r*SIN
y=r*SIN
z=r*COS
t*COS{s 
t*SIN!s
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where x, y and z are Cartesian coordinates relating to the 
global coordinate system shown in Fig 3.6 and where r, s 
and t are spherical coordinates. Therefore, the equations 
which transform a signet of a formex into Cartesian 
coordinates are obtained by substituting diamatic
coordinates into the above equations. That is.
when U3#0,
x=bl*Ul*SIN{ (b3*U3)*COS| (b2/ABS(U3)*U2)
y=bl*Ul*SIN| (b3*U3)*SIN} (b2/ABS(U3)*U2)
z=bl*Ul*COS1(b3*U3)
when U3==0,
x=y=0
z=bl*Ul
Here, Ul, U2 and U3 are uniples of a typical signet of a 
formex and bl, b2 and b3 are basifactors. This formulation 
is referred to as a "basidiamatic retronorm".
A basidiamatic retronorm can be specified using the 
following construct
BD(bl,b2,b3)
where BD is an abbreviation for basidiamatic. In a similar 
manner to standard retronorms, the basidiamatic retronorm 
is activated through a USE-item or a retronormic function.
As an example of a basidiamatic retronorm, once again 
consider the formex Al described in Section 3.2.1. The 
sector shown in Fig 3.2 is represented by the statements 
that involve a basidiamatic USE-item
A1=GENIT(1,6,2,1,-1,1) j{[10,0,0 ;10,-1,1],..
[10,0,0;10,1,1],[10,-l,l;10,l,l]}
USE BD(1,30,10)
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or the statement that uses a basidiamatic retronormic 
function
B3=BD(1,30,10) |A1
where the formex B3 has the same constitution as the value 
of Al.
As a result, the dome shown in Fig 3.1 may be generated as 
C3=ROSAD(0,0,6,60)jB3
Other dome configurations can be generated using the same 
formex variable Al with various basifactors of basidiamatic 
retronorms. For example, consider the statements
and
D1=ROSAD(0,0,5,72) jBD(l,36,5) |A1 
D2=ROSAD(0,0,8,45)}BD(1,22.5,20)|A1
D3=ROSAD(0,0,4,90)1(BD(1,15,9)|A1#..
VERAD(0,0,45)|BD(1,30,9){Al)
Fig 3.8
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The plots of Dl, D2 and D3 are shown in Fig 3.8. In fact 
each of these dome configurations has superfluous members 
along the edges between the sectors. In this case, those 
unnecessary members are removed using a pexum function. 
Further examples will be discussed later.
3 . 2 . 5  METRIDIAMATIC RETRONORM
The "metridiamatic retronorm" is considered to be a member 
of the family of metriant retronorms. The definition of 
metriant retronorms involves a particular scalar function 
which is referred to as the metril function.
Consider a formex of the third grade and let a typical 
signet of the value of the formex be represented by
[U1,U2,U3]
The coordinate equations of metridiamatic retronorm with 
respect to a spherical coordinate system can be obtained by 
putting the effects of metril function into diamatic 
coordinate equations. That is.
r=bl*MET(ml)lUl 
s=b2*MET(m2)|U2/ABS|U3 
s==0
t=b3*MET(m3)jU3
if U3#0 
if U3=0
where bl, b2 and b3 are basifactors.
The formulation for "metridiamatic retronorm" is obtained 
by substituting the above equations into the equations 
between Cartesian and spherical coordinates. That is.
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when U3#0,
x=bl*MET(ml) |U1*SIN| (b3*MET(m3)|U3)
*COS|(b2*MET(m2) {U2/ABS 03)
y=bl*MET(ml) |U1*SIN| (b3*MET(m3)|U3)
*SIN|(b2*MET(m2) {U2/ABS 03)
z=bl*MET(ml) }U1*C0S| (b3*MET(m3)|U3)
when U3=0,
x=y=0
z=bl*MET(ml) jui
where ml, m2 and m3 are metrifactors.
A metridiamatic retronorm can be specified using the 
following construct
MD(bl,b2,b3,ml,m2,m3)
where MD stands for metridiamatic. The metridiamatic 
retronorm is activated through a USE-item or a retronormic 
function.
For example, consider the following statements
D4==ROSAD(0,0,6,60) | MB (1, 30,10,1, 0 . 7, 0. 7) {Al 
D5=ROSAD(0,0,6,60)|MB(1,30,10,1,1.25,1.25)|A1
where the formex variable Al is described in Section 3.2.4. 
The plots of D4 and D5 are shown in Fig 3.9.
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Fig 3.9
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3 . 2 . 6  EXAMPLES OF DIAMÂTIC RETRONORMS
This section will discuss a number of examples which are 
generated by diamatic retronorms. The purpose is to explore 
the variety of forms that can be created using diamatic 
retronorms.
(1) A VARIETY OF PATTERNS
(a) TRIANGULAR PATTERNS
Fig 3.10 shows a dome configuration which uses the simplest 
triangular pattern. A formex formulation for Fig 3.10 may 
be given as
A1=GENIT(1,10,1,1,0,1)j{[10,0,0/10,0,1],..
[10 , 0 , 1 ;10 , 1 , 1 ] , [ 10 , 0 , 0 / 10 , 1 , 1 ]
B1=BD(1,60,6)}A1 
DRl=PEXlROSAD(0,0,6,60)|B1
x,Ul
"..-:=-U2
Fig 3.10 
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Fig 3.11 shows a dome configuration with another triangular 
pattern. Its formex formulation may be given as
A2={[10,0,0/10,0,1],[10,0,1/10,1,1],[10,0,0/10,1,1] 
B2={[10,0,0/10,1/3,2/3],..
[10,0,1/10,1/3,2/3],[10,1,1/10,1/3,2/3] 
C2=GENIT(1,9,1,1,0,1)|(A2#B2)
D2=BD(1,72,5)}C2 
DR2=PEX|ROSAD(0,0,5,72)|D2
x,Ul  5=“U2
Fig 3.11
Some members have been removed from the sector of the dome 
configuration as shown in Fig 3.12. A luxum function is 
used for removing members by specifying nodal points 
involved in them. The nodal points are defined by the 
coordinates with respect to the diamatic normat. Thus, a 
formex formulation for Fig 3.12 may be given as
A3={[1,0,0/1,0,1],[1,0,0/1,0.5,1],[1,0,0/1,1,1],.„ 
[1,0,1/1,0.5,1],[1,0.5,1/1,1,1]} 
B3=GENIT(1,8,1,1,0,1){A3
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C3=GENIT(l,8,0.5,l,0,2)j[l,0,0;l,0.5,l] 
D3=LAM(2,4){RIN(2,3,0.5)|[1,1.5,8]#[1,1.5,7] 
E3=BD(10,60,6)|LUX(D3)|(B3#C3) 
DR3=PEX|ROSAD(0,0,6,60)|E3
x,Ul
Fig 3.12
Another two dome configurations having triangular patterns 
are shown in Figs 3.13 and 3.14. The formex formulation for 
Fig 3.13 may be given as
A4={[10,0,0/10,1/3,2/3],[10,0,1/10,1/3,2/3],..
[10,1,1/10,1/3,2/3]}
B4=GENIT(1,6,1,1,0,1){A4
C4=TRANIT(l/3,2/3)|A4#VERAT(0.5,1,180)|A4 
D4=GENIT(1,5,1,1,0,1)|C4
E4=BD(1,72,8)j(B4#D4#RIN(3,6,1){[10,0,0/10,0,1]) 
DR4=ROSAD(0,0,5,72){E4
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Fig 3.13
Fig 3.14
The formex formulation for Fig 3.14 may be given as
A5=ROSAT(0,2)|{[10,0,2;10,l,l],[10,l,l;10,i,3]}
B5=PEXIGENIT(1,4,2,2,-2,2) |A5
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C5=[10,0,0;10,1,1]#LAM(2,0) }[10,7,9;10,9,9]#. .
RINAX(10,1,1,10,3,3,4)|[10,1,1/10,3,3] 
D5=BD(1,30,5.5)}(B5#C5)
DR5=ROSAD(0,0,6,60)}D5
b) DIAGONAL PATTERNS
Fig 3.15 shows an example of a dome configuration with a 
diagonal pattern. A formex formulation may be given as
A6=GENIT(1,7,1,1,0,1)|{[10,0,0/10,0,1],..
[10 , 0 , 0 / 10 , 1 , 1 ] , [ 10 , 0 , 1 / 10 , 1 , 2 ] , [ 10 , 1 , 1 / 10 , 1 , 2 ]} 
B6=BD(1,45,6)jA6 
DR6=PEX|ROSAD(0,0,8,45)|B6
x,Ul
Fig 3.15
Fig 3.16 shows another example of a dome configuration 
using a diagonal pattern. Its formex formulation may be 
given as
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A7={[10,0,0/10,1/3,2/3],[10,0,1/10,1/3,2/3],..
[10,1,1/10,1/3,2/3]}
B7=GENIT(1,8,1,1,0,1)|A7#..
GENIT(1,7,1,1,0,1)lTRANIT(l/3,2/3)|A7 
C7=BD(1,45,6)|B7 
DR7=ROSAD(0,0,8,45)|C7
Fig 3.16
c) HEXAGONAL PATTERN
Fig 3.17 shows a dome configuration having a hexagonal 
pattern. The interconnection pattern is obtained through a 
formulation similar to that for Fig 3.16. That is,
A8={[10,0,0/10,1/3,2/3],[10,0,1/10,1/3,2/3],..
[10,1,1/10,1/3,2/3]}
B8=GENIT(1,8,1,1,0,1)|A8 
C8=BD(1,45,6)|B8 
DR8=ROSAD(0,0,8,45)|C8
The difference between the formex formulation for Fig 3.16 
and that for Fig 3.17 appears only at the second assignment
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statement that does not have the second term. The second 
term of the second assignment statement for Fig 3.16 
represents members inside the hexagons of Fig 3.17.
Fig 3.17
(2) DOUBLE LAYER GRID PATTERNS
The first example uses a triangular pattern as shown in Fig 
3.18. Using a parameter that represents the number of 
triangular units along meridian, a scheme for a sector may 
be written with respect to the diamatic normat, as follows:
DLGP1='[;M:
EA1={[10,0,0/10,0,1],[10,0,1/10,1,1],[10,0,0/10,1,1]} 
EA2={[10,0,0/9,1/3,2/3],[10,0,1/9,1/3,2/3], 
[10,1,1/9,1/3,2/3]}
EB1=GENIT(1,M,1,1,0,1)|(EA1#EA2)
EB2=TRANIT(l/3,2/3) }GENIT(1,M-1,1,1,0,1) jTRAN(l,-l) jEAl 
ET=RIN(3,M,1)I[9,1/3,2/3/9,-1/3,2/3]
DL1=EB1#EB2#ET ]'
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In the above scheme, the first two assignment statements 
create a triangular unit that consists of top layer members 
and webs. The third and fourth assignment statements create 
the sector including the bottom layer. The fifth assignment 
statement creates tie bars between the sectors. The last 
statement causes formex variable DLl representing the 
sector relative to the basidiamatic normat.
/  %
...
Fig 3.18
In the case of Fig 3.18, the value of M should be 8. The 
dome configuration, which consists of four identical 
sectors whose extent is 90 degrees, may be generated 
through the assignment statement
DR9=PEX|ROSAD(0,0)jBD(l,90,7)jDLl 
The plot of formex DR9 is shown in Fig 3.19.
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Fig 3.19
The second example is of a diagonal pattern. Fig 3.20 shows 
a sector with the diamatic normat. A scheme for this 
sector, with a parameter M specifying the number of 
diagonal units along meridian, may be given as
DLGP2='[:M;
FA1={[10,0,0/10,0,1],[10,0,0/10,1,1],..
[10 , 0 , 1 / 10 , 1 , 2 ] , [ 10 , 1 , 1 / 10 , 1 , 2 ]}
FA2={[10,0,0/9,0.5,1],[10,0,1/9,0.5,1],..
[10,1,1/9,0.5,1],[10,1,2/9,0.5,1]} 
FB1=GENIT(1,M,1,1,0,1)|(FA1#FA2) 
FB2=GENIT(1,M-1,1,1,0,1) jTRANIX(-1,0.5,1)|FAl 
FT=RIN(3,M,1)}[9,0.5,1/9,-0.5,1]
FC1=REL(U(1,3)<M+1 && U(2,3)<M+1)j (FB1#FB2) 
FC2=RIN(2,M,1)I[10,0,M/10,1,M]#..
RIN(2,M-1,1)I[9,0.5,M/9,1.5,M]
DL2=FC1#FC2#FT ]'
In the above scheme, the first two assignment statements 
create a diagonal unit that consists of top layer members
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and webs. The third and fourth assignment statements create 
the sector including the bottom layer. The fifth assignment 
statement creates tie bars between the sectors. The sixth 
assignment statement removes members whose third 
coordinates, namely, U3, exceed the value M. The seventh 
assignment statement creates the members along the 
circumference of the sector. The last statement causes 
formex variable DL2 representing the sector relative to the 
basidiamatic normat.
•U2
Fig 3.20
In the case of Fig 3.20, the value of M should be 9. The 
dome configuration, which consists of six identical sectors 
whose extent is 60 degrees, may be generated through the 
assignment statement
DR10=PEX}ROSAD(0,0,6,60)|BD(1,60,7){DL2
The plot of formex DRIO is shown in Fig 3.21.
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(c) VARIOUS FORMS
Consider the dome configuration shown in Fig 3.22. This 
dome is divided into two parts, the upper and the lower 
parts. The upper part may be generated using a basidiamatic 
retronorm and the lower one may be generated using a 
basispherical retronorm.
Fig 3.22
U3
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Fig 3.23
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Fig 3.23 shows the basic sector of the dome configuration. 
The upper part is coordinated with respect to the diaraatic 
normat and the lower part is coordinated with respect to 
the spherical normat. These parts are jointed along U3==6.
A formex formulation for the dome configuration shown in 
Fig 3.22 may be given as
A11={[10,0,0;10,0,1],[10,0,1;10,1,1],[10,0,0;10,1,1]} 
B11=GENIT(1,6,1,1,0,1) I All 
C11=BD(1,60,5)|B11
D11=RINIT(6,3,1,1)1ROSAT(0.5,6.5)}..
{[10,0.5,6.5;10,0,6],[10,0,6;10,0,7]} 
E11=BS(1,10,5)|D11 
DRll=PEXjROSAD(0,0,6,60){(C11#E11)
In the above formulation, the first three assignment 
statements create the upper part of the sector of the dome 
and the next two assignment statements create the lower 
part of the sector. The last assignment statement adds 
these parts and forms the dome configuration.
By changing the patterns of the upper and lower parts, 
their joining place, or their basic unit sizes, many dome 
configurations can be generated. Some examples are shown in 
Figs 3.24 to 3.27.
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Fig 3.24
Fig 3.25
Fig 3.26
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Fig 3.27
Next, consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.28(a). This 
shape consists of two half domes and a barrel vault. The 
two half domes can be generated using a diamatic retronorm. 
After generating the half domes and the barrel vault, they 
are transported into their proper positions to form the 
whole of the structure.
Fig 3.28(a)
A formex formulation for the above configuration may be 
given as
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A16=GENIT(1,6,1,1,0,1)[..
{[10,0,0;10,0,1],[10,0,l;10,l,l], [10,0,0;10,1,1]} 
B16=BD(1,60,10)[A16 
C16=ROSAD(0,0,3,60)|B16
D16=PEXjRINIT(3,4,2,2)|(R0SAT(1,1)|[10,0,1;10,1,0]#..
PEX|R0SAT(1,1)|ROSAT(0.5,0.5)|[10,0,0;10,0,1]) 
E16=VERAT(0,0,90)jVERAD(0,0,90)|PEX|..
LAM(2,0)|BC(1,10,1.5)}D16 
F16=TRAN(2,-8*1.5)|REF(2,0)|C16 
DR16=C16#E16#F16
In the above formulation, the first two assignment 
statements create the sector with an extent of 60 degrees, 
then the half dome is generated by the third assignment 
statement. The fourth assignment statement creates the 
barrel vault and the fifth one transforms it into the 
appropriate position. The sixth assignment statement 
creates the other half dome. The last assignment statement 
adds these parts. Fig 3.28(b) shows the relations between 
the half domes and the barrel vault.
E16
Fig 3.28(b)
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Combining sectors and barrel vaults, one may create 
interesting structures. For example, consider the
configuration shown in Fig 3.29.
Fig 3.29
A formex formulation for the above configuration may be 
given as
A17=GENIT(1,8,1,1,0,1)|..
{ [ 10 , 0 , 0 ; 10 , 0 , 1 ] , [ 10 , 0 , 1 / 10 , 1 , 1 ] , [ 10 , 0 , 0 ; 10 , 1 , 1 ]}  
B17=VERAD(0,0,18)|BD(1,72,7)}A17
C17=PEX{RINIT(4,5,2,2){(R0SAT(1,1)|[10,0,1/10,1,0]#..
PEX|R0SAT(1,1)jROSAT(0.5,0.5)|[10,0,0/10,0,1]) 
D17=VERAS(0,0,90)|BC(1,7,1)|C17 
DR17=PEX|R0SAD(-5,-5*TAN|54,5,72)|(B17#D17)
In the above formex formulation, the first two assignment 
statements create the sector and transport it into the 
proper position. The next two assignment statements create 
the barrel vault and transport it into the appropriate 
position. The last assignment statement forms the whole 
structure by replicating the sector and the barrel vault
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around the central point. The plan view is shown in Fig 
3.30 together with the x-y axes of the global coordinate 
system.
M l m
B17
^  X
centre of
Fig 3.3 0
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3 .3  SCALLOPED RETRONORMS 
3 .3 .1  INTRODUCTION
The objective of this section is to discuss three families 
of scalloped retronorms. These are referred to as the 
scalloped basispherical, scalloped basicylindrical and 
scalloped basidiamatic retronorms.
3. 3. 2 VERTICAL SCALLOPED BASISPHERICAL RETRONORMS
Consider the dome configurations shown in Figs 3,31 to 3.33 
each of which consists of a plan view and a perspective 
view. These domes are referred to as DOME-Al, D0ME-A2, and 
D0ME-A3.
Now, compare the configuration of DOME-Al with those of 
D0ME-A2 and D0ME-A3. D0ME-A2 consists of six identical 
curved sectors and D0ME-A3 consists of twelve identical 
curved sectors. On the other hand, the plan views of these 
domes are absolutely the same. The x and y coordinates in 
the sectors of D0ME-A2 and D0ME-A3 are the same as those of 
DOME-Al. That is, the curves of the sectors of D0ME-A2 and 
D0ME-A3 are in the z direction.
Next, consider one of the sectors of D0ME-A2 and let it be 
superimposed on DOME-Al as shown in Fig 3.34. The sector of 
D0ME-A2 is drawn in full lines and DOME-Al is drawn in 
dashed lines. The dotted lines indicate the arrangement of 
sectors. Here, the angle of the sector is referred to as 
the "extent".
The curves formed in the U2 direction of the sector are 
referred to as "scalloping curves". The maximum difference 
between D0ME-A2 and DOME-Al appears at the centre of the 
sector along the circumference and is referred to as the 
"amplitude", see Fig 3.34. In this case, the value of the
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x,Ul
x,Ul
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.31 DOME-Al
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.32 D0ME-A2
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.33 D0ME-A3
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Fig 3.34
extent is equal to 60 degrees and the value of the 
amplitude is still unknown.
A formex formulation for the configuration of DOME-Al may 
be given as;
E1=RINIT(36,9,1,1)|[10,0,0/10,1,0]#..
RINIT(36,8,1,1)j[10,0,0/10,0,1] 
E2=RINIT(36,8,1,1)\[10,0,1/10,1,0]
E3=TRAN(3,1.5)|(E1#E2)
DA1=BS(1,10,5)}E3
In the above formulation, the first three assignment 
statements create the dome configuration relative to the 
basispherical normat shown in Fig 3.34 and the last 
assignment statement creates a formex variable that 
represents the dome configuration relative to the xry-z 
global coordinate system.
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To describe the relation between the sector of D0ME-A2 and 
DOME-Al in Fig 3.34, consider the typical nodal points PI 
and P2. Point PI belongs to DOME-Al and point P2 belongs to 
DOME-A2. The coordinates of PI and P2 are represented by
Pl=[xl,yl,zl]
P2=[x2,y2,z2]
where the uniples xl, yl, zl, x2, y2 and z2 are global 
coordinates. The point PI is also specified using the
formulation which is based on the relation between the
basispherical coordinates and the Cartesian global 
coordinates. That is, if
[U1,U2,U3]
is a typical signet of the formex E3 that represents the 
configuration of DOME-Al as given above, and if the
corresponding signet of the formex DAI is given by PI as 
specified above, then the uniples xl, yl and zl are
obtained as follows;
xl=bl*Ul*SIN
yl=bl*Ul*SIN
zl=bl*Ul*COS
(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)
where bl, b2 and b3 are basif actors of the spherical 
retronorm. In the case of DOME-Al, these bas if actors are 1, 
10 and 5, respectively.
Now, consider the relation between PI and P2. Since the 
plan views of DOME-Al and D0ME-A2 are the same, the values 
of the X and y coordinates of the corresponding points in 
both domes are exactly the same. If the value which is 
added to the z coordinates is denoted by Za, then the 
following relations are obtained
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x2=xl
y2=yl
z2=zl+Za
In the above relations, when PI is along the meridianal 
boundaries of the sector, the value of Za is equal to zero.
The general rule for determining the value of Za is given 
by:
Za=ca*U3 *U2*(e/b2-U2)
where
(i) U2 and U3 are uniples of a typical signet of the formex 
representing the configuration of DOME-Al or D0ME-A2,
(ii) "ca" is a factor controlling the amplitude and can be 
any real number,
(iii) "e" stands for extent and specifies the angle of the 
sector, and
(ivj b2 is the angular basif actor of the corresponding 
spherical retronorm.
As a result, the formulation for the point P2 which is a 
typical node point of the sector of D0ME-A2 can be obtained 
as follows:
X2 = xl = bl*Ul*SIN|(b3*U3)*COSi(b2*U2) 
y2 = yl = bl*Ul*SIN|(b3*U3)*SINl(b2*U2) 
z2 = zl+Za = bl*Ul*COS|(b3*U3)+ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2)
The above rule for transformation of Ul, U2 and U3 into x2, 
y2 and z2 is referred to as the "vertical scalloped 
basispherical retronorm". The value of the amplitude can be 
obtained by substituting U3=MAX3 and U2=(e/b2)/2 into the 
equation for Za. That is.
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AM=ca*MAX3*(e/b2)/2*(e/b2-(e/b2)/2)
==ca*MAX3* (e/b2/2) ^ 2
where "AM" stands for amplitude and MAX3 stands for maximum 
of U3.
A scalloped basispherical retronorm can be specified using 
the construct
BS (bl, b2 , b3, e, ca)
where the abbreviation BS is the same as for the 
basispherical retronorm. The scalloped basispherical 
retronorm is effected through a USE-item or a scalloped 
basispherical retronormic function designator, e.g. one may 
generate D0ME-A2 and DOME-A3 using the scalloped 
basispherical retronorm as follows:
DA2=BS(1,10,5,60,0.03)|E3 
DA3=BS(1,10,5,30,0.03)jE3
where DA2 and DA3 are the formex variables which represent 
the configurations of D0ME-A2 and D0ME-A3, respectively. In 
this case, the values of the amplitude for D0ME-A2 and 
DOME-A3 are obtained by substituting each parameter into 
the equation for amplitude above. That is,
for D0ME-A2 AM=0.03*9.5*(60/10/2)"2=2.565
for D0ME-A3 AM=0.03*9.5*(30/10/2)"2=0.641
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NEGATIVE AMPLITUDE CONTROLLER
Consider the condition when the value of the amplitude 
controller "ca" is negative. In this case, the values of Za 
will become negative, e.g. consider the assignment 
statement
DA4=BS(l,10,5,60,-0.02) |E3
In the above scalloped basispherical retronormic function, 
"ca" is given a negative value. The argument E3 is the 
formex variable that represents the configuration shown in 
Fig 3.34 relative to the basispherical normat. The formex 
variable DA4 represents the configuration of D0ME-A4 shown 
in Fig 3.35 relative to the global coordinate system.
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
Fig 3.35 D0ME-A4
The first four factors of the scalloped basispherical 
retronorm for DOME-A4 are the same as those for D0ME-A2. As 
far as the plan view of D0ME-A4 is concerned, it is 
absolutely the same as the other three domes, that is, 
DOME-Al, D0ME-A2 and DOME-A3. However, D0ME-A4 consists of 
six identical sectors each of which has a downward curve.
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MERIDIANAL BOUNDARIES OF SECTORS
Consider the assignment statement
DA5=BS(1,10,5,60,0.04) jTRAN(2,-4.5)jE3
This gives rise to the formex variable that represents the 
configuration of D0ME-A5 shown in Fig 3.36. D0ME-A5 is seen 
to consist of six identical curved sectors and six small 
intermediate sectors. The plan view of D0ME-A5 is the same 
as that of DOME-Al.
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
Fig 3.36 D0ME-A5
Now, consider Fig 3.37 that shows a part of D0ME-A5 
superimposed on DOME-Al. This part is between U2=-4.5 and 
U2=1.5 as shown in Fig 3.37. Since the argument of the 
scalloped basispherical retronorm is given as a translation 
of formex E3, the minimum values of the second uniples of 
the argument are not zero. Thus, the corresponding curved 
sector appears as shown in Fig 3.37 and it does not start 
from the meridianal boundary.
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Fig 3.37
For this reason, the effect of the scalloped basispherical 
retronorm does not start from or end at the meridianal 
boundaries of a sector. In other words, the values of Za 
are zero provided that the value of U2 is equal to zero or 
is a multiple of e/b2. The part of D0ME-A5 shown in Fig
3.37 does not have meridianal boundaries because the 
argument for scalloped basispherical retronorm does not 
include signets whose second uniples are equal to zero or 
multiples of e/b2.
PARTIAL DOMES
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.38. This is 
referred to as D0ME-A6 and has three identical sectors. A 
formex formulation for the configuration of D0ME-A6 
relative to the basispherical normat shown in Fig 3.38 may 
be written as
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U3
Ul U2=12
Fig 3.38 D0ME-A6
F1=RINIT(36,6,1,1) {[10,0,4 ;10,1,4]#..
RINIT(37,5,1,1)I[10,0,4;10,0,5] 
F2=RINIT(18,3,2,2)|ROSAT(l,4)|[10,0,3/10,1,4] 
F3=RINIT(18,3,2,1))[10,0,1/10,2,1]#..
RINIT(19,3,2,1)I[10,0,1/10,0,2] 
F4=RIN(2,9,4)|LAMIT(2,2)\[10,0,2/10,2,1]
F5=LIB(i=0,9)j[10,0,0/10,4*1,1]
In the above formulation, the first two assignment 
statements create the lower part of the dome configuration, 
and the next three assignment statements create the upper 
part of D0ME-A6.
The extent of each sector of D0ME-A6 is 80 degrees and the 
total central angle for D0ME-A6 is 240 degrees. D0ME-A6 may 
be specified relative to the global coordinate system using 
a scalloped basispherical retronorm by writing
DA6=BS(1,240/36,5,80,0.005) \ (F1#F2#F3#F4#F5)
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A dome like D0ME-A6 for which the total central angle is 
less than 360 degrees is referred to as a "partial dome".
Next, consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.39. This 
configuration consists of two partial domes of which the 
one on the right-hand side is the same as that shown in Fig
3.38 and the one on the left-hand side is a reflection of 
the first one. The arrangement shown in Fig 3.39 is 
referred to as D0ME-A7.
Fig 3.39 D0ME-A7
The configuration of D0ME-A7 can be generated using a 
formex function through the following assignment statement
DA7=LAMAX(0,0,0,xm,ym,zm)|DA6
This assignment statement creates a formex variable that 
represents the configuration of D0ME-A7 relative to the 
global coordinate system. The canonic parameter 0, 0, 0, 
xm, ym and zm for the lambda proviax function are x, y and
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z components of the point C and M relative to the global 
coordinates. Fig 3.40. The coordinates of C and M are 
represented by
C=[0,0,0]
M-[xm,ym,zm]
where C is the centre of the sphere and the plane of 
reflection for the lambda proviax function is normal to 
vector CM. The coordinates xm, ym and zm of point M will be 
calculated later. Fig 3.40 illustrates the relation between 
the configuration of D0ME-A6 and that of D0ME-A7.
D0ME-A6
Ii
position of plane of reflection
X
Fig 3.40
The radius of the plan view of D0ME-A6 is denoted by Rd and 
is given by the equation
Rd=Rs*SIN!t
where Rs is the radius of the sphere and t is the angle
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shown in Fig 3.41. In case of D0ME-A6, Rs is equal to 10 
and t is equal to 45 degrees.
rise DOME
Rd Rd
Rs Rs
sphere
Rd=Rs*SIN|t
H«Rs*(1-COSjt)
Fig 3.41
The length of vector CM shown in Fig 3.40 is one half of 
that of Rd. This may be seen from triangle CMA. The vector 
CM must be parallel to the x-y plane so that the plane of 
reflection is perpendicular to the x-y plane. The 
coordinates of the point M is given by
M=[xm,ym,zm]
==[Rd/2*C0S| 60, -Rd/2*SIN| 60, 0]
=[(10*SIN|45)/2*COS|60,-(10*SIN|45)/2*SIN|60,0] 
=[1.768, -3.062, 0]
Therefore, a formex formulation for the configuration of 
D0ME-A7 may be written as
DA7=LAMAX(0,0,0,1.768,-3.062,0)}DA6
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In addition, the rise of the dome can be obtained by the 
relation shown in Fig 3.41. If the rise is denoted by H, 
then H is written as
H=Rs*(1-COS|t)
Substituting Rs=10 and t=45, H is derived as follows:
H=10*(1-COS j 45)=2.93
EXAMPLES OF PARTIAL DOMES
Consider the partial dome configurations shown in Figs 3.42 
and 3.43. These are referred to as D0ME-A8 and D0ME-A9, 
respectively. It may be seen that these domes have the same 
basic pattern. A formex formulation for the configurations 
of both D0ME-A8 and D0ME-A9 relative to the basispherical 
normat shown in Figs 3.42 and 3.43 may be written as
G1=RINIT(32,6,1,1) | [10,0,4 ;10,1,4]#..
RINIT(33,5,1,1)I[10,0,4;10,0,5] 
G2=RINIT(16,3,2,2) |R0SAT(1,4) } [10,0,3 ;10,1,4] 
G3=RINIT(16,2,2,1) | [10,0,2 ;10,2,2]#..
RINIT(17,2,2,1)I[10,0,2;10,0,3] 
G4=RIN(2,8,4)|(LAMIT(2,2)|[10,0,1;10,2,2]#..
[10,0,l;10,4,l])
G5=LIB(i=0,8)j{[10,0,0;10,4*i,l],[10,4*i,l;10,4*i,2]} 
G6=G1#G2#G3#G4#G5
The first two of the above assignment statements create the 
lower part of the dome configurations and the next three 
assignment statements create the upper parts of D0ME-A8 and 
D0ME-A9. The last assignment statement forms the whole of 
the configuration which is specified by the formex variable 
G6.
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Fig 3.42 D0ME-A8
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U2=24
Ul 10
U2=0
U2 U2=16extent=45
Fig 3.43 D0ME-A9
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The total central angle for both DOME-AS and D0ME-A9 is 180 
degrees, however, the extent of each sector of D0ME-A8 is 
22.5 degrees and that of D0ME-A9 is 45 degrees.
DOME-A8 and D0ME-A9 may be specified relative to the global 
coordinate system using scalloped basispherical retronorms, 
by writing
DA8=BS(l,180/32,5,22.5,0.02)|G6 
DA9=BS(1,180/32,5,45,0.005)|G6
The amplitudes of D0ME-A8 and D0ME-A9 are obtained as 
follows:
for D0ME-A8 AM=0.02*9*(22.5/(180/32)/2)^2=0.72 
for D0ME-A9 AM=0.005*9*(45/(180/32)/2)^2=0.72
The domes are seen to have the same amplitude. In the above 
equations, D0ME-A8 and D0ME-A9 have the same particulars 
except for the extent and the amplitude controller.
Now, consider the situation when the value of the amplitude 
controller of D0ME-A9 is equal to that of D0ME-A8. In this 
case, the extent of D0ME-A9 is twice as large as that of 
D0ME-A8 and since the amplitude is proportional to the 
square of the extent, then the amplitude of D0ME-A9 becomes 
2.88 (=0.72*(45/22.5)^2).
In general, if the extent is the only variable for a dome 
configuration, then the amplitude is evaluated using the 
following equation
AM=AMO*(e/eo) 2^
where AMO is a basic value of the amplitude and eO is the 
corresponding extent when AM=AMO. For example, based on 
D0ME-A8, the above equation will become
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AM=0.72*(e/22.5) ^ 2
When the extent is 60 degrees in the above equation, the 
corresponding amplitude becomes 5.12.
Finally, two examples using partial domes will be 
discussed. Consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.44. 
This is referred to as DOME-AIO and consists of three 
identical partial domes that are similar to D0ME-A8. The 
configuration of DOME-AIO may be generated using a rosette 
proviad function. Fig 3.45 shows the relation between the 
three partial domes. A formex formulation for DOME-AIO may 
be given as
DA10=ROSAD(0,-Rd*TAN|30,3,120) } DA8
where Rd is the radius of D0ME-A8 and may be specified as
In the case of D0ME-A8, Rs is equal to 10 and t is equal to 
45 degrees. Thus, the radius is obtained as follows
The configuration of DOME-AIO may be used for a gymnasium 
or a similar structure covering the triangular space with 
a membrane or a cable net. The spaces under the three 
partial domes may be utilised for spectators' seats.
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Fig 3.44 DOME-AIO
DOME-AIO
D0ME-A8
centre of rotation
Fig 3.45
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Now, consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.46. This is 
referred to as DOME-All and consists of two partial domes 
and two barrel vaults. A formex formulation for the 
configuration of DOME-All may be given as
BC1=RINIT(7,12,1,1) j[10,3,0;10,3,1]#..
RINIT(6,11,1,1) j[10,3,l;10,4,l] 
BC2=RINIT(3,6,2,2) jR0SAT(4,l)j[10,3,0/10,4,1] 
BC3=BC(1,5,1)|BT(1,1,0.5)j (BC1#BC2)
BC4=VERAS(0,0)|VERAT(0,0,-90)}BC3 
DA11=REF(2,0)jDA9#TRAN(2,6)1DA9#LAM(1,0)|BC4
Fig 3.47 shows the relation between each formex variable 
and the global coordinate system. In the above formulation,
(i) the first two assignment statements create the 
configuration of the barrel vault relative to the 
basicylindrical normat, as shown in Fig 3.48,
(ii) the third statement transforms formex variables that 
are created by the first two statements into the global 
coordinate system,
(iii) the fourth assignment statement transports the formex 
variable BC3 that represents a barrel vault into the 
position in which the nodal points at each boundary can be 
fitted together, and
(iv) the last assignment statement arranges and connects 
the configurations of the partial domes and barrel vaults.
The configuration of DOME-All may be suitable for a stadium 
structure that is used for activities such as athletics, 
football, rugby and so on. The top open space can be 
covered with a membrane or a retractable roof so as to 
develop an all weather facility.
An example of a retractable roof used for DOME-All is shown 
in Fig 3.49 illustrating the process of closing the roof.
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Fig 3.46 DOME-All
REF(2,0)jDA9
TRAN(2,6)|DA9
Fig 3.47
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3 .3 .3  RADIAL SCALLOPED BÂSISPHEKICÂL RETRONORMS
Consider the dome configurations shown in Figs 3.50 to 3.52 
each of which consists of a plan view and a perspective 
view. All the configurations are related to the global 
coordinate system. These domes are referred to as DOME-Bl, 
D0ME-B2 and D0ME-B3. In fact, DOME-Bl is absolutely the 
same as DOME-Al shown in Fig 3.31 that was used as the 
first example in this section. Also, the configurations of 
DOME-B2 and D0ME-B3 have the same basic pattern as that of 
DOME-Al.
Now, compare the configuration of DOME-Bl with that of 
D0ME-B2. D0ME-B2 consists of six identical curved sectors 
and its plan view is different from that of DOME-Bl. 
Therefore, the curves of the sectors of DOME-B2 are not 
purely in the z direction. Similarly, compare the 
configuration of DOME-Bl with that of D0ME-B3. This 
consists of twelve identical curved sectors and its plan 
view is different from that of DOME-Bl.
Consider Figs 3.53(a) and 3.53(b). Fig 3.53(a) illustrates 
the effect of scalloped basispherical retronorm discussed 
in the previous section. In this case, the curves of the 
sectors of a dome are in the z direction (of the global 
coordinate system). On the other hand. Fig 3.53(b) shows 
another mode of the scalloped basispherical retronorm. In 
this case, the curves of the sectors of a dome are in a 
radial direction. The curves appearing on the views of 
D0ME-B2 and D0ME-B3 are in the radial direction.
As far as the formex formulation for the configuration of 
DOME-Bl is concerned, it can be the same as the formulation 
which was developed for DOME-Al in relation to Fig 3.34. 
Here, a formex that represents the configuration of DOME-Bl 
relative to the global coordinate system is given as
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x,Ul
x.Ul
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.50 DOME-Bl
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.51 D0ME-B2
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.52 D0ME-B3
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dome surface iidome surface
centre of ; sphere centre of spheresphere sphere
(a) mapping inthe z direction (b) mapping in the radial direction
Fig 3.53
DB1=DA1=BS(1,10,5)}E3
where E3 is a formex variable representing the 
configuration of DOME-Bl relative to the basispherical 
normat shown in Fig 3.50. This formex was formulated for 
DOME-Al relative to Fig 3.34.
Next, consider Fig 3.54 that shows the cross-sections of 
DOME-Bl and D0ME-B2. Both cross-sections are cut by the 
plane that goes through U2=3 and the centre of the sphere, 
as shown in Figs 3.54(a) and 3.54(b). The cross-section of 
D0ME-B2 is drawn with full lines and that of DOME-Bl is 
drawn with dashed lines. The dotted lines in Fig 3.54 
indicate the radial directions from the centre of the 
sphere whose global coordinates are x=y=z=0.
The differences between the sectors of D0ME-B2 and DOME-Bl 
gradually enlarge along the meridian from the top to the 
circumference of D0ME-B2. The maximum difference appears at 
the centre of the sector along the circumference and is 
referred to as the "amplitude".
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centre of O sphere
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Fig 3.54
To investigate the relation between the sectors of D0ME-B2 
and DOME-Bl, consider the typical nodal points PI and P2, 
Figs 3.54(a) and 3.54(b). Point PI belongs to DOME-Bl and 
point P2 belongs to D0ME-B2. The coordinates of PI and P2 
are represented by
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Pl=[xl,yl,zl]
P2=[x2,y2,z2]
where the uniples xl, yl, zl, x2, y2 and z2 are global 
coordinates. If
[U1,U2,U3]
is a typical signet of the formex that represents the 
configuration of DOME-Bl relative to the spherical normat 
of Fig 3.50(b), then the uniples xl, yl and zl are obtained 
as follows:
xl=bl*Ul*SIN
yl=bl*Ul*SIN
zl=bl*Ul*COS
(b3*U3)*COSj(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)
where bl, b2 and b3 are basif actors of the spherical 
retronorm. In the case of DOME-Bl, these basifactors are 1, 
10 and 5, respectively.
z2
P2
RDZl
PI
b3*U3
bl*Ul
xlx2
X
PA
Fig 3.55 
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Now, consider Fig 3.55 that shows points PI and P2 together 
with the global coordinate system. The length of the radius 
vector OPl is given by bl*Ul. Here, the length of P1-P2 is 
denoted by "RD". The vector 0P2 is given by
OP2=OPl+RD
Therefore,
0P2=bl*Ul+RD
The point PA is the perpendicular foot of point P2 on the 
x-y plane. The length of OPA is given by
0PA=0P2*SIN|(b3*U3)
The X, y and z coordinates of P2 are specified as
x2=0PA*C0S
y2=0PA*SIN
Z2=0P2*C0S
(b2*U2)
(b2*U2)
(b3*U3)
Substitution for OPA will give
x2=(bl*Ul+RD)*SIN y 2 = (bl*Ul+RD)*SIN Z 2 = (bl*Ul+RD)*COS
(b3*U3)*COSj(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)*SINj(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)
Alternatively, the above relations may be given using the 
coordinates of PI, as follows:
x2=xl+RD*SIN
y2=yl+RD*SIN
z2=zl+RD*C0S
(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)*SINj(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)
The value of RD can be determined using the same equation 
for Za, which was chosen for the determination of the value
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of Za in Section 3.3.2 for "Scalloped Basispherical 
Retronorm". This equation is
RD=ca*U3*U2*(e/b2“U2)
where the details are as discussed in Section 3.3.2. In the 
above equation, when PI is along the meridianal boundaries 
of the sector, then RD is equal to zero.
The coordinates of point P2, which is a typical nodal point 
of the sector of D0ME-B2, can be obtained as
x2=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2))*SIN|(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2) 
y2=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2))*SINj(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2) 
z2=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2))*COS|(b3*U3)
The above rule for transformation of Ul, U2 and U3 into x2, 
y2 and z2 is referred to as the "radial scalloped 
basispherical retronorm". The effect of the curved sectors 
specified by this retronorm appears in the radial 
direction.
In general, a scalloped basispherical retronorm can be 
specified using the construct
BS(bl,b2,b3,e,ca~[,mode]~)
where BS is the abbreviation for the basispherical 
retronorm and the last parameter is referred to as "mode" 
which specifies the mapping direction. When mode=l the 
curves of the sectors are in the z direction and when 
mode=2 the curves of the sectors are in the radial 
direction. The presence of the last parameter is optional 
and the default value of the mode is 1. This retronorm is 
effected through either a USE-item or a function
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designator.
One may for example generate D0ME-B2 and D0ME-B3 using the 
radial scalloped basispherical retronorm as follows:
DB2=BS(1,10,5,60,0.02,2)|E3 
DB3=BS(1,10,5,30,0.03,2)|E3
where DB2 and DB3 are formex variables that represent the 
configurations of DOME-B2 and D0ME-B3, respectively. In the 
second assignment statement above, if the value of mode was 
equal to 1, then the value of the resulting formex variable 
would have been the same as that of formex DA3 that 
represents the configuration of DOME-A3 shown in Fig 3.33.
As far as the amplitude of the radial scalloped 
basispherical retronorm is concerned, it is given by
AM=ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2) 2^
The derivation is discussed in Section 3.3.2.
The values of the amplitude for D0ME-B2 and D0ME-B3 are 
obtained by substituting the values of the parameters into 
the equation for amplitude above. That is,
for D0ME-B2 AM=0.02*9.5*(60/10/2)^2=1.71
for D0ME-B3 AM=0.03*9.5*(30/10/2)^2=0.641
Both modes of scalloped basispherical retronorm are 
regarded as options of the standard basispherical 
retronorm. The general form of a basispherical retronorm 
may be expressed as
BS(bl,b2,b3~[,e,ca~[,mode]~]~)
Where (i) bl, b2 and b3 are basifactors.
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(ii) "e" is the extent that specifies the angle of a 
sector,
(iii) "ca" is the amplitude controller and
(iv) "mode" specifies the mapping direction. When mode=l 
the curves of sectors are in the z direction and when 
mode=2 the curves of sectors are in the radial direction. 
The default value of mode is equal to 1.
bl, b2, b3, e and ca are numeric expressions and mode is an 
integer expression.
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3. 3. 4 EXAMPLES OF SCALLOPED BASISPHERICAL RETRONORMS
Consider the dome configuration shown in Fig 3.56(c). Figs 
3.56(a) and 3.56(b) show the plan view and the elevation of 
the dome. A formex formulation for this dome may be given 
as
E1=RINIT(36,5,2,2) jROSAT(0,4)j..
{[l,0,3;l,0,4],[l,0,3;l,l,4]} 
E2=RIN(2,36,2) j[1,0,13;1,2,13]
E3=LIB(i=0,ll)I[l,0,0;l,6*i,l]
E4=RINIT(12,2,6,1)}[1,0,1;1,0,2]
E5=RIN(2,12,6)|LAM(2,3){{[1,0,1;!,3,2],..
[1,0,2,-1,3,2], [l,0,2;l,2,3], [1,2,3;1,3,2]}
E6=E1#E2#E3#E4#E5 
ES1=BS(10,5,4)|E6
The basifactors used for the basispherical retronorm in the 
above formulation are bl=10, b2=5 degrees and b3=4 degrees. 
Now, using formex variable E6 relative to the basispherical 
normat shown in Fig 3.56, a large number of dome 
configurations can be generated using scalloped 
basispherical retronorms.
Figs 3.57 to 3.63 show the dome configurations with a range 
of the extent, namely, 20, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180 and 360
degrees. They are generated by vertical scalloped 
basispherical retronorms using basifactors and parameters 
explained under each figure.
Figs 3.64 to 3.70 show the dome configurations 
corresponding to those of Figs 3.57 to 3.63. However, the 
amplitude controllers of these configurations are given 
negative values.
Figs 3.71 to 3.77 also show the dome configurations with 
radial scalloped effect.
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Finally, Figs 3.78 to 3.84 show the dome configurations 
corresponding to those of Figs 3.71 to 3.77. However, the 
amplitude controllers of these configurations are given 
negative values.
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
[10]
U3
Ul
(c) perspective view
basifactors:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees
Fig 3.56
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c ) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=20 degrees, 
ca=l/78, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/78*13* (20/5/2 ) ^"2 
= 0.667 (unit per length)
Fig 3.57
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=30 degrees, 
ca=l/117, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/117*13*(30/5/2)^2 
= 1 (unit per length)
Fig 3.58
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(b) elevation
{a ) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=60 degrees, 
ca=l/334, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)"2 = 1/334*13*(60/5/2)^2 
= 2 (unit per length)
Fig 3.59
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(b) elevation
{a) plan view
VH(10,35,-35,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c ) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2-5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=90 degrees, 
ca=l/351, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/351*13* (90/5/2 ) ^ 2^ 
= 3 (unit per length)
Fig 3.60
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(30,15,-35,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c ) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=120 degrees, 
ca=l/468, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/468*13*(120/5/2)^2 
= 4  (unit per length)
Fig 3.61
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(b) elevation
(a ) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=180 degrees, 
ca=l/702, mode=l 
amplitude;
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/702*13* (180/5/2)'"2 
= 6 (unit per length)
Fig 3.62
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=360 degrees, 
ca=l/l404, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3* (e/b2/2) ^ 2 = 1/1404*13* (360/5/2) ^"2 
= 12 (unit per length)
Fig 3.63
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(b) elevation
(a ) plan view
VH(20,20,40,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl==10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=20 degrees, 
ca=-l/78, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = -1/78*13* (20/5/2)'"2 
= -0.667 (unit per length)
Fig 3.64
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(b) elevation
(a ) plan view
VH(20,20,40,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=30 degrees, 
ca=“l/117, mode-1 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = -1/117*13*(30/5/2)^2 
= -1 (unit per length)
Fig 3.65
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(20,20,40,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=60 degrees, 
ca=-l/468, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = -1/468*13* (60/5/2) "^2 
= -1 (unit per length)
Fig 3.66
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(20,20,40,0,0,0,0, 0,1){c ) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=90 degrees, 
ca=-l/702, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = -1/702*13* (90/5/2) ^ 2^ 
= -1.5 (unit per length)
Fig 3.67
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(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(20,20,40,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=120 degrees, 
ca=-l/936, mode=l 
amplitude;
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2) 2^ = -1/702*13*(120/5/2)^2 
- -2 (unit per length)
Fig 3.68
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH{20,20,50,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=180 degrees, 
ca=-l/1404, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = -1/1404*13* (180/5/2) ^"2 
= -3 (unit per length)
Fig 3.69
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(35,0,-50,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, bS=4 degrees, e=360 degrees, 
ca=-l/2808, mode=l 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = -1/2808*13*(360/5/2)^2 
= -6 (unit per length)
Fig 3.70
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c ) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3==90/13 degrees, e=20 degrees, 
ca=l/175.5, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = 1/175.5*13*(20/5/2)^2 
= 0.3 (unit per length)
Fig 3.71
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=4 degrees, e=3 0 degrees, 
ca=l/117, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/117*13*(30/5/2)^2 
= 1 (unit per length)
Fig 3.72
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=60 degrees, 
ca=l/351, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/351*13*(60/5/2)^2 
= 1.333 (unit per length)
Fig 3.73
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=90 degrees, 
ca=l/351, mode==2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/351*13*(90/5/2) ^ 2^ 
== 3 (unit per length)
Fig 3.74
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=120 degrees 
ca=l/351, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3* (e/b2/2) ^ 2 = 1/351*13* (120/5/2 ) ^"2 
= 5.333 (unit per length)
Fig 3.75
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3—90/13 degrees, e=180 degrees, 
ca=l/351, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = 1/351*13* (180/5/2)''2 
= 12 (unit per length)
Fig 3.76
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(b) elevation
(a ) plan view
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=360 degrees, 
ca=l/351, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)"2 = 1/351*13* (360/5/2) ^ 2^ 
= 48 (unit per length)
Fig 3.77
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(a ) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(20,20,100,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=20 degrees, 
ca=-l/78, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2) 2^ = -1/78*13*(20/5/2)^2 
= -0.667 (unit per length)
Fig 3.78
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(20,20,100,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=30 degrees, 
ca=-l/117, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)"2 = -1/117*13* (30/5/2 ) ^ 2^ 
= -1 (unit per length)
Fig 3.79
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(20,20,100,0,0,0,0, 0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=60 degrees, 
ca=-l/175,5, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = -1/175.5*13*(60/5/2)^2 
= -2.667 (unit per length)
Fig 3.80
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(5,10,-50,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=90 degrees, 
ca=-l/234, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = -1/234*13* (90/5/2 ) ^"2 
= -4.5 (unit per length)
Fig 3.81
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH{1,-1,-10,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=10, b2-5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=120 degrees, 
ca=-l/416, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = -1/416*13* (180/5/2)'"2 
= -4.5 (unit per length)
Fig 3.82
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(a) plan view (b) elevation
VH(1,-2,-10,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=180 degrees, 
ca=-l/936, mode==2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2)^2 = -1/936*13* (360/5/2) ^ 2^ 
= -4.5 (unit per length)
Fig 3.83
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(1,-1,-9,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c ) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3=90/13 degrees, e=360 degrees, 
ca=-1/3744, mode=2 
amplitude:
AM = ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = -1/3744*13* (360/5/2) ^ 2^ 
= -4.5 (unit per length)
Fig 3.84
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3. 3. 5 VERTICAL SCALLOPED BASICYLINDRICAL RETRONORMS
Consider the configurations shown in Figs 3.85, 3.86 and
3.87 each of which consists of a plan view and a 
perspective view of a braced barrel vault. These barrel 
vaults are referred to as BV-Al, BV-A2 and BV-A3, 
respectively, where BV stands for barrel vault.
The coordinate system in Figs 3.85 to 3.86 is a Cartesian 
coordinate system which is referred to as the "ABC 
coordinate system". This coordinate system together with 
the global coordinate system and a basicylindrical normat 
are shown in Fig 3.88. The origin of the ABC coordinate 
system is the same as that of the global coordinate system. 
The A and B axes are in the x-y plane. The B axis goes 
through the centre of the transverse span of the barrel 
vault and the A axis is parallel to the line D-D. The C 
axis is perpendicular to the A and B axes to form a right- 
handed Cartesian coordinate system.
The curves which are parallel to the A-B plane in Figs 3.85 
to 3.87 are called "principal curves" and the curves which 
are parallel to the B-C plane are called "scalloping 
curves".
Now, compare the configuration of BV-Al with that of BV-A2. 
BV-Al is a singly curved barrel vault. BV-A2 consists of 
three identical doubly curved parts but its plan view is 
the same as that of BV-Al. Therefore, the scalloping curves 
of BV-A2 are in the B direction. The configuration of BV-A3 
consists of six identical curved parts and its plan view is 
the same as that of BV-Al. Here again the scalloping curves 
of BV-A3 are in the B direction.
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(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
Fig 3.85 BV-Al
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b J
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(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
Fig 3.86 BV-A2
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(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
Fig 3.87 BV-A3 
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Fig 3.88
A foriaex formulation for the configuration of BV-Al may be 
given as
H1=RINIT(10,13,1,1)I[10,0,0;10,1,0]#..
RINIT(11,12,1,1)Î[10,0,0/10,0,1] 
H2=RINIT(10,12,1,1)I{[10,0,0/10,1,1],[10,0,1/10,1,0]} 
H3=H1#H2
BV1=BC(1,12,2)|H3
In the above formulation, the first three assignment 
statements create the configuration of the barrel vault 
relative to the basicylindrical normat shown in Fig 3.88 
and the last assignment statement creates a formex variable 
that represents the configuration of the barrel vault 
relative to the global coordinate system.
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amplitude 
U3 __
B V -A 2
Fig 3.89
Consider one of the parts of BV-A2 and let it be
superimposed on BV-Al as shown in Fig 3.89. The width of 
the part is referred to as the "extent". The maximum
difference between BV-A2 and BV-Al appears at the centre of 
the extent along the longitudinal boundaries and is 
referred to as "amplitude". Note that the scalloping curves 
do not appear along the crown of the barrel vault.
To describe the relation between BV-A2 and BV-Al in Fig 
3.89, consider the typical nodal points PI and P2. Point PI 
belongs to BV-Al and point P2 is the corresponding point
belonging to BV-A2. The coordinates of PI and P2 are
represented by
P1=[A1,B1,C1]
P2=[A2,B2,C2]
where the uniples Al, Bl, Cl, A2, B2 and C2 are relative to
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the ABC coordinate system. Since the plan views of BV-Al 
and BV-A2 are the same, the A and C coordinates of the 
corresponding points in both barrel vaults are exactly the 
same. If the value added to the B coordinates is denoted by 
Ba, then the following relations are valid:
A2=A1
B2=B1+Ba
C2=C1
The value of Ba can be given using a formulation similar to 
that used for the determination of the value of Za as 
discussed in Section 3.3.2 for the "Scalloped Basispherical 
Retronorm". The equation for Ba will be
Ba=ca*(U2-DU2/2)*U3 *(e/b3-U3)
where
(i) U2 and U3 are uniples of a typical signet of the formex 
representing the configuration of BV-Al or BV-A2,
(ii) "ca" is the amplitude controller,
(iii) "e" is the extent that specifies the width of a part 
of a barrel vault,
(iv) b3 is the basifactor of the corresponding cylindrical 
retronorm, and
(v) DU2 is the difference between the maximum and the 
minimum of U2. In the above equation, when PI is along the 
boundaries of the part that is parallel to the plane A-B 
then the value of Ba is equal to zero.
The coordinates of PI may also be represented by
[xl,yl,zl]
where the uniples xl, yl and zl are global coordinates. If 
[U1,U2,U3]
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is a typical signet of formex H3 as given in the 
formulation related to Fig 3.88, then the uniples xl, yl 
and zl are obtained as follows:
xl=bl*Ul*COSj (b2*U2) 
yl=bl*Ul*SIN|(b2*U2) 
zl=b3*U3
where bl, b2 and b3 are basif actors of the cylindrical 
retronorm.
The relationships between the global and the ABC 
coordinates can be written as
xl=Al*COSIT-B1*SINIT 
yl=Al*SIN1T+B1*C0S\T 
Zl=Cl
where T is the angle through which the positive x-axis is 
rotated to coincide with the positive A-axis. The value of 
T is given as
T=90-(0.5*b2*DU2+b2*MIN2) degrees
where DU2 is the difference between the maximum and the 
minimum of U2 and MIN2 is the minimum of U2.
The coordinates of point P2 can also be represented by
[x2,y2,z2]
where the uniples x2, y2 and z2 are global coordinates. The 
relationships between the global and the ABC coordinates 
for point P2 can be written as
X2=A2 *COSIT-B2 *SIN[T 
y2=A2*SINIT+B2*C0S|T
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Z 2 = C 2
Substitution for A2, B2 and C2 into the above equations 
will give
X2=A1*C0SIT-(Bl+Ba)*SIN j T
=xl-Ba*SIN|T
y2=Al*SINIT+(Bl+Ba)*COS|TI I=yl+Ba*COS|T
z2=Cl
=zl
Therefore,
x2=xl-Ba*SIN T
=bl*Ul*COS (b2 *U2)-ca*(U2-DU2/2)*U3 *(e/b3-Ü3)*SIN|T
=bl*Ul*COS (b2*U2)
-ca*(U2-DÜ2/2)*U3 *(e/b3-U3)*SIN}(0.5*b2 *DU2+b2 *MIN2)
y2=yl+Ba*C0S T
=bl*Ul*SIN (b2*U2)+ca*(U2-DU2/2)*U3*(e/b3-U3)*CONjT
=bl*Ul*SIN (b2*U2)
+ca*(U2-DÜ2/2)*U3*(e/b3-U3)*COS|(0.5*b2*DU2+b2*MIN2)
z2=Zl-b3*U3
The above rule for transformation of Ü1, U2 and U3 into x2, 
y2 and z2 is referred to as the "vertical scalloped 
basicylindrical retronorm". The value of the amplitude can 
be obtained by substituting U3=(e/b3)/2 into the equation 
for Ba. That is,
AM=ca*DU2/2*(e/b3)/2*(e/b3-e/b3/2)
=ca*DU2/2*(e/b3/2) 2^
A scalloped basicylindrical retronorm can be specified 
using the construct
BC(bl,b2,b3,e,ca)
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where BC is the abbreviation for the basicylindrical 
retronorm. The scalloped basicylindrical retronorm is 
effected through a USE-item or a scalloped basicylindrical 
retronormic function designator.
One can for example generate BV-A2 and BV-A3 using the 
scalloped basicylindrical retronorm as follows;
BV2=BC(1,12,2,8,0.2)jH3 
BV3=BC(1,12,2,4,0.5)jH3
where BV2 and BV3 are the formex variables which represent 
the configurations of BV-A2 and BV-A3, respectively. The 
values of amplitude for BV-A2 and BV-A3 are obtained by 
substituting the appropriate values of the parameters ca, 
DU2, e and b3 into the equation for amplitude above. That
IS
for BV-A2 AM = 0.2*10/2*(8/2/2)^2 = 4.0
for BV-A3 AM = 0.5*10/2*(4/2/2)^2 = 2.5
NEGATIVE AMPLITUDE CONTROLLER
Consider giving a negative value for the amplitude 
controller. In this case, the scalloping curves will be 
downwards in terms of the B-axis of the ABC coordinate 
system, e.g. consider the assignment statement
BV4=BC(1,12,2,12,-0.1)}H3
The argument H3 is the formex variable that represents BV- 
Al relative to the basicylindrical normat shown in Fig 
3.88. In the above scalloped basicylindrical retronormic 
function, ca is given a negative value. The configuration 
of BV-A4 is shown in Fig 3.90 together with the ABC 
coordinate system.
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(a) plan view
(b) perspective view 
Fig 3.90 BV-A4
(a) plan view
(b) perspective view
Fig 3.91 BV-A5
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As far as the plan view of BV-A4 is concerned, it is 
exactly the same as that of BV-Al. That is, the scalloping 
curves of BV-A4 are in the B direction (and downwards) . The 
amplitude is obtained as:
AM = -0.1*10/2*(12/2/2) 2^ = -4.5
As another example using the same argument H3, consider the 
assignment statement
BV5=BC(l,12,2,8,-0.2)|H3
The configuration of BV-A5 is shown in Fig 3.91. The 
amplitude is
AM = -0.2*10/2*(8/2/2)^2 = -4
SCALLOPING CURVES ON ONE SIDE OF A BARREL VAULT
Consider the configuration of the barrel vault shown in Fig 
3.92. This barrel vault is referred to as BV-A6. The left 
side of BV-A6 consists of scalloping curved parts. On the 
other hand, the right side of BV-A6 is a normal barrel 
vault. From the plan view it is seen that the scalloping 
curves are in the B direction.
The right side of BV-A6 may easily be generated using a 
basicylindrical retronorm. Now, consider the left side of 
BV-A6. One can imagine that the left side of BV-A6 is just 
half of a barrel vault as shown in Fig 3.93.
The coordinates of the crown point Pc in Fig 3.92 may be 
given by
[0, Be, Cc]
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/ \ / \ l
{a) plan view
x,Ul
(a) perspective view 
Fig 3.92 BV-A6
.
•v;h-I&• # ■ < <mm
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, Btransverse span (TS)
i\/\/\
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(a) plan view
(a) perspective view 
Fig 3.93
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where the uniples 0, Be and Cc are the ABC coordinates of 
the point. These coordinates may also be represented by
[Ul, (MAX2+MIN2)/2, Ü3}
where MAX2 and MIN2 are the maximum and the minimum values 
of U2 of the formex relative to the basicylindrical normat. 
That is, the direction of the B-axis depends on the values 
of U2. The actual value of Ul, U2, U3 for Pc in Fig 3.92 
are
[1, 10, 03
A formex formulation for the configuration of the left side 
of BV-A6 may be given as
G1=RINIT(10,17,1,1)j[1,0,0,-1,1,0]#..
RINIT(11,16,1,1) i[1,0,0,-1,0,1] 
G2=RINIT(5,8,2,2) jROSAT(l,l) | [ 1, 0,1,-1,1, 0]
G3=G1#G2
The above formulation is with respect to the 
basicylindrical normat shown in Fig 3.92. When considering 
only half of the barrel vault, the coordinates of Pc become
[1, (0+10)/2, 0] = [1, 5, 0]
To let PC become [1, 10, 0], consider a point whose second 
uniple is the appropriate MAX2, e.g. consider point Pm as 
shown in Fig 3.94.
The coordinates of Pm are given by 
[1, 20, 0]
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(a) plan view 2
x,Ul
Pm *
(a) perspective view
Fig 3.94 BV-A7
The configuration of the barrel vault and point Pm is 
referred to as BV-A7. It may be generated using a scalloped 
basicylindrical retronorm as follows:
BV7=BC(10,7,1.5,12,0.03) j (G3#[1,20,0])
Point Pm is referred to as the "crown setter". The half 
barrel vault can be obtained by removing the crown setter 
using the luxum function. That is,
BV8=LUX(BC(10,7,1.5,12,0.03)|[1,20,0])|BV7
If the crown setter is along the boundary of a scalloping 
part that is parallel to the plane A-B then the luxum 
function designator can be given easily. Thus, the 
assignment statement
BV8=LUX(BC(10,7,1.5)}[1,20,0])}BV7
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yields the same result.
The configuration shown in Fig 3.92 may be generated as 
follows:
BV6=PEX| (BV8#BC(10,7,1.5) jREF(2,10) |G3)
Pexum function is used for removing the superfluous members 
along the crown.
Interesting effects may be obtained by changing the value 
of the second uniple of Pm, using formex variable G3.
Consider for instance the assignment statements
Pm=[l,30,0]
BV9=LUX(BC(10,7,1.5)|Pm)|..
BC(10,7,1.5,12,0.01)I(G3#Pm)
Fig 3.95 shows the configuration of BV9 relative to the ABC 
coordinate system. The dotted lines indicate an imaginary 
barrel vault. BV9 is smaller than half of the imaginary 
barrel vault so the crown does not appear in the
conf iguration.
As another example, consider the statements 
Pm=[l,-4,0]
BV10=LUX(BC(10,6,2)|Pm)jBC(10,6,2,8,-0.1) j (G3#Pm)
The configuration of BVIO is shown in Fig 3.96. The second 
uniple of Pm is specified as the minimum value for
scalloped basicylindrical retronorm. In this example the 
crown appears in the B-C plane.
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(a) plan view 
B
Pm 
• •
Pin.#
I^ transverse span 
(b) elevation Pm(c) perspective view #'
Fig 3.95 BV-A9
vA/v a a/
AA7ÿÿ\
PmA-*s #-
AAAA/\\/\/\/\/\/
v v v v vAAAA/\VVV\/\/
B(a) plan view 
BilPm
[transverse I 1^  span  ^I
(b) elevation
Pm \ y
(c) perspective view 
Fig 3.96 BV-Al0
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As a final example, consider the configuration shown in Fig 
3.97. This partial barrel vault is referred to as BV-All. 
A formex formulation for the configuration of BV-All may be 
written as
B1=RINIT(6,12,2,2)|R0SAT(1,1)|..
{[l,0,l;l,l,0],[1,1,0;1,1,1]} 
B2=RIN(3,13,2)j (LAM(2,6) j[1,0,0;1,1,0]#..
RIN(2,5,2)Î[l,l,0;l,3,0]) 
B3=RINIT(2,24,12,1)|[1,0,0;1,0,1]
BT=B1#B2#B3
The above formulation is relative to the basicylindrical 
normat shown in Fig 3.97.
BV-All consists of three parts with scalloping curves. The 
extent is equal to 8. BV-All may be specified relative to 
the ABC coordinate system, using a scalloped 
basicylindrical retronorm, by writing
BV11=LUX(BC(10,6,1)|Pm) jBC(10,6,l,8,0.01) j(BT#Pm)
where Pm is given by
[1,30,0]
and represents the crown setter. The amplitude of BV-All is 
obtained as
AM = 0.01*15*(8/1/2)^2 = 2.4
Now, consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.98. This is 
referred to as BV-A12. The configuration of BV-A12 may be 
generated using a lambda function. Fig 3.99 shows the 
relation between BV-All and BV-A12. In this case the global 
and the ABC coordinate systems are identical.
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Pm
*
Fig 3.97 BV-All
liil
I
(a) plan view
(b) elevation (c) perspective view
Fig 3.98 BV-A12
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B V - A l2
BV-All
Rb
72A,x
Rb=10
Pm
Fig 3.99
A formex formulation for BV-A12 may be given as
BV12=LAM(1,10*COS|72)jBVll
The configuration of BV-A12 may be suitable for a church, 
a warehouse, a museum, a gymnasium and so on.
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3. 3. 6 RADIAL SCALLOPED BASICYLINDRICAL RETRONORMS
Consider the configurations shown in Figs 3.100, 3.101 and 
3.102 each of which consists of a plan view and a 
perspective view of a braced barrel vault. The 
configurations are drawn together with the ABC coordinate 
system. These barrel vaults are referred to as BV-Rl, BV-R2 
and BV-R3, respectively.
Now, compare the configuration of BV-Rl with that of BV-R2. 
BV-Rl is a normal barrel vault. BV-R2 consists of two 
identical scalloped parts. The scalloping curves of BV-R2 
are not in the B direction. A similar situation prevails 
with respect to BV-R3 except that here the barrel vault 
consists of three scalloped parts.
The scalloping effects for BV-R2 and BV-R3 are in the 
radial directions. To elaborate, consider Figs 3.103(a) and 
3.103(b). Fig 3.103(a) illustrates the effect of scalloped 
basicylindrical retronorms discussed in the previous 
section. The scalloping curves of this retronorm are in the 
B direction of the ABC coordinate system. However, Fig 
3.103(b) shows another mode of the scalloped 
basicylindrical retronorm. In this case, the scalloping 
curves are in a radial direction in the A-B plane.
The formex formulation for the configuration of BV-Rl is 
the same as that for BV-Al in relation to Fig 3.88. Here, 
a formex representing the configuration of BV-Rl relative 
to the ABC coordinate system is given as
BVR1=BC(1,12,2)IH3
where H3 is a formex variable that represents the 
configuration of BV-Rl relative to the basicylindrical 
normat shown in Fig 3.88.
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(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
Fig 3.100 BV-Rl
gagagggagBss^ gsgBgags^
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
Fig 3.101 BV-R2
A
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(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
Fig 3.102 BV-R3 
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(a) mapping in the B direction (b) mapping in the radial direction
Fig 3.103
Consider one of the parts of BV-R2 and let it be 
superimposed on BV-Rl as shown in Fig 3.104. The width of 
the scalloping part is referred to as the "extent”. Fig 
3.105 shows the cross-sections of BV-Rl and BV-R2. Both 
cross-sections are cut by the plane that goes through U3=3 
(the centre of the extent) and is parallel to the A-B 
plane. The crown of the barrel vault does not have any 
effect of scalloping. The "amplitude", which is the maximum 
difference between BV-R2 and BV-Rl, appears at the furthest 
point from the crown in relation to U2, along the centre of 
the extent.
To describe the relation between BV-R2 and BV-Rl in Fig 
3.104, consider a typical nodal point PI that belongs to 
BV-Rl. Also, point P2 is the corresponding point belonging 
to BV-R2. The coordinates of PI and P2 are represented by
P1=[A1,B1,C1]
P2=[A2,B2,C2]
where the uniples Al, Bl, Cl, A2, B2 and C2 are relative to 
the ABC coordinate system.
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BV-Rl
^mrnm BV-R2
Fig 3.104
U2
BV-R2 crown
BV-Rl
amplitude amplitude
Fig 3.105
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P2 - B2
BlPI
OA2 Al
C is downwards 
Fig 3.106
Consider Fig 3.106 that illustrates point PI and P2 
together with the ABC coordinate system. The length of the 
radius vector OPl is given by bl*Ul and the length of P1-P2 
is denoted by "Ra”.
If [U1,U2,U3] is a typical signet of the formex that 
represents the configuration of BV-Rl relative to the 
basicylindrical normat of Fig 3.88, then the uniples Al, Bl 
and Cl are obtained as
Al=bl*Ul*COS|S 
Bl=bl*Ul*SIN|S 
Cl=b3*U3
where bl, b2 and b3 are basifactors of the cylindrical 
retronorm and S is the angle between the positive A-axis 
and the vector OPl.
The equation for determining the value of S is given by 
S=b2*U2“T degrees
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where T is the angle between the positive x-axis and the 
positive A-axis. The value of T is given as
T=9 0-(0.5 *b2 *DU2 +b2 *MIN2) degrees
where DU2 is the difference between the maximum and the 
minimum of U2 and MIN2 is the minimum of U2.
The relations between the ABC coordinates of points PI and 
P2 are as
B2=Bl+Ra*SIN|S
C2=C1
Substitution for Al, Bl and Cl into the above equations 
will give
A2=(bl*Ul+Ra)*COS}S 
B2=(bl*Ul+Ra)*SINIS 
C2=b3*U3
The global coordinates of PI and P2 may be represented by
[xl,yl,zl]
[x2,y2,z2]
where the uniples xl, yl, zl, x2, y2 and z2 can be written 
in terms of the ABC coordinates as follows:
xl=Al*COS Î T-B1*SINIT 
yl=Al*SIN j T+B1*C0S|T 
zl=Cl
and
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X2=A2*C0SIT~B2*SIN j T 
y2=A2*SINIT+B2*C0S|T 
z2=C2
Substitution for the relations between P2 and PI relative 
to the ABC coordinate system into the above equations will 
give
X2=(Al+Ra*COS|S)*COS J T-(Bl+Ra*SIN j S)*SIN|T
= (A1*C0S1T-B1*SIN j T)+Ra*(COS j S*COS|T-SIN j S*SIN{T) 
=Xl+Ra*COSj (S+T) 
y2=(Al+Ra*COS|S)*SIN}T+(Bl+Ra*SIN j S)*COS|T
= (A1*SINIT+B1*C0SIT)+Ra*(COS|S*SIN|T+SIN|S*COSj T) 
=yl+Ra*SIN|(S+T)
Z2=C1
=zl
P2
PI
0
B
C and 2 are downwards 
Fig 3.107
Fig 3.107 illustrates the relations between the global and 
the ABC coordinate systems. It may be seen that the value 
of S+T is given as
S+T=b2*U2-T+T
=b2*U2
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Therefore,
x2=xl+Ra*C0SI(b2*U2) 
y2=yl+Ra*SINÎ (b2*U2) 
z2==zl
The transformation of [U1,U2,U3] into [xl,yl,zl] is given
by
xl=bl*Ul*COS|(b2*U2) 
yl=bl*Ul*SIN|(b2*U2) 
zl=b3*U3
Therefore,
x2=(bl*Ul+Ra)*COSj (b2*U2) 
y2=(bl*Ul+Ra)*SIN|(b2*U2) 
z2=b3*U3
The expression for Ra can be given using the same equation 
for Ba, see Section 3.3.5. The equation for Ra will be
Ra=ca*(U2-DU2/2)*U3*(e/b3-U3)
where the details are discussed in Section 3.3.5 for the 
"Scalloped Basicylindrical Retronorm".
The global coordinates of a typical nodal point P2 of BV-R2 
can be written as
x2=(bl*Ul+ca*(U2-DU2/2)*U3*(e/b3-U3))*COS|(b2*U2) 
y2=(bl*Ul+ca*(U2-DU2/2)*U3*(e/b3~U3))*SIN|(b2*U2) 
z2=b3*U3
The above rule for transformation of Ul, U2 and U3 into x2.
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y2 and z2 is referred to as the "radial scalloped
basicylindrical retronorm".
In general, a scalloped basicylindrical retronorm can be 
specified using the construct
BC(bl,b2,b3,e,ca~[,mode]~)
where BC is the abbreviation for basicylindrical retronorm 
and the last parameter is referred to as "mode" specifying
the mapping direction. When mode=l the scalloping curves
are in the B direction and when mode=2 the scalloping
curves are in the radial direction. The mode is an optional 
parameter and its default value is 1. This retronorm is 
effected through either a USE-item or a retronormic 
function designator.
One may for example generate BV-R2 and BV-R3 using the 
radial scalloped basicylindrical retronorm as follows:
BVR2=BC(1,12,2,12,0.05,2)|H3 
BVR3=BC(1,12,2,8,0.1,2)}H3
where BVR2 and BVR3 are formex variables that represent the 
configuration of BV-R2 and BV-R3, respectively.
The equation for the amplitude is given as
AM=ca*DU2/2*(e/b3/2) 2^
The derivation is discussed in Section 3.3.5. Using the 
above equation, the values of amplitude for BV-R2 and BV-R3 
are obtained by substituting the appropriate values of the 
parameters ca, DU2, e and b3. That is,
for BV-R2 AM = 0.05*10/2*(12/2/2)^2 = 2.25
for BV-R3 AM = 0.1*10/2*(8/2/2)^2 = 2
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Both modes of scalloped basicylindrical retronorm are 
regarded as options of the standard basicylindrical 
retronorm. The general form of a basicylindrical retronorm 
may be written as
BC(bl,b2,b3~[,e,ca~[,mode]~]~)
where
(i) bl, b2 and b3 are basifactors,
(ii) "e" is the extent that specifies the length of a 
scalloping part,
(iii) "ca" is the amplitude controller and
(iv) "mode" specifies the mapping direction. When mode=l 
the scalloping curves are in the B direction and when 
mode=2 the scalloping curves are in the radial direction. 
The default value of mode is 1.
The parameters bl, b2, b3, e and ca are numeric expressions 
and mode is an integer expression.
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3. 3. 7 EXAMPLES OF SCALLOPED BASICYLINDRICAL RETRONORMS
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.108. Figs 
3.108(a) and 3.108(b) show the plan view and the elevation 
of the barrel vault. A formex formulation for this dome may 
be given as
C1=RINIT(16,25,1,1)I[10,0,0;10,1,0]#..
RINIT(17,24,1,1)I[10,0,0;10,0,1] 
C2=RINIT(8,12,1,2) |LAM(3,1) j [10,1,0 ;10,0,1] 
C3=C1#LAM(2,8)|C2 
BE1=BC(1,8,1)jC3
Figs 3.109 to 3.113 show the barrel vault configurations, 
whose values of extent are 6, 12, 24 and 48, respectively. 
They are generated by scalloped basispherical retronorms 
using basifactors and parameters explained under each 
figure. As far as the configuration shown in Fig 3.113 is 
concerned, the argument for the scalloped basicylindrical 
retronorm is translated using the translation function. The 
formulation is given as
TRAN(3,-12)|C3.
Figs 3.114 to 3.118 show the barrel vault configurations in 
terms of the same extent range as Figs 3.109 to 3.113. The 
amplitude controllers of these configurations are given 
negative values.
Figs 3.119 to 3.123 also show the barrel vault 
configurations generated by radial scalloped basispherical 
retronorms. In a manner similar to the previous 
configurations, the extents are varied in the same range. 
Finally, Figs 3.124 to 3.128 show the barrel vault 
configurations with the same extent range as Figs 3.119 to 
3.123. The amplitude controllers of these configurations 
are given negative values.
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\/\/\7\/\/\7\7\/\7^7^7^/
(a) plan view
(b) elevation
x,Ul
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters; 
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l
Fig 3.108
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\/\z
(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(530,400,-120,0,0,0,1,2,0) 
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=6, ca=0.1, mode=l
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = 0. 1*8* (6/1/2)'^2
= 7.2 (unit per length)
Fig 3.109
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(530,400,-120,0,0,0,1,2,0) 
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=12, ca=0.02, mode=l
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = 0. 02*8* (12/1/2) ^ 2^
= 5.76 (unit per length)
Fig 3.110
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(490,320,-120,0,0,0,1,2,0) 
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=24, ca=0.006, mode=l
amplitude;
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = 0.006*8*(24/1/2)^2
= 6.912 (unit per length)
Fig 3.111
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(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(380,95,-250,0,0,0,1,2,0) 
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=48, ca=0.002, mode=l
amplitudes
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = 0.002*8*(48/1/2)^2
= 9.216 (unit per length)
Fig 3.112
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e ra sB se E E sS ^ ^ i^ iS (b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(445,230,-150,0,0,0,1,2,0) 
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=24, ca=0.006, mode=l
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = 0 . 006*8* (24/1/2) ^ 2^
= 6.912 (unit per length)
Fig 3.113
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^\Z\/\/\/\/^/\^\Z\Z\/^Z\Z\/\Z\Z\Z\/\Z\Z\/\Z\Z\7\
(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(550,400,-120,0,0,0,1, 2,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=6, ca=-0.03, mode=l
amplitude;
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = -0.03*8* (6/1/2) ^"2
= -2.16 (unit per length)
Fig 3.114
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(550,900,-50,0,0,0,1,2,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=12, ca=-0.01, mode=l
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = -0.01*8*(12/1/2)"2
= -2.88 (unit per length)
Fig 3.115
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W\Z\Z\Z\Z\7^7\7\Z\Z\/
(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(320,280,-150,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=24, ca=-0,005, mode=l
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = -0.005*8* (24/1/2) ^ 2^
= “5.76 (unit per length)
Fig 3.116
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/\7\/\/\/\/\/V\7V\/V\\7\/\7\7\/:s/VV\/\/\/\7
\7\7^7\7\7E7^7VS7\7\7\7
(a) plan view (b) elevation
VH(300,350,-300,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=48, ca=-0.002, mode=l
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = -0 . 002*8* (48/1/2 ) ^ 2^
= -9.216 (unit per length)
Fig 3.117
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(a) plan view (b) elevation
VH(300,250,-200,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3~l, e=24, ca=-0.005, mode=l
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = -0.005*8*(24/1/2)"2
= -5.76 (unit per length)
Fig 3.118
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V\/\^ 7^\/\^ \/\/\^ \/\/\^
W
(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(300,200,-70,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=6, ca=0.05, mode=2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)"2 = 0. 05*8* (6/1/2) ^ 2^
= 3.6 (unit per length)
Fig 3.119
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g\7\7V\/V^7\/\A/\/V\
(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(300,200,-100,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e~12, ca=0.02, mode=2
amplitude;
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = 0.02*8*(12/1/2)^2
= 5.76 (unit per length)
Fig 3.120
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X^/\7v\/v\/v\^7:^A/
(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(300,200,-100,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=24, ca=0.006, mode=2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = 0.006*8* (24/1/2) "^2
= 6.912 (unit per length)
Fig 3.121
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7\/\/y v\
^\7y\/\/^/\/VV\AA/\ZS/\/\ZSZSZ5/\,ZWV\/\
K^A/\7VV\/VV\/VV
0 / \ / \7 V V
w m
(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(300,70,-150,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=48, ca=0.002, mode=2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = 0. 002*8* (48/1/2) ^ "2
= 9.216 (unit per length)
Fig 3.122
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7\/\ZV\7^ 7^ /\7\Z\7\7\/\
\/\/\/\7\/\^ hZh./\/^ /\/\/\/\/V\Z\ZS<XS/VV\/V
4XVVV
(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(300,150,-100,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=24, ca=0.006, mode=2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = 0 . 006*8* (24/1/2) ^ "2
= 6.912 (unit per length)
Fig 3.123
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/\7\Z\/\^\ZVV\(/VV\/\
(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(250,400,-120,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=6, ca=-0.05, mode=2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = -0.05*8* (6/1/2) ^"2
= -3.6 (unit per length)
Fig 3.124
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(250,400,-150,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2==8 degrees, b3=l, e=12, ca=-0.02, mode=2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2) ^ 2 = -0.02*8*(12/1/2)^2
= -5.76 (unit per length)
Fig 3.125
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(250,450,-150,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters:
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=24, ca=-0.006, mode==2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = -0.006*8* (24/1/2) ^"2
= -6.912 (unit per length)
Fig 3.126
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(a) plan view (b) elevation
VH(250,400,-150,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=l, b2=8 degrees, b3=l, e=48, ca=-0.002, mode=2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)"2 = -0. 002*8* (48/1/2)'^2
= -9.216 (unit per length)
Fig 3.127
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(a) plan view
(b) elevation
VH(250,450,-150,0,0,0,0,1,0)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters;
bl=l, b2-8 degrees, b3=l, e=24, ca=-0.006, mode=2
amplitude:
AM = ca*DU2/2*(e/b2/2)^2 = -0.006*8* (24/1/2) ^ "2
= -6.912 (unit per length)
Fig 3.128
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3 .3 .8  SCALLOPED BASIDIAMATIC KETRONORMS
Consider the dome configurations shown in Figs 3.129, 3.130 
and 3.131 each of which consists of a plan view and a 
perspective view of a dome. These domes are referred to as 
DOME-Dl, D0ME-D2 and D0ME-D3, respectively.
Compare the configuration of DOME-Dl with that of D0ME-D2. 
Both domes consist of six identical sectors and their plan 
views are the same. DOME-Dl is a normal dome. The sectors 
of D0ME-D2 have a scalloped effect, which is in the z 
direction. One can find out the same situation in 
comparison of the configurations of DOME-Dl to D0ME-D3. As 
far as the scalloping direction is concerned, D0ME-D3 is 
scalloped in the opposite direction to D0ME-D2.
Now, consider one of the sectors of D0ME-D2 and let it be 
superimposed on DOME-Dl as shown in Fig 3.132, together 
with the basidiamatic normat. The angle of the sector is 
referred to as the "extent". The maximum difference between 
the sectors of DOME-Dl and D0ME-D2 is referred to as the 
"amplitude", which appears at the centre of the sector 
along the circumference as shown in Fig 3.132.
A formex formulation for the configuration of DOME-Dl may 
be given as
F1=GENIT(1,10,1,1,0,1)I[10,0,0;10,0,l;10,l,l] 
F2=BD(1,60,5) I FI 
DM1=ROSAD(0,0,6,60)|F2
In the above formulation, the first assignment statement 
creates the sector relative to the basidiamatic normat 
shown in Fig 3.132 and the second assignment statement 
creates a formex variable that represents the sector 
relative to the global coordinate system. The last 
statement forms the whole dome configuration.
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(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.129 DOME-Dl
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.130 D0ME-D2
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.131 D0ME-D3 
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Fig 3.132
To describe the relation between the sectors of D0ME-D2 and 
DOME-Dl, consider a typical nodal point PI that belongs to 
DOME-Dl, as shown in Fig 3.132. Also, consider the 
corresponding point P2 that belongs to D0ME-D2. The 
coordinates of PI and P2 are represented by
Pl=[xl,yl,zl]
P2=[x2,y2,z2]
where the uniples xl, yl, zl, x2, y2 and z2 are global 
coordinates. If
[U1,U2,U3]
is a typical signet of the formex that represents the 
sector of DOME-Dl relative to the diamatic coordinates of 
Fig 3.132, then the uniples xl, yl and zl are obtained as 
follows:
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xl=bl*Ul*SIN
yl=bl*Ul*SIN
zl=bl*Ul*COS
(b3*U3)*COS{(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
(b3*U3)*SIN{(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
(b3*U3)
where bl, b2 and b3 are basif actors of the diamatic 
retronorm.
Now, consider the relation between PI and P2. The 
scalloping curves of D0ME-D2 are in the z direction. Thus, 
if the value that is added to the z coordinates is denoted 
by Zd, then the following relations are obtained
x2=xl
y2=yl
z2-zl+Zd
In the above equations, the value of Zd is equal to 0 when 
PI is along the meridianal boundaries of the sector.
The value of Zd is given by
Zd=ca*U3 *U2 *(U3-U2)
where U2 and U3 are uniples of a typical signet of the 
formex representing the configuration of DOME-Dl or DOME- 
D2, and where "ca" is a factor controlling the amplitude.
Substitution for xl, yl, zl and Zd into the equations 
representing the relation between PI and P2 will give
x2=bl*Ul*SIN|(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
y2=bl*Ul*SIN|(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2/ABS}U3) 
z2=bl*Ul*C0Sj(b3*U3)+ca*U3*U2*(U3-Ü2)
The above rule for the transformation of Ul, U2 and U3 into
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x2, y2 and z2 is referred to as the "scalloped basidiamatic 
retronorm". The value of the amplitude can be obtained by 
substituting U3=MAX3 and U2=MAX3/2 into the equation for 
Zd. "MAX3" is the maximum value of U3. Thus,
AM=ca*MAX3 *MAX3/2 *(MAX3-MAX3/2)
=ca/4*MAX3^3
where "AM" stands for amplitude.
A scalloped basidiamatic retronorm can be specified using 
the construct
BD(bl,b2,b3,ca)
where BD is the abbreviation for basidiamatic retronorm. 
The scalloped basidiamatic retronorm is activated by a USE- 
item or a scalloped basidiamatic retronormic function 
designator.
One may for example generate D0ME-D2 and D0ME-D3 using the 
scalloped basidiamatic retronorm as
DM2=ROSAD(0,0,6,60)jBD(1,60,5,0.01) jFI 
DM3=ROSAD(0,0,6,60)|BD(1,60,5,-0.01)|FI
where DM2 and DM3 are the formex variables that represent 
the configurations of D0ME-D2 and D0ME-D3, respectively. 
The values of the amplitude for D0ME-D2 and D0ME-D3 are 
obtained by substituting parameters ca and MAX3 into the 
equation for amplitude. That is,
for D0ME-D2 AM = 0.01/4*10^3 =2.5
for D0ME-D3 AM = -0.01/4*10^3 = -2.5
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3. 3. 9 RADIAL SCALLOPED BASIDIAMATIC RETRONORMS
Consider the dome configurations shown in Figs 3.133, 3.134 
and 3.135, which are referred to as DOME-Rl, D0ME-R2 and 
D0ME-R3, respectively. Each figure consists of a plan view 
and a perspective view. It may be seen that DOME-Rl is the 
same as DOME-Dl shown in Fig 3.129, used as the example of 
the scalloped basidiamatic retronorm. D0ME-R2 and DOME-R3 
also have the same basic pattern as that of DOME-Dl.
Compare the configuration of DOME-Rl with that of D0ME-R2. 
Both domes consist of six identical sectors. DOME-Rl is a 
normal dome but the sectors of D0ME-R2 are scalloped. The 
scalloping curves of D0ME-R2 are not in z direction because 
the plan view of D0ME-R2 is different from that of DOME-Rl. 
Based on this fact, by comparison of the configurations of 
DOME-Rl to D0ME-R3, the scalloped curves of D0ME-R3 are not 
also in the z direction.
The scalloping effects for D0ME-R2 and D0ME-R3 are in the 
radial directions. The manner of mapping for the radial 
scalloping effect has been discussed in Section 3.3.3 for 
the "Radial Scalloped Basispherical Retronorm", see Fig 
3.53.
Fig 3.136(d) shows the cross-sections of three domes, 
namely, DOME-Rl, D0ME-R2 and D0ME-R3. All of them are cut 
by the plane that goes through U2/U3=0.5 and the centre of 
the sphere, as shown in Figs 3.136(a), 3.136(b) and
3.136(c). The outside lines are for D0ME-R2 and the inside 
ones are for D0ME-R3. Thus, D0ME-R2 has an outward 
scalloping effect and D0ME-R3 has an inward scalloping 
effect.
The differences between the lines of Fig 3.136(d) gradually 
enlarge along the meridian from the top to the 
circumference. The maximum difference is referred to as the
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(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.133 DOME-Rl
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.134 D0ME-R2
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective viewFig 3.135 D0ME-R3
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position of I cross-section
X,U1 f 0^75 1.0U3 ~^~^ U2/ABS|U3
(a) DOME-Rl (b) D0ME-R2
position of cross-section
(c) D0ME-R3
D0ME-R2
: DOME-Rl \  N. .
/  A /D0ME-R3 .A 
/ / /  / 1\ \ \
Ul=5
amplitude
Ul=10
Ul=5
centre of O sphere
amplitude
Ul=10
(d) cross-sections
Fig 3.136
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"amplitude", which appear at the centre of the sector along 
the circumference. Also, the angle of the sector is 
referred to as the "extent".
A formex representing the configuration of DOME-Rl relative 
to the global coordinate system is given as
DMR1=ROSAD(0,0,6,60) |BD(1,60,5) 1 FI
where FI is a formex variable that represents the 
configuration of DOME-Dl relative to the basidiamatic 
normat shown in Fig 3.132.
To describe the relation between the sectors of D0ME-R2 and 
DOME-Rl, consider a typical nodal point PI that belongs to 
DOME-Rl, as shown in Fig 3.136(a). Also, consider the 
corresponding point P2 that belongs to D0ME-R2. The 
coordinates of PI and P2 are represented by
Pl=[xl,yl,zl]
P2=[x2,y2,z2]
where the uniples xl, yl, zl, x2, y2 and z2 are global 
coordinates. If
[U1,U2,U3]
is a typical signet of the formex that represents the 
sector of DOME-Rl relative to the diamatic coordinates of 
Fig 3.133, then the uniples xl, yl and zl are obtained as
xl=bl*Ul*SIN
yl=bl*Ul*SIN
zl=bl*Ul*COS
(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2/ABS}U3) 
(b3*U3)
where bl, b2 and b3 are basif actors of the diamatic 
retronorm.
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Now, consider Fig 3.137 that shows points PI and P2 
together with the global coordinate system. The length of 
the radius vector OPl is given by bl*Ul and the length of 
P1-P2 is denoted by "Rm", The vector 0P2 is given by
0P2=0P1+Rm
Therefore,
0P2=bl*Ul+Rm
Point PA is the perpendicular foot of point P2 on the x-y 
plane. The length of OPA is given by
0PA=0P2*SINj (b3*U3)
z2
P2
Rmzl
PI
bS*U3
bl*Ul
xlx2 b2*U2/ABS!U3
X
PA
Fig 3.137
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The X, y and z coordinates of P2 are specified as
x2=0PA*C0S
y2=0PA*SIN
z2=OP2*COS
(b2*U2/ABSjU3) 
(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
(b3*U3)
Substitution for OPA will give
x2=(bl*Ul+Rm)*SIN 
y2=(bl*Ul+Rm)*SIN 
z2=(bl*Ul+Rm)*COS
(b3*U3)*COSj(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
(b3*U3)
The value of Rm can be determined using the same equation 
for Zd as given in Section 3.3.8 for the "Scalloped 
Basidiamatic Retronorms". The equation for Rm will be
Rm=ca *U3 *U2 *(U3-U2)
where the details are discussed in Section 3.3.8.
The global coordinates of a typical nodal point P2 of DOME- 
R2 can now be written as
x2=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(U3-U2))
*SIN|(b3*U3)*COS 1(b2*U2/ABS U3)
y2=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(U3-U2))
*SIN|(b3*U3)*SIN 1(b2*U2/ABS U3)
z2=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(U3-U2))*COS| (b3*U3)
The above rule for the transformation of Ul, U2 and U3 into 
x2, y2 and z2 is referred to as the "radial scalloped 
basidiamatic retronorm".
In general, a radial scalloped basidiamatic retronorm can 
be specified using the construct
BD(bl,b2,b3,ca~[,mode]~)
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where BD is the abbreviation for basidiamatic retronorm and 
the last parameter is referred to as "mode" specifying the 
mapping direction. When mode=l the scalloping curves are in 
the z direction and when mode=2 the scalloping curves are 
in the radial direction. The mode is an optional parameter 
and its default value is 1. This retronorm is activated by 
a USE-item or a retronormic function designator.
One may for example generate D0ME-R2 and D0ME-R3 using the 
radial scalloped basidiamatic retronorm as follows:
DMR2=ROSAD(0,0,6,60)|BD(1,60,5,0.01,2)}F1 
DMR3=ROSAD(0,0,6,60)|BD(1,60,5,-0.01,2)|FI
where DMR2 and DMR3 are the formex variables that represent 
the configurations of D0ME-R2 and D0ME-R3, respectively.
The equation for the amplitude is given as
AM=ca/4*MAX3^3
where MAX3 is the maximum value of U3. The derivation is 
discussed in Section 3.3.8. Using the above equation, the 
values of amplitude for D0ME-R2 and D0ME-R3 are obtained by 
substituting for the parameters ca and MAX3. That is,
for D0ME-R2 AM = 0.01/4*10^3 =2.5
for D0ME-R3 AM = -0.01/4*10^3 = -2.5
Both modes of scalloped basidiamatic retronorm are regarded 
as options of the basidiamatic retronorm. The general form 
of a basidiamatic retronorm may be written as
BD(bl,b2,b3~[,ca~[,mode]~]~)
where
(i) bl, b2 and b3 are basifactors.
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(il) "ca" is the amplitude controller and
(iii) "mode" specifies the mapping direction. When mode=l 
the scalloping curves are in the z direction and when 
mode=2 the scalloping curves are in the radial direction. 
The default value of mode is equal to 1.
The parameter bl, b2, b3 and ca are numeric expressions and 
mode is an integer expression.
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3 .4  GENERAL SCALLOPED KETRONORMS
In the previous Section 3.3 for the "Scalloped Retronorms", 
two scalloping modes regarding basispherical retronorms, 
basicylindrical retronorms and basidiamatic retronorms are 
discussed. The effects of them is in the vertical or radial 
direction.
As far as the scalloping directions are concerned, they are 
not really restricted to only the vertical and radial 
directions. There are infinite scalloping modes between the 
vertical and the radial directions.
Now, consider a combination of the vertical and radial 
scalloping modes. This is referred to as a "combination 
scalloping mode". If the resulting coordinates of the 
vertical and radial scalloping modes are given by
[xv,yv,zv]
[xr,yr,zr]
and if the resulting coordinates of a combination 
scalloping mode are given by
[xt,yt,zt]
then the basic formulation for a combination scalloping 
mode may be written as
xt=(1-t)*xv+t*xr 
yt=(1-t)*yv+t*yr 
zt=(1-t)*zv+t*zr
where t is a parameter specifying the position in between 
the two scalloping directions and is referred to as the 
"tilt".
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In the above formulation, when t=0 then the results are the 
same as those of the vertical scalloping mode, and when t=l 
then the results are the same as those of the radial 
scalloping mode.
3. 4 .1  GENERAL SCALLOPED BASISPHERICAL RETRONORM
If a typical signet of a formex is represented by 
[U1,U2,U3]
and if the corresponding transformed signet for a vertical 
scalloped spherical retronorm is represented by
[xv,yv,zv]
then a formulation for a vertical scalloped basispherical 
retronorm is given as
xv=bl*Ul*SIN
yv=bl*Ul*SIN
zv=bl*Ul*COS
(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2)
(b3*U3)+ca*U3 *U2 *(e/b2-U2)
where bl, b2 and b3 are basifactors of spherical retronorm 
and where ca is the amplitude controller and e is the 
extent. Next if the corresponding transformed signet for a 
radial scalloped spherical retronorm is represented by
[xr,yr,zr] 
then its formulation is given as
xr=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2))*SIN 
yr=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2))*SIN 
zr=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2))*COS
(b3*U3)*COSj(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)*SINj(b2*U2) 
(b3*U3)
Substitution of xv, yv, zv, xr, yr and zr into the basic
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formulation for a combination scalloping mode will give
xt=(bl*Ul+t*ca*U3*U2*(e/b2“U2))*SIN|(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2) 
yt=(bl*Ul+t*ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2))*SINl(b3*U3)*SINj (b2*ü2) 
zt=bl*Ul*COSj (b3*U3)
+(l-t+t*COSl(b3*U3))*ca*U3*U2*(e/b2-U2)
The above rule for transformation of Ul, U2 and U3 into xt, 
yt and zt is referred to as a "general scalloped 
basispherical retronorm".
A general scalloped basispherical retronorm can be 
specified using the construct
BS(bl,b2,b3,e,ca,t)
Next consider the amplitude of a general scalloped 
basispherical retronorm. The amplitude appears at the 
centre of the extent along the circumference. Its 
coordinates relative to the spherical normat are 
represented by
[Ul,e/b2/2,MAX3]
where MAX3 is the maximum value of U3. When ca=0, the 
corresponding signet [xO,yO,zO] is given as
xO=bl*Ul*SIN
yO=bl*Ul*SIN
zO=bl*Ul*COS
(b3*MAX3)*C0S{(e/2) 
(b3*MAX3)*SIN|(e/2) 
(b3*MAX3)
When ca^O, the corresponding signet [xa,ya,za] is given as
xa=(bl*Ul+t*AV)*SIN|(b3*MAX3)*C0S|(e/2) 
ya=(bl*Ul+t*AV)*SIN|(b3*MAX3)*SIN|(e/2) 
za=bl*Ul*COSj (e/2)+(l-t+t*C0Sj (e/2))*AV
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where
AV=ca*MAX3*(e/b2/2) 2^
The amplitude AM is the difference between the coordinates 
[xa,ya,za] and [xO,yO,zO]. Thus, the equation for AM is 
given by
AM = y {xa-xOŸ + {ya-yOŸ + {za-zOŸ
where
xa-xO=t*AV*SIN|(b3*MAX3)*COSj(e/2) 
ya-yO=t*AV*SINj (b3*MAX3)*SIN{(e/2) 
za-zO=(l-t+t*COSj (b3*MAX3))*AV
Therefore,
A M  = AV'*v'l-2t*(l-t)*(l -COS I {b3 *MAX3 ) )
When t=0, 1 or b3*MAX3=0±360 degrees, AM becomes AV. Fig
3.138 shows the relationship between t and AM when ca>0. 
When t is between 0 and 1, AM is smaller than AV, and when 
the absolute value of t is bigger than 1, AM increases with 
the value of t.
AM
ca>0AV
Fig 3.138
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When t=0.5, AM develops the minimum value. That is.
1+COSl{b3*MAX3)
There is only one situation when AM=0 with ca#0 and b3#0. 
This happens when b3*MAX3=180±360 degrees in the above 
equation for the minimum value of AM. Fig 3.139 shows the 
configuration in such a case. In this case the amplitudes 
of vertical and radial scalloping effects act in opposite 
directions.
b 3 * M A X 3 = 1 8 0
Fig 3.139
The formex formulation for the full line shown in Fig 3.139 
may be written as
A=LAM(3,0) |RIN(3,15,1) | [10,3,0 ;10,3,1] 
B=BS(1,10,12,60,0.15,0.5)|A
To observe the effect of the variations in the value of t, 
consider the assignment statements
F=LAM(3,0) 1RIN(3,10,1) j [10,3,0;10,3,1] 
G=BS(l,10,5,60,ca,t)}F
Formex variable G represents the line along the centre of 
the extent.
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Fig 3.140 shows the plots of formex G varied with respect 
to the values of t. The forms in the top part of Fig 3.140 
have positive values for the amplitude controller. On the 
other hand, the forms in the bottom part of Fig 3.140 have 
negative values for it. Depending on the value of t, the 
direction of the amplitude varies. A number of scalloping 
configurations can be generated by changing the value of t.
t=
BS(l,10,5,60,0.03,t)
t=
- 1.0 BS{l,10,5,60,-0.03,t)
Fig 3.140
The value of the amplitude is derived from the following 
equation, by substituting for ca, MAX3, e, b2 and b3.
AM = AV^ y/1 -2t*(l-t)*(l -COS I {b3 *MAX3 ) )= ca*i>MX3*(e/b2/2)2 Vl-2t*( 1-t) *( 1-COS | {b3*MAX3 ) ) = 2.7 *yi-2t*(l-t)*(l-COS|50)
As an example of the use of a general scalloped
basispherical retronorm. Fig 3.141 shows the dome
configuration using formex variable E6, which is formulated 
in Section 3.3.4 for the "Example of Scalloped
Basispherical Retronorm".
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(b) elevation
(a) plan view
VH(20,20,40,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(c) perspective view
basifactors and parameters
bl=10, b2=5 degrees, b3-4 degrees, e=60 degrees, 
ca=0.005, t=-0.5 
amplitude
AM = 0.005*13*(60/5/2)^2*SQRT(l-2*(-0.5)*(1+0.5) 
*(l+COSj (4*13)))
= 2.103
Fig 3.141
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3. 4. 2 GENERAL SCALLOPED BASICYLINDRICAL RETRONORM
Using the same procedure as the general scalloped 
basispherical retronorm, a formulation for a general 
scalloped basicylindrical retronorm can be obtained.
Consider a typical signet of a formex which is represented 
by [U1,U2,U3]. The corresponding transformed signet with 
respect to a vertical scalloped basicylindrical retronorm 
is represented by [xv,yv,zv], and that with respect to a 
radial scalloped basicylindrical retronorm is represented 
by [xr,yr,zr].
A formulation for a vertical scalloped basicylindrical 
retronorm is given as
xv=bl*Ul*COSI(b2*U2)-V*SIN|D 
yv=bl*Ul*SIN|(b2*U2)-V*COS|D 
zv=b3 *U3
where
1) bl, b2 and b3 are basif actors of cylindrical retronorm.
2) V=ca*(U2-DU2/2)*U3*(e/b3-U3)
ca is the amplitude controller.
DU2 is the difference between the maximum and the 
minimum of U2. 
e is the extent.
3) MIN2 is the minimum value of U2.
4) D=b2 *DU2/2+b2 *MIN2
Also, a formulation for a radial scalloped cylindrical 
retronorm is given as
xr=(bl*Ul+V)*COSj (b2*U2) 
yr=(bl*Ul+V)*SIN|(b2*U2) 
zr=b3*U3
Substitution for xv, yv, zv, xr, yr and zr into the basic
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formulation for a general scalloping mode will give
xt=bl*Ul*COS|(b2*U2)-V*((l-t)*SINjD-t*COSj (b2*U2))
yt=bl*Ul*SINj (b2*U2)+V*((1-t)*COSjD+t*SINj (b2*U2))
zt=b3*U3
where
V=ca*(U2-DU2/2)*U3 *(e/b3-U3)
D=b2*DU2/2+b2 *MIN2
The above rule for transformation of Ul, U2 and U3 into xt, 
yt and zt is referred to as a "general scalloped 
basicylindrical retronorm".
A general scalloped basicylindrical retronorm can be 
specified using the construct
BC(bl,b2,b3,e,ca,t)
Next, consider the amplitude of a general scalloped 
basispherical retronorm. The amplitude appears at the 
centre of the extent. The coordinates relative to the 
cylindrical normat are represented by
[Ul,MIN2+DU2,e/b3/2]
When ca=0, the corresponding signet [xO,yO,zO] is given as
xO=bl*Ul*COS|(b2*(MIN2+DU2)) 
yO=bl*Ul*SINj(b2*(MIN2+DU2)) 
zO=e/2
When ca^O, the corresponding signet [xa,ya,za] is given as
xa=bl*Ul*COS|(b2*(MIN2+DU2))
~AV*((1-t)*SIN|D-t*COS|(b2*(MIN2+DU2)))
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ya=bl*Ul*SIN|(b2*(MIN2+DU2))
+AV*((1-t)*COS]D+t*SIN|(b2*(MIN2+DU2)))
za=e/2
where
AV=ca*DU2/2*(e/b3/2) 2^
and
D=b2 *DU2/2 +b2 *MIN2
The amplitude AM is the difference between the coordinates 
[xa,ya,za] and [xO,yO,zO]. Since za=z0==e/2, the equation 
for AM becomes
AM = \j ( xa -xO ) ^ + (ya -yO ) ^
where
xa-xO=-AV*((1-t)*SINjD-t*COS{(b2*(MIN2+DU2))) 
ya-yO=AV*((1-t)*COSiD+t*SIN|(b2*(MIN2+DU2)))
Substitution for (xa-xO) and (ya-yO) into the equation of 
AM will give
AM = AV*y/l-2t*{l-t)*{l-SIN\ (b2^DU2/2) )
When t=0, 1 or b2*DU2=180 degrees, AM becomes AV. The above 
equation has the same relationship between t and AM as the 
equation for AM of a general scalloped basispherical 
retronorm. With the value of t between 0 and 1, AM is 
smaller than AV. When the absolute value of t is larger 
than 1, AM increases with the value of t. When t-0.5, AM 
develops the minimum value. That is.
1+SIN\{b2*DU2/2)
2To examine the effect of the value of t, consider the
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To examine the effect of the value of t, consider the 
assignment statements
M=RIN(2,10,1)I[10,0,3;10,1,3]
N=BC(l,12,2,12,ca,t)|M
t=-0.5
1
2
BC(l,12,2,0.05,t) 
Fig 3.142(a)
t=
1 .
BC(l,12,2,-0.05,t) 
Fig 3.142(b)
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Formex variable M represents the line along the centre of 
the extent whose value is 12 unit length. The value of 
extent is controlled so that formex N represents the cross- 
section of the centre of extent.
Figs 3.142(a) and 3.142(b) show a series of plots of formex 
N varied with respect to the values of t, together with the 
ABC coordinate system. The plots in Fig 3.142(a) have 
positive values for the amplitude controller. On the other 
hand, the plots in Fig 3.142(b) are given negative values 
for the amplitude controller.
The direction of the amplitude varies depending on the 
value of t. By changing the value of t, the appearance of 
the configuration also changes.
For example, consider the following assignment statements
BVT1=BC(1,8,1,12,0.02,-0.7) jC3 
BVT2=BC(1,8,1,12,0.02,0.5)|03
and
BVT3=BC(1,8,1,12,0.01,2)|C3
Formex variable 03 is formulated in Section 3.3.7 as an 
example for the "Scalloped Basicylindrical Retronorms". The 
configurations of BVTl, BVT2 and BVT3 are shown in Figs 
3.143(a), 3.143(b) and 3.143(c), respectively.
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( a ) t— 0. 7
(b) t-0.5
(c) t=2
VH(80,150,-250,0,0,0,0.3,1,0)
Fig 3.143
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3. 4. 3 GENERAL SCALLOPED BASTOIAMATIC RETRONORM
Finally, the general scalloped basidiamatic retronorm is 
considered. Its formulation is derived by the same 
procedure as discussed in Section 3.4.1.
Consider a typical signet of a formex which is represented 
by [U1,U2,U3]. The corresponding transformed signet with 
respect to a vertical scalloped basidiamatic retronorm is 
represented by [xv,yv,zv], and that with respect to a 
radial scalloped basidiamatic retronorm is represented by 
[xr,yr,zr].
A formulation for a vertical scalloped basidiamatic 
retronorm is given as
xv=bl*Ul*SIN
yv=bl*Ul*SIN
zv=bl*Ul*COS
(b3*U3)*C0S|(b2*U2/ABSjU3) 
(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
(b3*U3)+ca*U3 *U2 *(U3-U2)
where bl, b2 and b3 are basifactors of diamatic retronorm 
and ca is the amplitude controller.
Also, a formulation for a radial scalloped diamatic 
retronorm is given as
xr=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(U3“U2))
*SIN|(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
yr=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(U3-U2))
*SIN|(b3*U3)*SIN{(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
zr=(bl*Ul+ca*U3*U2*(U3-U2))*COSj (b3*U3)
Substitution for xv, yv, zv, xr, yr and zr into the basic 
formulation for a general scalloping mode will give
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xt=(bl*Ul+t*ca*U3*U2*(U3-U2))
*SIN|(b3*U3)*COS!(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
yt=(bl*Ul+t*ca*U3*U2*(U3-U2))
*SIN|(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2/ABS|U3) 
zt=bl*Ul*COSI(b3*U3)+ca*U3*U2*(U3-U2)
*(l-t+t*COS|(b3*U3)
The above rule for transformation of Ul, U2 and U3 into xt, 
yt and zt is referred to as a "general scalloped 
basidiamatic retronorm".
A general scalloped basidiamatic retronorm can be specified 
using the construct
BD(bl,b2,b3,ca,t)
The amplitude appears at the centre of the extent along the 
circumference. The coordinates relative to the cylindrical 
normat are represented by
[U1,MAX3/2,MAX3]
When ca=0, the corresponding signet [xO,yO,zO] is given as
xO=bl*Ul*SIN
yO=bl*Ul*SIN
zO=bl*Ul*COS
(b3*MAX3)*COS|(b2/2) 
(b3*MAX3)*SINj(b2/2) 
(b3*MAX3)
When ca^O, the corresponding signet [xa,ya,za] is given as
xa=(bl*Ul+t*ca/4*MAX3^3)*SIN}(b3*MAX3)*COS1(b2/2) 
ya=(bl*UT+t*ca/4*MAX3^3)*SIN|(b3*MAX3)*SINj (b2/2) 
za=bl*Ul*COSI(b3*MAX3)
+ca/4*MAX3"3*(l-t+t*C0S|(b3*MAX3)
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The amplitude AM is the difference between the coordinates 
[xa,ya,za] and [xO,yO,zO]. Thus, the equation for AM is 
given as
AM = y (xa ~xO ) ^ + (ya -yO )^ + {za -zO ) ^
where
xa-xO=t*ca/4*MAX3^3*SIN|(b3*MAX3)*C0S|(b2/2) 
ya-yO=t*ca/4*MAX3^3*SIN|(b3*MAX3)*SIN|(b2/2) 
za-zO=ca/4*MAX3"3*(l-t+t*COS}(b3*MAX3)
Substitution of (xa-xO) and (ya-yO) into the equation for 
AM will give
AM = ca/^*MAX33*^1-2t*(1-t)*(1-COS\ {b3*MAX3) )
When t=0, 1 or b3*MAX3==180 degrees, AM becomes AV. In the 
above equation, the inside of the radical has the same 
components as that of the equation for AM of a general 
scalloped basispherical retronorm.
When t=0.5, AM develops the minimum value. That is.
= ca/4*MAX3 1-COS I {b3*MAX3) 2
Consider a scheme to examine the effect of the variation of 
the value of t, as follows:
EXTBD='[:t:
A=GENIT(1,8,1,1,0,1) I{[10,0,0;10,1/3,2/3],. .
[10,0,1;10,1/3,2/3],[10,1,1;10,1/3,2/3] 
TD=ROSAD(0,0,10,36)|BD(1,36,7,0.02,t)|A]'
By changing the value of t, the configuration of formex 
variable TD will also change. Here, three values for t are
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considered as shown in Figs 3.144(a), 3.144(b) and
3.144(c), where the values of t are -0.6, 0.3 and 1.6,
respectively.
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(a) t=-0.6
(b) t=0.3
VH(20,20,30,0,0,0,0.3,0,1) 
Fig 3.144
(c) t=1.6
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Chapter 4
Space Structure Systems
4 .1  INTRODUCTION
There are three types of prefabricated space structures 
systems. They are referred to as "nodular", "modular" and 
"compositive" systems. A number of firms in the world have 
developed and produced such space structures systems.
The most popular type of space structure system is the 
nodular system where the main components are joints and 
elements. These are connected together by bolting, welding 
or other methods. A modular system consists of 
prefabricated basic units which are assembled together on 
site. A compositive system has neither particular joint 
components nor modular units.
As far as the nodular systems are concerned, they are 
divided into six groups, from the point of view of their 
characteristics and connecting mechanisms. The groups are 
referred to as:
(1) ball joint systems,
(2) socket joint systems,
(3) plate joint systems,
(4) slot joint systems,
(5) shell joint systems and
(6) other joint types.
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The materials of these prefabricated space structure 
systems are normally steel or aluminium. Recently, timber 
space structure systems are also frequently employed to 
give natural and warm feelings to the structures.
The main purpose of this chapter is to describe the 
prefabricated space structure systems developed so far, in 
terms of their characteristics, manufacturing methods, 
appearance, applications, and so on. Based on these 
particulars, their relative advantages and disadvantages 
will be discussed.
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4 .2  BALL JOINT SYSTEMS
4 .2 .1  COMPONENTS OF BALL JOINT SYSTEMS
The components of a ball joint system consist of ball 
joints, members and connection mechanisms. For example, 
Figs 4.1(a) and (b) show typical views and cross sections 
of two MERO ball joint systems. Each of these systems 
consists of a ball joint, a tubular member and a bolted 
connection between the ball joint and the member.
The system of Fig 4.1(a) has concentric connections which 
may be used to eliminate most of the moment effects and to 
apply only the axial forces in the members. On the other 
hand, the connector of the system shown in Fig 4.1(b), 
which is called a classical MERO connector, may transmit 
some bending moment between ball joints and members.
The members of ball joint systems are generally tubular and 
the axes of the tubular members are passing through the 
centre of the sphere as shown in Figs 4.1(a) and (b). The 
role of nodes in a space structure is to hold the members 
and to transmit the forces between the members safely. The 
role of members in a space structure is to fix the nodes in 
their correct three-dimensional positions and to resist the 
internal forces.
The reasons for using tubular members are as follows:
(1) A tubular member has a concentric profile so that the 
second moment of area in all directions is the same. Thus, 
as far as buckling is concerned, the tubular member does 
not have maximum and minimum values of the second moment of 
area.
(2) The outside diameter of the tubular members can be 
constant, since the wall thicknesses of the tubes may be 
designed for the variation of forces in the members without 
changing the outside diameters of the tubes, simplifying
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the construction and the manufacture.
Sleeve
Dowel pin
TubeBall joint
End coneSleeve
Bolt
Tube (Centre of sphere)
End cone
Fig 4.1 (a)
Bending moment 
transmitting sleeve
Tube
Ball joint
Bolt
(Centre of sphere)
Tube Bending moment 
transmitting sleeve
Fig 4.1 (b)
Fig 4.1 Ball joint systems
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4 .2 .2  PREFABRICATED BALL JOINT SYSTEMS
So far many prefabricated ball joint systems have been 
developed in the world. Most have bolted connections as 
mentioned in Section 4.2.1. The following systems are 
explained in this section.
4.2.3 KK-system (MERO)
4.2.4 TM-truss (TAIYO KOGYO)
4.2.5 Uzaykon Space Frame System (Rafid)
4.2.6 KRUPP MONTAL system
4.2.7 ORBA^HUB (STAR*NET)
4.2.8 Züblin Space Frame System
4.2.9 Unitruss (TOMOE CORP.)
4.2.10 ORTZ and ELKAR systems (ORONA)
4.2.11 KT-truss (KAWATETSU)
4.2.12 Scan Space system
4 .2 .3  KK-Syîstem (MERO)
MERO is a world pioneer in the field of ball joint systems. 
This system was the first commercially available system of 
space structures used to cover industrial buildings. It was 
developed by Dr Mengeringhausen and has come onto the 
market in 1942.
The KK-system may be applied for roof structures such as 
double-layer or multi-layer grids, for gymnasiums, multi 
purpose halls, canopies, hangars, city halls, and so on. 
Also, many other types of space structures, for examples, 
domes, pyramids, hyperbolic paraboloids, masts, tower, etc, 
may be built using this system.
Fig 4.2 shows a typical view and a section of the KK- 
system. The KK-system consists of a solid steel sphere with 
threaded borings and steel tubular members. The members are
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composed of the tube, cone shaped pieces welded to both 
ends of the tube, spanner sleeves and threaded bolts.
In order to improve seating of the spanner sleeve and 
enhance the quality of tolerance with respect to series 
production, the sphere has flat surfaces around the 
threaded holes, which are manufactured by milling machines. 
Also, to control and obtain accurate axes and angles of 
borings, specially equipped universal drilling and 
threading machines are employed. Because of the 
computerised production involving the machine processes, 
any individual diameter and angle can be dealt with very 
easily and carefully.
Welded seam
Hole for Insertion 
of bolt
Dowel pin
Node TubeEnd coneSleeve
Threaded bolt
Fig 4.2 KK-system (MERO)
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The procedure for production of the nodes is as follows:
(1) The solid spherical nodes are hot forged.
(2) The raw nodes are drilled, milled and threaded.
(3) All nodes without exception are galvanised in weak 
acidic galvanic bath.
(4) The superfluous holes can be sealed with threaded 
nipples or plastic push-in plugs so as to protect against 
internal corrosion.
The bolts are produced using high-strength steel and are 
threaded. The bolts are electrolytically galvanised like 
the nodes.
All spanner sleeves are hot-dip galvanised. They are 
treated in centrifuges so as to ensure the minimum required 
zinc layer thickness.
The procedure for production of the tubular members is as 
follows :
(1) A tube is cut into correct length.
(2) End cone pieces are welded at both ends of the tube.
(3) The members with end cones are galvanised.
(4) The bolts are inserted from the holes near the ends of 
the tube.
(5) The inserted bolts are combined with spanner sleeves by 
a dowel pin through the bolt.
Thus, in order to insert the bolts, the tubes must have a 
hole near each end.
4 .2 .4  TM-truss (TAIYO KOGYO)
The TM-truss system is the same as the MERO's KK-system. 
This complies with the Japanese building code and the Japan 
Industrial Standard (JIS).
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4. 2. 5 Uzaykon Space Frame System (Rafid)
Fig 4.3 shows a typical view and a section of the Uzaykon 
Space Frame System. This system is the same as the MERO's 
KK-system except for the following two items:
(1) The nodes of this system are manufactured as hollow 
spheres, and
(2) The holes of the members, which are used for insertion 
of bolts, are covered with plastic caps as shown in Fig 
4.3, in order to improve the appearance.
Welded seam
Hole for insertion 
of bolt
Cap
Dowel pin
Node TubeEnd coneSleeve
Threaded bolt
Cap
Fig 4.3 Uzaykon Space Frame System (Rafid)
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4 . 2 .6  KRUPP MONTAL i^stein
The KRUPP MONTAL system has two varieties. One is a ball 
joint system whose components consist of forged steel 
spheres, tubular members and bolts, and the other is a 
small-rhombicuboctahedron joint system whose components 
consist of this kind of joints, square hollow section 
members and bolted connections. A typical view and cross 
section of the first system are shown in Fig 4.4.
Hole for Insertion of bolt
Node TubeEnd cone
Bolt
Guide tube
Hexagonal socket head
Fig 4.4 The KRUPP MONTAL system
Every tubular member has a hole for the insertion of a bolt 
near each end. The inserted bolts which have hexagonal 
socket heads pass through the guide tubes which are welded 
to the end cones, and then the bolts are screwed into the 
node using a special tool by means of the guide tubes. In 
this system, it is difficult to check the tightening of the
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bolts. Finally, the holes of tube are covered so as to 
prevent corrosion inside the member.
There is no sleeve between node and end cone in this 
system. That is, the end cone comes in direct touch with 
the node surface.
4 .2 .7  OKBAÆÜB (STAR*NET)
The ORBA*HUB system was developed by the American firm, 
STAR*NET. A typical view and cross section of this system 
is shown in Fig 4.5. The components consist of solid 
extruded aluminum ball joints, aluminum tubular members and 
fasteners (bolts, washers and nuts). Two kinds of material 
are used for full threaded bolts: cadmium plated steel and 
aluminum.
Aluminum tube
Aluminum end cone
Clip collar 2 pieces
Cad plated steel washer I Domed plug nutSolid extruded aluminum node Aiuminum tubeHex jam nut 
\  \ Hex nut
Fiushed welding or threaded attachment
Fuil threaded bolt Aluminum or cadmium plated steelAluminum flat washer
Fig 4.5 The ORBA^HUB system (STAR^NET)
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Aluminum end cones may be jointed to the tubes by means of 
welding or threading. The connecting bolt between end cone 
and node is covered by clip collar which consists of two 
pieces. The clip collar does not work as a structural 
member but is for visual effect.
Materials with twice the strength of non-structural alloys 
are used for this system. Table 4.1 shows the comparison 
between the properties of a structural aluminum alloy and 
mild steel.
Table 4.1 Comparison between the properties of an aluminum structural alloy and mild steel
Properties Structural aluminum HE 30-TF
Mild steel BS 4360 grade 43
Density [kg/cm^] 2700 7850
Ultimate tensile stress [N/mm2] 280-310 430-510
Modulus of elasticity (E) [N/mm2] 69950 207000
Permissible bending stress (max) [N/mm2] 162 162
Permissible stress/weight ratio (appro) 6 2
Compared with other steel ball joint systems, the biggest 
advantage of this aluminum system is that aluminum weighs 
about 1/3 of steel. In addition, because of the light 
weight, much larger sections can be prefabricated and 
lifted into final position. Also, aluminum has a much 
better corrosion resistance than steel. This may eliminate 
the expense of surface protection such as painting.
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However, the modulus of elasticity of aluminum is about a 
third of that of steel. Thus, for the same sectional 
dimensions and loading, aluminum sections deflect nearly 
three times as much.
The coefficient of linear thermal expansion of aluminum is 
24xlO^-6/°C at 20-100°C, which is about twice that for 
steel. Therefore, the temperature effects when using 
aluminum are more severe as compared with steel. Finally, 
aluminum is still more expensive than steel.
4.2.  8 Zfiblin Space Frame System
Fig 4.6 shows a typical view and a section of the Züblin 
Space Frame System. The standard components consist of 
forged hollow spheres, tubular members, bolts and collars.
Steel tubeHollow sphere Dlfferrently pitched bolt
Friction welding
Collar Tapered endpiece with a thread boring
Fig 4.6 Züblin Space Frame System (Züblin)
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The node can have up to 18 threaded holes to connect 
members. The members and the nodes are connected by means 
of a special bolt which is called a "differently pitched 
bolt", since the bolts have two threaded parts with 
different pitches. The thread of the node side is standard 
pitch and the thread of the member side, is fine pitch.
There are two types of bolts and collars as shown in Fig
4.7 The type-A bolt has a hexagonal section between the two 
differently pitched threaded parts and the type-A collar 
needs a hexagonal wrench to tighten it. The type-B bolt has 
two opposite studs on its threadless part between the two 
differently pitched threaded parts and the type-B collar 
has a circular profile with internal grooves in the 
longitudinal direction for turning the bolt.
grooves
HexagonalsectionHexagonal wrench collar Fine pitch thread
Normal pitch threadCircular collar with Internal Type-A
Stud
Normal pitch threadInternalgroove Fine pitch thread Type-B
Fig 4.7 Differently Pitched Bolts
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Both types of collars have two small holes to check that 
the bolts are tight. The collars also serve as spacers 
between the members and the nodes and can resist the 
compressive axial forces.
The bolt sizes are specified in the following manner:
M14 X 2 X 1.5
"M" stands for "metric thread" and the number after M gives 
the diameter of the bolt in mm. The next two numbers imply 
the pitches at both sides.
For high compressive forces, the combination of a special 
compressive collar and tensile bolt can be used instead of 
a bolt with a large section. Thus, the collars transmit the 
compressive forces directly to the nodes.
Disc shaped steel plate
Mould
A navel for the first boring
(a) (b) (c)
Fig 4.8 The procedure for production of the hollow spherical nodes
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The procedure for production of the hollow spherical nodes 
is shown in Fig 4.8. The shape of starting plate is a 
cylindrical disc. The first process is to forge a U-shaped 
piece as shown Fig 4.8(b). The next process is to use an 
upper mould with a hemispherical shape. A navel, which 
remains at the top of the sphere, is used for the first 
thread boring.
There are three methods of joining the end cones to the 
members. The most common size members, between 60mm and 
130mm diameter, are joined by friction welding. In case of 
small tubular members, the end cones are screwed into the 
tubes with threads at both ends as shown in Fig 4.9. For 
members subject to large compression and small tension, the 
tubes with external diameters 159mm to 219mm may be joined 
by means of "plug connections" as shown in Fig 4.10.
Threaded
Tube
End cone
Fig 4.9 Connection of a small member
End cone
Stud
Tube
Fig 4.10 Plug connection
The machine for the friction welding resembles a lathe and 
the procedure is as follows:
(1) The end cone is set-up in the rotating apparatus and 
the tube is clamped on the machine coaxially.
(2) The tube moves and presses the rotating end cone. This
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process will continue until the end cone and the tube are 
red hot.
(3) Then the rotation is stopped and a large compressive 
axial force is applied to the connection.
The procedure requires between 2 and 15 seconds.
The procedure for production of plug connection is as 
follows :
(1) The end cones are turned on a lathe to fit tightly into 
the tube.
(2) The end cones are pressed into the tube completely.
(3) Under pressure, four holes for insertion studs are 
drilled through the heaped parts.
(4) Then the studs are driven through as shown in Fig 4.10.
4 . 2 .9  Unitniss (TOMOE CORP.)
The components of the Unitruss system consist of forged 
hollow spheres, tubular members and fasteners (bolts and 
spacers). A typical cross section of this system is shown 
in Fig 4.11.
A member is connected to ball joints using a set of 
connectors, which consists of right-hand and left-hand 
threaded bolts as shown in Fig 4.12. The connector has a 
hexagonal section between the two threaded parts that fits 
a hexagonal wrench. The tubular member has a pair of end 
cones with right-hand and left-hand threaded borings. Thus, 
it is possible to adjust the distance between the centres 
of the nodes by means of rotation of the member. The 
adjustment range of the length is from -5mm to +5mm. For 
the adjustment, a groove line of the connector can be used 
as a measuring mark. After adjustment of the length between 
the centres of the nodes, the set screws in the end cones 
need tightening so as to prevent the rotation of the tube. 
The nodes also involve right-hand and left-hand threads
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according to the turning directions of the connectors which 
are shown in Fig 4.12.
Spacer TubeSet screw
Connector
Measuring mark for adjustment WeldHollow sphere
End cone
Fig 4.11 The Unitruss system (TOMOE CORP.)
There are twelve combinations of the tubes and the 
connectors in terms of their sizes in this system. The 
connector size is determined by the size of the tubular 
member. There are ten sizes of ball joints in this system, 
the size being determined by the angle between the closest 
two members.
The connectors are hot forged and threaded with right-hand 
and left-hand parts. The end cones are forged and threaded 
similarly. The end cones are welded to the tubular members.
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Left-hand threaded connectorRight-hand threaded connector
Left-handthreadLeft-handthreadRight-handthreadRight-handthread Grooveline GroovelineEnd cone with right-hand threaded boring
Node Node
Tube
End cone with ' left-hand threaded boring
Fig 4.12 A set of connectors of a member
This firm has developed an automatic design and 
manufacturing system. The flow starts from the design of 
the structure shape and achieves the manufacture of all the 
component parts. The manufacturing information for the 
components is obtained from the data for structural design 
using computers and is outputted as NC (numerically 
controlled) tape for the manufacture. The NC tape is 
inputted to NC machines on the automatic production line.
The hollow spherical nodes are produced from thick seamless 
tubes. The raw material is arranged as shown in Fig 4.13(a) 
before pressure casting. The material is heated to about 
900®C and then is set up as shown Fig 4.13(b). The node is 
forged by pressure as shown in Fig 4.13(c). After cooling 
in air, the node is drilled and tapped by NC machines. In 
a similar manner to the MERO's KK-system, the sphere has 
flat surfaces around the threaded borings.
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MouldThick seamless tube Press
A - 1
Section B-B
Section A-A
(a) Preparation for pressure forging (b) Set up after heating (c) Pressure forging
Fig 4.13 The procedure for production of the hollow spherical nodes
In this system, every ball node of a structure has three 
characteristics concerning production as follows:
(a) size of the node,
(b) location of borings, and
(c) particulars of threads.
Thus, as far as the design and manufacture of the ball 
nodes are concerned, this system is rather complicated. In 
the case of this system, it is impractical to control the 
information for the productions of components without a 
computer, and to manufacture the components without NC 
machines.
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4. 2 .10  ORTZ and ELKAR systems (ORONA)
Two different ORONA systems are discussed here. The older 
system is called ORTZ and its typical cross section is 
shown in Fig 4.14. The newly developed system is called 
ELKAR whose typical view and cross section are shown in Fig 
4.15 (the term ELKAR in Basque means "union”).
(a) ORTZ system
The components of the ORTZ system consist of ball joints, 
tubular members and fasteners (bolts and nuts). The forged 
solid spheres are drilled and threaded. Before welding the 
end cones to the tubes, a bolt with a thin nut is fixed 
into each end cone. After welding the end cones, the 
member, which consists of the tube and the end cones with 
bolts and nuts, is put into a painting bath.
Left-hand threaded
TubeN ode Nut
Bolt
Nut
End co n e
Right-hand threaded
Fig 4.14 The ORTZ system (ORONA)
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The shape of the bolt is as shown in Fig 4.14. The bolt has 
two parts threaded in different directions. The thread on 
the node side (narrow part) is left-handed and the thread 
on the member side is right-handed. The narrow part of the 
bolt, which goes into the ball joint, has a specified 
minimum length required to anchor the bolt in the node.
There are two nuts (a thick one and a thin one) on the 
bolt. They are used for turning the bolt into the joint. 
After the complete insertion of the bolt, they are moved to 
the cone side and tightened against the cone. Then, the 
thick nut acts as a lock-nut.
(b) ELKAR system
The components of the ELKAR system consist of forged solid 
ball joints, tubular members and fasteners (bolts and
sleeves). This system has sleeves between nodes and end
cones. The shape of the bolt is similar to that of the ORTZ 
system as shown in Fig 4.15, but the bolt has left-handed 
thread on the node side. The bolt is held in the sleeve by 
a set screw.
The procedure for production of the members is the same as 
that of the ORTZ system. After the end cones are welded to 
the tubes, the welded samples may be inspected using 
ultrasonic wave.
When assembling this system, the sleeves are used for
tightening bolts and as spacers between nodes and end
cones. The nodes have flat surfaces around the threaded 
borings. After completely tightening the bolts, a set screw 
is turned into each sleeve so as to prevent the bolt from 
coming loose.
There is a conical surface near the centre of the bolt. 
Corresponding to this, the sleeve has a tapered surface
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inside it, as shown in Fig 4.15. When applying compressive 
forces, these surfaces touch and transmit the forces.
TubeSleeveNode
Set screw
End cone
Set screw TubeSleeveNode
Bolt
Left-handthreaded Weld
Fig 4.15 The ELKAR system (ORONA)
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4 .2 .1 1  KT-truss (KAWATETSU)
The KT-truss system has been developed recently by a 
Japanese firm, Kawatetsu Steel Products Corporation. The 
components of this system consist of ball joints, tubular 
members and assembled fasteners. A typical cross section of 
this system is shown in Fig 4.16.
Weld TubeNode Hexagonalsleeve
Spring
Anchor nut
Left-hand threaded Sleeve
Hexagonalboss
Bolt End pleooe
Fig 4.16 The KT-truss system (KAWATETSU)
The ball joints are forged solid spheres and have flat 
surfaces around the threaded borings in a similar manner to 
the MERO's KK-system. The tubular members do not have holes 
for insertion of bolts.
Fig 4.17 shows the details of the KT-truss bolt. The 
numbers in Fig 4.17 refer to the assembling order. The bolt 
consists of two threaded parts at both ends and a hexagonal 
boss. The thread on the node side is right-handed and the 
thread on the member side is left-handed.
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(4) Hexagonal sleeveRight-hand
thread (3) Anchor nut
Bolt (2) Left-hand threaded 
sleeve
(5) Nut for holding 
the sleeve
Hexagonal
boss SpringRight-hand
thread
(3) Anchor nut
Left-hand
thread
Glued
Bolt (4) Hexagonal sleeve
Note : Numbers In this figure
refer to the assembling order.
Fig 4.17 Details of the KT-truss's bolt
The procedure for assembly of the bolt is as follows:
(1) The spring is mounted on the non-threaded part of the 
bolt.
(2) The sleeve, which is left-hand threaded outside, is put 
on the bolt.
(3) The anchor nut which is glued inside is turned on the 
bolt. The spring and the sleeve are then held between the 
hexagonal boss and the anchor nut.
(4) The hexagonal sleeve nut is put on the bolt.
(5) A nut for holding the sleeve is turned on the bolt.
Both end pieces with left-hand threaded borings are welded 
to the tube. The bolt is connected to the end piece of the 
member by means of the sleeve which is shown in Fig 
4.17(2). The nut (5) is then used for tightening the 
assembly. After assembling the bolts to the end pieces, the 
nuts are removed.
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There are three methods for surface protection in this 
system: powder coating, painting and hot-dip galvanising. 
The nodes and the hexagonal sleeves may also be dealt with 
using powder coating.
When assembling the members, the bolts are pushed into the 
hexagonal sleeve and then the bolts spring back and locate 
within the node. This assembling process is shown in Fig 
4.18. The hexagonal sleeve nuts are used for tightening the 
bolts. The bolts must have specified clamping forces. The 
forces are applied through the hexagonal boss which 
transmits the turning torque from the hexagonal sleeve.
(1)
ANode t
(2)
ymrrn intosiel
(3)
Spring 
back
Tightening
Fig 4.18 Assemblage of member
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4. 2 .12  Scan Space system
The Scan Space system was originated in early seventies and 
was developed by a Danish engineer, Kaj Thomsen. The 
components of this system consist of ball joints, tubular 
members and bolts. Fig 4.19 shows a typical cross section 
of the system.
The bolts are anchored in the steel end pieces which are 
welded to the inside ends of the tubes. On one side of the 
member, the bolt is welded to the inside steel piece. On 
the other side the bolt is turned into the ball joint by 
means of a special spanner, which penetrates through it as 
shown in Fig 4.19.
Node Bolt End piece with a threaded boring
Weid
Tube
Weid
Boit
Tube Special spanner
Weid
End piece with a threaded boring Node
Fig 4.19 The Scan Space system
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4 .2 .1 3  ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Eleven ball joint systems involving ten firms are described 
in Section 1.2. Every system has advantages and
disadvantages. The relative advantages and disadvantages 
are discussed in this section.
The MERO's KK-system is straightforward. This is
irrespective of sizes of components. The Uzaykon Space 
Frame System is also simple. In a MERO type system, 
however, the members have holes at both ends for insertion 
of bolts. As far as these holes and their locations are 
concerned, the holes do not affect the structural behaviour 
other than under particularly large tensile forces in the 
members, because under compressive forces, the section of 
the middle of the member is more important than the end
one. In the Uzaykon Space Frame System, the holes may be
covered with plastic caps to enhance visual effect.
On the other hand, stud bolt types such as the Züblin Space 
Frame System, KT-truss (Kawatetsu) and Unitruss, do not 
need the holes for insertion of bolts. The bolts of these 
systems have two threaded parts to connect to nodes and 
members. The disadvantage of the Züblin Space Frame System 
and Unitruss is that the bolt angle cannot be adjusted when 
assembling.
The TOMOE Unitruss has a set of bolts in each member, which 
consists of right-hand and left-hand threaded bolts. This 
is a useful idea because the distance between the nodes can 
be adjusted delicately by means of rotation of the tubular 
member. However, the nodes of this system also have two 
types of threaded borings. It is difficult to design and 
manufacture the members using this system without 
computers.
The Scan Space system may also appear simple. But it has a
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big disadvantage. When using this system, the form of the 
structure may be limited because of the assembly method. 
Also the method of assembly must be considered carefully, 
due to the bolt connecting method. That is, the bolt on one 
side of the member must be turned into the ball joint using 
a special spanner, which penetrates through the ball joint. 
As far as the methods of tightening of bolts are concerned, 
it may be seen that tightening of members from outside is 
easier than from inside. The KRUPP MORTAL system and Scan 
Space system require the use of special tools.
Another important matter is the checking of bolt insertion. 
The best way is that one can see the condition of the bolt 
directly, as through the helpful window of the MERO's KK- 
system. In some systems, KT-truss, ELKAR system and KRUPP 
MORTAL system, the degree of insertion of the bolts cannot 
be checked directly.
Most systems use steel as the material for the structure. 
The ORBA^HUB is an aluminium system. Aluminum weighs about 
a third of steel and has good resistance to corrosion, but 
its modulus of elasticity is about a third of steel and the 
cost is still more than steel.
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4 .3  SOCKET JOINT SYSTEMS
In Section 4.2, various prefabricated ball joint systems 
were discussed. The common feature of these systems is that 
the bolts are screwed into ball joints. That is, the 
direction of screwing is from member side to the joint.
Another kind of spherical joint system is discussed in this 
section which is referred to as "socket joint system". In 
this type of system, the joints have one or two openings 
for the insertion of the bolts and the bolts go from the 
joint into the end of members.
Usually the socket joints have a profile that is like a 
hollow sphere which is partly cut.
The following prefabricated socket joint systems are 
discussed in this section:
4.3.1 NS Space Truss System (Nippon Steel)
4.3.2 Spherobat (Unibat/Pechiney Bâtiment)
4.3.3 Tuba11 (Octatube Space Structures)
4.3.4 Akam System (Akam Felez)
4. 3 .1  NS Space Truss System (Nippon Steel)
The NS Truss System was developed by a Japanese steel 
maker, the Nippon Steel Corporation. The components of this 
system consist of socket joints, tubular members, bolts and 
washers.
There are two types of socket joint shapes which are 
referred to as "A-type socket joints" and "C-type socket 
joints". Typical cross-sections of these are shown in Figs 
4.20 and 4.21. The differences between these two types of 
joints are not only the profiles of the joints but also the
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A-type socket jointEnd coneBolt stopper
Bolt
WasherWeldTube
Fig 4.2 0 NS Space Truss System A-type socket joint
Bolt stopper
TubeWeld
Bolt
End cone
Washer
C-type socket joint
Fig 4.21 NS Space Truss System C-type socket joint
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sizes of series production. The A-type socket joints range 
from 110mm to 290mm in diameter. The C-type socket joints 
range from 190mm to 430mm in diameter.
Both types of joints are forged. Their surfaces are set on 
the ground lathes and drilled by NC machines. The A-type 
joint has two openings at the top and the bottom which are 
used for insertion of bolts and for tightening them. The C- 
type joint has one opening. Each joint has holes so that 
the axes of bolts pass through the centre of the joints.
The members are composed of tubes and end cones. The end 
cones with threaded borings are automatically welded to 
ends of the tubes. Washers with concave surfaces on the 
joint side are placed between the member and the joint for 
transmitting compressive forces. The special high strength 
bolts are forged with hexagonal or dodecagonal heads and a 
curved surface on the bottom of the head. After tightening 
the bolts, they are fixed by turning the bolt stoppers in 
the end cones.
Because of the profile of socket joints, the A-type socket 
joints have more limitations on the patterns of the grids 
for which they are used. That is, the A-type joints cannot 
have upward web members as shown in Fig 4.20 and the angles 
of web members are confined within a range which is limited 
by the top and bottom openings. The limitation is defined 
through the ratio of the depth of the grid and the length 
of the grid module (see Fig 4.22). The ratio must be less 
than 0.65 in order to use the A-type socket joints.
Surface protection of the components is the last process of 
the manufacture. Painting, galvanising or baked coating can 
be applied for the joints and the members depending on 
requirements.
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The washers are painted after primer coating. The surfaces 
of all bolts are protected by chromium plating after 
sherardizing. The term "sherardizing" is used to refer to 
the process of coating small iron or steel articles with 
zinc by heating them with zinc dust in a revolving drum at 
about 350°C.
a : ratio of 
(Depth) / (Grid module)DepthGrid module
Double-layer grids (a=0.65)
Fig 4.22 Ratio of (Depth)/(Grid module)
4. 3. 2 SPHEROBAT (Umbat/Pechmey Bâtiment)
There are two versions of the Spherobat system depending on 
the structural material, that is, steel and aluminum. The 
steel version of Spherobat was developed by S.Du Chateau, 
a French engineer. The aluminium version was developed by 
collaboration between Dr Chateau and Pechiney Bâtiment, a 
French firm.
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(1) The steel version
The components of the steel version consist of joints, 
tubular members and bolts. A typical cross-section of the 
system is shown in Fig 4.23.
Small part of steel forged 
socket jointBolt for holding socket joint
End piece with thread TubeWeld
Socket head cap screw
Large part of steel 
forged socke join
Fig 4.23 Spherobat (steel version)
A joint consists of two parts, which are shown in Fig 4.23. 
These forged parts have holes to connect members using the 
bolts. The axes of all holes of these parts must pass 
through the centre of the joint. A joint can take up to 12 
members.
Forged end pieces with threaded holes are spot welded to 
both ends of the tubes. The connection bolts have round 
heads with hexagonal hollow as shown in Fig 4.23, After 
checking the tightness of the bolts, two parts of the joint 
are joined together by a bolt through the inside of the
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joints as shown in Fig 4.23. The parts of the joints and 
the members are normally galvanised. If required, a 
suitable finish (painting, coating and so on) can be 
applied.
(2) The aluminium version
The components of the aluminum version consist of joints, 
members and bolts. The joints and the members are 
manufactured by casting. There are two kinds of members in 
the aluminium version, depending on the end cones. Typical 
cross-sections of these two kinds of members are shown in 
Figs 4.24 and 4.25. For the former shown in Fig 4.24, a 
member consists of tube and end cones. The cast end cones 
with threaded holes are welded at both ends. On the other 
hand, a member of the latter type shown in Fig 4.25 does 
not have end cones.
In the case of the latter, there are three types of cross- 
sections of aluminium tubular members as shown in Fig 4.25. 
The A-type section is a round one. The B-type section is a 
square one. The C-type section is a combination of A-type 
and B-type. The longitudinal cross-section of these members 
is divided into four areas, consisting of one central small 
circle and three other areas around the central circle. 
Both ends of the members are manufactured in a conical 
shape and are threaded at the centre so as to receive 
bolts. Thus the members do not need to have welded end 
cones.
As far as the joints of aluminium version are concerned, 
they have the same profile in spite of the types of 
members. In a similar manner to the steel version, an 
aluminium joint also consists of two parts as shown in Figs 
4.24 and 4.25. These joints have flat surfaces around the 
holes so as to improve the seating of the members. A joint 
can take up to 14 members.
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Large part of aluminium cast socket joint
End cone
Aluminium tube
Bolt
Bolt for holding jointWeld
Small part of aluminium cast socket joint Hexagonalkey
Fig 4.24 Spherobat (aluminium version)
Large part of aluminium 
cast socket joint Bolt for 
holding socket 
joint
A-type
Section Aluminium tube
B-type
SectionSocket head 
cap screw
Small part of 
uminium c s 
socket joint
C-type
SectionHexagonalkey
Fig 4.25 Spherobat (aluminium version)
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If surface protection of the components is required, 
anodizing can be applied.
4. 3. 3 Tuball system
The Tuball system was developed by a Dutch architect. Dr 
Mick Eekhout. In this system, the components consist of 
joints, tubular members and fasteners (bolts, nuts and 
washers). A typical cross-section of the Tuball system is 
illustrated in Fig 4.26.
Socket head cap screw Small part of 
cast socket jointEnd piece 
with thread Weld Tube
Large part of cast socket jointBolt Washer
Nut
Fig 4.26 The Tuball system
The spherical joint consists of two parts, which are 
divided into a large part (approximately 3/4) and a small 
part. The small part of the joint is used as a cap to 
conceal the inside view of the joint. These two parts are 
cast from aluminium or nodular graphite cast iron.
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Each end of a member has a cast end piece with a threaded 
boring to receive a bolt. The end pieces are welded to the 
inside of the tubes, which are manufactured from seamless 
steel tube or extruded aluminium. When using steel members, 
the end pieces has one or two extra holes for galvanising 
the inside surface of the members as shown in Fig 4,27.
Weld
Steel tube
s l » f  Ml i  l'lP.'V'il!
Hole for galvanising 
Threaded boring
End piece
Fig 4,27 A cross-section of an end of a steel member
The bolts are inserted from the inside of the joint into 
the end pieces of the members. The washer with a convex 
surface is used so as to improve the seating of the bolt. 
After tightening the bolts, the large part of the joint is 
joined with the small part using a bolt. The bolt head and 
the nut are countersunk in the joint as shown in Fig 4,26,
The standard outside diameter of the joints are 110, 135
and 162mm and the wall thicknesses vary from 4 to 20mm 
increasing at 1mm intervals. If required, other sizes are 
available up to 243mm in diameter. The aluminium tube sizes
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vary from 40 to 150mm in diameter at 1mm intervals, and 
also their wall thicknesses vary at 1mm intervals between 
3 and 10mm. The steel tubes can be selected from a list 
shown in Table 4.2.
The steel components are hot-dip galvanised or 
powdercoated. The aluminium components are anodised or 
powdercoated with polyester. The bolts are made from steel 
or stainless steel. When using steel bolts, they are hot- 
dip galvanised.
The system can be applied to double layer flat surfaces and 
single or double layer curved surfaces such as barrel 
vaults and domes.
Table 4.2 Sizes of steel tubes
Diameter(mm) Wall thick­ness (mm) Diameter(mm) Wall thick­ness (mm)
38 2 101.6 2.75
44.5 2 108 2.75
51 2 114.3 2.75
57 2.25 121 3
60. 3 2.25 127 3
63.5 2.25 133 3
70 2.5 139.7 3
76.1 2.5 152.4 3
82.5 2.5 159 3
88.9 2.5 168.3 3.2
95 2.75 193.7 4
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4. 3. 4 Akam system (Akam Felez)
The Akam system was developed by Akam Felez, an Iranian 
firm. The components of this system consist of socket 
joints, tubular members, bolts and washers. A typical 
cross-section can be seen in Fig 4.28.
A socket joint with one opening is forged and its outer 
surface is milled. The holes through bolts are drilled by 
semi-automatic machines. A joint can take up to 12 members.
Forged end cones with threaded holes are welded at both 
ends of the tubes. The tube sizes vary from 60mm to 216mm 
in diameter. A pair of washers are used at each bolted 
connection. The washer with concave surface is placed at 
the outside of the socket joint and the washer with convex 
surface is placed in the inside of the joints. These 
washers are used for transmitting compressive or tensile 
axial forces smoothly.
Washer with Socket nodeconcave surface Tube
Bolt
End cone
Washer with 
convex surface
Weld
Fig 4.28 Akam system
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4 . 3 . 5  ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Six kinds of socket joint systems from four firms are 
described in Section 4.3.1 to 4.3.4. The relative 
advantages and disadvantages are discussed in this section. 
The systems considered are:
1) A-type and C-type socket joints (NS Space Truss System)
2) steel and aluminium versions of Spherobat
3) Tuball system
4) Akam system
In these six systems, the method of insertion of bolts and 
the method of tightening of bolts are the same. The 
differences between these systems concern the openings, use 
of washers and shapes of members.
The NS socket joints and the Akam joints consist of a 
single piece. On the other hand, the joints in the 
Spherobat and the Tuball systems look like balls, 
consisting of two parts that are joined by a bolt. As far 
as the appearance of the joint is concerned, the latter 
joints have an advantage over the others, because neither 
the openings of joints nor the bolt heads and nuts that 
hold the pieces of the joints together can be seen.
The NS Space Truss System and the Akam system use washers, 
which are placed between the member and the joint. The role 
of the washers is to transmit the axial forces smoothly.
Normally, a member which is connected to a socket joint 
system consists of a tube and end piece with threaded holes 
to receive bolts. The aluminium version of the Spherobat 
system involves some special members. These members have 
special profiles and can be connected to socket joints 
without welding pieces. However, the application of the 
aluminium version of the Spherobat system is limited due to 
the size of the bolts.
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4 .4  PLATE JOINT SYSTEMS
4. 4 .1  MECHANISMS AND COMPONENTS OF PLATE JOINT SYSTEMS
The components of a plate joint system consist of plate 
joints, members and fasteners such as bolts and nuts. For 
instance. Fig 4.29 shows the details of the Unistrut Space- 
Frame System. The members in this system are bolted to the 
joint.
As far as the requirements of the bolts are concerned, 
there is a big difference between ball joint or socket node 
systems and plate joint systems. Fig 4.30 shows examples of 
these systems, with respect to the transmitting mechanism 
of the axial forces in the members. The MERO system 
exemplifies a ball system and the Unistrut system 
exemplifies a plate system. The member forces in this 
figure are tensile. The bolt in the ball system transmits 
the member force directly. On the other hand, the bolt in 
the plate system transmits the axial force of the member by 
shear force.
The plate joints must also be able to hold the members and 
to transmit the forces between the members safely. As far 
as the profiles of the members are concerned, circular 
tubes are used in both ball joint and socket node systems. 
In contrast, for plate joint systems, the tubes are rarely 
used for the members.
4. 4. 2 PREFABRICATED PLATE JOINT SYSTEMS
Many prefabricated plate joint systems have been developed 
in the world. The following systems are discussed in this 
section.
4.4.3 Unistrut Space-Frame System
4.4.4 Power-Strut (Van Huffel Tube Corp.)
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W eb m em ber
B
Bolt
P late
Joint
Chord m em b erS ection  A-A
B
W eb m em berBoit
Chord m em ber
Piate
jointW eb  m em ber
Chord m em b er
V iew  B-B
A
Fig 4.29 Unistrut Space-Frame System
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4.4.5 KE truss (Kawatetsu)
4.4.6 Octatube
4.4.7 Tridimatec system
4.4.8 TEMCOR
4.4.9 TORUS GESTO system
4.4.10 Prato system
Ball joint system
Node Bolt Member
M E R O  system
Node Bolt
Axial force
Plate joint system
Bolt
Member Joint
Unistrut system
Shear forceJoint
Member
Fig 4.30 Comparison between ball joint and plate joint systems
4. 4. 3 Unistrut SpacelOrame System
The Unistrut Spaceframe System was developed by Charles W. 
Attwood. The system consists of five basic parts as shown 
in Fig 4.31. These five parts are as follows:
1) the in-strut connector,
2) the out-strut connector,
3) the strut,
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4) the bolt and
5) the nut.
Holes
3% %Nut
A-A section Hole
Bolt
Strut
HoleShear lug
Hole
Shear lug
In-strut connector Out-strut connector
Fig 4.31 Basic components of the Unistrut system
Fig 4.32 shows a typical elevation of a spaceframe. The in­
strut and out-strut connectors are used as a pair of plate 
joints in the same structure, one for the top layer and the 
other for the bottom layer. Both connectors can take eight 
members, 4 chord members and 4 web members. There is one 
hole and two shear lugs where each member is connected, as 
shown in Fig 4.31. The shear lugs appear on the surfaces 
where the members touch the connector.
The standard struts are made from 12 s.w.g.(standard wire 
gauge) or 0.105 inch thick steel, cold-rolled into 
channels. Their ends are manufactured as shown Fig 4.31. 
Each end has three holes, the centre hole is for the bolt
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to join the member to the connector and the other two holes 
are for engagement with the shear lugs of the connector.
In-strut connector
Strut
Strut
Strut
Out-strut connector
Fig 4.32 A typical elevation of a Unistrut spaceframe
The struts are used for both chord and web members. Every 
chord member is connected on the outside of the joint. The 
web members are fastened on the inside of the in-strut 
connectors and on the outside of the out-strut connectors.
Both connectors are press-formed from 1/4 inch thick mild 
steel plates. The procedure for production of these 
connectors is shown in Fig 4.33. The manufacturing process 
consists of five stages, as shown in Fig 4.33.
Depending on the length of the chord members, there are two 
standard modules in this system, which are called 4 feet
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module and 5 feet module. The connectors and bolts in both 
modules are of the same size.
Fig 4.33 Manufacturing procedure for connectors
If additional load carrying capacity is required, 
reinforcing parts as shown in Fig 4.34 can be added to the 
strut and connector. The reinforcing bars are made from 3/4 
inch thick steel and are welded together to form a cross. 
The reinforcing strut is press formed U-shape from 1/4 inch 
thick steel. These reinforcing parts are used as shown in 
Fig 4.35. The members form a double-strut assembly. The 
reinforcing cross-bar can be bolted to the connector with 
the use of longer bolts.
Connectors, struts and reinforcing parts are coated with an 
electrodeposited acrylic paint, and baked dry. All bolts, 
nuts and washers are cadmium plated.
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XZZZZJ2222ZZZ2,
A-A Weld
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Shear lug
uc-c
Bolt 1/4in strut
Fig 4.34 Reinforcing parts of the Unistrut system
Web members
1/4in strut
Standard strut
Standard strut Spacer
Bolt Cross barChord
members 1/4ln strut
Out-strut connector Spacer Standard strut
Fig 4.35 Reinforced Unistrut spaceframe
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This system is used to form multi-layer grids of square-on- 
square type configuration with standard members as shown 
Fig 4.36. The space frame cannot be applied to any curved 
surface such as barrel vaults or domes but can be used for 
roofs, walls and planer surfaces.
Double-layer grids Triple-layer grids
Planer surfaces
Fig 4.36 Applications using Unistrut standard members
4 .4 .4  POWER-STRUT SYSTEM
The Power-Strut system was developed by the Van Huffel Tube 
Corp., in America. The system consists of five basic parts 
as shown in Fig 4.37. These five parts are as follows:
1) the square module connector or the triangular module 
connector, .
2) the strut for chord members,
3) the strut for web members,
4) the slab head shoulder bolt and 5) the nut.
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Holes
Hole for Insertion of bolt
Chord member Hole for
Web member
Hole
® o e ^  eo ® o @ o @
0***0# o
Shear lugs 
for chord 
member
Shear lugs 
for web
Hole
Square module member TroamguSar module
connector connector
Nut
Bolt
Fig 4.37 Basic components of the Power-strut system
Square-on-square
lÜZi4or5ft
Square-on-larger square
Top
Bottom
Web
DIagonal-on-diagona!
»
\ !/ \T7 \T/ \ ; / \ 1 /  ^   \/
Triangular-on-trianglar
Fig 4.3 8 Applicable Patterns of the Power-strut system
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This system can be applied to multi-layer grids of the 
types shown in Fig 4.38. There are two standard module 
sizes, 4-foot and 5-foot, in the square modules. The square 
module connector is also used for diagonal grids. The 
triangular module connector is used for triangular grids.
Fig 4.39 shows a typical elevation of square-on-square 
grids. The straight struts constitute top and bottom chords 
of a spaceframe. The S-shaped struts are utilised as web 
members. The struts are made from 12 s.w.g. thick steel, 
formed into tubes of square cross section using electric 
welding. After welding, the tubes are cut into accurate 
module lengths. The struts for web members are bent using 
a hydraulic bender with an internal mandrel. All struts are 
hot-dip galvanised.
Square module
connectorChord member
A
tf
Web member
Chord member
Square module 
connectorWeb member
Square module 
connector Chord member
Section A-A
Fig 4.39 A typical elevation of the Power-strut system
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Each strut end has a bolt insertion hole and three punched 
holes in the opposite wall of the tube. These three holes
are used in a similar manner to that for the Unistrut
system. That is, the centre hole is used for the bolt to 
join to a connector and the other two holes are for 
engagement with the shear lugs of the connector.
The square module connectors are manufactured from 1/4 inch 
thick mild steel. A cross section of a square grid is shown 
in Fig 4.40. This connector can take chord members in the 
cross directions and web members inclined at 45° to the
chord members. The connectors are electrolytically
galvanised.
Bolts and nuts are protected by cadmium plating and bonded 
with a polymer coating. The other components are coated 
with a baked-on polyester powder applied by electrostatic 
spray.
Square module connectorHole for 
Insertion of bolt
Shear lugChord member
Shear lug
Bolt
Web member
Section A-A
Fig 4.40 A cross section of a connector
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4. 4. 5 KE truss
The KE truss system was developed by the Japanese firm, 
KAWATETSU, which developed the KT truss mentioned before in 
the section on ball joint systems. The system consists of 
five component parts as shown in Fig 4.41. These five parts 
are as follows:
1) connector,
2) chord member,
3) web member,
4) bolt and
5) nut.
HolesSquare tubeEnd plate
Chord memberWeld
We b  member Holes
View of 
end of
web member
Hole
Hole
Hole Nut
BoltConnector
Fig 4.41 Components of the KE truss system
A chord member consists of a square tube and welded end 
plates. There are two sizes of chord members, 50mm and 70mm 
square. The end plate is of 9mm thick steel and has two
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holes for bolts to join to the connector. A web member is 
manufactured as a C-shaped steel element, 45mm x 45mm as 
shown in Fig 4.41. Each end of the web members also has two 
holes for bolts to join to the connector. The wall 
thicknesses of all members can be either 2.3mm or 3.2mm.
The connector is press-formed from 6mm thick mild steel 
plate. Fig 4.42 shows a typical elevation of a KE 
spaceframe. The connector can take up to eight members, 4 
chord members and 4 web members. There are two holes for 
each member to be connected. The bolts are 16mm in 
diameter. The same connector can be used as the joints of 
both top and bottom layers, in contrast with the Unistrut 
system where two types of connectors are required. The 
bolts and nuts are phosphatised. The other components are 
powder-coated.
Connector
Chord member
Web member
Chord member
Connector
Fig 4.42 A typical elevation of a KE truss system
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This system is applicable to double-layer grids of square- 
on-square type only. There are four grid sizes, 1.2m, 1.5m, 
1.8m and 2.1m.
4. 4. 6 Octatube
The Octatube system was developed by the Dutch architect, 
Mick Eekhout. The system consists of four component parts, 
which are the joints, the members, the bolts and the nuts. 
These parts are shown in Fig 4.43.
o
o
Holes Tube
Section A-A Member
Holes
Weld
Weld
Base plate Holes
Joint
Nut
?
Bolt
Fig 4.43 Components of the Octatube system
The joint consists of an octagonal base plate and another 
two half octagonal plates. These plates are welded together 
as shown in Fig 4.43. A member is made from a circular 
tube. Each member end is pressed into a flat shape as shown
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in Fig 4.43. A member is connected to a joint by two bolts.
Fig 4.44 shows three assembly patterns of the Octatube 
system. These are used for multi-layer grids. Case 1 
illustrates a standard assembly. Every member is connected 
by two bolts in single shear. The load capacity of a bolt 
in single shear is assumed to be "Q” and all the bolts are 
assumed to be the same. If the failure mode is assumed to 
be the shearing of the bolts, then the maximum axial force 
for each member will be evaluated as 2Q. In case 2 there is 
an added octagonal plate and the maximum force for each 
chord member can be 4Q, because of the double shear effect 
in bolts. Case 3 shows a combined joint. This type can be 
used for multi-layer grids and tree supports.
W e b  member2Q
W e b  member 2Q 2Q,
2Q
20.20
Chord memberCase 1Chord member
Web member
20
2Q
2020
20
Chord memberCase 3 Octagonal plate
Case 2O  ; the load capacity of a bolt in sinie shear
Fig 4.44 Assembly patterns of the Octatube nodes
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There are two versions of this system with regard to the 
material. The components except for the bolts and nuts can 
be made from steel or aluminium. In the steel version, the 
components are hot-dip galvanised and sprayed with 
polyester powder. The hot-dip galvanised bolts and nuts are 
covered with nylon caps in order to improve their 
appearance.
This system can also be used for curved surface structures 
such as barrel vaults or domes as shown in Fig 4.45. The 
system, however, does not have standard modules.
Multi-layer grids
Single layer dome Barrel vault
Fig 4.45 Applications of the Octatube system
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4. 4. 7 Tridimatec system
The Tridimatec system was developed by S.Du Chateau. The 
components consist of nodes, plane trusses, bolts and nuts. 
Fig 4.46 shows a typical Tridimatec plane truss. Also, Figs 
4.47 and 4.48 show the details of nodes which are used for 
two-way and three-way grids, respectively.
^  Tube
Hole CO Weld
Section A-A Section B-B
Details of 
end-piece for 
chord member
Details of 
end-piece for , 
web members
Weld
Weld
Weld
Elevation of plane truss
c Cj
T^ b ^u e 
Weld-/ 
Section C
Hole
:-c
End-piece
Chord member Tubes
Web members
Chord member
End-piece
Tube
Fig 4.46 A typical plane truss in Tridimatec system
A Tridimatec plane truss module has a warren truss type 
configuration, with circular tubes. It consists of chord 
members, web members and welded steel end-pieces that are 
used for bolted connections to the nodes. In Fig 4.46, the 
truss consists of two chord members, four web members and 
six end-pieces. The dimensions of the lattice truss depend 
on the requirements of individual structures, such as the 
loading conditions, the design and so on.
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Octagonal
plateChord member
Nut
Gusset plate TubeWeb member
Weld
Weld Tube
Bolt
Tube
Chord memberTube Section and view A-AOctagonal plate
Elevation of two-way grids
Fig 4.47 The joint detail for Tridimatec two-way grids
BoltChord member Nut Hexagonal
plateChord member
Nut
Gusset plate TubeWeb member
Hole Weld
Weld Tube Bolt
Tube
Chord member Section and view A-ATube Hexagonal plate
Elevation of three-way grids
Fig 4.48 The joint detail for Tridimatec three-way grids
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Every end of the chord members has an H-shaped end-piece, 
which consists of two flange plates with two holes, a web 
plate and a plate that is used for welding to a chord 
member. Every chord member is connected to a node using 
four bolts in single shear.
The web tubes are welded to top and bottom chord members. 
The ends of the web members which are to be connected to 
nodes must have end-pieces for the bolts to join to the 
nodes. An end-piece for a web member consists of two steel 
plates and a plate that is used for welding to a web 
member. The web member is joined to a gusset plate in a 
node, using a bolt in double shear.
Two-way grids
Three-way grids
Pyramidal system
Fig 4.49 Applications using the Tridimatec system
The two nodes on top and bottom layers are connected 
together by means of a welded tube perpendicular to each 
node. One of the nodes has welded gusset plates for bolting
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of web members. The node for two-way grids can take up to 
four chord members and four web members. The node for 
three-way grids can take up to six chord members and six 
web members. Fig 4.49 exemplifies the applications of the 
Tridimatec system.
4. 4. 8 TEMCOR Aluminium Dome system
The American firm TEMCOR has developed an aluminium framed 
dome system. The dome using this system has geodesic 
geometry with single-layer triangulated aluminium panels. 
Fig 4,50 shows a typical view of the system. The components 
of the system consist of aluminium gusset plates, aluminium 
I-shaped members, and aluminium or stainless steel lock 
bolts.
Aluminium gusset cover Stainless steel 
batten screwAluminium panel '
^  Boit
Aluminium
batten
6
Extruded
aiuminium
member Aiuminium gusset plate
Aluminium or stainiess 
steei iock boits
Fig 4.50 A typical view of the TEMCOR aluminium dome system
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A member is extruded into an I-shape as shown in Fig 4.50, 
Every end of the flanges has holes for the bolts to join to 
the gusset plates. A node consists of two round plates with 
holes.
A dome is covered with triangular panels, battens and 
gusset covers, all of which are made from aluminium. This 
system can be applied to domes with spans from 12m to 130m.
All aluminium components are anodized or are backed-on 
fluorinecontaining polymer paint.
4.4.9 TORUS GESTO system
The TORUS GESTO system was developed by two Macedonian 
engineers, A. Stojanovic and V. Georgievski. The components 
consist of steel nodes and steel members. The nodes in this 
system have the profile shown in Fig 4.51. All members are 
press-formed U-shape.
A node consists of a closed ring, two octagonal plates and 
eight rectangular gusset plates. The circular ring is 
called the TORUS, which is fabricated from a steel bar. 
Every gusset plate has a hole for the TORUS to pass 
through. The octagonal plate also has a hole. This hole is 
used for bolting the top and bottom plates together when 
the node is assembled, also the hole is used for fixing 
purlins. This system can be applied for two-way double­
layer grids only.
The procedure for production of the node is as follows:
(1) The eight gusset plates are put into the TORUS,
(2) The TORUS is welded so as to form a closed ring using 
a special tool as shown in Fig 4.52(a).
(3) The gusset plates and the TORUS are welded together 
(Fig 4.52(a)).
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Octagonal plateOctagonal plateGusset plate TORUS
Hole
HoleGusset plate
A
J Section B-B
Octagonal plateTORUSGusset plate TORUS
Gusset plate
View A-A Section C-C
Fig 4.51 Details of the TORUS GESTO node
Octagonal plateGusset plate Gusset plateWeld
Tool
Nut
Weld Weld
TORUS
BoltGusset plate \ / Weld Gusset plateWeld
TORUS
Weld
TORUSOctagonal plate
Section A-A View B-B
Fig 4.52 Manufacturing procedure for the TORUS GESTO node
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(4) The octagonal plates are welded to the gusset plates 
while being held together by a bolt as shown in Fig 
4.52(b).
The members are joined to the nodes by means of welding or 
bolting. When using bolted connections for joining the 
members, the gusset plates need to have prepared the holes 
for bolts.
4. 4 .10  PRATO SYSTEM
This system was used for the Prato dome built in Italy and 
was developed by the Italian engineer, A. Orlandi. Fig 4.53 
shows a view of the Prato dome and a cross-section of a 
joint in this system. The system is used for single-
Bolt
Outside
plate
Tube
Diameter 52.0 m
Prato dome
Inside plate
TubeJoint
Fig 4.53 A view of the Prato dome and its joint
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layer domes. The components consist of connectors, tubes, 
bolts and nuts, all of which are made from steel.
Fig 4.54 shows a typical connector and a member. Every 
plate for the dome is of the same size. A node consist of 
a pair of plates, the outside and inside plates, where, the 
outside plate is placed on the outside of the dome and the 
inside plate is placed on the inside of the dome. The 
outside and inside plates differ slightly in the positions 
of the holes. The holes of the inside plate are closer to
the centre of the plate than the outside one. The
dimensions of plate in Fig 4.54 correspond to a typical
plate for the dome shown in Fig 4.53. There are 246 nodes
in 28 different forms in the Prato dome. The dimensions in 
brackets are for the inside plate. After boring the holes, 
every plate is press-formed as shown in Fig 4.55.
Section A-A
Connector dimension in m m
Dimension is of 
outside plate247 (239)
022
t=3.6
L O)
O)
247 (239) Dimension in () is of inside plate
018
t=6
250
035
500
Member
g
I
Fig 4.54 A typical connector and a member of the Prato dome
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(a) After boring
Press-forming 
I 3.865°250
 ; h-
(b) Completed connector
Fig 4.55 The forming of the connector of the Prato dome
Tube
Outside plate
Boltinside plate
Membrane Tube
Chain
Steei disk 
t=3mmSteei disk 
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Fig 4.56 Details of membrane jointing
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Each end of a member has two holes for the bolts to pass 
through. The bolts used are high-tensile. The centre hole 
of the plate was used for the support of the membrane using 
a steel chain as shown in Fig 4.56. The membrane was 
manufactured from triangular pieces, which were fitted to 
the dome, and welded together in the factory. For the 
erection of the membrane, firstly it was laid out on the 
inside ground of the dome. Then the membrane was suspended 
at each node as it was gradually moved up.
4.4 .11  ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Eight systems in the family of plate joints are described 
in Section 4.4.3 to 4.4.10. The relative advantages and 
disadvantages of these systems are discussed in this 
section.
The joints in three of the systems, namely, the Unistrut, 
the Power-strut and the KE truss systems, are manufactured 
from a single plate. The joints in the TEMCOR system 
consist of two plates, which sandwich the members. The 
joints in the other systems are assembled using more than 
two plates which are welded together.
The connectors in the Unistrut and the KE truss systems are 
press-formed so as to receive all the members by means of 
a single plate. Their profiles are quite similar. The 
Unistrut system requires two types of connectors, which are 
used for the joints of the top and bottom layers. On the 
other hand, in the KE truss system the same connector can 
be used for the joints of both layers. However, in the KE 
truss system two bolts are required for a connection 
between a joint and a member, in contrast with the Unistrut 
system where every member is connected at the joint by only 
one bolt.
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The Unistrut and the Power-strut systems use a similar 
method for transmitting the axial forces to the members. 
The transmission mechanism, for all members, consists of 
one bolt and two shear lugs that are pierced on both sides 
of the bolt hole in a connector.
The connectors in the Power-strut system are flat plates 
without press-forming. However, in order to engage them on 
the flat connectors, the web members are bent at their ends 
and formed into an S-shape.
As far as the ends of the members in plate joint systems 
are concerned, they are generally required to have flat 
surfaces so that they are connected using bolts that act in 
shear. Thus, when using the tubular members, they are not 
connected to the joints directly. Actually, tubes are used 
only in two systems, the Octatube and the Tridimatec 
systems. Each end of a tubular member in the Octatube 
system is a press-formed flat surface. In the Tridimatec 
system, the ends of the tube have welded end-pieces for the 
bolts to join to the nodes.
As far as the applications of plate joint systems are 
concerned, generally they are suitable for two-way double­
layer grid structures. In the Unistrut, Power-strut and KE 
truss systems, standard modular grids are provided for the 
double-layer grids. The modular dimensions are 4 feet and 
5 feet in the Unistrut and the Power-strut, and 1.2m to 
2.1m (0.3m intervals) in the KE truss. Therefore, for these 
three systems, there are a small number of the standard 
modular components. For the other five systems, namely, the 
Octatube, Tridimatec, TEMCOR, TORUS GESTO and Prato, the 
dimensions of components vary with the requirements for 
particular structures.
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4 .5  SLOT JOINT SYSTEMS
Fig 4.57 shows the Triodetic system as an example of a slot 
joint system. A joint in this kind of system is a
W eb member Tube
Chord m em ber
Bolt
Slot joint
Tube
View B-B
Retaining washer
Chord m em berBoltTube
Tube
Retaining
w asher NutW eb member Slot joint
Section A-A
Fig 4.57 The Triodetic system
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cylindrical piece that has slots around its periphery. 
These slots receive the ends of the members which have the 
male forms fitting to the slots of the joint. Each end of 
a member can be inserted into the appropriate slot. The 
member is connected to the joint without bolts, riveting or 
welding.
The slots and the ends of the members must be designed so 
that the forces can be transmitted from the member to the 
joint or in the opposite direction. In the Triodetic 
system, every slot provides tension-compression grip.
Another two types of slot joints have been proposed 
recently by the Chinese engineers, H.L.Zhao, J.Ma and
S.R.Yan. The profiles of these joints are shown in Fig 
4.58. The A-type joint shown in Fig 4.58(a) has round slots
Hole for 
bolt
Section
(a) A-type
Round slot
Hole for 
bolt
Grip slot
Section
(b) B-type
Fig 4.58 Zhao slot joints
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and the B-type joint shown in Fig 4.58(b) has grip slots.
The strength of the Triodetic joints has been proved under 
tensile, compressive and combined loadings. The tests were 
carried out using the actual elements made from aluminium 
and steel.
4. 5 .1  Triodetic system
The Triodetic system was developed in 1953 by the Canadian 
firm, S. Fentimen and Sons Ltd. The components consist of 
the slot joints, tubular members, retaining washers, bolts 
and nuts. Fig 4.57 shows a Triodetic joint in a two-way 
double layer grid.
The joint with grip slots is produced as an aluminium
extrusion. As far as joint profiles are concerned, there
are so many kinds of configurations in the system, and also 
the positions of grip slots around each joint periphery can 
be arranged according to the geometry of a structure. In 
addition, there are four sizes in the grip slots, depending 
on the sizes of the members.
Any type of cross-section of the members can be
accommodated with the Triodetic system. Tubular members of 
aluminium or steel are most commonly used. A tube end is 
prepared by a pressing operation, in a single stroke, which 
forms the coined end and cuts the member to the required 
length. Each end of a member has a male form to fit the 
slot of the joint.
When assembling, the member ends are inserted into the
joint using soft mallets. After connecting all the members, 
the retaining washers are put on both sides of the joint 
and are tightened by a bolt through the centre hole in the 
joint in order to prevent the members from coming out.
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The wall thicknesses and diameters of the tubes can be 
designed freely in the ranges that are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Tube sizes
Tube wall thickness (mm) 2 2.5 3 4
Overall 38 to 77 50 to 63 to 76 todiameter (mm) 102 115 127
Fig 4.59 shows six typical Triodetic joint configurations, 
whose types and applications are explained as follows:
Fig 4.59 Typical Triodetic joint configurations
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(1) 8-way equal wall type is used for 2-way double-layer 
grids,
(2) 6-way equal wall type is used for single-layer lamella 
domes,
(3) 4-way equal wall type is used for footbridges and 
trusses,
(4) 9-way equal wall type is used for 3-way double-layer 
grids,
(5) 8-way 3mm/2mm wall type is used for 2-way double-layer 
grids,
(6) 4-way T slot narrow angle type is used for long span 
bridge trusses.
Coin angleTube
View B
Tube
View 0
Coined end 1 Coined end 2
Twist angle
Coined end 2 Coined end 1
Tube
View A
Fig 4.60 Views of a typical tubular member
Fig 4.60 shows views of a typical member. This figure 
illustrates a possible tube configuration. Each coined end 
can be formed at any angle to the member axis, and also any 
twist angles between both coined ends can be accepted.
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Fig 4.61 Applications of the Triodetic system
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All aluminium components with the Triodetic system have 
been used in Canada, the United Kingdom and the Middle 
East. The combination of steel tubes and the aluminium 
Triodetic joints has been employed in Canada, Mexico and 
United States.
Fig 4.61 shows the applications of the Triodetic system. 
The Triodetic system can be used for not only flat surface 
structures but also any curved surface structure such as 
domes, barrel vaults, shells and hypars.
Both aluminium and steel components can be factory painted 
or powder coated depending on the requirements. Some 
structures have been built using anodized aluminium and 
stainless steel.
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4,6 SHELL JOINT SYSTEMS
In this section, the following three shell joint systems 
are discussed.
4.6.1 Oktaplatte
4.6.2 Nodus
4.6.3 SDC
4. 6, 1 OKTAPLATTE SYSTEM
The Oktaplatte system was developed by the German firm, 
Mannesman Corporation. The components of the system consist 
of welded steel ball joints and steel tubes as shown in Fig 
4.62. The hollow spherical joint consists of two forged 
hemispherical shells and a disk. These three parts are 
welded together to form a joint.
Fig 4.63 shows a typical Oktaplatte joint, for a two-way 
square double-layer grid. Every member is connected to the 
joint by welding. The wall thickness of each member can be 
designed without changing its outside diameter.
The procedure for erection of this system is as follows:
1) Members are cut into design lengths.
2) The hemispherical shells and the disks are welded 
together to form joints.
3) Transportable assemblies, which consist of these tubes 
and joints, are welded in the factory.
4) These assemblies are transported to the erection site.
5) They are assembled on the ground.
6) The structure is lifted up.
This system was used for the first commercial application 
of the three-way grids. Basically it has two patterns, 
which are three-way triangular grids and two-way square or 
rectangular grids.
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Fig 4.62 Components of the Oktaplatte system
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Fig 4.63 The Oktaplatte system joint
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As far as the structure of the Oktaplatte joint is 
concerned, the members can be connected in any position on 
the ball joint, although there is a limit depending on the 
sizes of the ball and the members. Therefore, this system 
can be applied to the multi-layer grid structures with any 
configuration. Fig 4.64 shows examples of applicable 
configurations using the Oktaplatte system.
Combination of 
fiat doubie-iayer grids
Multi-iayer grids
Curved 
oyiindricai shape
Curved triangular shape
Fig 4.64 Applications of the Oktaplatte system
4. 6. 2 NODUS SYSTEM
The Nodus system was developed by the Tubes Division of the 
British Steel Corporation. Normally, this system can be 
applied to double-layer grids. The system consists of 
joints and members.
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Fig 4.65 The Nodus joint
Fig 4.65 shows a typical joint of the Nodus system. A joint 
consists of two cast steel shells, a sealing gasket, a 
centre bolt, a washer, a nut, steel pins and split cotter 
pins. The two castings are made from a spheroidal or 
graphite iron, which can take the shape of the mould 
easily. One of the castings has lugs to connect the web 
members. If single-layer grids are required, the castings 
have no lugs. The chord members are connected to the joint 
by parallel grooves. The parallel grooves of the chord 
member and the joint must engage with each other. Forged 
end pieces, which are called chord connectors, are welded 
to the chord members whose cross-sections can be hollow 
circular, hollow square or hollow rectangular. Each web 
member is held with a lug using a steel pin which is 
secured in position with a split cotter pin. The steel pin 
is manufactured from a steel bar. For the web members, a 
cast web end piece called a fork connector is welded to
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each end of a web member.
In order to obtain precision, a special jig is used when 
both the chord and fork connectors are welded to the 
members. The sizes of the joints and the members are shown 
in Table 4.4. Joint sizes 24, 30, 35 and 45 are available 
from the stock, but the sizes 55 and 66 are obtained 
through special order.
Table 4.4 Sizes of joint and member
Joint size ref. 24 30 35 45 55 60
Circular Hollow Section (mm)
60.3 76.1 88.9 114.3 139.7 168.3
Rectangular Hollow Section (mm) 63.5 76.2 88.9 114.3 152.4 177.8
4. 6. 3 SDC system
The SDC system was developed by S. Du Chateau. The 
components of this system consist of SDC connectors and 
tubes. Fig 4.66 shows a typical joint.
An SDC connector consists of two identical cast shells. 
These shells are welded together to form a joint with six 
circular openings which receive tubular members. The joints 
are usually prefabricated in the factory.
Each end of the tube is inserted into the joint, according 
to the design length of the member. When sliding into the 
joint, the connector can be inclined creating a curved 
surface. After setting up the joint and the members, they 
are welded together.
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This system is normally used for three-way single-layer 
structures such as braced barrel vaults and shallow domes.
Tube SDC connector
Tube Weld Tube
WeldWeld SDC connector
Fig 4.66 The SDC joint
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4 .7  OTHER NODULAR SYSTEMS
A number of space structure systems, which are in the 
family of nodular systems, have been discussed so far. This 
section contains the descriptions of another two nodular 
systems as follows:
4.7.1 OCTA*HUB
4.7.2 Composite A.D.
4 . 7 .1  OCTAÆÜB SYSTEM
The OCTA*HUB system was developed by the Space Structures 
International Corporation of New York, America. The 
components of the system consist of extruded aluminium 
hubs, extruded aluminium members, high strength bolts and 
punzi pins which are used as member fasteners. A typical 
joint of this system is shown in Fig 4.67.
Punzi pin
Aluminium chord 
member (SHS) SHSAluminium hub
PunziAluminium hub
45' Aiuminiunrv
hub
View A-A
Aluminium hub Punzi pin
Chord
member SHS
Punzi
pinBolt Aluminium hubAluminium web 
member (SHS)
Bolt
SHSTop plan Section B-B,
Fig 4.67 The OCTA^HUB joint 
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A node consists of one, two, three or more extruded 
aluminium hubs, each of which has four pairs of gusset 
plates. Generally, the hubs are set at 45° angles to each 
other to receive the web members. These are held together 
using a high strength bolt. Therefore, the hub has a thread 
at the centre of its solid body. Also, the bolt is 
countersunk into the hub as shown in Fig 4.67.
A member is an extruded aluminium square or a rectangular 
hollow section. The wall thickness of each member can be 
designed with the same outside dimensions. Each end of the 
member has four holes for the punzi pins to pass through. 
Depending on the positions of the holes of each member end, 
a curved surface can also be created.
The punzi pin is set under force, and then the tapered head 
is broken-off as shown in Fig 4.68. The punzi pin is held 
in the position by its knurled end.
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Fig 4.68 Punzi pins 
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The module size is not limited in the system and the range 
is from 1.2m to 7.5m. The economical module size is from 
1.5m to 2.5m using the 50mm square members.
The finish of the components depends on the requirement 
specified. Various types of finishes are available, such as 
backed acrylic enamel paint, fluorine containing polymer 
painted coating, anodizing and so on.
4. 7. 2 COMPOSITE A.D.(ÂU Direction) SYSTEM
The Composite A.D. system was developed by the Italian 
firm, Edilcoop Forli. The components of the system consist 
of nodes, tubular members, bolts and nuts. Fig 4.69 shows 
a typical joint of the Composite A.D. system.
A node consists of a hot-forged solid sphere and hot-forged 
lugs that are used for receiving members. Every T-shaped 
lug has a hole for a bolt to connect to a member. The lugs 
are welded to the sphere so that the axis of each lug 
passes through the centre of sphere. The lugs can be welded 
at any position on the sphere.
A member consists of a seamless tube and two end pieces 
with slots corresponding to the lug shape. The end pieces 
are welded to both ends of the member by a semi-automatic 
procedure. After welding the end pieces, notches are cut at 
both ends. The lug is locked by the end of the member and 
then the bolt is inserted and tightened.
The components are hot-dip galvanised and if required, they 
may be painted according to any specification.
This system can be applied not only to flat surfaces but 
also curved surfaces with two-way or three-way multilayer 
grids.
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Fig 4.69 The Composite AlD. joint
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4 .8  MODULAR SYSTEMS
The difference between nodular systems and modular systems 
is that the basic components of nodular systems consist of 
nodes and members. On the other hand, in a modular system, 
all of the component parts or some of them are units that 
consist of two or more interconnected parts. The following 
three modular prefabricated systems are discussed in this 
section.
4.8.1 Space Deck
4.8.2 Unibat
4.8.3 CUBIC
4 .8 . 1  SPACE DECK
The Space Deck system which is produced by the British firm 
SPACE DECK has been used since 1954. The Space Deck unit is 
an inverted square pyramid as shown in Fig 4.70. This 
system can be applied to double-layer square-on-square 
grids only.
A unit consists of four top chord angles, four diagonals 
and a forged boss. These are welded together as a pyramidal 
unit in factory, using special jigs to ensure accuracy.
The units are connected by tie bars and bolts as shown in 
Fig 4.71. The bolts are used for connecting together the 
top chord members. The tie bars, which are high tensile 
steel rods, form the bottom chords between the bosses of 
the units. They consist of main tie bars and secondary tie 
bars. Fig 4.72 shows the details of the connection between 
tie bars and a boss. The main tie bars are joined at the 
boss directly, the secondary ones are placed perpendicular 
to the main bars. A secondary tie bar is attached to a 
cross stud in the boss by means of a tapped hexagonal 
coupler. Every tie bar is threaded at one end with a right
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Top chord angle
WeldDiagonal member
Boss
Diagonal memberWeld
Weld Weld
Boss
View A-A Section B-B
Fig 4.70 The Space Deck unit
Diagonal
Top chord angles
Coupler
Secondary
Forged boss
Fig 4.71 A view of standard 1212 Space Deck
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Fig 4.72 A cut section of a forged boss
hand thread and at the other end with a left hand thread.
There are four available unit sizes in the system as shown 
in Fig 4.73. The codes "1275", "1212", "1515" and "2020"
are the abbreviations of the unit sizes. Each unit size has 
different versions in shear capacity of the diagonal 
members. There are three standard types, "Light unit", 
"Shear unit" and "Heavy shear unit".
For instance, the available diagonal members of the 1212 
Space Deck unit shown in Fig 4.71 are as follows:
a) for a heavy shear unit, 38mm diameter solid bars,
b) for a shear unit, 28mm diameter solid bars, and
c) for a light unit, 27mm diameter tubes with 3.2mm wall 
thickness. In addition, when the diagonal members of the 
units are not required, only the top trays can be used for 
infill of the grids.
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Fig 4.73 Module sizes of the Space Deck
The procedure for erection of a Space Deck structure is as 
follows :
1) The assembly site is levelled to lay out the units.
2) The units are laid out upside-down so as to connect the 
main tie bars easily as shown in Fig 4.74(a).
3) The top chords are joined together by bolts and each 
main tie bar is turned into the bosses as shown in Fig 
4.74(b). At the same time, the lengths of the tie bars are 
adjusted.
4) Each assembly is turned over and then they are joined 
together by the bolts and the secondary tie bars as shown 
Fig 4.74(c). These secondary tie bars also are adjusted.
5) After assembling a part of a structure on the ground, 
the structure is lifted up to its final position.
The units are sprayed and oven dried in the factory. Before
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this process, the threaded parts of the units are protected 
with grease and plastic caps.
(a) Units are laid out 
on a levelled ground.
(b) Main tie bars and
top chords are connected.
(c) Secondary tie bars are 
connected. (d) After assembling, the structure is lifted up to 
its final position.
Fig 4.74 The procedure for erection of the Space Deck system
4 .8 . 2  UNIBAT
The Unibat system was developed by S.Du Chateau. The system 
consists of pyramidal units, bottom chord members and 
bolts. The unit is an inverted square pyramid as shown in 
Fig 4.75.
A unit consists of four top chord members, four web 
members, four corner pieces and an apex piece. The corner 
pieces and apex pieces are forged. The top chords and web 
members are welded to the corner pieces and the apex piece 
to form a pyramidal unit in the factory. The unit can be 
manufactured using various types of cross-sections such as
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solid or hollow tubes, angles, channels, tees, etc. The 
most economical unit may be fabricated using rolled steel 
angles for the top chord members and rectangular hollow 
sections for the diagonals.
Corner piece Top chord member
Holes for 
HSFG bolts
Weld
Diagonal
Apex
piece
Bottom chord member
Fig 4.75 The Unibat system
The units are joined using high strength friction grip 
(HSFG) bolts, as shown in Fig 4.76. The corners of the 
pyramidal units are bolted together. The bottom chord 
members are laid out diagonally between the apices of the 
units and are joined at each apex using a bolt. Fig 4.76. 
The assembled structure has a diagonal-on-square grid 
pattern.
There are three standard sizes in the system as shown in 
Fig 4.77. The module dimension is specified as the diagonal
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View A-A
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Fig 4.76 The Unibat grids
of the base of the pyramid, that is, 1500mm, 2400mm and
3000mm. The depths are 750mm, 1200mm and 1500mm,
respectively. All components are hot-dip galvanised before 
delivery to the erection site.
The procedure for erection of a Unibat structure is as 
follows:
1) The assembly site is levelled.
2) The bottom chord members are laid out forming the square 
grids.
3) The pyramid units are placed on the grids upside-down.
4) The units are connected at each corner using HSFG bolts 
and also the units are jointed to the bottom chord members.
5) After assembling a part of the structure on the ground, 
the structure is lifted up to its final position.
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3000mm 2400mm
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Fig 4.77 Standard module sizes of the Unibat system
Module unit
Hexagonal plan 
using triangular units
Diagonal-on-diagonal grids 
using standard units
Fig 4.78 Patterns using triangular or rhomboid base units
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Pyramidal units with a triangular base can also be used for 
building with a hexagonal plan as shown in Fig 4.78(a). In 
addition, for long span roofs such as those of leisure 
centres and arenas, standard units can be applied by 
producing diagonal-on-diagonal grids without increasing the 
size of the units as shown in Fig 4.78(b).
4 . 8 . 3  CUBIC SYSTEM
The CUBIC Space Frame system was developed by M.L. Kubik 
and L.A. Kubik in the late sixties. This system is suitable 
for structures that require full flexibility for the 
accommodation of services for office buildings and 
particular facilities.
CUBIC Space Frame
Top chord 
member
Vertical postBottom chord 
member
Interior unit Edge unit Corner unit
Fig 4.79 The basic module types of the CUBIC system
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Fig 4.79 shows a typical configuration formed using this 
system and three basic module types, namely, an interior 
unit, an edge unit and a corner unit. Each unit consists of 
a vertical post and upper and lower chord members. The 
units can be designed to be of any size using any kind of 
steel cross-sections.
Inner flange 
of chord 
member
Collar
plateCover plate
Top chord 
member
We bWeld
Web
Vertical
postSplice plate
Chord memberVertical post
Weld
Bottom chord 
member
Collar
plate Splice plateBolt
Joint detail
Fig 4.80 Details of a typical CUBIC system
The details of a particular interior unit are shown in Fig 
4.80. A square hollow section member is used for the 
vertical post and I-section members form the chords of the 
unit. Each end of the post is covered with a plate to which 
the flanges of the chord members are welded. The other 
flanges of the I-sections are also welded to the post walls 
with collar plates.
Every chord member has a splice plate at the free end so
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that the units are joined together using bolts as shown in 
Fig 4.80. Thus, the middle of every chord member is allowed 
to behave as pinned. Each splice plate is designed to 
transfer half of the axial force, shear force and bending 
moment through the connection. The splice plate is welded 
to the web of the I-section on one side. This weld is also 
designed to transfer the forces and moments.
Each unit is prefabricated in factory and is transported to 
site. On site these units are bolted together.
4 . 8 . 4  ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Three modular systems have been explained in Sections 4.8.1 
to 4.8.3. The relative advantages and disadvantages of 
these are discussed in this section.
The Space Deck and Unibat systems are based on inverted 
pyramidal units that are prefabricated in factory. They 
consist of top chord members and diagonals, and on site 
they are joined together with bottom chord members. The 
main difference between these systems is the connection 
method of the units. The Space Deck units are connected 
through the top chord angles using bolts so that every top 
chord member, after assembly, consists of two angles. The 
bottom chords of the Space Deck are connected between the 
forged bosses. On the other hand, the Unibat units are 
connected together with each top corner using bolts through 
the forged corner pieces and thus the chords of each unit 
must be single elements. The bottom chords of the Unibat 
are connected using a bolt at each apex of the unit.
Therefore, the Unibat system may be more economical than 
the Space Deck system because of the effective use of the 
top chord members in the Unibat system. Moreover, as far as 
the assembly with respect to these two systems is
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concerned, the Unibat system is easier and faster than the 
Space Deck because there are fewer connections. However, 
for the Space Deck, each length of the bottom chords can be 
adjusted.
In addition, comparing the Space Deck and the Unibat 
systems, the assembled structures using the Space Deck 
system have square-on-square grid patterns. On the other 
hand, for the Unibat system the pattern is diagonal-on- 
square. This particular pattern is known to be normally 
more economical than the square-on-square pattern.
The other advantage of the Unibat system is that the units 
can be applied to diagonal-on-diagonal grids by means of 
double Unibat grids, which have larger spanning capacity.
The units of the CUBIC Space Frame system do not have web 
members, in order to enhance the space flexibility. The 
elevation of the assembled grids using the CUBIC Space 
Frame has a form like a Vierendeel girder.
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4 .9  COMPOSITIVE SYSTEMS
The term "compositive” is used to refer to a space 
structure system which has no specific "node piece" or 
"unit".
4 .9 . 1  HARLEY SYSTEMS
There are three types of Harley systems. These three 
systems were developed by the Australian firm, Harley 
Systems Pty. Limited. The most commonly used Harley system 
is referred to as "Series 80" and is described below.
SERIES 80 SPACE FRAME
Fig 4.81 shows an elevation of a typical space frame using 
the Series 80 Space Frame system. Also, Fig 4.82 shows a 
typical joint of this system. The components of the system 
consist of chord members, web members and fasteners (bolts, 
nuts and washers) . Both top and bottom chord members are 
continuous through the joints as shown in Fig 4.81. This 
system can be applied to cover flat areas with multilayer 
two-way grids.
A chord member is made from cold formed lipped channel, 
whose standard sizes are 100mm x 50mm and 100mm x 75mm. The 
gauges of the chord members can be determined according to 
the load conditions. Typical gauges are 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 and 
2.5mm. The chord members have punched holes for bolt 
connection with the other members. Four bolts are required 
at each joint.
A standard web member is made from a circular tube of 
42.4mm diameter with 2mm wall thickness or of 48.3mm 
diameter with 2.3mm wall thickness. Both ends of the web
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member are press-formed to be flat. Each flat end also has 
a hole for the bolt.
Chord member 
(Lipped channel) Web member 
(Circular tube)
Chord member 
(Lipped channel)W e b  member (Circular tube) Chord member
(Lipped channel)
Web member 
(Circular tube)
Chord member 
(Lipped channel)
Chord member 
(Lipped channel)
Fig 4.81 A typical elevation of the Series 80 system
There is no size limitations in the system. Standard 
modules of the system are 1500mm to 2400mm, the grid depths 
are 750mm to 1800mm.
If reinforcing is required, the standard components can be 
strengthened using supplementary components as shown in Fig 
4.83.
(1) At high point loads within the frame, a plate may be 
provided as a localised reinforcement in order to 
distribute the loads.
(2) For highly loaded chords, the chord reinforcing channel 
may be used to prevent buckling.
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Fig 4.82 Joint details of the Series 80 system
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Fig 4.83 Reinforcing details of the Series 80 system
(3) For highly stressed diagonal webs, the tubular web 
reinforcing may be welded around the webs.
(4) When two chord members must be connected in the frame, 
angles are used for the connection between the members.
The chord and web members are galvanised. The fasteners are 
either zinc plated or hot-dip galvanised depending on 
environmental conditions.
If required, all members can also be produced in aluminium.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5 .1  INTRODUCTION
In the present research, configuration processing 
techniques for diamatic and scalloped forms have been 
developed and the prefabricated space structure systems 
have been discussed in terms of their characteristics and 
connection mechanisms. The aims of this chapter are to 
present the conclusions which have emerged as a result of 
the work conducted. Suggestions for future work are also 
included.
5 .2  CONCLUSIONS
5 .2 .1  FORMEX ALGEBRA AND FORMIAN
The concepts of formex algebra and its programming language 
Formian have provided a suitable medium for configuration 
processing of space structures. The strategies and 
techniques of formex configuration processing developed so 
far will allow architects and engineers to process space 
structure forms with ease and elegance.
Modern space structures are constituted of a large number 
of members and joints with various lengths and sizes. In 
addition, in the design process for a space structure, many 
different variations may have to be considered. In this
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context the concept of a Formian scheme is extremely 
useful. A scheme may be stored as a simple sequence of 
characters creating a rule which may be repeatedly used 
with different parameters to examine different topological, 
geometrical and loading variations.
The development of epilanguages has opened up new horizons. 
The concept will allow the user to add functions, 
retronorms and templates to the list of Formian's standard 
facilities without any need for understanding the inner 
workings of the Formian interpreter. In fact, it is now 
less than a year when the implementation of epilanguages 
was completed and already the usefulness of the ideas has 
surpassed the initial expectations.
The glissade and HP functions which were created by the 
author provide useful additions to the existing inventory 
of formex tools. The implementation of these functions has 
been achieved by writing program segments in Epic, which is 
one of the epilanguages. These programs are given in the 
appendix.
5. 2. 2 DIAMATIC AND SCALLOPED RETRONORMS
The main contribution of the author in this thesis relates 
to the development of the diamatic and scalloped 
retronorms.
Initially, the work on diamatic retronorms was prompted by 
the fact that shape generation for parallel lamella domes 
has proved to be rather difficult in the past. Even with 
the available formex techniques, dealing with a parallel 
lamella configuration always involved a hard struggle. The 
advent of the diamatic retronorm solved this problem 
completely and then it turned out that the concept had a 
much wider application area.
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The development of the scalloped retronorms was a natural 
further step in providing a tool for generalisation of the 
forms of the parallel lamella patterns. However, the author 
discovered later that the extension of the scalloping idea 
to normal spherical and cylindrical retronorms opens up the 
scopes of these transformations considerably and allows 
convenient generation of complete information for many 
families of exiting new shapes. A large number of these 
shapes are suitable forms for practical space structures.
5 .2 .3  ÎSPACE STRUCTURE SYSTEMS
Over thirty different prefabricated space structure systems 
are discussed in the present thesis. Each one of these 
systems may prove to be the most suitable one for a given 
set of conditions. However, one can make the following 
general observations.
The ball joint systems may be used to create any required 
shape and therefore their main application area is for 
complex and free shaped space structures. The socket and 
slot joint systems may also be used for most space 
structure forms but the freedom of choice of configuration 
for these systems is less than that for the ball joint 
systems.
The plate joint systems may prove to be economical for 
space structures such as double layer and multilayer grids 
but these systems are not really suitable for curved space 
structures.
Probably, the most economical system for double layer grids 
is the Harley system that does not involve any expensive 
joint pieces or modules.
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5 .3  SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
After two decades of extensive work, formex configuration 
processing is now a well-established branch of human 
knowledge. More precisely, it is a branch of geometry and 
may be appropriately called "algebraic geometry". However, 
in spite of considerable progress, this branch of knowledge 
is still in its infancy. Much remains to be done: 
establishing useful strategies for dealing with complicated 
configurations, improving the convenience of evolving data 
for consumption of analysis packages, building-in design 
processes in terms of epiprograms, creation of new 
functions and establishing tactics for generation of 
information for numerically controlled machines for 
fabrication of space structure components.
As far as the space structure systems are concerned, the 
author intends to start work on the development of one or 
more new systems that would be suitable for production by 
the author's firm for the Japanese market.
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APPENDIX
1. GLISSADE FUNCTION
:2,3,@D(==)FLTFMX,0I( = )FMX,0P(=)~{ (2) INT,NUM}~,0W(=)~{ING,INTMAN,FLTING}-:#include "stdio.h”#include "string.h"^include "math.h"#define pai 3.1415926536 glis() /* Glissande function */{ int i, j ,dl,d2, in,in, ig, inw; float da;
/* 0P~{dl,d2,da}~ *//* dl and d2 specify the directions of glissade function.*/ /* da specifies the angle of deformation. */use grd(grd|01); in=ord|01; ig=grd|01; dl=0INTP(1); d2=0INTP(2); da=0FLTP(3);00W(1)=med Î 01;00W(2)=dic(0W(l))I 01; inw=ord}0W(1); use grd(ig); if(ig<2) 00D=0I; else if(ig>=2){ if(dl*d2==2){ if(dl==l){for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){use plx(l);0W(3,i,l,l)=0W(l,i,l,l); 0W(3,i,l,2)=0W(l,i,l,2)+0W(l,i,l,l)*tan((pai/180.0)*da); for(m=3;m<=ig;m++) 0W(3,i,l,m)=0W(l,i,l,m);}00D=red(0W(3))I0W(2);}else if(dl==2){for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){use plx(l);0W(3,i,l,l)=0W(l,i,l,l)+0W(l,i,l,2)*tan((pai/180.0)*da); 0W(3,i,l,2)=0W(l,i,l,2); for(m=3;m<=ig;m++) 0W(3,i,l,m)=0W(l,i,l,m);}00D=red(0W(3))|0W(2);}}
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else if(dl*d2==3){ if(grd|0I<3) quit "invalid grade"; if(dl==l){for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){use plx(l);0W(3,i,l,l)=@W(l,i,l,l); @W(3,i,l,2)=0W(l,i,l,2); @W(3,i,l,3)=@W(l,i,l,3)+0W(l,i,l,l)*tan((pai/180.0)*da); for(m=4;m<=ig;m++) @W(3,i,l,m)=@W(l,i,l,m);}@@D=red(@W(3))|@W(2);}else if(dl==3){for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){use plx(l);0W(3,i,l,l)=@W(l,i,l,l)+@W(l,i,l,3)*tan((pai/180.0)*da); @W(3,i,l,2)=@W(l,i,l,2); 0W(3,i,l,3)-@W(l,i,l,3); for(m=4;m<=ig;m++)0W(3,i,1,m)=@W(1,i,1,m);}@@D==red(@W(3) ) j@W(2) ;}}else if(dl*d2==6){ if(grd|@I<3) quit "invalid grade"; if(dl==2){for(i=l; i<==inw; i++) 
use plx(l);@W(3,i,l,l)=0W(l,i,l,l); @W(3,i,l,2)=@W(l,i,l,2); @W(3,i,l,3)=@W(l,i,l,3)+@W(l,i,l,2)*tan((pai/180.0)*da); for(m=4;m<=ig;m++) @W(3,i,l,m)=@W(l,i,l,m);}0@D=red(0W(3)) j @W(2);}else if(dl==3){for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){use plx(l);@W(3,i,l,l)=@W(l,i,l,l); @W(3,i,l,2)=0W(l,i,l,2)+@W(l,i,l,3)
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*tan((pai/180.0)*da); 0W(3,i,l,3)=@W(l,i,l,3); for(m=4;m<=ig;m++) @W(3,i,l,m)=@W(l,i,l,m);}@@D=red(@W(3))|@W(2) ;
2. HP FUNCTION
: 2,3,@D( = )FLTFMX,@I( = )FMX,@P(=)~{(3+)NUM}~,@W(=)~{ING,INTMAN,FLTING}~:#include "stdio.h"#include "string.h"#include "math.h"#define pai 3.1415926536 hp() /* Hypar */{ int i,j,m,inw,ig,pn;float hl,h2,b,al,a2,cl,c2,c3,an,fl,f2;@@W(l)=med|@1;0@W(2)=dic(@W(l))]@I; inw=ord|@W(1); ig=grdj @1; pn=ord|©P;hl=@FLTP(l); /* the height of the corners */h2=@FLTP(2); /* the height of the other corners */b=@FLTP(3); /* the side length of a sector */if(pn==4) an=©FLTP(4);/* the angle of a sector(degrees) */if(fabs(hl-h2)<0.00001) quit "not hypar surface"; use grd(3); if(ig<2) @@D=©I; if(ig>=2){ for(i=l;i<-inw;i++){ use plx(l); cl=pow(b,2)/(h2-hl); c2=cl;c3=(hl+h2)/2;@W(3,i,l,l)=@W(l,i,l,l); @W(3,i,l,2)=@W(l,i,l,2); fl=@W(l,i,l,l)-©W(l,i,l,2); f2=©W(l,i,l,l)+@W(l,i,l,2)-b; ©W(3,i,l,3)=0W(l,i,l,3)+c3+ (pow(f1,2)~pow(f2,2))/cl/2 ;if(pn==4){al=an*pai/180.0 ;
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@W(3,i,l,l)=@W(l,i,l,l)+@W(l,i,l,2)*cos(al); @W(3,i,l,2)=@W(l,i,l,2)*sin(al);}for(m=4;m<=ig;m++)
}@@D=red(@W(3))|@W(2);}
3. BÂSIDIAMATIC RETRONORM
: 1, 3 , 0D ( = ) FLTFMX, 01 (=) FMX, 0P (=) (3+) NUM}~,0W(=)~{ING,INTMAN,FLTING}~:#include "stdio.h"/include "string.h"/include "math.h"/define pai 3.1415926536float hdv(float, float, float);bd() /* Basidiamatic Retronorm */{ int i,j,m,in,inw,mode,pn,ig,ip;float r,s,st,t,h,a,ra,za,u2,u3,pl,p2,p3,il,i2,i3;/* 0P~{bl,b2,b3~[,a,d]~}~ *//* bl : a factor: r=bl*Ul *//* b2 : a factor: s=b2*U2/ABS(U3) *//* b3 : a factor: t=b3*U3 *//* a :an amplitude factor: v=a*U3*U2*(U3-U2) *//* mode:mode=l (vertical effect), mode=2 (radial effect) */ pn=ordj 0P; in=ord|0I; ig=grd|0I; pl=0FLTP(l); p2=0FLTP(2); p3=0FLTP(3); if(pn>=4) {a=0FLTP(4);if(pn==5) mode=0INTP(5); }00W(l)=med|01;00W(2)=dic(0W(l))I 01; inw=ord|0W(1); use grd(ig); if(ig<3) 00D=0I; else if(ig>=3){ for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){ use plx(l);il=0W(l,i,l,l); i2=0W(l,i,l,2);i3=0W(l,i,l,3);r=il*pl;h=fabs(i3);if(h<=0.00001) h=1.0;st=p2/h;s=i2*pai/180.0*st; t=i3*pai/180.0*p3; 0W(3,i,l,l)=r*sin(t)*cos(s);
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0W(3,i,1,2)-r*sin(t)*sin(s); if(fafos(h)<=0.00001){0W(3,i,l,l)=O.O;0W(3,i,l,2)=O.O;}@W(3,i,l,3)=r*cos(t); u2=fabs(i2); u3=fabs(i3);if(pn>=4 && u3>-0.00001){ if(pn==4) mode=l; else if(pn==5) mode=mode; model;if(mode==l) {za=hdv(a,u2,u3); @W(3,i,l,3)=@W(3,i,l,3)+za;}mode2:if(mode===2) {ra-hdv(a,u2,u3);@W(3,i,1,l)=(r+ra)*sin(t)*cos(s); @W(3,i,l,2)=(r+ra)*sin(t)*sin(s); @W(3,i,l,3)=(r+ra)*cos(t);}}for(m=4;m<~ig;m++)@W(3,i,l,m)=@W(l,i,l,m);}0@D=red(@W(3))j @W(2);
}
float hdv(float a, float u2, float u3){ int xn ; float da; if(u3>=u2){da=a*u3*u2*(u3-u2);}else if(u3<u2){xn=floor(u2/u3); if(xn==0) xn=l;da=a*u3*(u2-u3*xn)*((1+xn)*u3-u2); }return(da);}
4. METRIDIAMATIC RETRONORM
:1,3,@D(=)FLTFMX,©I(=)FMX,©P(=)(6+)NÜM} /include "stdio.h"/include "string.h"/include "math.h"/define pai 3.1415926535/180.0
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float mf(float f1, float f2);itid() /* Metri-Diamatic Retronorm */{ int i,j,m,in,xn;float r,s,st,t,h,za,ul,u2,u3,f1,f2,au2,au3,x;/* @P~{bl,b2,b3,ml,m2,m3~[,b4]~}~ *//* bl : a factor: r-bl*Ul *//* b2 : a factor: s=b2*U2/ABS(U3) *//* b3 : a factor: t=b3*U3 *//* ml : a factor: met(ml)|U1 *//* m2 : a factor: met(m2)jU2 *//* m3 : a factor; met(m3)jU3 *//* b4 : a factor: v=b4*U3*U2*(U3-U2) */use grd(grdI©I); in=ord|©I; if(grd|©I<3) ©©D=©I; else if(grdÎ©I>=3){ for (i-1; i<=in; i-f+){ use plx(plxj©I(i));for(j=l;j<=plxj ©I(i);j++){ ul=mf(©FLTP(4),©I(i,j,l));U2=mf(©FLTP(5),©I(i,j,2)); u3=mf(©FLTP(6),©I(i,j,3)); r=ul*©FLTP(l); h=fabs(u3); if(h<=0.00001) h=1.0; st=©FLTP(2)/h; s=u2*pai*st; t=u3*pai*©FLTP(3);©D(i, j ,l)==r*sin(t) *cos(s) ;©D(i,j,2)=r*sin(t)*sin(s); if(fabs(h)<=0.00001){©D(i,i,l)=0.0;©D(i,j,2)=0.0;}©D(i,j,3)-r*cos(t); if(ordi ©P==7){ au2=fabs(u2); au3=fabs(u3); if(au3>=au2) {za=©FLTP(7)*au3*au2*(au3-au2);}else if(au3<=au2) { x=au2/au3; xn=floor(x); if(xn==0) xn=l; za=©FLTP(7)*au3*(au2-au3*xn) *((1+xn)*au3-au2);}©D(i,j,3)=©D(i,j,3)+za;}
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for(m=4;m<=grd|©I;m++) ©D(i,j,m)=©I(i,j,m);}
}
float mf(float fl, float f2){ float u;if(fabs(fl-l)<0.00001 || fabs(f2)<0.00001) {u=f 2 ;}else if(fabs(fl-l)>=0.00001 && f2>0.00001) {u-(l“pow(f1,f2))/(1-fl);}else if(fabs(fl-l)>=0.00001 && f2<0.00001) {u=-(l-pow(fl,-f2))/(1-fl);}return(u);}
5. SCALLOPED BASISPHERICAL RETRONORM
: 1,3,©D( = )FLTFMX,©I(=)FMX,©P( = )~{(3+)NUM}~,©W(=)-{ING,INTMAN,FLTING}-:/include "stdio.h"/include "string.h"/include "math.h"/define pai 3.1415926536float hdv_2(float, float, float, float);bs() /* Scalloped Basispherical Retronorm */{ int i,j,m,in,inw,xn,ig,pn,mode,ip;float a,e,r,s,t,sx,za,ra,u2,u3,il,i2,i3,pl,p2,p3;/* ©P-{bl,b2,b3-[,s,a,mode]-}- /* bl : a factor: r=bl*Ul /* b2 : a factor: s=b2*U2 /* b3 : a factor: t=b3*U3 /* sa : a sector angle /* a : an amplitude factor/* mode : 1 (vertical effect), 2 (radial effect) in=ord|©I; ig=grd|©I; pn=ord|@P; pl=©FLTP(l); p2=©FLTP(2); p3=©FLTP(3); if(pn==3 && ig>=3) ©©D=bs(pl,p2,p3)]©I; else if(pn==4) quit "invalid number of parameters"; else if(pn>=5) {e=@FLTP(4); a=©FLTP(5); if(pn==6) mode=©INTP(6); }©©W(l)=medI©I;
za=a*U3*U2 *(SX-U2)
*/*/*/*/*/*/*/
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@@W(2)=dic(@W(l))I©I; inw=ord|©W(l); use grd(ig); if(ig<3) ©©D=©I; else if(ig>=3){ for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){ use plx(l);il=©W(l,i,l,l); i2=©W(l,i,l,2);i3=©W(l,i,l,3);r=il*pl;s=i2*pai/180.0*p2; t=i3*pai/180.0*p3;©W(3,1,1,1)=r*sin(t)*cos(s); ©W(3,i,l,2)=r*sin(t)*sin(s); ©W(3,i,l,3)=r*cos(t); u2=fabs(i2); u3=fabs(i3); if(pn>=5){if(pn==5) mode=l; else if(pn===6) mode=mode; sx=fabs(e/p2); if(sx>=1.0){ model:if(mode==l) {za=hdv_2(a,u2,u3,sx); ©W(3,i,l,3)=©W(3,i,l,3)+za; }mode2;if(mode==2) {ra=hdv 2(a,u2,u3,sx);©W(3,i,1,l)=(r+ra)*sin(t)*cos(s); ©W(3,i,1,2)=(r+ra)*sin(t)*sin(s); ©W(3,i,l,3)=(r+ra)*cos(t); }}}f or(m=4;m<=ig;m++)©W(3,i,l,m)=©W(l,i,l,m);}©©D=red(©W(3))j©W(2);}}
float hdv_2(float a, float u2, float u3, float sx){ int xn ; float da; if(sx>=u2){da=a*u3*u2*(sx-u2);}else if(sx<u2){xn=floor(u2/sx); if(xn==0) xn=l;da=a*u3*(u2-xn*sx)*((1+xn)*sx-u2);}return(da);
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6. SCALLOPED BASICYLINDRICAL RETRONORM
;1,3,©D(=)FLTFMX,@I(=)FMX,@P(=)~{(3+)NUM}-,©W (=) ~ {ING, FMX, FMX, FMX, FMX, FMX, FMX, FMX, ING, INTMAN, FLTING } < /include "stdio.h"/include "string.h"/include "math.h"/define pai 3.1415926536 int hmx(int,int); float hdv3(float, float, float);bc(){ intfloat
/* Scalloped Basicylindrical Retronorm */
i,j,m,in,inw,xn,mode,ig,pn,ip; a,il,i2,i3,al,r,s,sx,ra,sl,s2,u3,pl,p2,p3,p4, tl,dx,dy,dz,dxw6,dyw6,dzw6; ©P-{bl,b2,b3~[,e,a,mode]~}~ */bl : a factor: r=bl*Ul */b2 : a factor: s=b2*U2 */b3 : a factor: z=b3*U3 */e : a value of an extent */a : an amplitude factor ra=a*u3*(sx-u3) */mode : mode indicates the direction of the scalloped effet the value 1 means to effect vertically, the value 2 means to effect in a radial.The default value is 1 */ in=ordj©I; pn=ord|©P; ig=grd|©I; pl=©FLTP(l); p2=©FLTP(2); p3=©FLTP(3);©©W(l)=med|©I;if(pn==3 && ig>=3) ©©D=bc(pl,p2,p3)|©I;else if(pn==4) quit "invalid number of parameters";else if(pn>=5){p4=©FLTP(4); a=©FLTP(5);} use grd(ig); if(ig<3) ©©D=©I; else if(ig>=3){ if(pn==5) mode=l; else if(pn==6) mode=©INTP(6); model:if(mode==l) {
/* W(l) = ©I */* /* W(2) = verat(0,0)|be(pl,p2,p3)|©I *//* W(3) = med1©W(3) *//* W(4) = maxi(*)|©W(?) ?=1, 2 or 3 */f* W(5) = maxi(l)1©I *//* W(6) = maxi(2)Î ©I *//* W(7) = maxi(3)j ©I *//* W(8) = veras(sl,s2,al)1 ©W(2) */©©W(2)=verat(0,0)jbc(pl,p2,p3)[©I; hmx(1,2);©©W(5)=@W(4);©©W(6)=verat(0,0)|be(pl,p2,p3) !©W(5);
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dxw6=@FLTW(6,l,l,l)-@FLTW(6,2,l,l) ; dyw6=©FLTW(6,l,l,2)-@FLTW(6,2,l,2); dzw6=@FLTW(6,l,l,3)-@FLTW(6,2,l,3); if(fabs(dxw6)<=0.00001) { tl=0.0; al=0,0;} else if(fabs(dxw6)>0.00001) { tl=fabs(dzw6)/fabs(dxw6); sl=0FLTW(6,1,1,1); s2=@FLTW(6,1,1,3); al=atan(tl)/pai*180.0; if(0W(6,1,1,3)<@W(6,2,1,3)) al=-al;} @@W(8)=veras(sl,s2,al)|@W(2); ©@W(9)=medj©W(8);@©W(10)=dic(©W(9))|@W(8);inw=ord|©W(9);for (i=l; i<==inw; i++){use plx(l); i3=©W(l,i,l,3) ; u3=fabs(i3); if(p3<0.00001) quit "invalid parameter p3"; sx=fabs(p4/p3);if(sx>=1.0) ra=hdv 3(a,u3,sx); else if(sx<1.0) ra=0.0; ©W(ll,i,l,l)=©FLTW(9,i,l,l); ©W(ll,i,l,2)=©FLTW(9,i,l,2); ©W(ll,i,l,3)=©FLTW(9,i,l,3)+ra; for(m=4;m<=ig;m++) ©W(ll,i,l,m)=©W(9,i,l,m);}©©D=red(©W(ll))}©W(10); hmx(3,l); /* W(5) = maxi(l)|©D */©©W(5)=©W(4); dx=©FLTW(5,2,l,l); hmx(3,2); /* W(6) =maxi(2)[©D */©©W(6)=©W(4); dy=©FLTW(6,2,l,2); hmx(3,3); /* W(7) = maxi(3)|©D */©©W(7)=©W(4); dz=©FLTW(7,2,l,3); ©©D=tranax(dx,dy,dz,0,0,0)|©D;}mode2:if(mode===2) { inw=ord|@W(1);©©W(10)=dic(©W(l))I©I; for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){ use plx(l);il=©W(l,i,l,l); i2=©W(l,i,l,2); i3=©W(l,i,l,3); r=il*pl; s=i2*pai/180.0*p2; ©W(ll,i,l,l)=r*cos(s);©W(ll,i,l,2)=r*sin(s);©W(ll,i,l,3)=i3*p3;if((u3=fabs(i3))<0.00001) goto rtn_l; if(p3<0.00001) quit "invalid parameter p3"; sx=fabs(p4/p3);if(sx>=1.0) ra=hdv_3(a,u3,sx); else if(sx<1.0) ra=0.0;©W(ll,i,1,l)=(r+ra)*cos(s);
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©W(ll,i,l,2)=(r+ra)*sin(s); rtn_l:for (m=4 ;in<=ig;m++)
} @@D=red(@W(ll)) j @W(10);}}}
hmx(int tt, int sty){ int si,sj,sm,sn,shg,sip; float svd,amax,amin,aw,swl,sw2,sw3;/* hmx(tt,sty) --- tt and sty must be integers.tt indicates the argument of function and sty indicates the direction to get the valus. *//* sty=0 ; respect to all three direction. *//* sty==l ; respect to the first uniples. *//* sty=2 ; respect to the second uniples. *//* sty=3 ; respect to the third uniples. */shg=grd|©I; sty=sty; use grd(shg); if(tt==l) ©©W(3)=©I; else if(tt==2) ©©W(3)=©W(2); else if(tt==3) ©©W(3)=©D;©©W(3)=med|©W(3); sn=ordj ©W(3); amax=-1.0e5; amin=1.0e5; i f (shg< 3) return; else if(shg>=3) {for(si=l;si<=sn;si++) { use plx(l); svd=©W(3,si,l,sty); aw=svd;if(amax<=aw) { amax=aw; if(sty==l) {©W(4,l,l,l)=svd; ©W(4,l,l,2)=©W(3,si,l,2); ©W(4,l,l,3)=©W(3,si,l,3);} else if(sty==2) {©W(4,l,l,l)=©W(3,si,l,l);©W(4,1,1,2)=svd; ©W(4,l,l,3)=©W(3,si,l,3);} else if(sty==3) {©W(4,l,l,l)=©W(3,si,l,l); ©W(4,l,l,2)=©W(3,si,l,2); ©W(4,l,l,3)=svd;} } if(amin>=aw) { amin==aw; if(sty==l) {©W(4,2,l,l)=svd; ©W(4,2,l,2)=©W(3,si,l,2); ©W(4,2,l,3)=©W(3,si,l,3);} else if(sty==2) {©W(4,2,l,l)=©W(3,si,l,l);
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@W(4,2,l,2)=svd; ©W(4,2,l,3)=@W(3,si,l,3);} else if(sty==3) {©W(4,2,l,l)=©W(3,si,l,l); @W(4,2,l,2)=@W(3,si,l,2); ©W(4,2,l,3)=svd;} }
}
float hdv_3(float a, float u3, float sx){ int xn; float da;if(sx>=u3) da=a*u3 *(sx-u3); else if(sx<u3) {if(sx<0.00001) quit "invalid parameter p4"; xn=floor(u3/sx); if(xn==0) xn=l;da=a*(u3-xn*sx)*((1+xn)*sx-u3);}return(da);}
7. GENERAL SCALLOPED BASISPHERICAL RETRONORM
:1,3,@D(=)FLTFMX,©I(=)FMX,©P(=)~{(3+)NUM}~,©W(=)~{ING,INTMAN,FLTING,FLTING,FLTING}-:/include "stdio.h"/include "string.h"/include "math.h"/define pai 3.1415926536float hdv 2(float, float, float, float);bst() /* Scalloped Basispherical Retronorm */{ int i,j,m,in,inw,xn,ig,pn,ip;float a,e,r,s,t,sx,za,ra,u2,u3,il,i2,i3,pl,p2,p3,tilt; /* ©P-{bl,b2,b3~[,s,a,tilt]-}~ *//* bl : a factor: r=bl*Ul *//* b2 : a factor: s=b2*U2 *//* b3 : a factor: t=b3*U3 *//* sa :a sector angle *//* a : an amplitude factor za=a*U3*U2*(sx-U2) *//* tilt : 1 (vertical effect), 2 (radial effect) */in=ord|©I; ig=grd|©I; pn=ord|@P; pl=©FLTP(l); p2=©FLTP(2); p3=©FLTP(3); if(pn==3 && ig>=3) ©©D=bs(pl,p2,p3)|©I; else if(pn==4) quit "invalid number of parameters"; else if(pn>=5) {e=©FLTP(4); a=©FLTP(5); if(pn==6) tilt=©FLTP(6); }©©W(l)=med|©I;©©W(2)=dic(©W(l))}©I;
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inw=ord|©W(1); use grd(ig); if(ig<3) ©©D=©I; else if(ig>==3){ for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){ use plx(l);il=©W(l,i,l,l); i2=@W(l,i,l,2); i3=©W(l,i,l,3); r=il*pl;s=i2*pai/180.0*p2; t=i3*pai/180.0*p3; u2=fabs(i2); u3=fabs(13); if(pn>=5){if(pn==5) tilt=l; sx=fabs(e/p2); if(sx>=l.0){ model: za=hdv_2(a,u2,u3,sx);©W(3,i,1,l)=r*sin(t)*cos(s);©W(3,i,1,2)=r*sin(t)*sin(s); ©W(3,i,l,3)=r*cos(t)+za;mode2: ra==hdv_2 (a,u2,u3,sx) ; ©W(4,i,l,l)=(r+ra)*sin(t)*cos(s); ©W(4,i,1,2)=(r+ra)*sin(t)*sin(s); ©W(4,i,l,3)=(r+ra)*cos(t); ©W(5,i,l,l)=(l-tilt)*©W(3,i,l,l)+tilt*©W(4,i,l,l); ©W(5,i,l,2)=(l-tilt)*©W(3,i,l,2)+tilt*©W(4,i,l,2); @W(5,i,1,3)=(1-tilt)*©W(3,i,1,3)+tilt*©W(4,i,l,3);}}for(m=4;m<=ig;m++)©W(5,i,l,m)=©W(l,i,l,m);}©©D=red(©W(5))|©W(2);
8. GENERAL SCALLOPED BASICYLINDRICAL RETRONORM
: 1, 3 , ©D ( = ) FLTFMX, ©I (=) FMX, ©P ( = ) -{ (3 + ) NUM}-,©W(=)-{ING, INTMAN, FLTING, FMX, FMX, FMX, FLTING, FLTING}- : /include "stdio.h"/include "string.h"/include "math.h"/define pai 3.1415926536 int hmx(int);
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float hdv_3(float, float, float, float, float, float); bct() /* Scalloped Basicylindrical Retronorm */{ int i,j,m,in,inw,xn,mode,ig,pn,ip;float a,il,i2,i3,al,r,s,sx,ra,u3,pl,p2,p3,p4,du,am,at, Umax,umin,tl,tilt;/* @P~{bl,b2,b3~[,e,a,tilt]~}~ *//* bl :a factor; r=bl*Ul *//* b2 : a factor; s=b2*U2 *//* b3 : a factor: z=b3*U3 *//* e : a value of an extent *//* a : an amplitude factor ra=a*u3*(sx-u3) *//* tilt : dt=(l-t)*dz+t*dr */in=ord|@1; pn=ord|@P; ig=grd|@I; pl=@FLTP(l); p2=@FLTP(2); p3=@FLTP(3); if(pn==3 && ig>=3) @@D=bc(pl,p2,p3)|@I; else if(pn==4) quit "invalid number of parameters"; else if(pn>=5){p4=©FLTP(4); a=@FLTP(5); if(pn==6) tilt=@FLTP(6);}@@W(l)=med}@I;@@W(2)=dic(@W(l))I©I; inw=ord|©W(l); use grd(ig); if(ig<3) ©©D=©I; else if(ig>=3){ * W(l) = med|@I */* W(2) = dic(©W(l))1©I */* W(3) = (l-t)*©W(7)+t*©W(8) */* W(4) = hmx */* W(5) = maxi(*)I©W(?) ?=1, 2 or 3 */* W(6) = maxi(2) j ©I */* W(7) ; scalloping in the z direction */W(8) ; scalloping in the r direction */hmx(2);©©W(6)=©W(5); umax=@FLTW(6,1,1,2); umin=©FLTW(6,2,1,2); am=p2*umin; du=umax-umin; al=0.5*p2*du; for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){ use plx(l);il=©W(l,i,l,l); i2=©W(l,i,l,2); i3=©W(l,i,l,3); r=il*pl; s=i2*pai/180.0*p2; ©W(3,i,l,l)=r*cos(s);©W(3,i,l,2)=r*sin(s);©W(3,i,l,3)=i3*p3;if((u3=fabs(i3))<0.00001) goto rtn_l; if(fabs(p3)<0.00001)quit "invalid parameter p3"; sx=fabs(p4/p3);if(sx>=1.0) ra=hdv 3(a,i2,u3,sx,du,umin); 
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model:
modes
else if(sx<1.0) ra=0.0;
at=(al+am)*pai/180.0;@W(7,i,1,l)=r*cos(s)+ra*cos(at); @W(7,i,1,2)=r*sin(s)+ra*sin(at);
@W(8,i,1,l)=(r+ra)*cos(s);0W(8,i,l,2)=(r+ra)*sin(s);@W(3,i,l,l)=(l-tilt)*@W(7,i,l,l)+tilt*@W(8,i,l,l) ; @W(3,i,l,2)=(l-tilt)*@W(7,i,l,2)+tilt*©W(8,i,l,2) ; ©W(3,i,l,3)=i3*p3; rtn_l: for(m=4;m<=ig;m++)@W(3,i,l,m)=@W(l,i,l,m);}©@D=red(@W(3))j@W(2);}
9. GENERAL SCALLOPED BASIDIAMATIC RETRONORM
:1,3,@D(=)FLTFMX,©I(=)FMX,©P(=)(3+)NUM}~,©W (=)-{ING,INTMAN,FLTING,FLTING,FLTING}-:/include "stdio.h"/include "string.h"/include "math.h"/define pai 3.1415926536float hdv(float, float, float);bdt() /* Basidiamatic Retronorm */{ int i,j,m,in,inw,mode,pn,ig,ip;float r ,s,St,t,h ,a,ra,za,u2,u3,pi,p2,p3,il,i2,i3,tilt; /* ©P~{bl,b2,b3~[,a,d]~}~ *//* bl :a factor: r=bl*Ul *//* b2 :a factor: s=b2*U2/ABS(U3) *//* b3 :a factor: t=b3*U3 *//* a :an amplitude factor: v=a*U3*U2*(U3-U2) *//* tilt : */pn=ord!©P; in=ord|©I; ig=grd|©I; pl=©FLTP(l); p2=©FLTP(2); p3=©FLTP(3); if(pn>=4) {a=©FLTP(4);if(pn==5) tilt=©FLTP(5); }©©W(l)=med|©I;©©W(2)=dic(©W(l))I©I; inw=ord}©W(1); use grd(ig); if(ig<3) ©@D=©I; else if(ig>=3)
for(i=l;i<=inw;i++){ use plx(l);
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; i2=@W(l,i,l,2); i3=©W(l,i,l,3); r=il*pl; h=fabs(i3); if(h<=0.00001) h=1.0; st=p2/h;s=i2*pai/180.0*st; t=i3*pai/180.0*p3;©W(5,i,1,l)=r*sin(t)*cos(s);©W(5,i,l,2)=r*sin(t)*sin(s); if(fabs(h)<=0.00001){@W(5,i,l,l)=0.0;@W(5,i,l,2)=0.0;}@W(5,i,1,3)=r*cos(t); u2=fabs(i2); u3=fabs(i3); if(pn>=4 && u3>=0.00001){if(pn==4) tilt=0.0; model; za=hdv(a,u2,u3);@W(3,i,1,1)=r*sin(t)*cos(s);@W(3,i,l,2)=r*sin(t)*sin(s);@W(3,i,1,3)=r*cos(t)+za;mode2; ra=hdv(a,u2,u3);@W(4,i,l,l)=(r+ra)*sin(t)*cos(s); ©W(4,i,1,2)=(r+ra)*sin(t)*sin(s); @W(4,i,l,3)=(r+ra)*cos(t);@W(5,i,1,1)=(1-tilt)*©W(3,i,1,1)+tilt*@W(4,i,l,l);@W(5,i,1,2)=(1-tilt)*©W(3,i,1,2)+tilt*@W(4,i,l,2); ©W(5,i,l,3)=(l-tilt)*@W(3,i,l,3)+tilt*@W(4,i,l,3) ;}for(m=4;m<=ig;m++)©W(5,i,l,m)=@W(l,i,l,m);}@@D=red(@W(5))!@W(2);
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